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Abstract
The relationship between somatic symptoms and psychological functioning were 
investigated in two intensive case studies of the processes and outcomes of 
psychodynamic psychotherapy involving clients with chronic abdominal pain.
A main objective of the study was to see how change might be experienced at 
psychological and somatic levels, and how findings might best fit into a model of 
biopsychosocial functioning that could assist both therapist and client. The 
analyses of client process in each case involved (1) a psychotherapeutic 
formulation of client functioning in terms of conflicts perceived and self-regulation 
strategies used to cope with them, and movement during therapy from both 
therapist and client points of view (2) an assimilation analysis of client movement 
during the therapy process, (3) a pain analogue analysis in which symptom changes 
were correlated with shifts in conflict status, and (4) baseline and outcome 
psychometric measures of symptom intensity and frequency, quality of life, 
presence of psychological distress and defensiveness. Findings were related to 
existing approaches to psyche -soma relationships explored in a cross-disciplinary 
review of theory, research, and clinical accounts.
Analyses of the findings showed that for these clients, gastrointestinal pain 
represented more than one meaning. At a psychological level, it offered an 
expression of psychic pain existing at primitive levels of the psyche, which had 
been warded off, or disconnected from other ongoing perceptions of bodily 
function or self- experience. Pain and other symptoms appeared to result from the 
activation of defensive processes, themselves responses to emerging aspects of the 
patient's personality, which had been historically restricted from awareness. Intra­
personal conflicts revealed by these two patients shared some similarities even 
though their surface presentation was different. Conflicts emerging in therapy in 
both cases evolved from developmental deficits in ongoing self-object 
development.
It is argued that combining process analyses with measures of outcome can be 
useful in observing and integrating multiple domains of client self-awareness. The 
implications of this methodological strategy for future research and the structuring
of therapeutic tasks for psychosomatic work is discussed, and the value of the 
assimilation model in formulating conflicts, and mapping change is explored.
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
1.1 Introduction
My interest in examining the relationships between psyche and soma have existed for a 
long time. After years of performing experimental research in which the study of brain 
- behaviour relationships remained a connected stream running in and out of 
psychophysiological and health -  related research projects, I became a 
psychotherapist. My investigations of psychological disturbances occurred within die 
focus of helping individual clients understand their own inner processes. My 
perspective on healthy functioning broadened as I attempted to assist clients’ 
development into bodi awareness and acceptance of themselves and tiieir experiences. 
Eventually I began working with clients who, in more formal medical terms, were 
considered to somaticise psychological distress. In conjunction with the local teaching 
hospital, I set up a study in which relatively brief psychotherapy would be offered to 
volunteer patients diagnosed with functional gastrointestinal disorders. As in otiier 
cases of functional disorders, medical lore offered the opinion that symptoms resulted 
from both biological and psychological factors, and in some cases, psychological 
factors were strongly favored as causes for continued dysfunction (Drossman, 1999b).
As part of this project, two intensive case studies were performed. First a review of 
relevant literature on psychosomatic disorders and their links with psychological 
functioning was undertaken, along with research tackling other interfaces between 
biological and psychological functioning. In the therapeutic casework itself, an 
attempt was made to take a biopsychosociai approach -  a systems view -- in exploring 
how gastrointestinal symptoms could be understood in a client’s functioning in ways 
that might be useful to die therapy itself, and respected both die psychological and 
physical nature of dysfunction believed to exist at the base of clients’ continued 
experience with disorder. The research had the aims of deriving ways of describing 
how somatic symptoms might be related to psychological conflicts and thus, signal 
multiple aspects of dysfunction. These aims were approached tiirough an exploration 
of client experience and analysis of their psychological conflicts and somatic distress
2over time.
A second aim was to offer a pluralistic approach in exploring symptoms and other 
forms of distress, in order to establish a consensus within an interpretive framework 
about the nature of client distress and their changes over time. A final aim was to 
extrapolate the findings from these case-based analyses to a more general 
understanding of the potential role of somatic symptoms in reflecting psychological 
conflicts, and offer their implications for future therapeutic work with psychosomatic 
patients.
It was important to consider how bodily dysfunction had been approached and treated 
in psychological research and clinical practice, and what conceptualizations of 
psychosomatic disorder might exist. Further, I was interested in how they might lend 
to my understanding of these patients, who were to become my clients in a 
collaborative process in which we both sought to better understand the processes that 
had become their distress. For me there was little doubt that in each case, this would 
be a discovery process for us both, that the waters before us were uncharted. Over the 
next three years, my clients and our therapeutic discourse took me far in my learning.
1. 2 Background to the Research
Reviewing the theory and research underlying approaches to functional or 
psychosomatic models of illness covered several disciplines, including 
neurophysiology, neuropsychology, psychiatry, personality theory, cognitive 
psychology, and psychotherapy. In part, the collection of these ideas here is also a 
response to the discovery of useful but fragmented lines of research, isolated from die 
experiences and insights gained within other professional cultures. Different models 
or explanatory constructs have dominated thinking at different times within each field, 
yet important concepts have converged from different research origins.
Tliat die psyche has an effect on physiological functioning has been documented for 
ages and been of central interest to health scientists from medicine, health psychology 
and psychotherapeutics. The genesis of psychoanalytic theory was based on analysis
3of patients with somatic symptoms, and led to speculations supported and extended by 
further case examples on the relevance of repressed and unconscious drives and affects 
to symptom formation (Freud, 1905; 1933). More recent work within experiential 
approaches to therapy have delineated specific developments which enable a person to 
better process multiple aspects of their experiencing (Greenberg, Rice & Elliott, 1993). 
A significant focus within personality research has been on the characteristic ways 
individuals incorporate and cope with experience. Both repression of cognitive 
processing, and inhibition of emotional expression have been related to the 
development of disease and disorder (Borkovec, Roemer & Kinyon, 1995). These 
studies have offered support for focusing more on the role of emotion in the digestion 
of experience, and the role of relationships in developing basic beliefs and attitudes. 
More recent theorizing about the components of emotional development has offered 
other ideas about how differences between adjustment and disturbance in functioning 
might be described, and altered (Salovey et al., 2001).
Similarly, the influence of biological functioning -  including states of disease -  on 
mood states, and cognitive abilities as well as more generally in personality 
functioning has also been an area of study in physiological, neuropsychological, and 
psychiatric research. By the seventies, seven 'classic* psychosomatic diseases had 
been established as worthy for study by both psychologist and physician: asthma, 
neurodennatitis, peptic ulcer, headache, coronary heart disease, and rheumatoid 
arthritis, resulting in a plethora of studies examining psychological factors (e.g. level 
of anxiety, mood state, experience of loss) that may have played a role in disease 
aetiology or maintenance (Levitan, 1989b). Advances in measuring health-related 
physiological processes, such as autonomic states of arousal, immunological and 
neuroenteric functioning have demonstrated how these differentiated but connected 
systems may become disturbed during conditions of stress, and lead to symptom 
formation if they remain unaltered (Wood, Alpers & Me Andrew, 1999). The 
neurophysiology associated with the expression or inhibition of emotion have provided 
conceptual as well as body-based mechanisms for understanding how physiological 
and psychological processes might become disturbed and disorder might develop 
(Laborit, 1993). More recent advances in the investigation of specific pathways and 
sub-systems within the nervous system have offered explanation for the mutual and
subtle impacts of physiological information on multiple levels of bodily and 
psychological functioning and their regulation.
Recently, attempts at more integrative views have been provided by systems or self­
regulation theories combining research efforts across these disciplines to describe 
mutually-influencing ways in which neurochemical functioning, interpersonal 
relationships, cognition, emotion, and social behaviours, as well as individual 
awareness and knowledge of se^fhave had an impact on bodily functioning and health. 
They have provided such diverse but interrelated concepts such as system 
dysregulation (Schwartz, 1989), and the importance of others in self-regulation (Engel 
& Schale, 1967 ) which have become useful in conceptualizing about the nature of 
psychosomatic distress.
In addition, certain controversies have arisen and remain unresolved: Do affects or 
beliefs (or other aspects of self-experiencing) operate as potent psychological factors 
influencing bodily functions? What conflicts, or deficits in development (or other 
ways in which disturbance can be conceptualized) are related to somatic symptoms?
On what part of an individual’s biology do they have impact, and how do these 
disturbances within the psyche get localized in the body? How does the person’s 
relationship with his body and how can their understanding help to develop useful 
therapeutic interventions at a psychological level? Similar issues have prevailed and 
remained only partially answered across discipline-specific fields of research.
1. 2.1 Questions driving previous investigations
The organisation of the following review is presented in response to the following 
questions:
1) What problems in self - functioning (i.e. psychological conflicts) have been
1 The term se lf  w ill be used to  describe a central, organising structure in w hich  both conscious and 
unconscious com ponents o f  the psyche exist, and pertains to what is individual about the personality 
(Rogers, 1961), but also in relation to internalised aspects o f  others (Le. objects) as part o f  the process 
by w hich se lf  and other, and their relationship becom e defined (Kohut, 1971). In this work, the psyche  
is considered to consist o f  the structures o f  se lf  and objects, and their dynamics.
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associated with functional gastrointestinal disorders such as IBS and functional pain 
syndromes?
2) What have studies on stress and emotion and repression revealed about the possible 
relationships between somatic symptoms and psychological distress?
3) When patients undergo psychotherapy and their symptoms reduce (or they are able 
to manage their illness differently), what changes in ^//-functioning are believed to be 
responsible for this change?
Throughout this discussion, the term psychosomatic will refer to a hypothesized but 
not necessarily defined connection between psyche and soma in relation to symptoms 
or illness. It is not used in conjunction with certain illnesses believed to have 
psychological factors in their genesis alone; thus the distinction between disease (i.e. 
with known biological aetiology) and disorder is a conventional one. Here, the 
assumption is made that either may involve psychological processes at the levels of 
cause, maintenance, impact and recovery; but it is functional illness (i.e. symptoms 
that are described as a disorder) that is the focus of the current investigation. The term 
self-functioning is used to incorporate aspects of psychological awareness and 
experiencing that are involved in the individual’s perceptions, cognitions, feelings and 
reflections about self and the interpersonal world -  in short, his experiencing of self 
and world, and how that has been formulated and remains unformulated about those 
experiences (i.e. are not yet accessible to consciousness). This term also derives from 
both self psychology and psychodynamic theorizing which focus on how an individual 
manages and develops his relationship with himself and others, and also represents a 
way in which the psychological functioning of the cases will be described.
First, it was necessary to develop an understanding of the medical context in which the 
diagnosis and treatment of functional gastrointestinal disorders occurred, as this was 
immediate and integral to prospective clients’ experiences of their illness.
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61.3 Functional Gastrointestinal Disorders (FGIDs)
A recent shift from a disease- to symptom-based model of disorder has developed to 
describe functional GI disorders, with die intention of incorporating a more holistic 
view of their genesis and treatment. Published in 1999, the Rome II criteria provided 
a classification for functional gastrointestinal illness. Years of clinical study and 
observation were gathered from and symptom clusters common and distinctive to each 
category were developed and involved international researchers and clinicians. This 
system was set up in part as a foundation for establishing research criteria, in part to 
answer a need for developing new treatment strategies to diese widespread disorders. 
In this system, diagnosis was to be made on the basis of reported symptoms and 
examination in conjunction with negative findings from medical investigations. A 
functional gastrointestinal disorder is defined as a ‘variable combination of chronic or 
recurrent GI symptoms not explained by structural or biochemical abnormalities’ 
(Drossman et al., 1999), and is contrasted with a structural disorder, in which 
pathology in morphology or disease-based processes can be demonstrated. The 
categories were based on location or area of the body affected (e.g. anus and rectum, 
lower or upper abdomen) along with theoretical ideas about the nature of process 
underlying the symptom, and the symptom cluster itself.
Most of the research involving functional digestive disorders has focused on irritable 
bowel syndrome (Thompson et al., 1999). Abdominal discomfort or pain lasting at 
least 12 weeks (which need not be consecutive in the preceding 12 months) is the 
primary symptom, and IBS can be sub-classified as diarrhea type, constipation type, 
mixed symptom depending on other major symptom experienced by the patient. 
Bloating is another common symptom and associated with significant discomfort. In 
addition, at least two out of three other features must be present:
(1) relieved with defecation
(2) onset associated with a change in frequency of stool; and/ or
(3) onset associated with a change in form (appearance) of stool.
Abnormal stool frequency is usually defined as greater than three defecations a day or
7less than 3 times a week.
Another category, functional abdominal pain (also called chronic ideopathic 
abdominal pain) is believed to occur in 1.7 per cent of the population, and affect 
mostly women. Unlike the criteria for any of the other diagnostic categories, pain 
must be present continuously or episodically for at least six months, and must not be 
related (by the patient) with aspects of gut or other physiological function (e.g. relief 
on defecation, menses). Functional abdominal pain (FAP) must be associated with the 
loss of at least some daily activity or psychosocial function. Malingering is 
specifically excluded, and usually many tests and specialist referrals have been 
undertaken over time, possibly including major abdominal or pelvic operations.
1.3.1 Diagnosis, treatment and referral
Functional abdominal pain is unique among the FGUDs in that it is the only disorder to 
include psychosocial difficulties as a defining diagnostic feature. It is often described 
as a syndrome rather than a disorder as such (Thompson et al., 1999). The 
classification hints that aspects of the patient’s pain behaviour should be included in 
the gastroenterologist’s decision, but does not specify further. In practice, however, 
most physicians attribute psychosocial factors to the development of IBS, especially 
when symptoms are chronic or become periodically severe and investigation continues 
to prove negative. The attribution of a more generalised ‘abdominal pain’ or 
‘functional abdominal or bowel pain syndrome’ in either case appears to some degree 
rest on gastroenterologists’ and surgeons’ beliefs about a patient and the nature of her 
distress, regardless of the criteria established within the Rome II criteria to make 
distinctions for research purposes.
Clinical referrals to psychiatry or psychology occur more often in cases where the 
primary symptom includes epigastric or abdominal pain, and an absence of other 
symptoms such as constipation or diarrhoea. However pain in the absence of any 
other pelvic or GI symptom is rare, and patients own accounts of their symptoms 
notably fluctuate over time. This is not uncommon in the case of demonstrated 
disease, however. A more holistic impression doctors have to their patients almost
8certainly figures as a factor here. The insistence with which some patients attempt to 
elicit further treatment over time is one factor, and the manner and frequency with 
which they present symptoms is likely to be another (Janssen et al., 2000). German 
FGID individuals seeking help from their physicians were found to differ on 
psychological symptom measures compared with other FGID individuals who did not 
seek consultation. These researchers concluded that there might be two different 
‘psychological’ factors operating, one that may be associated with an illness syndrome 
and another related to help-seeking behaviour itself (Herschbach, Henrich & von Rad,
1999).
Many patients present a stoic attitude mixed with embarrassment when talking about 
their pain symptoms; they are logical in their recitation and do not look particularly 
pained, yet stress an anxious fear of becoming dysfunctional. It would make sense that 
FGID patients are more likely to be referred for psychological intervention after two or 
three rounds of investigations (unless they demonstrated pronounced or persistent 
anxiety or report complex psychosocial problems earlier). Also critical to the content 
of patient anxieties has been the consistency with which they are seen by the same 
team of health care professionals, and doctors’ abilities to correctly target the nature of 
their patients’ somatic concerns and address catastrophic ones (Van Dulmen et al.,
1995).
These examples from research and practice reinforce the medical view that disorder 
may for some be ‘psychologically’ driven, while for others exists independently of 
psychological processes. It is also interesting how these links are portrayed in the 
literature and in doctors’ own clinical reports. For example, notations such as ‘adult 
patient with fecal incontinence shows elevated levels o f psychological distress,’ or 
‘psychological testing o f procalgia fugax (severe anal pain) patients suggest that many 
are perfectionistic, anxious, and/  or hypochondricaf imply doctor’s beliefs that 
gastrointestinal symptoms are in some way magnified by underlying levels of 
psychopathology, and are somehow different from the nonanxious patient (one that 
does not appear anxious).
9In part, this view may well be bom out of the frustration experienced by most 
gastroenterologists and general surgeons confronted by a large percentage of patients they 
cannot really help with available treatments. There is the added pressure that patients 
presenting with chronic epigastric or abdominal pain that upon investigation appears to be 
poorly or unrelated to structural disease often require extensive investigations and ovenise 
of health resources over several years, as well as result in significant disability in 
occupational and family roles (Fass et al., 1998; Verhoef & Sutherland, 1990). Lower or 
upper gastrointestinal pain is a common presentation at outpatient clinics across the UK. 
Over half of the patients presenting at out-patient clinics each week in the UK are 
diagnosed with irritable bowel syndrome (IBS) according to Rome II criteria, and 
abdominal pain often appears as a primary but variable symptom across a wide spectrum 
of severity, with accompanying constipation or diarrhoea or mixed gut motility symptoms 
(Drossman, 1999a). In addition, they tend to visit primary care centres frequently, and 
have higher scores on social and familial difficulties scales (Donker, Foets, 
Spreeuwenberg, 1999). An additional 1.7 per cent are diagnosed with functional 
abdominal pain, another 20 per cent represent a combination of diagnoses involving 
epigastric pain, most likely due to ulcer-like dyspepsia or biliary dysfunction (Talley et 
al., 1999).
Nonetheless, the practice of diagnosis -making from the patient’s point of view is likely to 
become an important issue in therapy, if they perceive that their doctors believe them to 
be somaticising psychological distress into persistent pain symptoms. It could be 
expected that this tends to influence their own fears or beliefs about themselves, even if it 
is to need to defend that their suffering is real and warrants attention.
Previously, when stomach or digestive symptoms were severe enough, they were 
routinely attributed to illness states by both patients and doctors, and a search for 
inflammatory, infectious, neoplastic, or other structural abnormalities would begin, in 
order to arrive at a diagnosis and treatment plan. When medical investigations failed to 
produce significant findings, these symptoms were attributed to a functional disorder by 
default. Medical doctors were unclear whether these illnesses were really legitimate for 
medical intervention (Drossman, 1999a). Often the care of these patients would be
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terminated at specialist levels, and the patient ‘returned’ to his general practitioner with a 
medication suggested for treatment.
As far as the patient’s experience of illness is concerned, distinctions between disease 
and functional disorder may likely mean little. Irritable bowel syndrome in its more 
severe forms shares many of die symptoms (e.g. pain, diarrhoea, constipation, bloating 
and sore abdomen) with inflammatory bowel disease (e.g. Crohn’s disease, ulcerative 
colitis). Similarly, functional dyspepsia feels no different from the pain produced by 
gastric ulcers, and both functional and structural forms of disorders involving the 
Sphincter of Oddi and its neighbouring ducts involve inflammation and cause severe 
episodic pain around the midline or epigastric region of the abdomen. There are 
further confounds within these distinctions in that at least in some cases, symptoms 
associated initially with inflammatory disease may later re-occur as functional 
disorder. It is known that in 23 per cent of resolved cases of inflammatory bowel 
disease (D3D) appear to predispose the patient for irritable bowel syndrome (IBS) in 
the subsequent months or years (Drossman et al., 1999). The course of illness in each 
case may not be very different either, as die inflammatory bowel diseases are often 
chronic although both medication and surgical treatment may retard and reduce 
symptoms. In other cases, early neuropathy underlying inflammatory disease is 
believed to first manifest as ‘functional’ symptoms. These issues make diagnosis, as 
well as what gets communicated to patients, confusing at best.
More recently, it has been emphasized that dysfunction can be created by very subtle 
changes in function or malfunctions (Mayer, Naliboff & Chang, 2001; Drossman,
1999a). Synaptic micro-circuitry was proposed as the most likely candidates for 
disruptions in motility and mucosal lining substances and changes in their sensitivity.
A parallel was drawn with some of the neurological disorders that were considered 
‘functional’ until disruptions in somatic circuitry could be found (e.g. Parkinson’s 
disease). This is important to consider in that the functional-structural basis for 
dividing dysfunction and disease may not be a significant issue in any event, in the 
eventual selection of treatment modalities once the mechanisms underlying these 
disorders are understood.
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Recent advances in technology have helped to create a wider picture of the physiology 
and neurochemistry underlying gut function and dysfunction. These advances have 
provided a view of basic gut actions (e.g. motility) and helped to foster a description of 
the variables associated with them that are possible mechanisms underlying disorder.
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functioning from  Drossmcm el al., 1999)
They have fostered continued hope in both doctors and patients for the development of 
better medical-based treatments; for patients, they may have also contributed to 
continued reliance on seeking disease-type explanations for their symptoms.
However, advances in understanding the micro-processes have permitted a 
hypothetical picture to be developed between different factors giving rise to and 
recovery from disorder, including genetics, psychosocial factors, and physiology. A 
simple example is given below in Figure 1.
1.3.2 Psychological factors influencing gut function
The idea that emotional arousal or stress affects gut function is hardly new. It has 
always been known that both psychological and physical dysfunctions affect the 
functioning of the digestive system (Drossman, 1999b; Mai, 1988). Symptoms such as 
pain, nausea, vomiting, bloating, diarrhoea, constipation, inconsistent passage of food
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or faeces are common to both kinds of disorder. One of the earliest pieces of evidence 
of the linkage between gastric function and emotionally significant experiences was 
provided by Beaumont in 1832, who provided clinical descriptions of one of Ins 
patients whose gastric fistula provided a natural experiment for observing changes in 
his muscosal lining in relation to various conditions of emotional excitement (Wolf,
1985) . These observations were later supported and extended by Pavlov and Cannon, 
who were interested in the impact of conditioned expectations of food on stimulating 
stomach secretions, and fear- induced inhibition of secretion, respectively. Work with 
other patients whose ulcers or gastrostomies provided other natural experiments for 
recording changes in secretory activity, stomach wall color, texture and size, provided 
these and other investigators such as Wolff the opportunity to view the impact of 
‘aggressive attitudes,’ fright, depression, feeling ‘overwhelmed,’ and homesickness on 
these structures and functions (Wolf & Goodell, 1968). Most consistent was that 
hyperactivity of the stomach (i.e. engorgement of mucosa, increased contractile 
activity and accelerated secretion of HCL) accompanies aggressive feelings, anger and 
resentment, while fear has an inhibitory effect (Baldaro et al., 1996). These studies 
permitted the first hypotheses about the neuronal pathways and humoral mechanisms 
responsible for these phenomena.
Various psychological factors have been implicated for disorders such as IBS and 
abdominal pain syndrome, including a tendency to ‘somaticise’ feelings or anxiety 
(Slepoy, 1999); impaired perception of internal sensory stimuli (Chun et al., 1999); 
depression, external locus of control, heightened sense of vulnerability or negative 
cognitions (Whitehead et al., 1997); compulsive tendencies (Farthing & Gombarone,
1995) and history of early childhood physical or sexual abuse (Eisendrath et al.,
1986) . Neuroticism, hypochondriasis or somatisation and depression have shown 
higher prevalence rates in IBS patients rather than controlled comparisons, in more 
than one culture (Tanum & Malt, 2001; Talley et al., 1990). At least in a certain 
percentage of cases, psychiatric diagnosis or personality trait have been shown to 
precede the advent of gastrointestinal symptoms (Farthing & Gomborone, 1995).
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1.3.3 The impact of stressful events on gut function
Somatic symptoms such as those described in irritable bowel syndrome have been 
shown to exist in conjunction with anxiety symptoms in non-patients as well as those 
seeking consultation (Tanum & Malt, 2001). This fact as well as the greater 
prevalence of psychiatric symptoms in FGED and IBD patients compared to the 
general population is usually given as evidence that some kind of chronic emotional 
distress may be linked to the maintenance of gut symptoms, at least in some patients. 
Difficulties or poor development in emotional competences like recognition and 
expression of emotion have been implicated in IBS and other GI disorders (Guthrie,
1993). Investigations with children and adolescents with recurrent abdominal pain, 
have indicated significant associations between pain onset and the presence of 
stressors involving achievement pressures or changes in family relationships 
(Woodbury, 1993).
In addition, symptoms are almost certainly exert an impact on patients’ life functioning 
and self-perception, especially if their duration is long or severity is strong (Naliboff et 
al., 1998). These impacts exist even when the effects of comorbid psychological 
status have been partitioned out in regression analyses (Whitehead et al., 1996). As 
Drossman et al. (1999) have pointed out, the relationship between a patient’s 
psychology and gut physiology is likely to involve mutual influences at every stage, as 
well as determine the patient’s symptom experience, health behaviour and recovery. 
Creed and Guthrie (1985) pointed out that premorbid psychiatric disorder may 
precipitate hypervigilance over bowel symptoms, whose occurrence supports the 
continued worry over future symptoms. The psychology associated with these 
symptom pictures and their greater or lesser recovery needs more investigation, 
however. Patients’ own concerns related to their illness may go unvoiced, and remain 
a source of anxiety. These aspects of coping with symptoms and re-organising 
expectations of self and others are not given a routine agenda within medical care.
Some researchers have looked at the relationship between life stress and function GI 
disorders. Two kinds of arguments have been presented. First, psychophysiological 
concomitants of anxiety (e.g. autonomic activation; increase/ decrease in gastric or
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intestinal secretions) had traditionally been hypothesized as related to the onset of GI 
symptoms in disease states (e.g. peptic ulcer and inflammatory bowel disease), so it 
was reasonable to consider that these reactions also created disturbances in function 
underlying FGIDs (Varis, 1987). Tlius, ongoing psychological distress might create 
physiological alterations which eventually affected the maintenance functions of die 
body, already known to be responsive to autonomic arousal. The findings have been 
equivocal. The finding of greater anxiety and depressive symptoms in IBS compared 
with IBD and non-GI patients, or non-patients across various studies have led some 
researchers to further hypothesize an direct relationship between acute states of 
physiological disturbance associated with psychological distress and GI functioning 
(Lydiard & Falsetti, 1999; Talley et al., 1991), but even tiiis finding has not been 
universally supported in subsequent research (Talley, Phillips et al., 1999; Stevens, 
Wan & Blanchard, 1997).
Second, there has been an attempt to correlate the presence of life stressors with onset 
of disorder. These studies have included multiple stressors as well as specific stressors 
such as rape, sexual abuse or early history of child abuse noted as having a higher 
incidence in functional GI populations (Lesserman et al., 1996). Chaudhary & 
Truelove (1962) examining self-reported retrospective recall of conditions prior to 
onset of abdominal pain and altered bowel habits found an increase in stressful life 
events. Stressors commonly cited with marital difficulties and other family 
disturbances, and career problems. A similarly significant relationship between 
negative life events and onset of functional abdominal pain in patients diagnosed with 
FAP, compared with gallstone patients or healthy non-patients was foimd by Jorgensen 
et al. (1996), using an events questionnaire. Levy et al. (1997) examined the 
relationship between daily stressors (recorded on a subjective 4 point severity scale) 
and GI distress (as measured by the most severe symptom recorded) in daily health 
diaries for both IBS patients and non-patients and foimd a positive regression 
coefficient between the two for some individuals.
However, findings from other studies have not supported a relationship between 
symptom episodes and daily stress when prospectively measured by ongoing life 
events (Suls, Wan, & Blanchard, 1994). Drossman et al. (1988) reported fewer life
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events in the six month period preceding symptom onset for IBS patients compared to 
non-patients’ retrospective recall. They interpreted this finding to indicate that these 
patients may be even less likely to acknowledge negative life experiences (or their 
intensity) than are non-patients. Still others have shown that when population-based 
designs are employed (i.e. rather than case-control designs more typical of this 
research) particular stressors such as history of abuse are not significantly correlated 
with IBS or related digestive symptoms (Talley, Boyce & Jones, 1998).
Naliboff, Balice and Mayer (1998) have cautioned that in attempting to find factors 
like stressful events or personality traits associated with functional disorders such as 
IBS or other forms of chronic pain, researchers and clinicians need to keep aware of 
the implicit models that may underlie their thinking about moderator variables, and 
also how these factors affect outcomes such as quality of life. For example, decreasing 
depressive or intestinal symptoms (considered a move towards greater health) may 
paradoxically increase other kinds of symptoms, which may lead to an overall if 
temporary decrease in quality of life.
Otliers have claimed the importance of assuming cause and effect relationships that are 
not supported by appropriate research designs, even if these are problematic in using in 
actual research. In a review of the links between pain and emotion for example, 
several possibilities were raised to describe these relationships (Romano &Tumer,
1985). They include (a) that pain is caused by the lower sensory thresholds and 
sensitivity caused by depression; (b) that pain may be a symbolic equivalent of 
depression, or vice versa; (c) pain may be a stressor that provokes depression as a 
response; and (d) that pain and depression can be co-occurring responses deriving from 
similar or shared psychological or biological foundations. Each of these hypotheses 
have received support in research investigations, which may provide useful 
information for the clinician wanting to understand possible mechanisms linking their 
patients’symptoms. Still others have attempted to be more precise in how these 
associations might work; for example, defining which sub-groupings of IBS sufferers 
demonstrate lower visceral thresholds for sensation, or are likely to seek medical help 
for their complaints (Drossman, 1999b)
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In addition to these epidemiological studies which demonstrate the co-occurrence of 
psychiatric and GI disorder, there have been a few therapy process and outcome 
studies indicating that deficits in emotional and interpersonal competencies may be at 
the root of both disorders (i.e. when these deficits were improved, GI symptomology 
was reduced). Other clinicians who have worked individually with IBS patients as 
highly defended against the recognition or processing of intense emotional experiences 
(Read, 1999). Guthrie and her co-workers used an interpersonal (i.e. relational) form 
of short-term psychotherapy with a large sample IBS patients (Creed et al., 2001; 
Guthrie, 1993). More formal assessments involving baseline and outcome 
measurements in two studies included both self-reported symptoms /quality of life, and 
gastroenterologist rating of patient’s illness. Other studies in which educative 
approaches combined with psychological interventions have been used have supported 
the idea that both IBS and dyspepsia patients may lack emotional competencies 
(Brooks and Richardson, 1980).
Cognitive -behavioural therapy which has focused on specific problems associated 
with illness perceptions and coping with IBS symptoms have been associated with a 
reduction in reported symptoms, and are reported to improved self-rated health or 
quality of life in other studies (Greene & Blanchard, 1994; Blanchard, 1988) Others 
have demonstrated some improvement in GI symptoms with relaxation therapy and 
hypnosis (Whorwell, Prior & Farager, 1984). Conclusions regarding the relative 
effectiveness of psychodynamic or cognitive-behavioural approaches with IBS patients 
have slow in coming; as with other patient populations, it may depend on the patients’ 
specific needs associated with their illness, their capacity to perform psychological 
work, and the goals they wish to achieve as well as nonspecific factors involving the 
therapies themselves. Some large scale studies have shown at least moderate 
effectiveness (Guthrie, 2000). Psychological therapies have also been useful in 
improving patient well -being in cases of inflammatory gastric and bowel disorders as 
well, but sme gastroenterologists have taken the approach that psychological 
intervention is only helpful in these and functional cases for treating the ‘psychological 
symptoms’ that are concomitant or created by disorder, rather than for treating the 
whole disorder itself (Varis, 1987).
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1.4 Possible Psyche-Soma Links in Gastrointestinal Disorders suggested by 
Neurophysiological Research
Physiological studies of altered GI function have suggested potential structures that 
mediate a link between psychological and digestive functioning. These will be briefly 
discussed here, in order to conceive of the kinds of processes that would most likely 
be linked to chronic digestive dysfunction.
1. 4.1 The enteric nervous system
The structural pathways of the enteric nervous system (ENS), or the brain-gut axis, are 
interesting to consider in the attempt to understand the psyche-soma links involved in 
functional GI disorders. The processes involved in digestion and the maintenance of 
digestive pathways is a complex one that involve a chain of events linking the central 
nervous system with three other successively specialised levels of function (autonomic 
and enteric nervous system and effector sites such as the muscles, mucosa, and 
vasculature of the digestive glands and tracts). It is now known that the enteric 
nervous system acts as a mini-brain, and contains a library of programmes for gut 
behaviour (Wood, Alpers & Andrews, 1999). There are three important implications 
from this system of structures and processes. First is although directly connected to 
the brain and spinal cord, it is capable of its own independent operations and current 
neuroanatomical thinking sees the brain as an influence rattier than administrator of 
enteric functions. This capacity for parallel processing explains how the gut may 
respond to certain emotional states without conscious registration of the emotional 
experiences themselves. The mucosa (the mucus lining of the intestines) grow pale 
with fear, and sympathetic activation inhibits active digestion and tension occurring 
from chronic activation disrupts and dysregulates patterns of peristalsis during 
digestion and at rest.
Second, there are multiple ways in which the functioning of this system -  or parts of it 
-  can be affected, from different sites or points of entry. These points of overlap and 
mutual influence with other physiological sub-systems such as autonomic and
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neurohormonal systems permit a rich interconnection and thus possibilities for 
interaction that are both subtle and capable of refinement, and evoke possibilities for 
psyche-somatic relationships (Kellow et ah, 1999). Jn central nervous system 
functioning it is usually inferred that redundancy usually signifies an evolutionarily 
important function: they permit an influence to occur even if part of a system is 
damaged. The combination of independence yet multiple occasions for mutual 
influence offers the gut and that central nervous system non-linear and complex 
possibilities for interaction. Finally, the process of gut sensitization supported by 
gut-brain interconnections permits the conditioned learning or generalization of a 
psychological response, such as pain perception, to a peripheral area in the gut even 
after inflammation has passed and only sensory signals are relayed.
The enteric ganglia, for example, are capable of integrating and processing information 
in a fashion similar to the spinal cord when reflex action is needed to receive, decide 
on, and return directive information to muscles and other effector sites. They are 
capable of detecting changes in thermal, chemical and mechanical stimulus energy and 
sending this information to other points in the ENS. Over repeated exposures to the 
same stimuli, certain ‘logic circuits’ become formed that act as reflex arcs in 
determining automatic response to these inputs. They add to the stock of programmes 
responsive to other patterns of input or represent programmed motor sequences not 
requiring sensory input for their operation. Together, these programmes support the 
secretory and contractile behaviours necessary for digestion (Malagelada, 2000).
Neural connections involved can signal, initiate, sustain, and suppress the behaviour of 
any effector, including muscle, mucosa, and vasculature, that all have a role in 
movement of the contents being processed through it and chemical reactions with it. It 
is noteworthy that unlike die brain or spinal cord, die central processes of the enteric 
nervous system do not have a structurally unified location, but ratiier are represented 
by a relative pattern of activity.
These structures support several ways in which other CNS, ANS, neuroendocrine, and 
immunological substructures can interact with the gut. There are hundreds of 
intemeurons connecting the enteric nervous system and ANS and other sites besides 
the CNS however, facilitating the transfer of information to any other site in the body.
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Important connections are believed to exist with both the parasympathetic and 
sympathetic pathways within the ANS, which are coimected to the major organ and 
muscle sites throughout the body and whose alternate domination of activity is 
believed to be central to healthy functioning for both mind and body. This offers one 
major avenue for psychological events to influence the gut, and vice versa.
Sympathetic activation is synonymous with sudden or partial mobilsation for action, as 
in a stress response when the individual is under threat. Chronic sympathetic 
activation, even at a minor level without the cyclic relief of adequate parasympathetic 
activation, creates the stress syndromes associated with disease and lowered 
immunological functioning.
Central mechanisms are believed to affect stomach, gall bladder and bowel function on 
a regular basis, as other sensory information like visual or olfactory stimulation have 
been shown to affect these organs at rest as well as during experimental procedures 
that induce emotional states or thinking tasks (Kiecolt-Glaser et al., 1993). The limbic 
system, hypothalamic-pituitary-thalamic axis (HPA), amygdala, and dorsal vagal 
complex are all mediating centers in the brain. They have figured importantly in 
discussions of digestive function, and the mediation of emotional states, memory and 
behavioural actions (Mayer, Chang & Lembo, 1998).
Finally, the existence of a natural pain modulation system in the gut has been 
ascertained from studies in which differences between functional pain, and non­
patients have been examined and related to knowledge of cutaneous (skin) pain 
(Willis, 2000). Patients experience primary and secondary hyperalgesia (i.e. increased 
pain sensation) and allodynia (i.e. response of pain to non-painfiil stimulus) within the 
visceral surfaces of the gut. Primary hyperalgesia is caused by damaged receptors at 
the level of the gut, whereas secondary hyperalgesia represents a central response that 
has become sensitized (i.e. brain centers react more quickly to incoming nocioceptive 
signals) These sensations are mediated through receptors via nocioceptive afferent 
pathways in die spine to the brain. Thus, an initial inflammation occurring as the 
result of infection might result in enhanced signaling by primary afferent fibers that 
innervate that part of die colon, and central nocioceptive neurons receiving input from 
the afferent fibers. This would be likely to result in the experience of pain.
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Important for an understanding of psyche-soma links relevant to this study is how 
fundamental principles of association are supported by the neural networks crossing 
the central-peripheral systems. If the afferent fibers remained sensitized (for whatever 
reason), primary visceral hyperalgesia would result. But later stimulation of an 
uninfected part of the colon (i.e. a non-inflammatory sensory signal) might result in 
secondary visceral hyperalgesia and allodynia, if the earlier inflammation had caused 
central sensitization of the post-synaptic neurons receiving the nocioceptive messages 
up the dorsal horn of the spine. This is one example of the perturbations that may 
occur at one site, that have distant effects that outlast the original stimulation, and 
change the sensitivity of the system at a higher level of function.
Some evidence suggests that pain and other symptoms common to IBS are caused 
most often by disturbed gastrointestinal motility, but dysfunction could also occur 
from any one of a variety of neurochemical malfunctions or malformations. Most of 
the research investigating the neurophysiology of functional GI disorders have focused 
on IBS patients. In many cases, motor disorder or irregular motor discharge of the 
transverse colon or gall bladder have been found, hi the case of the small bowel, 
another dysfunction caused by a loss of bowel micro-circuitiy, so that the circular 
muscles are active but disorganized and smooth peristalsis does not occur. In 
addition, local immune responses may have some responsibility for these symptoms 
when lymphocytes, mast cells, and leucocytes are present in the gut (stimulated by 
CNS efferent action in response to signals of inflammation). When a substance toxic 
to the intestine is being processed, it will activate a defensive response by creating 
antigens, activating a rapid propulsion of contents from the gut. Thus even at ‘rest/ 
the intestinal wall exists in a relatively constant state of irritability, responsivity and 
movement to a variety of signals converging from many places at once.
Anxiety is known to increase autonomic arousal and this in turn affects a number of 
processes in the small bowel, including decreasing the regularly occurring peristaltic 
movements that occurs when the bowel is not digesting food In otherwise healthy 
people, strong emotional stress can lead to increased motility in any region of the gut, 
from esophagus to rectum. One finding that has been repeated across studies is that
individuals suffering with FGIDs, greater motility if experienced in response to 
stressors (Mayer, 1999).
One technique used in these studies has been to mechanically or electrically stimulate 
tissues associated with pain or dysfunction. It has been repeatedly noted in studies that 
CBS patients show visceral hypersensitiviy and allodynia (i.e. increased sensitivity to 
pain in tissues where previous stimulation was not perceived as pain), although it is not 
clear what mechanisms are responsible (Bueno et al., 1997). One hypothesis is that an 
increased sensitivity to stretch sensation is interpreted as pain, although it is not known 
if this is due to central or peripheral processes. Another is that previously silent 
receptors (i.e. receptors that have never before been active in response to stimulation) 
become active following inflammation or exposure to toxic substances, and disrupt the 
normal pattern of overall responsivity in a localised region of the gut. In the colon and 
rectum, reports of pain have been associated with hypersensitivity to or re­
interpretation of distention signals, or other kinds of altered central modulation of 
sensation (Willis, 2000).
Thus, die gut and die CNS are connected dirough several padiways diat involve 
neurotransmitters, endocrine and other neurochemical messengers, and multiple 
structural pathways connecting higher brain centers to sensory cells and motor sites 
that are also involved in emotion, general arousal, and responses to threat. In addition, 
tiiere are different levels of activity that affect function during active digestion of 
nutrients, and system maintenance at rest: secretion, chemical processing of food, 
contraction or motility, pain modulation, defense against disease, and transfer of 
information between the gut and several other organs within the ENS as well as the 
CNS. However, the gut has a ‘mini-brain’ and is capable of operating somewhat 
independently as a complex and highly sensitive organ system. This function has 
been demonstrated in relation to digestion, and speculation exists that it may also serve 
as an integral biological system for other functions that combine integrating, 
differentiating and more generally processing of experiences (Mayer, 2000).
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1.4.2 Dysregulation models of functional GI disorders
In neurogastroenterological research, systems models utilizing the principle of 
deregulation have developed in relation to chronic digestive disorder as well. Mayer, 
Naliboff and Chang (2001) have recently proposed an integrative model based on the 
concept of dysregulation. Although primarily based in neurophysiological structures, 
it attempts to integrate findings related to Hie neurobiology of emotion. It attempts to 
describe how altered regulation of gastrointestinal motility and epithelial (secretory) 
functions (bottom-up dysregulation) as well as altered perception of visceral events 
(top-down dysregulation) can create symptoms. CNS alternations are believed to 
result from enhanced responsiveness of central stress /  emotion circuitry in this model, 
which may be caused by either internal or external stressors.
Mayer and his colleagues describe an emotional motor system responsible for both die 
generation of emotional experience and gut dysfunction. He offers recent findings 
regarding neural circuits generating emotion-specific patterns of autonomic and 
neuroendocrine modulation of the viscera and other sites. In particular, the circuits 
involving fear and anger responses have been mapped out. Fear has its greatest 
impact on inhibiting upper GI motility and stimulating distal colonic function, while 
anger is associated with enhanced contractions of the upper and lower bowel and 
increasing both mucosal blood flow and gastric acid secretion. In cases of IBS, risk 
factors associated with pathological or chronic stress in early life, along with genetic 
factors can load onto other ‘trigger’ factors, such as current psychosocial stressors or 
infections, antibiotic consumption. If in addition, the existence of a negative feedback 
loop leading from anxiety states to symptoms, which in turn create more anxiety, can 
act as a maintaining factor and lead to chronic GI dysfunction. The emotional motor 
system (EMS) is a functional circuit that relies on other more hard-wired pathways, 
and the CNS structures involved in this system have been identified and involve 
chemical mediators such as corticotrophin-releasing factor (CRF) as well as pathways 
outlined above in the CNS and ANS.
In Mayer’s model, either exteroceptive (i.e. psychosocial, toxic) stressors or 
interoceptive (i.e. infection, chronic anxiety) can affect the emotional motor system,
which results in impacts on autonomic, pain modulatory, and nueroendocrine (e.g. 
cortisol) functions. In the gut, these impacts lead to feedback in the form of other 
nueroendocrine response as well as neural messages to the CNS via afferent pathways.
A patient’s physiology can potentially become either cause or effect (or both) in 
relation to a combination of psychological and physiological factors mediated by 
outputs of the emotional motor system and its network of autonomic, neuroendocrine, 
attention and pain modulatory sub-system responses. If inflammation occurs for 
example, in conjunction with a period of more chronic anxiety also present, both 
factors will lend to the development of an alteration of CNS sensitivity in response to 
future feedback from the gut, with the result of pain, or changes in motility or 
secretory activity.
The benefit of such a model, in conjunction with the other findings related to gut 
function, is that physiological events can also be used as a construct, or functional idea 
in addition to psychological events. What becomes important about their reality is 
that they offer a way of understanding the links between psyche and soma and offer 
multiple and layered ways of creating (and also alleviating) disorder. Causes and 
impacts are more easily seen as bi-directional. The system represented as the 
individual can seen as a sensitive and ever-changing entity. Perturbations to any point 
of entry or at any part of the system is likely to have reverberations at more than one 
end point, and the impact of one event is more likely to interleave with a number of 
simultaneous events. The end-points themselves are modified by experience and so do 
not ‘receive’ in the same way over time. This ever-changing and sensitive nature of 
the psyche and soma connections as they exist at the level of the gut can be seen as a 
fine-timed and complex sub-system, rather than a neglected part of bodily function.
1.5 Summary
In conclusion, these studies point to more general finding of a greater incidence of 
chronic psychological disturbance, injury or developmental deficit in people suffering 
functional digestive disorders compared with individuals attending primary or 
secondary care clinics for any of a number of other disorder (not necessarily chronic
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ones), or a non-medical sample. More specifically they have tended to be viewed as 
an example of somatisation, the expression of psychological disturbance in a physical 
symptom which may involve multiple secondary as well as primary symptoms. To a 
lesser degree die impact of acute or chronic psychological distress on physiological 
dysfunction has been implicated as a factor in these disorders. There have been few 
reports of the intrapersonal conflicts or dynamics from more intensive case studies, 
and so attempting a more precise hypothesis about the relationship between chronic 
bowel pain and psychological processes has been difficult. Certainly living with 
chronic symptoms and presenting them within help-seeking contexts are not well 
understood, except that they offer die patient additional sources of confusion, 
irritation, and anxiety.
A basic understanding of neurogastroenterology offers possible mechanisms as well as 
the insight that the digestive organs are intricately connected to other basic 
information-processing structures involving the nervous system, endocrine and 
immunological functions. This overlapping of structures and immediacy of 
connections to general arousal and emotional processes suggests an evolutionaiy value 
is attached to them. The state in which readiness for action and emotional ‘digestion’ 
occur can be seen as primary activities that share die same pathways and thus at times 
compete with odier needs for the body to maintain, nourish, and repair.
However, patients showing patterns of chronic functional epigastric or abdominal pain 
only poorly related to other gut symptoms have been relatively neglected in research 
studies. Given die positive links between psychological and digestive disturbances, it 
might be more helpfid to address the question of why there has been relatively little 
attempt to investigate them further, and deepen an understanding of their experiences 
of illness as well as the psychodynamics of their inner and outer relationships. It 
appears as if an even more general inhibitory process shared by die medical profession 
and researchers and patients has been at work here. For some, clinical symptoms such 
as pain and gastrointestinal symptoms may seem quite removed from experiences of 
anxiety, sorrow, and shame. In addition, there are relatively few gastroenterologists 
trained as psychotherapists, or psychiatrists with interests in GI disorders, and even 
fewer who have contributed to either theory or research literature (Read, 1999).
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CHAPTER 2 STUDIES ON THE INFLUENCE OF STRESS AND 
EMOTIONAL EXPERIENCES ON HEALTH
Other attempts to establish links between psyche and soma have focused on other 
disorders, or derived from other areas of neurophysiological or psychological 
research. Three domains of research stood out: studies involving the relationship 
of stressful events and personality attributes associated with the creation or 
mediation of continued stress, studies of emotion and emotional processing, and 
theoretical inquiry and empirical investigations of repression, or a highly defensive 
coping style. These phenomena and their relationship to health and illness have 
stimulated interest and research by both psychologists and physiologists alike, 
sometimes in the same investigation. The following studies incorporated findings 
related to other health-related conditions and offered support for the links between 
psychological and physiological interaction underlying the development of illness 
symptoms or their maintenance.
2.1 The Diathesis- stress model: Implications for the Impact of Stress on 
Personality, Coping Styles and Bodily Functioning
The notion that large amounts of stress over a limited period of time could weaken 
the body and create disease has been the focus of considerable research (Cohen, 
1979). Physiological functioning was believed to be adversely affected when 
psychological functions became over-taxed (i.e. their usual styles of attention, 
emotional coping and problem-solving proved inadequate to handle internal or 
external pressures). If stressors became chronic, especially if they evoked 
continued sympathetic arousal, disease could follow (Koranyi, 1989).
For physiologists, the experience of stress was conceptualised as impinging on an 
already dynamic state within the organism, rather than a stimulus assault or burden 
on a stable one, however. Stress could be a response to outer, or life events or the 
result of chronic personality traits (e.g. tendency to react with hostility) that 
directly created chronic internal arousal as well as problems negotiating his 
environment, thus helping to create indirect sources of stress. Later cognitive 
approaches to anxiety and depression (Beck, 1976) offered a modification of the 
view that it was the way individuals perceived inner and outer events (i.e. the 
attributions and appraisals they made of others’ behaviour) that might create 
physical and internal responses that are commonly called stress.
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Studies of the impact of stress have included attempts to ascertain how individuals 
cope, that is, what they do next or characteristicallyy as self-reported responses to 
specific situations or as a general response tendency. When individuals respond to 
a preset scale of items of presented or self-generated descriptions of situations in 
which coping strategies are needed, certain dimensions have been described from 
their responses, including act ive coping versus passive coping (avoidance') and 
problem- versus emotional -response orientation, for example seeking emotional 
expression (i.e. crying or groaning) or support (e.g. talking to friends). One finding 
from a number of studies that in addition to having preferred or routine coping 
strategies, individuals are more likely to use problem focused strategies when 
situations are perceived as changeable, and emotional and avoidant ones where 
options are not perceived, or individuals have fewer social resources (Paez et al.,
1995; Folkman & Lazarus, 1988). Later work redefined emotion- focused coping 
has been subdivided into four groupings, including seeking to regulate emotions, 
to prepare for confrontation of others, to actively discharge emotions, and to gain 
emotional support (Carver, Sheier & Wientraub, 1989).
In contrast with problem-focused coping, which help individuals analyse and solve 
external problems or work towards resolving dilemmas, emotion-focused coping 
has been viewed as a less instrumental or effective way to respond to states of 
distress. This conclusion has been based on findings where coping styles or 
generic tendencies have been correlated with other measures of distress. Prevalent 
use of emotional discharge, seeking emotional support, and cognitive and 
behavioural avoidance have appeared to be moderately correlated with each other 
and with anxiety as a trait (Cohen & Lazarus, 1979). However, it has been 
difficult to demonstrate a consistent relationship between the use of any strategy 
and psychopathology or pathophysiology over time. Other studies have shown the 
importance of operationalising the individual’s intention in using a particular 
strategy. For example, a distinction has been made between avoidance as a general 
withdrawal of active problem-orientation, and time-out, or distracting oneself with 
a refocus on more pleasant or adaptive cognitions, which may be adaptive 
responses in many situations rather than inappropriate attempts to ignore 
responsibility for problem-solving. (Ingeldew et al., 1996).
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Certain personal styles of coping or responding to illness might have positive or 
negative impacts on recovery. For example, employing denial or avoidance of 
attention as a generalised and pervasive coping strategy might be unhelpful in 
recovery from an illness in which accepting functional limitations or re-leaming 
would be adaptive (Pitts, 1991). The same strategy might be more useful in 
recovery from a self-limiting muscular injury, with appropriate physiotherapeutic 
guidance. The diathesis-stress model described how pre-disposing factors at the 
level of either a person’s physiology or personality could create vulnerabilities, and 
when they encountered an excess of stress, together could lead to disorder and 
disease. In addition, a pre-determination of what becomes stressful may be harder 
to define without examining the history and attitudes of the individual; what is 
problematic and creates painful tension for one could result in frustration leading to 
a problem-solving orientation for another or even a perceived challenge and 
positive stimulation for yet another (Kiecolt-Glaser et al., 1993).
In addition to coping styles, other response tendencies have been viewed as traits 
involving cognitive responses to events that are believed to lead to poorer health. 
Certain personality traits were associated with the continual creation of stress. For 
example, having a surplus of anger or hostility was a key trait studied in relation to 
presence and outcomes of cardiac disease and outcomes related to cardiovascular 
disorders (Jenkins, 1976). One result from these studies was the realisation that 
precise description of psychological processes being targeted in research was 
keenly important. For example, what was originally defined as a cardiac stressor 
was a chronic and fairly pervasive behaviour pattern (Type A personality), but 
subsequent research re-defined the maladaptive trait as hostility and later it was 
defined again as expressed anger on the basis or correlational studies with groups 
of patients (Siegman, 1994) Later, the maladaptive presence of anger was seen to 
depend on how it was being processed; for example, whether or not it was being 
expressed. Friedman and Booth-Kewley (1987) showed that using a variety of 
means to measure expressiveness, Type As who were also able to express 
emotional states were just as healthy as Type Bs, as measured by follow-up 
medical records. They were also rated to be more relaxed by a panel of observers 
than were Type As whose emotional expressiveness was rated as lower by self and 
judges. Thus, it was not Type A behaviour alone, but Type A coupled with an 
emotionally restricted style that appeared to be most destructive to health.
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Other caveats need to be raised in conjunction with these findings, especially as 
they can appear especially inviting to the consideration of how to help clients adapt 
to stressful situations, like pain and illness, or reduce the impact of the self- 
perpetuating cycle of pain and anxiety. It is hopeful to think that a simple change 
of coping strategy or reduction of a trait-associated tendency might help improve 
health. Other connections between traits or coping styles and their effects on 
health-enhancing or damaging behaviours, and responses to symptoms may 
mediate impacts on physiology and health, however (Contrada, 1994). Although 
less direct, they may be even more powerful as factors in the diathesis of disease 
and disorder. Mechanisms connecting any ‘healthy’ or ‘unhealthy’ traits to health 
states might be direct (e.g. emotional arousal activating the sympathetic systems 
and accelerating heart rate in a chronic fashion), or indirect (e.g. increasing the 
probability of engaging in self-soothing behaviours (such as smoking or 
compulsive eating of fatty foods) which themselves put cardiovascular pathways at 
risk).
Links between the presence of long-term stressors and biological mechanisms 
mediating disease have been supported, and subsequent research has focused on 
chronic autonomic arousal, immunological dysfunction and reduced production of 
endogenous opiods (i.e. enkephalins and endorphins) as possible mediators of these 
impacts. It is noteworthy that these same systems have been implicated in the 
development of gastrointestinal as well as other disorders, and this link has 
provided a basis for hypothesizing that even a small overload of chronic stress 
might be responsible for functional GI symptoms. That autonomic arousal and 
activation of sympathetic pathways occur when an organism perceives itself to be 
under threat is well-documented (Cohen, 1979). The brain permits a quick 
response to a stress-as-threat agent, and tries to either control or neutralise it by 
flight (active avoidance) or fight (struggle, defensive aggressiveness). More recent 
research has also looked at more subtle disturbances in the homeostatic equilibrium 
established by autonomic mechanisms and their impact on bodily acids and 
electrolyte balance, metabolic disturbances, and vasomotor and arterio-capillary 
phenomena (Blalock, 1989). Chronic sympathetic arousal has been shown to have 
pervasive and serious consequences on cardiovascular, gastrointestinal and immune 
functioning, leading to death in most severe cases (Koranyi, 1989). In addition to
specifying more precisely the systems affected during chronic stress, these findings 
have also revealed large individual differences at the level of these biochemistries, 
and thus, a basis for differences in individual sensitivity, or potential for 
physiological upset in response. Chronic activation of the sympathetic nervous 
system figured strongly in the functioning of the neuroenteric axis described earlier 
and provided a strong case for their role in the genesis of digestive disorder.
Chronic stress defined by patient accounts of experienced stressful responses also 
has been shown to decrease the efficiency and effectiveness of immune functions, 
therefore increasing the likelihood of infection and dysfunction (Anderson, 
Kiecolt-Glaser & Glaser, 1994). One relevant finding here involves the immune 
system’s increased responsiveness under short-term emotional stress, as defined by 
various experimental ‘events’ such as public speaking, competitive computer 
games, confrontational role play (Kiecolt-Glaser et al., 2002). These situational 
increases do not maintain forever. An initial increase in secretory IgA (i.e. one 
class of immunoglobulins manufactured to combat antigens) occurs in relation to 
these acute events; if social stressors continue for some duration however, the 
amount of IgA will remain at a depleted low rather than a high, and there will be a 
failure in the system’s ability to respond sensitively to fluctuations in 
environmental demand. In addition, the ability of the system to distinguish 
between molecules that belong to the se lf or belong to foreign or abnormal 
biological structures will also begin to break down. This is one aspect of 
neurochemical regulation that has two parallels to the role attributed to 
psychological defense mechanisms. First, the immune system responds to 
interactive changes in the nervous system, rather than to single events alone. 
Second, the immune system regulates self-nonself relationships. Maintaining self- 
other boundaries assists the other physiological systems establish stable 
functioning in different environments. This maintenance involves interaction; for 
the immune system, prompting that awareness though continual exchange with the 
environment and visiting antigens, or non-Self entititos.
Although findings regarding the relationship between life stressors and symptom 
onset with FGID patients have been equivocal (e.g. Levy et al., 1997; Suls et al.,
1994), others have found a relationship reported by both patients and clinicians.
An increase in the frequency and severity of life stressors and disease onset,
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especially diseases that threaten serious harm (Ershler & Keller, 2000; Adler,
Cohen & Felten, 1995). Lindemann (1950) investigated the incidence of major life 
event stressors in 87 ulcerative colitis patients and found that in 75 cases, a death- 
related bereavement, instance of rejection or disillusionment had occurred at 
symptom onset. In the remaining twelve cases, an actual or threatened loss of 
milieu (geographical move from one’s culture or threatened loss of function from 
disease or anxiety) had occurred. Lindemann concluded that severe ruptures in 
human relationship caused by immediate relationship loss or other factors was a 
prevalent stressor affecting some individuals whose grief took psychosomatic form. 
Finally, Searle and Bennett (2001) found evidence for a relationship between 
adverse life events (both major stressors and daily hassles) and the onset of 
inflammatory bowel disease, in their review of published studies covering the past 
decade.
The relationship between ongoing stressors and episodes of gastrointestinal 
symptoms appears to become more equivocal when prospective measurements of 
stressful events are considered (Talley, Phillips et al., 1999; see chapter 7). Self- 
reported stressful events in conjunction with symptom ratings (i.e. daily or regular 
listings of symptom intensity ratings) have not always shown a positive correlation, 
leading to the conclusion that it is not clear what the relationships are between life 
events, stress and symptoms.
2.1.1 Conclusions from research on stress and health
There is adequate evidence to demonstrate that significant stressors (either in the 
form of larger events with negative impacts, or a longer and more continuous run 
of daily hassles) may have an impact on the development of ill health in the form of 
disease or symptomatic conditions. Equally accepted is that how the individual 
reacts to events, in particular, what attitudes and behaviours and defensive 
operations they provoke is an important mediator of the size and nature of that 
impact.
The studies of physiological functioning above have pertained to mechanisms 
underlying stress responses, emotion, or use of defensive strategies, or the impact 
of these events on the individual’s somatic functioning. The concepts used to
describe these functions or changes in them appear to be mechanistic in nature, and 
for the most part do not themselves provide a place for the individual’s felt 
experiences. Similarly, somatic symptoms, as they have been medically 
conceptualised do not themselves invite psychological interpretation on a level too 
far removed from them, as they are usually defined in sensory or neurochemical 
terms. However, they have offered important ideas about how the body functions, 
and how these functions may be intimately connected to psychological events at 
both global and more precise levels. They have also provided evidence for the 
relative importance of certain tendencies for response (e.g. inhibitory sub-systems, 
need to regulate anxiety-related ANS arousal), presumably because these have 
adaptive significance for the organism. Finally, they speak to the rich 
interconnections that exist at biological levels giving opportunity for the 
transmission of vital information and its processing in multiple ways, and an equal 
variety in the ways the body’s responses to events can be altered or modulated.
This latter conclusion offers much hope for other aspects of the individual’s se lf to 
utilize healing interventions, and develop a closer relationship to the body and its 
processes.
In addition to needing more precise operationalisation of these constructs and their 
contextualisation within particular circumstances defined by situational goals and 
the conflicts these may produce, the relative costs and benefits using particular 
response or coping strategies also need to be evaluated informed by the individual’s 
perspective (i.e. what benefits as well as costs these strategies offer). The ways in 
which these factors have been studied should shape the interpretation of their 
findings. As Pennebaker and Traue (1993) pointed out, implications of the 
cardiovascular findings above have been limited in that they derived from case- 
control studies (i.e. the ultimate criterion defining Type A research participants was 
coronary disease; therefore the relative contributions of Type A behaviour, 
emotional expressiveness, and other variables associated with cardiac disease could 
not be assessed). Another point offered by Singer and Sincoff (1990) concerned 
the lack of interchange between studies on defensive strategies such as repression 
and the use of other coping strategies in studies of stress on health and illness.
Pathways connecting the brain and gut have been implicated in understanding the 
‘digestion’ of fear and anger, when events occur giving rise to these responses.
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These neurophyisological subsystems demonstrate redundancy as well as overlap 
in function. Further, their functioning can be altered by learning (i.e. experience) 
or ‘re-tuned’ to either attenuate or reduce the individual’s sensitivity to the 
environment. Suggested in the various research findings here is that tuning is a 
more appropriate concept, rather than a broader alternation envisaged by change. 
The alterations to neurophysiological systems are likely to be subtle, rather than 
categorical, in order to somehow maximize the potential for functional adaptation 
in both the short and long run.
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2.2 The Role of Emotion in Health and Illness
Emotional experiences, including ideas about how people process or cope with 
their emotions in characteristic ways have rooted more deeply within a 
physiological tradition, rather than a psychological one. This may in part be due to 
the fact that most early theory was generated from physiology and neurology, 
although the topic of emotion later played a role in theories of personality and 
psychopathology. In addition, there has not been an integrated theoiy of emotions 
arising from psychology or personality theory in which the role and functions of 
emotions have been clarified and uniformly accepted. However Averill (1996b) 
offered another perspective here. He suggested the unchallenged strength of 
physiological explanations derived from a collective acceptance of the symbolic 
relationships existing between processes existing at both psychological and 
physiological levels. These could be related, perhaps unconsciously, to deep- 
seated Western dichotomies toward things ‘intellectual’ and things more 
‘physical’, pertaining to the body, or animalistic in experience. He pointed out that 
the term emotion has a fairly recent linguistic origin; the term passions, signifying 
bodily drives connected to primitive functions such as sexuality or territorial 
aggression was used prior to the sixteenth century.
Historically, emotional responses have been seen as a product of human’s 
evolutionary past (Darwin, 1873). Emotional experiences were believed to be 
located in the peripheral nervous system, if not the viscera themselves, particularly 
the heart, liver and gut. Cannon (1929) was the first physiologist to offer a 
functional interpretation of visceral changes during emotional experience, and to
focus on central rather than peripheral nervous changes. The search for a structural 
locus to mediate emotional experience and processing has led across central and 
peripheral sites and processes common to both. It is most relevant that the limbic 
system and its CNS projections, and the autonomic system in conjunction with 
neurochemical systems such as the immune system also serve other kinds of 
information processing that have been implicated earlier in overall system 
maintenance.
2.2.1 Physiological networks differentiating emotional states
Some contemporary investigators still contend that autonomic (ANS) patterns of 
activity (e.g. cardiovascular changes) can differentiate at least certain basic 
emotions, such as anger, fear and sadness (Blascovich & Tomaka, 1996; Levenson, 
1994). However other researchers have not been able to replicate these findings 
and at least one review has found little consistency across investigations, including 
the finding that any ANS changes are present during certain emotional experiences 
(Cacioppo et al., 1993). The limbic system (particularly the hippocampus and 
amygdaloid complex) took over as a major integrative centre activating emotional 
displays with a major role as well in motivation, sequential and planful aspects of 
memory processing, and other cognitive functions (LeDoux, 1989). This system 
was susceptible to classical conditioning, and mediated the connections between 
‘emotional operants’ of fear or anxiety to otherwise neutral stimuli. Both animal 
and human studies have supported the idea that this subcortical structure integrates 
aversive stimulus conditions with defensive behaviours and visceral reactions 
(LeDoux, 1995). By contrast, these more central cognitive centres have relatively 
little control over the emotion-processing centres providing input to them (Laborit,
1993).
In addition, there is evidence for affective specialisation within the neocortex and 
its interconnections with subcortical structures. Approach-related positive 
emotions (happiness, humorous responses) are associated with relative left 
prefrontal and anterior temporal cortex activation, while the frontal region of the 
right hemisphere (having the greatest number of afferent pathways with the limbic 
system) seems to be particularly activated during the processing and generation of 
many negative emotions such as fear and disgust (Davidson, 1984). It is also
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relevant that these cortical connections are not necessarily functionally connected 
to linguistic processing centres, which in the majority of individuals exist in the 
temporal lobe of the left hemisphere.
Panksepp (1998,1990) identified different neural command circuits that appear to 
mediate emotional states. He cited evidence from several levels of 
neurophysiological function for the existence of functional networks that extend 
from brain to peripheral organ and muscle effector sites. His structural hypotheses 
offered an evolutionary approach.
‘The basic emotional systems serve adaptive functions that emerged during the 
evolutionary history o f mammals. They help organise and integrate physiological, 
behavioural, and psychological changes in the organism to yield various forms o f action 
readiness. The emergence o f  emotional circuits, and hence emotional states, provided 
powerful brain attractors for synchronizing various neural events so as to coordinate 
specific cognitive and behavioural tendencies in response to archetypal survival 
problems: to approach when SEEKING, to attack when in RAGE, to seek social 
support and nurturance when in PANIC, to enjoy PLAY and LUST and dominance, and 
so forth.’ (1998, p. 303)
For Panskepp, psychological theories of experiencing have neglected to 
successfully build a bridge with evolutionary neurobiology in order to provide 
adequate understanding of humans as deeply feeling and ‘deeply biological’ 
creatures sharing a heritage with our ancestral past. He makes claim for the 
rediscovery of the primary role of emotional processing in human affairs, and how 
their cultural neglect has contributed to cases of psychopathology. Human 
thoughts and actions are guided by internal feelings and a self-consciousness that 
are just as linked to ‘action readiness,’ or motor processes as sensory ones (i.e. 
linking emotion to action in a fundamental way). They include:
a. a foraging-expectancy-curiosity-investigatory network
b. an anger-rage network
c. an anxiety-fear network
d. a separation-distress-sorrow-anguish-panic network
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Although evidence is still accumulating to support a fifth, social- play system, the 
neurology of different circuitry underlying interest/surprise, fear, anger, sadness 
and happiness has been documented.
Aside from Panskepp’s research, the only other support for the specificity 
hypothesis has come from the search for disease-specific consequences to chronic 
over-arousal of emotions. Anger in the form of unexpressed trait hostility has 
been linked to heart disease (Siegman, 1994) and inhibited aggression or negative 
emotion with rheumatoid arthritis (Florin et al., 1993), while cancer has been 
linked to suppressed negative and positive emotions (Pennebaker & Traue, 1993). 
More recent research has not been able to support this specificity hypothesis in full, 
but rather the notion that specific conflicts associated with specific emotions may 
selectively affect different physiological indices. Certainly aspects including 
emotional expressivity or repression and types of disorder have achieved more 
acceptance (Temoshok, 1993; Derogatis et al., 1979 ) and these will be reviewed in 
the section below.
A further discussion of the physiological substrates and components of an 
emotional motor and motivational system would go beyond the remit of this 
discussion. However, the different kinds of signals offered by varieties of 
emotional experiencing and their somewhat distinct but overlapping routes invite 
the hypothesis that emotional experiencing is intimately involved in many aspects 
of information processing that have both psychological and physiological 
consequences. Where redundancy exists in the nervous system, it is assumed that 
the signals carried are of prime importance to the individual’s functioning.
Similarly, structures that increase the sensitivity (i.e. possibilities for fine tuning 
and combination) within the system allows for greater variation in signal reception, 
indicating the potential importance of subtle differences in emotional responses.
2.2. 2 Psychological theories of emotion and health
Other psychological approaches to emotion as a personality function have offered 
ideas that link emotions to somatic disorders. The presence or absence of disorder 
or disease has not taken a primary focus in these theories, but they support the idea
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that somatic disorder may manifest as a symptom of the inadequate processing of 
emotions, or development of emotional competencies more generally.
Further, there is even a lack of consensus on what constitutes an emotional 
experience. There are examples in which clear emotional experience in oneself or 
viewed from others can be consensually agreed; for instance, episodes of expressed 
anger, great joy, sadness, embarrassment. But the criteria for classifying an 
experience into an emotional one are less certain (e.g. are pity, awe, pride, and 
contentment classifiable as emotions?). Linguistic usage points to variations in 
meaning. Feelings have been conceptualised as emotionally- tinged experiences 
which contain personal meaning (Rogers, 1951). Others have described feelings 
as a combination of emotion and sensation, or emotionally-tinged forms of 
intuition. Similarly, mood is sometimes distinguished from an emotion or 
emotional state in two ways: first, it is often described as involving a longer 
duration whereas emotions are usually more short-lived. Second, moods are 
sometimes thought to provoke more reflection than emotions, which may or may 
not have such an evocative effect (Mayer & Gaschke, 1988). These considerations 
have led some to the practice in research and theory not to separate emotions or 
feelings from their experiential and interpersonal contexts.
A five factor model of emotion-related disposition has prevailed for the past twenty 
years (Me Crae &Costa, 1987) and included dimensions described as extraversion 
(e.g. sociability, focus on external world for stimulation), neuroticism (e.g. 
insecurity, vulnerability matched with inadequate coping skills related to negativity 
of self-concept), agreeableness/antagonism, openness to experience, and 
conscientiousness. As Magai (1996) and others have pointed out, these taxonomic 
approaches to describing enduring human qualities are limited in that they do not 
necessarily explain motivation and development of personality; in short, they do 
not explain why one person is extroverted and another is not or why one’s 
neuroticism gets maintained over time. However, she described how basic 
emotional traits could reflect a predisposition towards perceiving situations in a 
way that stimulated anger or fear (e.g. as in paranoid or anxious orientations to 
interpersonal events), which created particular orientations for how information 
would be processed in the environment. Trait sadness was believed to promote 
empathy at low levels, for example, while at higher levels might contribute to a
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state of immobilisation, either physically or emotionally, in order for the individual 
to avoid trauma. The person with trait sadness might stimulate nurturance or 
succour from others, especially at moderate levels (Magai, 1996).
Several functions have been ascribed to the existence of emotions as fundamental 
experiences, and how they assist the formation of knowledge and evaluation of 
situations and people. Emotional arousal offers energy and guidance for 
subsequent action, especially regarding the choice between approach towards or 
withdrawal from a situation. An experience involving sensory input is said to 
involve emotional quality when there is some sort of detectable change in the 
encoding process that signals personal significance of the input (Scherer, 1984). 
Finally, emotions are described as helping individuals to govern their goal 
priorities and communicate intentions in survival promoting ways (Greenberg and 
Safran, 1989). Emotions, even subtle expressions, influence social constructs and 
mediate relationships. At a fundamental level, they influence the basic feedback 
people receive from within about their own needs, their expectations and the world 
of others. However there have been few attempts to tie these functions together in 
a theory of emotions (Goleman, 2001; Salovey et al., 1995).
The adaptive function of such a parallel system of information processing that 
could influence behaviour without needing access to conceptual processing would 
offer efficiency as well as a broader basis for evaluating experience, but it would 
also offer a mechanism for potential dysfunction, if the meaning interpreted were 
inappropriate. In addition, if the initial response to the emotionally-toned 
information was to repress it from consciousness, the sharing of that information 
with conceptual processing is likely to be by-passed. So, for either the infant or the 
adult, a thunderous and deafening noise overhead will likely evoke a quick retreat 
or response to seek safety, with accompanying feelings of fear. For the healthy 
adult, these same processes would likely be followed by a consciously-mediated 
attempt to analyse the sound, find its source or match it to other corresponding 
sensory stimuli in order to decide whether it is related to a plane flying overhead or 
a large tree branch about to fall on her head.
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Pennebaker and others have performed experimental studies manipulating 
emotional expression by instructing individuals to disclose or not disclose 
information about a recent stressful experience or trauma. In one series of studies 
(Pennebaker, Keicolt-Glaser & Glaser, 1988), individuals were asked to talk 
briefly into a mircrophone about stressful and non-stressful topics, and the 
concurrent effects of their disclosure on ongoing physiology (heart rate, EDA) 
were measured. Physiologically, subjects who are judged to be high disclosers 
showed significant drops in skin conductance levels while talking about traumas 
compared to superficial topics. They also demonstrated drops in blood pressure.
In a second series of experiments by the same authors, subjects were asked to write 
about either the most traumatic experience of their lives or about superficial topics 
for 15-20 minutes per day for three or four consecutive days. Health outcomes 
(e.g. physician visits for illness 2 -6  months following the procedure, enhancement 
in T-lymphocyte function, regardless of reported health status) improved when 
individuals wrote about a traumatic event on multiple occasions. Still other 
studies have demonstrated the impact of being able to talk about traumatic 
experiences (Pennebaker & Traue, 1993; Pennebaker, 1989). Disclosure of past 
traumatic events have been shown to help adjustment and reduce distress to new 
circumstances, such as moving away from home and entering University life. It 
also reduced the incidence of illness. The health benefits reported from the 
Pennebaker procedure (and the process of reconstructing meaning and 
understanding believed to result from the writing process) included a reduction in 
usage of health services (Pennebaker & Beall, 1966) and improved immune 
functioning (Pennebaker, Kiecolt-Glaser & Glaser, 1988) as well as participants' 
reports of having constructed a new understanding of events related to change or 
trauma (Pennebaker, 1995).
At a psychological or information processing level, the impact of disclosing or 
expressing thoughts and feelings appears to involve more than simply releasing 
prior inhibitions. Further studies in which individuals wrote about a traumatic 
event demonstrated that those individuals whose writing became more organised 
over the four days of writing about the same experience showed the greatest
2. 2 .3  The importance of emotional expression or discharge for health
improvement in immune functioning (Harber & Pennbaker, 1994). Talking about 
trauma or major and unexpected stressors such as death of a loved one is thus 
hypothesized to help individuals to understand and organise the event 
(Michenbaum, 1994; Pennebaker, 1993b; Horowitz, 1979). In phenomenological 
terms, it could be suggested that when thoughts or feelings are stressful and 
confusing, they are difficult to assimilate; trying to express them offers 
opportunities to use language and imagery to help formulate, begin to understand, 
and find their value. By talking about these events, people learn more about their 
own personal reactions to events. Putting emotional events in words appears to 
affect how they are later represented in memory (Harber & Pennebaker, 1994).
A number of other studies have shown links between degree of natural emotional 
expressivity and disease progression. At least some studies have been able to 
include both self-report of expressivity and observer rating. For example, chronic 
‘self-concealers’ as defined by Larson’s Self-Concealment Scale reported more 
symptoms and health problems as well as mood disturbances (Larson, 1990).
Truae has provided evidence to support the links between the behavioural 
parameter of reduced expressiveness, physiological parameters such as increased 
arousal or tension, and other perceived pain or other symptoms. Significant 
differences were found between chronic headache or backache sufferers and non­
sufferers, on measures of coping, range of spontaneous movement or recorded 
muscular tension in response to an induced stressor, even though the pain sufferers 
reported feeling less stressed in this situation (Truae & Michael, 1993).
Malatesta, Jones and Izard (1987) examined three different groups of patients 
defined by illness (e.g. active joint, skin, and cardiovascular disorders) and asked 
them to recall emotionally moving incidents (i.e. evoking sadness, then anger on 
subsequent recall tasks) while they were videotaped. Expressiveness ratings were 
given by judges and these correlated negatively with degree of current physical 
symptoms reported by patients. Some trends were found to differentiate disorder 
groups with type of emotional restriction observed (i.e. arthritis patients were more 
likely to demonstrate reduced expression of anger; dermatological patients were 
more likely to show fewer expressions involving sadness).
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However, although health benefits have been reported in a significant proportion of 
individuals in these studies comparing levels of natural expressivity or 
experimentally -induced expression, there has been been significant variability in 
the degree to which these benefits occur. Pennebaker (1993a) examined two sub­
groups of participants (those who showed the greatest health improvement and 
those who showed the least improvement) from some of the earlier studies and 
demonstrated that over the course of their writing, participants with the greatest 
health benefit were those who offered fewer negative emotion words (and more 
positive emotion words) along with increased insight into the nature of their stress 
between the beginning and the end of the writing period. Thus, the creation of an 
acceptable narrative about or meaning of the stress-producing events were believed 
to create the greatest health benefit. Honos-Webb et al. (2000) explored this 
variability further by assigning assimilation ratings to the trauma-related writing 
performed each day, and comparing ratings for those participants whose visits to a 
health centre for illness or injury had increased with those whose frequency of 
visits had decreased, compared to a pre-experimental period and a control group 
who wrote about innocuous topics. The assimilation model will be discussed later. 
Their results indicated that for some participants, engaging in thinking and writing 
about a traumatic event increased their symptoms and seeking health care.
Simply expressing experiences may not itself be enough to help a traumatised 
individual to completely assimilate them. Instead, negative emotions or superficial 
coping behaviours may become re-activated, that are ultimately self-punitive and 
prevent acknowledgement of the emotional conflict experienced at some level. 
Nonetheless, a relationship between the inhibition of emotional expression and a 
variety of psychosomatic illnesses has been found in other correlational studies. 
These include myogenic pain syndromes (Traue & Michael, 1993), and rheumatic 
arthritis (Moos & Solomon, 1965). Patients with breast cancer show more signs 
of suppressing anger than expressing it overtly compared with patients with benign 
breast tumors (Greer & Morris, 1975). Patients with a diagnosis of terminal illness 
have demonstrated that higher levels of expressed negative emotion (Derogatis, 
Abeloff & Melisaratos, 1979) was correlated with lower mitotic rates and less 
lymphocyte infiltration (Temoshok, 1987).
Pennebaker (1993a) offered a caveat to his own findings by stating that it would be 
inappropriate to conclude that the regular inhibition of thoughts and feelings is 
always unhealthy. First, inhibitory processes are beneficial for the individual. 
Self-restraint permits us to channel potentially harmful urges into safer channels. 
Second, if inhibitory styles regulate the expressiveness of emotion carefully in 
social situations, they are adaptive by the same token, as they lend to the 
individual’s acceptance by others. Thus there are social constraints which act as 
an indirect motive to restrain emotional expression as a means of gaining 
acceptance and approval.
A further qualification is that expressing anxious thoughts may itself not be the 
same as disclosure, if the expression acts as a kind of defensive process against 
further anxiety. Investigations with patients suffering from generalised anxiety 
disorder (GAD) have shown that certain behaviours (i.e. worrying) may be a form 
of inhibitory activity. As a relatively chronic and central feature of this disorder, 
worry involves thinking or talking to oneself about possible future negative events 
in response to perceived threat. Borkovec, Roemer and Kinyon (1995) 
demonstrated that when GAD and non-anxious individuals were instructed to 
worry (i.e. to think in words about personal emotional material), increases in 
negative thinking did occur, but increases in arousal did not necessarily also result. 
However, GAD participants were found to engage in more negative thinking than 
nonanxious individuals during relaxation periods (i.e. between instructed worrying 
conditions). Borkovec and colleagues believed that worrying interfered with other 
processes that were crucially required for the resolution of the dysfunctional 
emotions. When they were circumvented, little or no change in emotional distress 
took place. Another study showed that if phobic individual worried just prior to 
the presentation of phobia-relevant images, predicted changes in cardiovascular 
responses to the presentation of those images did not occur. When phobic 
individuals were instructed to relax just prior to image presentations, they showed 
marked cardiovascular responses (Borkovec & Inz, 1990). These researchers 
concluded that successful therapeutic intervention with individuals who worry as a 
strategy to inhibit emotional experience should incorporate a more balanced 
induction of imagery and thinking, for appropriate processing to take place. This 
idea is similar to Freud's observation that obsessions and other anxiety behaviours 
may serve to keep a greater source of anxiety at bay (Freud, 1909; 1984).
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2.2. 4 Emotional inhibition
Regarding emotional expression, inhibition has been used as a concept in 
physiology as well as psychological theory, particularly as it relates to a style, or 
longer-term pattern of regulating emotions. The relationship between emotional 
inhibition and repression as a defensive style of regulating experience is not always 
clear, but an inhibitory style usually refers to individuals who chronically do not 
express feelings, whereas repression refers to a defensive process precluding 
individuals’ awareness of either feelings or other contents with which they are 
associated (Singer and Sincoff, 1990). The concept of emotional inhibition as a 
characteristic has some similarity to the diagnosis of alexithymia, described below.
Pennebaker (1993a) defined an inhibitory style as a pattern in which
(a) less time is spent thinking about emotions
(b) there is a lack of distinction between subjective and somatic emotional 
reactions
(c) a deficit of communication about emotions exists
(d) a conflict tends to occur between owning and repressing this tendency.
Inhibitory coping, or an inhibitory style of emotional processing are terms that 
describe and focus on these links, although they have been measured somewhat 
differently in these studies. Inhibitory processes on a psychological level are 
hypothesized to involve an internalisation of feelings and a relatively lack of 
expression of needs, or actions within a social environment. This in turn is 
believed to influence physiological responses, leading to dysfunctional visceral, 
autonomic, and muscular activity (e.g. increasing muscular tension), consequently 
leading to other internal perceptions such as stress, pain or other psychosomatic 
symptoms.
An overall reduction in sympathetic activity has been demonstrated in highly 
expressive (both verbal and nonverbal) individuals, while transient changes related 
to giving expression to felt emotions have been noted in blood lymphocyte 
reactivity to mitogens and elevations in natural killer cell activity, both indicators 
of immunological health (Petrie, Booth & Davison, 1995). Chronic lack of
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expressiveness of negative affect, hypothesized as resulting from a more basic 
defense strategy like repression has been correlated with higher serum antibody 
titers in relation to Epstein-Barr virus (Esterling et al., 1990). Expressed laughter is 
associated with increased salivary immunoglobulin A antibodies but a decrease 
occurs during crying with sadness (Knapp et al., 1992). Together these results 
point to both autonomic and immune functions which are most readily affected by 
emotional expression, but it is not yet clear if these are mediated by other 
processes.
2.2. 5 A behavioural inhibition system
One hypothesis raised from the disclosure studies was that blockages or deficits in 
emotional awareness might lead to a selective focus on somatic sensations and 
ultimately to change in internal neuroendocrine functioning and increased 
susceptibility to physical disease. Another hypothesis is that inhibitory response 
patterns may help curb the amount of painful, frustratingly non-rewarding, and 
taxing processing which might occur in a nervous system that was sensitized, or 
highly responsive in the first place. This potential explanation explains why lower 
thresholds for stimulation (e.g. created by predisposition or a stressor such as 
illness) might influence the adoption of behavioural inhibition as a protective 
defense (Schwartz & Kline, 1995). However, the existence of a neural network to 
mediate behavioural inhibition system has also been posited (Laborit, 1993).
Failure of enacted behaviour to elicit predictable or desired responses usually 
results in one of three responses, across organisms. One is the repetition of 
behavioural acts (i.e. enacting the same behaviour again in order to reach the 
desired goal). Chronic repetition leads to permanent alterations in the levels of 
neurochemistry and autonomic arousal, however; if they fail to modify the 
environment, they create inner changes that are more likely to be activated in 
similar circumstances (Cassel, 1976). Thus, a desired goal (e.g. a comforting 
response from an other), will itself activate physiological changes associated with 
failure to reach that goal. An understandable subsequent response is withdrawal 
and isolation, and in some organisms, some sort of behavioural immobilisation.
A learning process will also ensue, and some record of the success or failure of this 
response will then have consequences for future responses within the central and
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micro-processes of this system (Evans, Clow & Hucklebridge, 1997; Laborit,
1993). In addition, when motor response does not permit control over threats in the 
environment, stable physiopathological disturbances may then appear. Thus, 
dysfunction or pathology (i.e. the inappropriate triggering of flight or fight 
responses) may occur in spite of the initial consequences of learning the chronic 
ineffectiveness of these responses; but this would likely lead to further alterations 
in nervous system responses (e.g. depression and other states of affective 
disturbance which diminish arousal).
The implications of existence of this system and its operational configuration are as 
paradoxical as they are sensible. One example could be an individual with a 
natural tendency to seek others when distressed. As the individual becomes 
motivated to seek an other to receive comfort, if this movement is repeatedly 
rebuffed (i.e. there is a failure to achieve the goal), this could result in a pervasive 
tendency to withdraw or avoid contact when later the motivation to move forward 
and make contact is triggered from within. Behavioural inhibition would become 
triggered by the intrinsic tendency to reach out for contact. In addition, the 
behavioural inhibition system appears to be capable of conducting its own 
assessment of sensory information (Izard, 1984). Along with a behavioural 
activation system, these two parallel systems are believed to have their own control 
centres in the brain and the autonomic nervous system.
In addition to event-related responses, an inhibited personality style has been 
described. Children under the age of three diagnosed with avoidant disorder are 
hypersensitive to rejection or criticism and typically avoid social interactions and 
novel settings. Tellegen et al. (1988) have shown that constraint as measured by 
personality questionnaire or observation of behaviour demonstrates a high 
heritability quotient. Kagan, Reznick & Snidman (1988) observed over one 
hundred two- to five- year olds who could be classified as inhibited or uninhibited 
on the basis of their interactions with older children and adults in social situations. 
Inhibited children were less likely to initiate an interaction, were consistently shy, 
quiet, and timid. The uninhibited children were generally sociable and spontaneous 
with unfamiliar people. Inhibited children had markedly higher levels of urinary 
norepinephrine and salivary cortisol (indicating high ANS arousal) in comparison 
to the more uninhibited group.
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Kagan extrapolates from these studies linking neurophysiology to emotional 
reactivity, and hypothesized that children described as inhibited or defensive may 
have lower threshold of responsiveness to unfamiliar events and greater excitability 
of the neurochemical substrate for perceiving and responding to threat or potential 
stressful circumstances. Such a psychophyisological system would tend to offer 
both greater vigilance and responsiveness and more dynamic motor reaction in 
certain children; this may lead to responses which reduce the possibility of contact 
with threat.
Definitions of an inhibitory style overlap with alexithymia, yet inhibited 
responsiveness defined by coping scale items have not always correlated well with 
measures of alexithymia (Paez et al., 1995). The syndrome of alexithymia was 
developed from clinical observations that certain traumatised patients, as well as 
others with symptom-based disorders or chronic disease manifested difficulties in 
verbal and symbolic expression of emotion (Sifheos, 1973). Alexithymia has been 
defined as a difficulty in identifying and describing feelings (e.g. anxiety from 
depressive symptoms, excitement from fatigue, anger from guilt), distinguishing 
between sensory feelings and emotional correlates of arousal, constricted imaginal 
processing (i.e. difficulty in reporting fantasies), and having an external orientation 
in processing events (e.g. relying on external authority or concerns with impression 
management). These individuals also demonstrate few vivid images, have 
difficulty in juggling complex thoughts, rank low in creativity, and experience 
difficulty in being self-reflective (Taylor, Doody & Newman, 1981). Individuals 
with high ratings on scales of alexithymia often rate high on anxiety measures, and 
often have shown greater somatic distress than other patients, including headache, 
skin disease, low back pain, or gastrointestinal symptoms (Paez et al., 1995).
In attempts to explain the aetiology of this syndrome, psychosocial factors have 
been brought into play alongside neural ones. In particular, faulty parental 
attunement during the early years has been hypothesized to result in deficits in the 
child's emotional development that might give rise to alexithymic deficits and 
emotionally inhibited patterns of expression (Stem, 1985). Consistent and faulty 
patterns of affective interchange with the caregiver have been hypothesized as 
internalised leading to inappropriate representations of self and other, and the
inability to regulate states of emotional arousal. In support of this hypothesis is 
research that demonstrates that attempts to instruct individuals scoring high on 
alexithymic measures on ways to self-disclosure have only shown limited success, 
although repeated writing about difficult incidents has had some effect on affective 
symptoms (Paez et al., 1995).
In a recent study comparing a large sample of functional gastrointestinal disorder 
(FGID) patients with a sample of inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) patients and a 
control sample of non-patients on a self report measure of alexithymia (i.e. a 
syndrome associated with the lack of emotional recognition or expression),
Porcelli et al. (1999) found that the FGID group was significantly more alexithymic 
than the IBD group, and both were more alexithymic than the relatively healthy 
group. These findings fit with the hypothesis that there is some relationship 
between the cognitive and expressive deficits inherent in this construct and a 
tendency to somaticize (i.e. psychological distress will be diffuse), at least in the 
case of these disorders.
2. 2. 6 Development of emotional competencies
As indicated earlier, parental influences such as expression of warmth and 
acceptance and adult attachment style on their children’s development of emotional 
tendencies and the ability to express particular emotions has also been reviewed by 
Tomkins (1991) and Magai (1996). They point out that socialisation plays a veiy 
important role in the development of a relatively broad, or alternatively a more 
constricted repertoire. Parental biases which exclude the recognition or acceptance 
of certain emotions are more likely to create an emotional climate that fosters some 
biases as well.
More recent studies have looked at mother-child interactions and family rules 
regarding the expression of emotion, and response to others’ emotional expression. 
In one study, mothers of children characterised as having less tendency to exhibit 
negative emotions and who also had chronic disease (e.g. asthma) were more 
likely to make more critical remarks when discussing problems compared with 
control mothers (Florin et al., 1993). Minuchin and Fishman (1981) offered 
evidence for the hypothesis that physical symptoms may arise within a family as a
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signal of distress, and that their particular form may indicate something about the 
social contingencies surrounding emotional expression.
The development of experiential therapeutic approaches to working with inhibited 
or repressed emotion offered structural models lending further contributions 
towards an understanding development of emotional competencies, with clues 
regarding how this may link to psychosomatic expression (Greenberg, Rice & 
Elliott, 1993; Gendlin, 1996). These will be explored in chapter three. These 
approaches have stressed the relevance of going beyond the purely deterministic 
approach offered by theories in which emotions are left as primary experiences-in- 
themselves, or phenomenological approaches which leave emotional experience as 
authored descriptions. Instead the importance of conceptual mediation of 
emotional experiences is stressed, in order for the experience to have meaning 
beyond the felt experience. This included attending, symbolising, and finding 
language to describe experiences to others, and therefore link emotion to other 
communicated needs or acts.
The notion of emotional competence has been set forth by several authors; these 
components have included more than differences in emotional expression. Gardner
(1983) described personal intelligence as involving an ‘access to one’s feeling life, 
one’s range of affects or emotions, the capacity instantly to effect discriminations 
among these feelings and eventually to label them, to enmesh them in symbolic 
codes, to draw upon them as a means of understanding and guiding one’s own 
behaviour’ (p.239).
Others indicate that a major function of emotional processing is to assist the 
individual’s ability to motivate, plan, and achieve. Mayer & Salovey (1993) 
organised these competences into a framework termed emotional intelligence. 
They advocated the view already accepted in clinical circles that people differ in 
the skills with which they can identify their own feelings and those of others, and 
process their potential significance for future use. One component skill, called 
meta-emotional competency; or the ability to consciously reflect on, monitor, 
evaluate and regulate emotion was hypothesized and became the basis for a 
measurement scale of emotional competence, the Trait Meta-Mood Scale (Salovey 
et al., 1995). This scale revealed three factors: Attention, or the degree to which
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individuals tend to pay attention to emotional signals; Clarity, or the ability to 
understand or interpret an experienced emotion; and Strategies fo r regulation, or 
the degree to which individuals moderate their mood by recognising and storing 
positive feelings and minimising or replacing negative ones. Normative studies 
using the scale demonstrated these were stable self-reported characteristics. As 
might be predicted, depressed individuals tended to demonstrate low clarity in 
discriminating feelings, high attention to emotions, and the belief one cannot repair 
negative moods; high clarity scores positively correlated with lower perceived 
vulnerability to distress reactions.
2.2. 7 Conclusions from neurophysiological and psychological research on 
the roles of emotional processing and expression on health
These various research efforts point to the importance of emotions and their 
processing for health, at both physiological and psychological levels of 
functioning. They suggest that emotional processes are interwoven in all areas of 
both psychological and biological functioning. They also suggest that mechanisms 
exist at a basic level to help a growing child — and adult — benefit from learning 
from its interactions with the environment, and that this learning may operate at an 
equally primitive level in how an individual comes to regulate his emotional 
expression as well. By themselves, these theoretical ideas and approaches do not 
describe how emotional processing or level of development might contribute to a 
psychosomatic disorder. However they lay important theoretical groundwork to 
move on and consider further ways in which characteristic patterns in how 
individuals process experience about themselves and others may be limited by 
alterations in their perceptual, cognitive processes and the physiological 
subsystems that support them -  and are in return affected by these processes. The 
findings related here point to the significance of emotions for both self-awareness 
and adaptive social functioning, as well as the idea that emotions-as-information 
about self and environment in interaction occurs within a parallel and somewhat 
separated process that does not necessarily require conscious awareness or verbal 
encoding, but is facilitated by it in order to create further meaning.
An abundance of physiological evidence supports a differentiation of locations or
patterns of neural activity associated with qualitatively different emotional states. 
This structural fact underlines the importance of these differences as meaningful to 
the integrity and response tendencies of the individual. The integral nature of 
emotions for information processing is similarly supported by the overlap between 
their physiological manifestations and other aspects of cognitive function. Also 
supported by research is the existence of other systems such as behavioural 
inhibition that facilitate response tendencies conserving the individual’s attempts to 
achieve goals in unsatisfying environments.
Together, these findings offer a good rationale to consider the role that emotional 
processing plays in the development and maintenance of psychosomatic disorder. 
Emotional expression plays a critical role in maintaining health, although certain 
behaviours like expressing emotion may be controlled by a complex system of 
activation and inhibition that is highly responsive to learning, and difficult to re­
programme once the system becomes regulated.
A good way of envisaging the link between body and psyche may be that learning 
the outcomes associated with emotion-linked behaviours may change conditions 
for enhanced or inhibited readiness to engage in (particular) emotional ways with 
the environment in the future. A change in either the general state of the system, or 
specific subsystems can enhance or reduce these states or responses. Ginsburg and 
Harrington (1994) provide the clearest statement here: ‘...these proposed 
relationships reflect not a set of causes of emotions, nor as a unique linkage 
between a neurochemical change and a specific emotion or emotion family, but as 
a change in the powers and liabilities -  the capacities and susceptibilities -  of the 
organism in its interaction with the environment’ (p. 239,1996).
Such ideas have evolved along with more articulated notions regarding the nature 
of emotional maturity and therefore, what emotional development may involve. 
There may be important differences between the lack of developed ability to 
process emotions and having the ability in some circumstances but chronically 
repressing or defending against others. Certainly limits to self-reflective capacities 
or ability to sense own emotional states may also be reasons for not being aware of 
an internal perception or process; this deficit may not be defensive but 
undeveloped.
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If individuals lack the ability to recognise certain emotions, or the feeling states 
associated with them have been long defended against, for whatever reason, it is 
therefore understandable that either or both of two negative outcomes would result. 
One involves the lack of discharge associated with their expression. As research 
on stress and personality traits and theories of emotional development indicate, 
communicating strong feelings and upsetting events has positive consequences for 
health (Pennebaker, 1995). Doing so releases the upsetting energy carried with it, 
but the communication also appears to alter the individual’s own assimilation of 
the events and his feelings about it.
2 .3 Repression and Defensive styles of Self-protection and Regulation
One of the most frequently discussed aspect of personality discussed in relation to 
psychosomatic illness is the use of repression. Originally used by Freud, 
repression referred to an unconscious and defensive maneuver by the ego against 
awareness of threatening mental content. Repression serves to render some 
experience (i.e. event, wish, thought, feeling) away from awareness and keep it at 
a distance in order to avoid pain. In this way investigation of chronic use of 
repression has derived from Freud's original notions of defense (1915; 1957).
Over the long term, this psychological process was believed to be detrimental to 
health; over the short term, it could give rise to mysterious symptoms, including 
physical complaints. Freud was interested in this defense as it operated in his 
patients in the therapy session and thus prevented self-awareness, as well as its 
more characteristic and pervasive presence in as an ongoing unconscious process in 
patients later described by diagnoses which inferred the chronic and maladaptive 
use of repression (e.g. hysteria, obsessive-compulsive disorders). Further treatment 
on the psychoanalytic uses of this concept will be discussed in the next section.
The concept was later taken into psychological research via information-processing 
theory however, in an effort to operationalise and describe a chronic style of 
responding to certain ideas and perceptions. It is important to remember that 
repression continues to survive as a construct used in a variety of contexts, with 
some variation in defining qualities. As it has been linked frequently to the 
development of psychosomatic symptoms, it will be reviewed in two sections, as it
has been measured and conceptualised by cognitive and biopsychologists here, and 
later, how the more general concept of defense has been treated by 
psychoanalytical researchers and clinicians.
Labels such as ‘internalised’ (Buck, 1993), ‘ alexithymic’ (Nemiah, 1977) or 
4repressed’ (Weinberger, Schwartz & Davidson, 1979) have all been applied to 
individuals who appear to be inhibited in either motor or verbal response towards 
emotional stimuli or tasks. Individuals who chronically inhibit emotional 
expression, even their registration of emotions, have been variously labeled as 
repressors, alexithymics, Type C personalities, or simply as individuals who rate 
high in self-control or self-constraint (Bonanno & Singer, 1990). This has led to an 
overlap of research with groups of individuals perceived as emotionally restricted 
in at least one of these ways, as measured by personality measurements. The 
necessity of emotional content in repression is also not clear; certainly ideas and 
other forms of experience may be repressed, or not formulated well enough for 
awareness. It should also be remembered that these measurements are usually 
performed on groups of individuals as self-report questionaires, without reference 
to continued data collection or casework in which behaviours or response patterns 
are directly observed in relation to ongoing events or dialogue.
2.3.1 Repression in clinical findings
Certain assumptions underlie the concept of repression, drawn from clinical and 
phenomemological accounts of individuals’ responses to traumatic or shocking 
events. Responses to loss and trauma include images or intrusive thoughts running 
frequently through a person’s mind (Horowitz et al., 1993). These intrusions often 
relate to strong feeling, or contents that would shatter one’s beliefs about self or 
others, and so the attempt to suppress or avoid these contents occurs when they 
come close to awareness. However, these examples indicate that one reason to 
inhibit and therefore attempt to interrupt the processing of emotional experience is 
that it simply may be too painful, or feel too overwhelming. Repression is also 
believed to be a genuinely self-deceptive defense strategy and unconscious. Central 
to this notion is that at least in some circumstances, certain ideas or affective 
responses do not occur in awareness, and continue to be avoided later, but they 
have an existence at an unconscious level (Krystal, 1988). The person manifesting
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repressive defenses believes he or she is not upset or troubled, despite any evidence 
that might be brought to bear to the contrary.
Competing needs to process and inhibit difficult experience can interfere with 
information processing. Especially when faced with a trauma, individuals may 
have the urge to think about and talk about it several times each day. Thus, either 
actively processing or inhibiting it will occupy much of the energy and focus 
available to our information processing system more generally. Restraining some 
responses may lead to particular social responses which reinforce the inhibition of 
emotional response (e.g. not talking too much about one’s depressing or traumatic 
event to others can be reinforced by others demonstrating approval for being 
strong). These behaviours in turn affect physiology and self-regulation, and a 
feedback loop is created.
Another problem for further speculation involves the conditions needed for keeping 
certain contents out of awareness. Assuming they are painful or difficult for the 
person itself is also not enough, as most people do not always repress events or 
associated emotions accompanying driving mishaps, marital discord, or criticism 
from their tutors. Horowitz (1979) has pointed out there must be some ability to 
anticipate the consequences that would occur if the contents were not warded off, 
and that the results would be extremely painful.
2 .3 .2  Repression as an information processing style
A major problem that hindered research was the elusive ability to demonstrate 
evidence for repression, except post-hoc as a therapeutic outcome (i.e. where a 
client has been able to access affective experiences earlier unavailable or 
irretrievable, or connect past experiences to current conflicts). Earlier personality 
research by Byrne (1961) described the dimension of repression-sensitization.
This dimension was believed to reflect general styles of response to uncertain or 
potentially threatening stimuli. Individuals who were characterised as repressors 
used rigid defenses in order to ward off frightening or stressful information, while 
sensitizers directed their attention towards this kind of information, seeking out and 
responding with emotional arousal to lesser amounts of information. Bryne 
identified individuals as repressors with the Repression - Sensitization Scale,
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composed of a list of anxiety-related thoughts, moods, and physical symptoms. 
Repressors scored fewer than the average number of symptoms in studies with 
large samples, whereas Sensitizers were those who scored much higher. Both 
Byrne’s conceptualisation of repression and its measurement were based on report 
of anxiety symptoms in general, and thus failed to differentiate repressors from 
individuals who were not feeling very anxious and were not presumably repressing 
other difficult experiences or impulses.
In the late 1980s and early 90s, there was a resurgence of interest in the repressive 
personality style when empirical findings from health psychology and experimental 
personality research began to converge and led to the suggestion that individuals 
characterised as repressive were more at risk for developing illness or 
demonstrating poorer health outcomes from treatment. Yet because repression 
was a difficult phenomenon to elicit in the laboratory, psychological researchers 
turned to studying it as a trait. In the last twenty-five years, experimental and 
personality studies attempting to identify a repressive style employed one of three 
techniques for identifying repression. They included a demonstration of
(a) heightened recognition thresholds for (low frequency of positive response to) 
anxiety-provoking stimuli (experimental stressors)
(b) low scores on trait anxiety coupled with high scores on defensiveness (these 
were shown to have reliability over time)
(c) higher states of physiological arousal (in response to experimentally induced 
unpleasant stimulation) paired with low reported subjective levels of anxiety.
In other words, repressors are highly anxious but do not realize it. In contrast, they 
perceive themselves to have few concerns, although symptomatic behaviours may 
reveal a different story. This is close to the definition composed by Weinberger
(1990), who described repressors as individuals motivated to maintain current 
perceptions of self as rarely negatively emotional even when demonstrating 
nonverbal and physiological tendencies to respond with high anxiety (i.e. as if 
responding to perceived threat).
In a series of studies, Weinberger and his colleagues operationalised a definition of 
repressors as individuals denying autonomic arousal during disclosure or
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experimental tasks involving stimulus conditions designed to be anxiety - 
provoking, yet demonstrating heightened states of physiological arousal as 
measured by heartrate, facial muscle tension, or electrodeimal activity 
(Weinberger, Schwartz &Davidson, 1979; Davis & Schwartz, 1987; Schwartz,
1990). Weinberger, Schwartz and Davidson (1979) developed a two-factor scale 
for Repression composed of an anxiety scale (the Taylor Manifest Anxiety Scale - 
TMAS) and a scale of inhibition or constraint (the Marlowe-Crowne Social 
Desirability Scale -SDS) Although the Marlowe-Crowne was originally developed 
to measure an orientation towards maintaining socially desirable attitudes, or social 
conformity, further studies correlating results with other tests of anxiety and 
personality indicated to the scale authors that it measured affect inhibition, 
defensiveness and protection of self-esteem (Crowne & Marlowe, 1964). 
Individuals who scored high on defensiveness and low on anxiety were labeled as 
repressors (‘defended against anxiety5), while others scoring high on defensiveness 
and also high on anxiety were called defensive anxious. These authors did not find 
any other construct related to a neurotic style that fitted the latter variables in 
combination. Low defensiveness and low anxiety scores described the category 
low anxious, while low defensiveness and high anxiety scores defined high 
anxious, or truly anxious individuals. These categories and the results that define 
them are listed in Table 2. 1.
Score outcome Classification
TMAS SDS
Low High Repressor
Low Low Low Anxious
High Low High anxious
High High Defensive Anxious
Table 2 .1  Weinberger’s classification o f defensive style
(note TM AS refers o  Taylor M anifest A nxiety  Scale score, and 
SD S refers to  M arlow e -C row n e Scale score)
from  W einberger, Schwartz & D avidson, (1979 )
Repressors also showed longer response times in making their associations, and 
showed more disturbances o f speech, as measured by psychodynamically- 
orientated manual for scoring paralinguistic features of participants5 associations 
(e.g. denial of word seen, intellectualisation, distancing in tone, changing response 
mid-course). In fact, defensiveness level correlated better with this variable than
did anxiety level. Yet unlike the high anxious group, repressors did not feel their 
exposure to the stressful task had increased their anxiety immediately following the 
experiment; in fact their mean TMAS score decreased significantly. These 
findings also provided a warning to be careful about assuming that high 
physiological arousal was the same as a conscious experience of anxiety, at least 
not for repressors. Anxiety is experienced differently among individuals, and 
these results support that certain individuals do not perceive themselves as 
symptomatic for anxiety when additional measures indicate otherwise.
On the basis of these findings, Weinberger decided that defensiveness is a 
psychological trait or style associated with inhibition (i.e. active inhibitory 
processes similar to physiological analogues), and can be measured 
psychometrically. He defined a repressive personality as someone ‘motivated to 
maintain self-perceptions of little subjective experience of negative emotion despite 
tendencies to respond physiologically and behaviourally in a manner indicative of 
high levels of perceived threat’ (1990; p 343). Defensiveness scores on the 
Marlowe-Crowne appear to be quite stable over time.
2.3.3 Cognitive and personal attributes associated with repressive coping
A number of other studies have supported these findings. Davis and Schwartz
(1987) asked the same groups to recall childhood memories in five emotionally- 
toned recall conditions (happy, sad, angry, fear, wonder experiences) as well as a 
general memory condition. Physiological indices of arousal were also made. 
Repressors, in addition to demonstrating greater arousal remembered fewer 
negative and positive affective memories, and indicated they were substantially 
older during the memoiy reported in the negative conditions. In later experiments, 
these researchers used both free recall and a latency to retrieval procedure (in 
which subjects had only to indicate when they discovered a memory but not relate 
its contents) in order to investigate whether repressors were simply hesitant to 
disclose remembered experiences or whether they were having difficulty retrieving 
them in the first place. In happy, sad or guilt (i.e. related to sexual conduct or 
hurting someone) conditions, repressors indicated recalling memories as quickly as 
did low- and high-anxious (both defensive and non-defensive) groups, but retrieved 
fewer overall anger or fear experiences than the other groups. When fear and
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anger memories were recalled, they were retrieved just as quickly, however.
When self-conscious experiences {times you fe lt exposed\ two inches high) were 
added to the conditions of recall, again repressors recalled fewer fear and self- 
conscious experiences, and both repressors and high anxious subjects took longer 
to recall anger experiences. Asking subjects to repeat the experiment at two 
months follow up did slightly improve repressors’ recall for most emotional 
conditions, however.
Further experiments by these researchers showed that the selective difficulty 
repressors had in retrieving personal and especially negative affective memories 
pertained to self -emotions (i.e. an emotion experience by oneself) and not other- 
emotions (i.e. occasions when someone else was expressing an emotion). In fact, 
repressors remembered significantly more other-emotion memories, as did highly 
anxious, defensive subjects (who did not however report fewer self-emotions).
It is interesting to note that one finding from personality and self-concept studies is 
that when asked to describe themselves, repressors focus on qualities such as 
logical, unemotional, and practical (Weinberger, Schwartz, Davidson, 1979), and 
that others may perceive them these ways as well. They saw themselves as 
unusually responsible and un-impulsive, and tended to be reported so by others. 
They reported high tolerance for negative events, and their ability to stay strong 
and unemotional in circumstances where others were not. Case study material has 
revealed a certain pride that can accompany this self-perception. Cognitive self- 
control was a key feature inherent in these descriptions. By contrast, nondefensive 
individuals described self as open to experience and responsive, happy, friendly 
and active, positive about being with people, outgoing; while high anxious - 
classified individuals described themselves as shy, worried about impression 
management, quiet, and unassertive with inconsistent self-image. It is notable that 
choice of self-descriptors for defensives was often what they were not like or that 
they did not get upset easily (i.e. central was a lack of negative affect as a basis for 
experience); whereas other individuals were active in their choice of descriptors. 
Mischel, Ebbesen, and Zeiss (1973) also found that repressors as measured on the 
Byme Scale were more likely to focus on positive attributes whereas sensitizers on 
self-perceived negative attributes. In at least one study using the MMPI, 
repressors received low scores on neuroticism (Gudjonsson, 1981).
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In other studies, they have been more likely to make external, unstable and specific 
attributions in comparison to nondefensive or low anxiety/ distress groups or even 
depressed individuals (Gomes & Weinberger, 1986). While they were reported 
engaging in other avoidance strategies such as distraction or using judgement 
skills, they were more likely to use nonpropositional but fanciful and unintegrated 
thinking in response to certain anxiety-provoking events. Individuals who 
volunteered for a psychometric battery and videotaped interview who loaded high 
on the Repression sub-scale of the Affective Communication Test tended to sit 
with crossed legs, showed little hand movement, yet many body-orientated gestures 
(Friedman & Booth-Kewley, 1987).
Repressors have reported less tendency to experience negative affect than 
nondefensive, low anxious individuals when asked to imagine themselves in 
negative emotionally-provoking situations (Weinberger & Schwartz, 1990). When 
put into situations which rewarded self-disclosures that centre around feelings of 
vulnerability, self-degradation or anxiety, repressors still disclosed less than non­
repressors. Whether repressors offered fewer positive memories or positive 
affective items on a recall task in addition to negatively-toned memories or items 
was not clear; some studies have revealed deficits in sufficient encoding of positive 
emotional experiences as well (Davis & Schwartz, 1987). In general, repressors ’ 
pattern of reported emotional responses to experimental or hypothetical situations 
appeared to be relatively more stereotyped, and particularly lacking in the 
recognition of other emotions in emotionally-mixed situations.
Bonnano & Singer (1990) noted that repressors often seemed to engage in 
obsessional or compulsive behaviours, that may offer a way of keeping focussed on 
other thoughts or tasks (thus avoiding feelings and thinking that is too self- 
discrepant). There has been more discussion regarding the self-distracting aspect 
of these behaviours, rather than how they may also keep others from attack, or how 
the complex, often qualified communications inherent in obsessional behaviour 
may help the person avoid feelings of powerlessness or guilt. Finally, they were 
less likely to draw inferences into their own lives (Weinberger, 1990; Luborsky, 
Crits-Cristoph & Alexander, 1990).
Generally, individuals who engage in repressive coping to a significant degree are 
reported as not being able to engage well in psychotherapy, or as lacking in insight 
or ‘psychological -mindedness5 (Bums, 2000; Guthrie, 1993). In experimental 
settings they are less able to demonstrate empathy for others5 stories involving 
sexual or aggressive themes. Psychotherapy provides an interpersonal context in 
which identifying, clarifying, and expressing feelings and aspects of one’s self - 
concept provide a central part of the process of change. Repressors5 defensiveness 
makes these processes difficult at best. When Nielsen and Fleck (1981) put 
repressors in the role of counsellor, with the task of being as understanding as 
possible, judges rated the repressors as the least empathic. Repressors5 limited 
understanding of their own affective responses may impair their ability to 
understand subtle or ambivalent expressions of others.
2 .3 .4  Defensiveness and sensory and physiological responses
In other research, attempt has been made to investigate relationships between 
defensiveness as operationalised above and an individual’s response to sensory 
stimulation and other physiological behaviours. Janner, Schwartz and Leigh
(1988) showed high defensives (i.e. both repressors and high anxious-high 
defensive) were more pain tolerant, yet did not have higher sensory thresholds. 
Schwartz (1990) showed that defensiveness predicts selective anosmia for 
androstenone (i.e. higher thresholds of negative responsivity to aversive olfactory 
stimuli). Esterling and colleagues (1990) found a positive correlation between high 
levels of defensiveness (both repressive and high reported anxiety with high 
defensiveness on repressive coping measures) and levels of antibody-titer to EB V- 
VCA (indicating poorer control over latent Epstein-Barr virus). In addition, 
individuals who abstained from disclosing emotional material on a assigned task to 
write about a traumatic event in a laboratory setting, even if they were not 
repressors, had higher levels of antibody titer as well. The impact of disclosure 
however was beneficial for high anxious (low defensive) individuals only 
however, whereas instructed disclosure did not have the same effect for repressors 
(see Table 2. 2 below).
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Anxiety Defensiveness Disclosure Antibody titres,
EBV
High Anxiety Low Defensiveness ‘High
anxious’
High Lower
HigherLow
Low Anxiety High Defensiveness ‘Repressor’ High Higher
HigherLow
Table 2. 2 Impact on antibody titres from assignment o f defensive categorisation 
(Weinberger Index), and degree to which their writing included 
emotional disclosures.
Psychophysiological investigations have shown the people who score low on 
anxiety measures but high on defensiveness also reveal higher rates of autonomic 
arousal and blood pressure compared with nondefensive, low anxiety responders 
(Schwartz & Kline, 1995; Gudjonsson, 1981; Weinberger, Schwartz, Davidson, 
1979). Increased risk for hypertension and asthma have been indicated and 
increased cortisol release (Tennes & Kreye, 1985) and norepinephrine (Esler et al., 
1977) have been suggested as mediators. Individuals who are defined as repressive 
have more disturbed white cell counts (Jamner, Schwartz & Leigh, 1988), 
compared with non-repressors, and lower killer cell activity (correlated with 
decreased alpha activity in frontal lobes) has also been suggested for this group.
2.3. 5 Repression and illness
Individuals characterised as highly defensive are at higher risk for cancer, or once 
diagnosed, show a poorer response to treatment (Janner, Schwartz & Leigh, 1988; 
Jensen, 1984; Temoshok & Fox, 1984). Using an experimental procedure, Kneier 
and Temoshok (1984) compared reported anxiety with electrodermal responses to 
anxiety-provoking statements in order to identify repressive coping in patients with 
either malignant melanoma or cardiovascular disease (i.e. Repressors had large 
discrepancies between reported anxiety and EDA readings for anxiety -inducing 
statements). Significantly more melanoma patients were classified as repressors 
compared to the CVD group. Some studies of breast cancer patients have shown a 
somewhat paradoxical impact of repressive coping/ low emotional discharge and 
health outcomes. Inhibitory or repressive coping styles (e.g. as evidenced by 
observed or self-reported coping strategies involving the lack of expression of 
feeling or identification with a stoic approach to distress -  and less diurnal 
variation of cortisol) displayed better overall emotional ‘adjustment’ and complied 
well with hospital regimes, however they also demonstrated an increase in
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objective health problems, disease progression or demonstrate slower recoveiy 
(Temoshok, 1993; Weinberger, 1990). A repressive adaptive style to illness, as 
measured by versions of the Marlowe-Crowne and State-Trait Anxiety Inventory 
adapted for children, occurred significantly more often in children with cancer or 
chronic illness compared to healthy controls, and was also correlated with fewer 
expressions of anger (Phipps & Steele, 2002).
One explanation for these findings is that in the short-term, a chronic or already 
developed strategy involving repression of what initially may be overwhelming 
emotional responses may help the individual think and interact more clearly. This 
benefit is superficial, however, and negative emotional impacts from grief or rage 
or fear will not have the opportunity to be processed. Instead, these feelings get 
locked up, or go underground, where in their ‘undigested5 state they may interfere 
with or drain energy away from the body’s attempts to heal itself. Others have 
indirectly supported this hypothesis with the findings that high trait anxiety is 
associated with more frequent gastrointestinal symptoms (Norton et al., 1999), lack 
of effectiveness of psychotherapy in reducing symptoms in FGID patients (Tanum 
& Malt, 2001), and less impact of tamoxifen therapy in breast cancer patients 
(Cameron et al., 2002).
One reservation must be made in interpreting the findings connecting repression or 
other dissociative coping responses to poor health outcomes. Obviously, there will 
be muliple responses anyone makes to a pervasive disease such as cancer, 
particularly over time and it may not even be appropriate to name an overall 
strategy or style. Initial denial is believed to be helpful in letting the patient adjust 
to diagnosis and implications of disease and treatment at their own pace, as long as 
the warding off does not continue indefinitely. Another problem involves the 
measurement of coping characteristics. Those studies that rely on self-reported 
characteristics in global situations also should be interpreted with caution. The 
psychometric properties of self-report scales used as representations of strategy 
have not always been well established (Swan et al., 1991). In this regard, some 
studies have shown positive relationships between expression of emotions of 
distress while other studies have indicated little or negative correlations.
Temoshok (1993) suggests a hypothesis consistent with these apparent 
contradictions. The person who recognises and articulates their distress in certain
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ways or with certain results may not suffer the same negative physiological 
consequences as the distressed person who doesn’t know how to cope with that 
distress.
2.3. 6 Conclusions from research on repression
Collectively the findings provided strong support for the case that chronic 
repressive coping may be maladaptive, as it is linked with the development of at 
least some kinds of health problems, and poorer illness outcomes. Further, the 
attempt has been made to say something about how this style operates in terms of 
information processing. However, in the picture formed about repression or 
highly defended individuals, there is little theorising about what does constitute 
their awareness, and what issues or situations do become particularly threatening.
Case-centred types of inquiry are needed to learn more about how these defenses 
work in ongoing functioning and how change in their employment might occur. 
First, it would be helpful to continue making more distinction between the 
operation of different defenses, in terms of their appearance in behaviour and their 
functions. The relevance of this become clearer in clinical circumstances when the 
task becomes helping the client change the use of what initially is an unconscious 
process. It is also inappropriate to assume that these processes act in the same 
substantial way. To say that they all serve the purpose of helping the ego, or the 
consciously operating self to manage internal anxiety in order to function in 
external reality offers a tautological argument, and may miss important differences 
that are relevant to how and when these defenses occur. Certainly as inflexible and 
reactive strategies, their maladaptiveness becomes intuitively sensible. Yet others 
have talked about occasions when splitting and the externalising that accompanies 
repression can be healthy, as when experiences which are truly out of our control 
and painful can be blamed on others (Janoff-Bulman, 1992).
For example, denial has become one term used to describe what was initially 
described as secondary repression, or the active discarding of contents once their 
threat had been perceived by the conscious ego (regardless of whether the stimulus 
for that refusal was an other's interpretation, or the individual's own thoughts 
(Horowitz, 1979). Isolation is another mechanism used to describe instances where
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a content is permitted into consciousness, but its affect has been split off and 
rendered into unconsciousness. These distinctions may be useful in working with 
clients, and deciding which circumstances may be more or less likely to create 
more resistance once an intervention is made.
Finally, if a repressive personality style (or indication of repression that has 
become maladaptive) represents a trait that ultimately creates dysfunction or its 
own distress, there remains the question of how it can be altered. If repressive 
defences involve the psyche’s attempt to protect some fundamental aspect of 
personal integrity, an attempt to break down this mechanism too rashly would 
likely be harmful, and be experienced as a trauma in itself, perhaps with a 
retaliatory response of aggression or breakdown (Megargee, Cook & Mendelsohn, 
1967). Theoretical and case-based clinical accounts have offered discussions of 
‘working with the resistance,’ or bringing the use of defensive patterns to the 
client’s attention over repeated examples and interpreting their function is 
described, but ultimately this may not be enough to help the individual reduce their 
anxiety enough to face the unknowns that lie inside (Krystal, 1988).
One implication from these findings could be that individuals with a pattern of 
emotional rigidity or over-control as a usual coping strategy, for example, may also 
be good candidates for a therapy that encourages focused and directed expression 
of previously inhibited feelings, especially when the therapeutic work included an 
interpersonal focus as part of that process. Bums (2000) found that patients who 
had other than abdominal forms of chronic pain and who tended to use repression 
as a coping strategy did worst in a CBT type of pain management programme, 
supporting the need for other kinds of approaches in working with defenses against 
feeling or experiencing.
2. 4 Discussion of Findings from Physiological and Personality -based 
Studies on the Roles of Anxiety, Emotion and Coping on Health
Finally, these empirical studies on psychological dysfunction in functional 
digestive disorders, the relationship between emotional experiencing and 
expression to physiological dysfunction, and the role of repression and defensive 
coping in the management of arousal and anxiety have all offered useful concepts 
to understand how the psyche and body may become shaped by experience or
predisposition to respond in ways that have not been easily understood, by patients 
as well as clinicians or researchers. This confusion has certainly contributed to a 
sense of mystery and frustration when somatic disorders result.
In part, the continued separation of approaches deriving from physiological and 
psychiatric research, experimental and correlational psychological studies, and 
psychotherapeutic casework is responsible for the lack of helpful models for 
understanding disorder. In some cases, this shaping process leading to established 
ways of responding have occurred in relation to stressors or experiences that have 
not been immediately digestible. They have also indicated the possibility that 
shaping experiences may be initially physiological, psychological or a combination 
of both, but that ultimately both psyche and soma are likely to reverberate a sense 
of dysfunction. Certainly there are no easy answers for treatment, as the emotional, 
coping and defensive patterns proposed here as related to somatic disorder are 
likely to be entrenched and resistant to simple or short-term interpretation and 
change. At the very least, these findings support the adoption of a systems view in 
understanding these disorders, and suggest its possible utility in working with 
clients in therapy and helping them construct a helpful approach to understanding 
the interface between their own psychological and biological processes, one that 
neither leaves them with a sense of guilt for, nor a lack of control over their own 
recovery.
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C H A P T E R  3 P SY C H O T H E R A P E U T IC  A P P R O A C H E S  TO  
P S Y C H O S O M A T IC  D IS O R D E R
Another way to approach an understanding of the links between somatic symptoms 
and psychological disturbances is to consider cases where symptom reduction or 
change is believed to occurs as a function of therapy, and to examine the explanatory 
accounts offered for these changes. In this section, research findings related to 
psychotherapeutic studies and case reports performed with clients suffering somatic 
dysfunctions will be presented, in order to examine how relationships between 
psychological functioning and somatic symptoms have been perceived. In addition, 
concepts from individual therapeutic orientations offering description or explanation 
for the nature of changes that may occur in psychological functioning will be 
described, where they also offer potential understanding for how changes occurring at 
a psychological level might impact on somatic functioning.
While discussing this literature it was felt to also be important to structure it according 
to the nature of evidence offered for the results claimed. It will be seen that while 
there are several studies that deliver evidence for the effectiveness of psychological 
approaches to helping patients improve or recover from illnesses, there are relatively 
few studies that demonstrate evidence for their description of what changes in 
psychological functioning are occurring, and are believed to be associated with 
changes in physiological functioning or health status. This is not to diminish the 
importance of the former aim, as the impact of psychosocial approaches on health 
status has been shown to be quite remarkable in some cases, even life expectancy in 
cases of terminal illness (Spiegel et .al, 1989). Those studies that do focus more on 
the processes of change tend to be case reports (e.g. a therapists’ review and analysis 
of casework, or a client’s own experiential analysis of psychological change and 
symptom reduction). Although examples of client process or therapist-client dialogue 
may be included, their interpretation has not been shared within a consensual analysis, 
and thus might be criticized as little more than interesting case histories.
By contrast, in research studies demonstrating therapeutic effectiveness, there has been 
little attempt to measure psychological change over time, although an empirically-
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based argument can be made for the eventual relationship between psychological 
interventions and somatic functioning. Again, the more helpful studies offer examples 
of client behaviour or interventions that are believed to be integral for change. 
Nonetheless, the goals existing as within a particular therapeutic focus or orientation 
might be considered as having instrumental impact on certain kinds of functions 
proposed as central to the development of disturbance and corrective processes in 
recovery (e.g. in psychodyanmic therapy, the identification of intrapsychic conflicts 
and attempting to resolve them; in behavioural approaches, identifying and changing 
maladaptive behaviours and unhealthy cognitions, in order to redirect the client 
towards effective coping and self-care). Therefore the finding of therapeutic 
effectiveness can at least offer hypotheses regarding the psychological processes 
associated with illness. One caveat is that the therapist’s adherence to general or more 
specific goals has rarely been measured. Moreover, some reviewers remain cautious 
about the long term effectiveness of psychosocial treatments for somatic illnesses, 
even when they are diagnosed as functional or resulting from somatisation processes, 
offering doubt about the clinical meaningfulness of these results (Allen et al., 2002). 
Therefore, both research studies and casework will be considered below with these 
limitations in mind, and will be examined within the therapeutic frameworks involved. 
These will include psychodynamic, experiential and cognitive-behavioural approaches. 
Converging findings across these frameworks will then be discussed.
3.1 Psychodynamic Concepts related to Psychosomatic Functioning
The remark has been made by psychotherapists that it is interesting to consider how 
infrequently psychoanalytic work within psychosomatic medicine has been published, 
given that the examples of hysteria and other dissociative phenomena related to illness 
provided a real impetus to psychoanalytic thinking about psyche-soma relationships 
since the turn of the century (Taylor, 1992). One reason appears to be divisions 
between psychotherapists themselves regarding the explanatory concepts they wished 
to use (e.g. arguments about which if any of Freud’s early concepts regarding drive or 
conflict theory) that might stand up to empirical scrutiny in a wider community of 
researchers. Certainly the focus on disease and disorder categories within medicine
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exerted a pull to put patients with chronic somatic symptoms without underlying 
disease back into the biomedical approach to definition and treatment (Nemiah, 2000). 
Yet another has been a lack of triangulation and measurement within reports, or a 
detailed picture of what is happening when clients change their feeling, thinking, or 
apperception of the relationships between themselves and events. More recently, 
several reviewers and researchers have sought to re-introduce psychodynamic 
formulations of psychological functioning that may interact with biological functions 
back into the overall picture. One new focus has been placed on finding ways to 
measure basic conflicts and their dynamics, and assess how objects are used (Hingley, 
2001; Luborsky & Crits-Cristoph, 1990). Another has been to re-conceptualise the 
relationships between outer relationship experiences and inner self-object 
relationships. Finally new findings within developmental biology and attachment 
theory have been exchanged and combined in a unifying framework (Emde, 1988).
These ideas will be described within a review of psychodynamic ideas as they have 
become constructed within psychosomatic research and theory, with an emphasis on 
psychotherapy-based studies. They include the notion that unconscious conflicts 
between parts or structures within the psyche may be at the root of somatic 
disturbances. These could involve repressed impulses needing ‘release,’ or 
expression; without which bodily tension or inner stress became symptoms over time. 
Another focus within conflict theory was the use of particular defensive strategies 
proposed to ward off awareness of them (whether they involved impulse-super-ego 
opposition or other kinds of conflicts between objects within the self). With chronic 
use, defenses also might limit the awareness of bodily needs or feeling states. Another 
notion was that developmental deficits in personality (i.e. se lf  structures) contributed to 
somatic distress when significant relationships were not able to serve regulatory roles 
(i.e. manage negative emotions, minimize anxiety and vulnerability, or maintain 
esteem) for the self, which in turn had an impact on biological regulation.
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3 .1 .1  Unconscious conflicts within the psyche may be related to somatic 
disturbances
Breuer and Freud first offered the idea that a process of dissociative splitting was 
responsible for both symptom formation and recovery (Freud, 1905; 1953). In 
treating their hysterical patients they discovered that mysterious symptoms had a 
symbolic reference to real and traumatic events in a client’s prior life. Freud used the 
concept of repression initially to describe a general process by which contents became 
excluded from conscious awareness. His theorizing here has become a cornerstones of 
explaining physical symptoms (i.e. as conversions or as the result of accumulated 
intrapsychic tension created by fixed and repetitive conflicts) and the impact of 
trauma. Conversion disorders were believed to depend on the ability of the part of 
the body to achieve some sort of mental representation (Freud, 1905; 1953). The 
mechanisms responsible for this response were not known, and so a leap from muscles 
and nerves to fantasies was needed to postulate this connection; nonetheless a 
symbolic function was inherent in conversion, as a symptom allowed a shift from one 
to a more acceptable, if also unpleasant form of expression. Thus, gastric 
hyperanaesthesia or pain might prevent movement or expiate guilt over voiced 
remarks; hand paralysis or numbness prevented aggressive behaviour, and functional 
illness severe enough to keep a client bed-ridden could express a state of having ‘given 
up’ and being overwhelmed by loss.
Later, Alexander, French and Pollack (1968) attempted to differentiate psychosomatic 
disorders depending on the biopsychological/wncfion of its symptoms. The 
mechanisms responsible for conversion disorders were hypothesized as different from 
vegetative neurosis. Conversion disorder was believed to be based on a psychogenic 
and symbolic translation of a traumatic or otherwise indigestible experience, and 
involved areas of the patient’s voluntary neuromusculature directly - or symbolically - 
associated with that experience (e.g. restrictions in movement, pain, or other 
distressing symptoms). The patient had no conscious awareness of this link, however, 
as dissociative defenses were hypothesized to keep it from apprehension. This state of 
functioning, in its unpleasantness, served as an indirect expression of guilt or some 
other painful conflict, or as an inhibition of aggression- out towards others.
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Many of the studies examining the relationships between conflicts or developmental 
deficits have relied on case reports where the conflicts have been described in a 
general way, rather than viewed and measured as changes in conflict status or insight 
achieved . Alternatively, empirical studies have been performed where the reduction 
of psychological disturbance and symptoms are measured only at outcome, or by 
patient report. One exception is a case study of a diabetic adolescent performed by 
Moran and Fonagy (1987). The 13 year-old girl had continuous problems achieving 
diabetic regulation. Her symptomatic bouts with hypo/ or hyperglycaemia (i.e. 
diabetic dysregulation) were believed to be related to her lack of compliance with 
medical regimen; Moran and Fonagy theorised that these behaviours were 
symptomatic (i.e. part of a neurotic response to anxiety and guilt aroused by 
unconscious conflict). Thus, her mismanagement of her bodily functioning was 
hypothesized to be an unconscious attempt toward adaptation, a form of conflict 
management. Finding alternative and psychological ways of managing conflict was 
intended to reduce the occurrence of unhealthy behaviours and disruptive 
physiological dysfunction as partial solutions to managing the anxiety associated with 
these conflicts.
The young adolescent received five times weekly psychoanalysis over three and one- 
half years, with a therapeutic goal that she develop insight into her own conflictual 
wishes which brought about a need for self-punishment or aggression through dietary 
or insulin imbalances. Over time, the authors describe the finding that the increased 
verbalisation of conflict was correlated with increased diabetic control, although the 
authors admit they can not be certain it was insight into her own conflict- behaviour 
links or her ability to discharge, and re-regulate her emotional arousal that may have 
impacted directly on her blood sugar levels, as they did not actually measure the ways 
in which the client was managing, or aware of her conflicts.
However, the relationship between the presence of conflict and glycosuria (i.e. 
presence of sugar in urine) were studied over the 148 weeks of treatment. Each week, 
the analyst wrote a summary of major themes (topics discussed in therapy) illustrated 
in the therapy; the interventions used and the patient’s responses were also noted.
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When the analysis was completed, these were reviewed and major areas of conflict 
were identified and defined across examples. Seven out of ten conflicts could also be 
judged with at least sixty per cent reliability as present or absent from each weekly 
report by the therapist and two other clinical judges. An example of two conflicts 
included wanting to be close to her father, but feeling unloved by him (and angry 
towards him), and having aggressive wishes toward her mother (and others) but feeling 
guilt from Oedipal strivings. Twice daily home urine testing provided the data for a 
time series analysis of glycosuria. The conflict categories listed in the report were not 
mutually exclusive, and some appeared to be thematically related (e.g. conflicts 
associated with the experience o f her mother's breakdown, and oedipal conflict, which 
included death wishes towards her mother). These were reliably correlated with 
random hospital checks of blood sugar levels.
Results showed that when there was evidence of some (but not all) unconscious 
conflicts in the patient’s narratives, blood sugar levels were significantly low or high 
(e.g .feeling unloved by her father, or wanting to hurt/punish  herself was correlated 
with low glycosuria, whereas for experiencing irrational fea r  o f persons or situations, 
urine glucose was relatively high). Lag correlation coefficients were derived to look at 
the directionality of change between improvements in diabetic control, the girl’s 
behaviour, and changes in the nature of analytic material; that is, the relationship 
between psychopathological symptoms, conflicts, and blood sugar. The presence of 
two conflicts (l.e. feeling unloved by her father, and tendency to hurt and punish self) 
were associated with reduced glycosuria two to four weeks later. However, 
improvements in diabetic regulation were associated with a decrease in phobic anxiety 
and self-punishing behaviour (two to four weeks later). Implied in these results was 
that the adolescent’s self-punishing and aggressive behaviours included dietary or 
insulin transgressions or both, or involved other behaviours which lent to these 
secondary impacts.
What was not clear from this study was the nature of the client's engagement with her 
conflicts; that is, how they were present and to what degree she was able to 
consciously understand, articulate or symbolize, and work with them. The
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measurement of conflicts involved only their presence or absence, and the author’s 
discussion of their association with changes in the patient’s physiology was based on 
either their theory-driven assumptions about the changes that were occurring, or their 
noting the ways in which these conflicts were currently being managed, but this 
information was not given. In addition, the authors describe their difficulty in 
attempting to operationalize conflicts, or changes in conflict status. In addition, it was 
only the recollected notes made by the analyst that was used as data for conflict 
identification. However this study was an early attempt to map both somatic 
symptoms and conflict status over time with attention paid to the need for reliable 
judgements about the presence of certain processes, and it made an impressive case 
supporting a complex interaction between brittle diabetes, behaviour which seeks to 
reduce anxiety and other internal states, and the presence of unconscious conflicts.
Guthrie has described a series of research studies involving short-term interpersonal 
therapy with IBS patients (Guthrie, 2001; 1993; Guthrie et al., 1991), all showing at 
least modest improvement in symptoms and function for at least two-thirds of the 
client samples. Two studies have involved a large sample of patients entered into a 
randomized control trial. Although process data was not collected, the interpersonal 
therapy was manualized (i.e. it was structured according to stated therapeutic goals or 
tasks) and examples given of how a client’s presenting problems might be viewed in 
relation to disturbances in developing and maintaining interpersonal relationships. 
Therapeutic tasks revealed the framework offered by an interpersonal approach and 
included developing an accepting and warm relationship with the client, making links 
between psychological and somatic symptoms, and interpreting conflict-based 
experiences from relationships past, and present, including the therapeutic relationship. 
Both outcomes related to bowel and psychological symptoms were measured.
Clients who improved on both somatic and psychological measures were described as 
being better able to acknowledge the importance of emotional factors in relation to 
their bowel symptoms, and the significance of certain events contributing to the 
genesis of their conditions. They could also link emotional feelings towards the 
therapeutic relationship with past relationships and thus understand the interpersonal
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difficulties they had previously experienced. In her case examples, clients often 
reported addressing their current relationships with increased expression of their 
emotional needs and concerns. Further, they were able to link the latter with 
exacerbations of bowel symptoms, which had previously escaped their awareness.
One of the interventions which was proposed to assist the linking of psychological 
distress to somatic symptom was helping the client re-consider their usage of 
descriptive terms (i.e. perceiving symptom experiences as symbolic of their emotional 
states in some way). Gastrointestinal symptoms become a metaphor in which both 
therapist and client can explore deeper layers of experiencing and self that the client 
has not been able to acknowledge. Thus a client who felt ‘empty, gutted, cleaned ou t’ 
following a bout of diarrhoea began to realize how these terms resonated with her 
ongoing emotional state, particular when dealing with certain matters. This 
exploration was achieved through the development of a close enough working alliance 
between client and therapist. Working with transferences to the therapist also enabled 
clients to consider responses they had to earlier significant figures, as well as parts of 
themselves. These insights when achieved were felt to contribute to the reduction of 
symptoms. A year’s follow-up showed that improvements were for the most part 
maintained. In Guthrie’s short-term work, clients were seen over a 12 week period. 
Their initial session lasted several hours , however, and this was related to the goal of 
attempting to establish an intensive relationship, in order to maximize the potential for 
investigating emotional needs and responses within a psychodynamic framework.
Levitan (1989b) investigated the presence of conflicts associated with particular types 
of psychosomatic disorder. A combination of measures was used to access core 
conflicts with patients engaged in therapy, including the Thematic Apperception Test 
and analysis of dream content (both scored for presence of themes related to violence, 
sexuality, and anxiety), and interpretations of conflict based on patient narratives about 
events occurring at symptom onset. Patients with rheumatoid arthritis were more 
likely to have primary conflicts around the expression of rage and dependency, while 
ulcerative colitis patients demonstrated the loss of an important object (and a need to
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express both fear and rage). Asthma patients offered examples of previous trauma that 
had not been assimilated.
3.1. 2 Repressed impulses or accumulated affect may create distress if not 
released
For some clinicians and researchers, these have involved particular conflicts related to 
the ego’s need to suppress particular impulses that were felt to be harmful to the 
individual or his relationships (e.g. fear, aggression, rage). Other clinicians argued that 
too little attention has been paid to the importance of affect tolerance, or the ability to 
bear anxiety which enables individuals to achieve the potential for assimilating 
experiences, both internal and interpersonal (Krystal, 1988). While the need for 
discharge or catharsis are by no means universally accepted by all psychoanalysts, 
these concepts brought forth other, more generally acceptable ideas. One was the idea 
that illness symptoms might evoke a number of phobic anxieties or experiences of 
panic related to abandonment and loss that might not be readily understood by the 
individual (Segal, 1997). Another involved the need to experience and formulate the 
meaning of emotional experiences, and that psychotherapy could be effective in 
helping clients learn both sets of skills. Monsen and Monsen (2000) studied the 
impact of an individualized psychodynamically-orientated body therapy programme 
for twenty chronic pain sufferers, and compared them to twenty other pain sufferers 
who underwent physiotherapy with regular medical treatment alone. The 33 session 
therapy included physiotherapy and affect-script therapy, designed to help clients 
improve their affect regulation skills (i.e. develop awareness of, tolerance for 
experiencing, and ability to express emotionally and conceptually important affective 
events). The conjoint physiotherapy was believed to accelerate the impact of the affect 
regulation training.
Clients were assessed on pain and symptom levels, personality functioning (i.e.
MMPI), and affect consciousness. The latter involved multiple and blind judges rating 
a videotaped interview in which clients related different emotion-provoking situations 
and described their responses. All assessments were made at baseline, two points
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during the middle of treatment, and near the termination of therapy, with follow-up 
measurements at one year. All participants were measured as having relatively low 
levels of awareness and expression of anxiety, anger, shame, sadness and jealousy (i.e. 
the ‘negative’ emotions in the affect set). In addition to focusing interventions on 
specific psychological processes believed to underlie the chronicity of pain, another 
reason this study is important in that there was an attempt to measure ‘mini-outcomes’ 
as a way of tapping active processes occurring during the therapy and following its 
conclusion (these findings were not reported, however). The treatment group achieved 
a significantly higher level of performance on all components of affect consciousness 
and a decrease in pain experienced over the previous month, compared to the control 
group, and these differences were stable one year later. Levels of denial and 
somatisation as measured by MMPI differences between outcome and baseline had 
significantly decreased for the treatment group as well.
One caution should be considered in interpreting their findings. Their participants 
were not seeking medical care for pain; rather they were recruited from an employee 
health department in response to reported chronic (but not disabling) pain. Exclusion 
criteria included a concomitantly medically-defined disorder that might be causing 
their pain experience, such as neuralgia, IBS, or diagnosed joint or skeletal problems. 
As such, their pain complaints would be relatively less severe and vaguely defined.
Am et al., (1989) reported a study of group psychotherapy performed over 12 weeks 
with IBS and functional dyspepsia patients. The therapy occurred during a 3 month 
period and included relaxation training, information sessions regarding GI disorders, 
and group psychodrama exercises. The latter included Self-administered 
questionnaires on anxiety and symptoms were administered. Compared with a no­
treatment group, patients undergoing group treatment demonstrated a reduction in 
anxiety levels at six months follow-up, but both groups showed a reduction in 
symptoms at six months (i.e. this was interpreted as related to periodic variation in 
both dyspepsia and IBS symptoms over time). It was important to note that the 
number of sessions attended varied significantly, with only a small percentage of
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patients completing the entire series of group sessions offered. However, patients who 
reported learning ‘new behaviours’ at the termination of therapy showed fewer 
symptoms at 3 years. Focusing interventions on assisting clients’ ability to access, 
express and utilise affective experiences were elaborated further within an experiential 
therapy framework, which will be discussed below.
One study showed that life events which obstructed personal goals were significantly 
associated with the onset year of initial abdominal pain in 135 consecutive referrals to 
three gastrointestinal clinics. Craig and Brown (1984) hypothesized that primitive 
affective experiences (such as frustration of goal-directed impulses) which lacked 
articulated form could appear as symptoms, particularly when the frustration 
experienced involved an important life goal.
Numerous case reports and personal narratives have offered description of process by 
which impulses become identified, and support the notion that they require expression, 
in order to become accepted and understood as self-experiences. McDougall (1989) 
described psychotherapy cases where changes occurred in clients’ physical diseases 
and symptoms. She offered examples of how symptom occurrence decreased or 
ceased once patients had been able to access more primitive states and wishes once 
these could gain access to behaviour within analysis. It should be noted that her 
examples of successful cases involved psychoanalytic treatment over a several year 
period. McDougall also noted the lack of connection patients often had between the 
onset of their symptoms and interpersonal losses or upsets. One involved a woman 
with ulcerative colitis who did not connect her response of being shattered from the 
deaths of her fiance and parents in a plane crash to her disease; instead she could only 
identify the need to keep herself from falling apart. This left her body to express and 
re-express the explosion created by her conflicts with anger and loss and her inability 
to encounter these feelings. Another patient whose grief had been inhibited from 
expression engaged in life-threatening, addictive behaviour (e.g. he chain-smoked 
following his first coronary infarct) and continued cardiac symptoms. In both 
examples, an analytic technique employed involved examining symptoms as signposts
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indicating primitive impulses and a deficit in accessing emotions and expressing 
responses to the loss.
It should be remembered that others have found positive correlations between 
concealed aggression and neuroticism in patients with gastrointestinal disorder. For 
example, one study found these were the only traits that differentiated FGID patients 
without concomitant diagnoses of psychopathology but with marked somatic pain 
with a control group of non-patients (Tanum & Malt, 2001). The implication of this 
finding depends somewhat on how neuroticism is defined outwith a psychometric 
performance, but a typical interpretation involves an overall state of perceived 
vulnerability, or lack of adequate internal sources for stability or anxiety 
management.
In her reflective account of her journey through two chronic illnesses (from 
childhood, repetitive keloid scar tissue formation on her skin, and three episodes of 
ulcerative colitis in adulthood), Rothenberg (2001 a,b) described how a Jungian 
approach assisted her ability to access a deep rage, with her since infancy, and 
helped to isolate and contain it while at the same time give it a range of expression 
in artwork. She discovered a voracious rage which took the expression of her 
bleeding intestines, literally eating themselves up with secretions normally used for 
digestion. One therapeutic task she described involved becoming more able to 
identify how and when this rage operated within her experiencing, even at subtle 
levels. Only then did her symptoms cease. Rothenberg described how this work 
demanded a long commitment at physical and spiritual levels. Early steps towards 
greater autonomy (i.e. lessening dependence on others) were consistently met by 
angry somatic responses from her own body, although making this connection 
occurred only gradually. Although she had been able to identify destructive 
elements during her development (i.e. a negative mother complex created by her 
mother’s death shortly after her birth, and a punishing and critical step-mother who 
loathed her step-daughter’s skin disorder), she needed to be able to identify and 
assimilate these destructive aspects within her own psyche.
Rothenberg’s examples demonstrate the importance of conscious engagement 
between the client’s psyche and her body and its pain, rather than remaining safe 
within a more abstract understanding of this relationship.
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‘Two years had passed after my second exacerbation when I had a third relapse. This time I 
rapidly lost weight and energy. It was a sign to me that even greater effort was required. The 
only avenue left to me was to go directly to the ulcers themselves and make the descent into 
their firery center in active imagination. I was intentionally entering the lowest and most 
rejected aspects of myself in search of the gold. For me, as for many others, it is in the body, in 
the disease process, in the nigredo state, that the seeds of redemption lay buried (2001a, p 56- 
57).'
Her story also offered important insight into why simple interpretations or 
formulations about the relationship between bodily symptoms and psychological 
dysfunction have failed to have an effect on the client’s experience if the work does 
not engage the very primitive aspects involved. This has also been emphasized by 
other analysts working with somatic patients (Ziegler, 1983).
This self-study also contributes to the attempt by some clinicians and researchers to 
distinguish between ‘levels’ of disorder, or differences in the mechanisms 
underlying psychosomatic expression of conflicts. Rothenberg’s story of gradually 
going more deeply into her psychological identification with death constellated 
different somatic illnesses at different levels, requiring the assimilation of different 
conflicts -  or levels of conflict recognition. Alexander, French and Pollack (1968) 
stated that ‘psychosomatic’ disorders, or vegetative neuroses, could be distinguished 
from conversion reactions, serving a more dissociated, symbolic function.
Vegetative neuroses (;neurotic solutions involving the soma) activated internal 
organs and systems normally part of emotional expression (now over-stressed, 
presumably without adequate outlet for expression or cure). The mechanisms by 
which psychic conflict remained in the body were hypothesized to be fundamentally 
different. This distinction was also made by McDougall (1989) between symptom 
formation that appeared to serve a ‘symbolic’ function, and psychosomatic illness 
that accompanied addictive personalities and ‘dysaffected’ or alexithymic 
individuals. Their differences lay in the strength and degree of their defenses 
against experiencing.
3.1. 3 Chronic overuse of defensive strategies may limit body awareness 
and disrupt biological functioning
Another approach to understanding psychosomatic disorder involved a focus on the 
defensive structures maintaining the integrity of the ego. Anna Freud’s theory of
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neurosis (1937; 1966) was based on the importance of drives and impulses in 
generating the need for ego defenses, but focused on understanding defense 
mechanisms themselves as the target of therapeutic intervention. A. Freud agreed that 
defenses were employed to avoid primitive impulses and their associated affects.
Later work by Reich (1949) offered the observation that bodily attitudes of defense 
could result from the use of vigorous psychological processes (i.e. muscular posture as 
armour) helping individuals dissociate from impulses and conflicts, and could appear 
as relatively fixed attitudes resistant to change. Subsequent theory and research 
refocused on the use of defenses against conflicts between objects or aspects of self.
Measurement of characteristic defensive strategies in groups defined by type of 
somatic illness are few. Monsen and Havik (2001) used personality measures to study 
a group of Norwegian company employees suffering from chronic (musculoskeletal) 
pain. They found that somatisation and denial (as measured by the MMPI subscales, 
indicating a tendency to ignore psychological problems and transform personal 
conflicts into socially acceptable ones, such as pain or other physical distress) were 
most often reported as defensive strategies employed, and that anxiety, depression, 
obsession, rigidity and somatic concerns (as measured by the SCL - 90 - R) were also 
elevated for this group, indicating the likelihood that self-control was key in their 
relationships. Their Inventory of Interpersonal Problems scores offered a 
characteristic profile (e.g. trying hard to please, having difficulties being assertive, and 
experiencing social embarrassment and anxiety).
Defenses alone did not appear to ‘produce’ somatic symptoms instead of permitting a 
more symbolic and conceptual awareness of impulse or conflict. Rather, they may 
prevent processing at one or more levels, and consequently the impulse, conflict, or 
experience remains in the body. McDougall (1989) and Lockhart (1983) have 
described similar ideas here:
‘...I was able to observe and conceive of an archaic form of symbolism in which the psyche was 
not bypassed leaving the body ‘to talk in the mind’s place;’ rather, it was obeying messages that, while 
they did not pass through the language structures of the mind, were a stimulus to a somatic response, 
as in infancy.’ (p.30, McDougall, 1989).
‘ ....that is where the soul hides most, right there in the pathology, in the corruption of the body, in
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the suppurating wound...[ ] In my experience, disease, disorder, disturbance -  illnesses of any kind
always induce a metaphoric activity simply because these experiences activate, or are the expressions 
of an activated unconscious. The unconscious speaks metaphorically... (p.212, Lockhart, 1983)
Other reports of defensive processing in clients with somatic illnesses have been single 
case reports, similar to Freud’s published work, or authored stories of personal 
development similar to Rothenberg’s (2001b). With these exceptions, defenses have 
usually been implied as part of conflict dynamics rather than a focus for understanding 
illness. Levitan (1989a) felt that in cases involving somatic illness, defensive 
functions of the ego have actually failed; while they continue to ward off the 
threatening contents through repression, projection and displacement, some of the 
destructive or depressive impulses find there way to the body and have impact there. 
Thus, sadistic aggression may routinely express itself in chronic abdominal pain, as 
well as an occasional violent dream and perceived cruelty or neglect in others.
Some clinicians have attempted to describe the manifestations and impacts of different 
defenses, since A. Freud and W. Reich first attempted this task. In her case reports of 
psychosomatic clients, McDougall (1989) distinguished between repression and 
foreclosure. These mechanisms created different degrees of distance from the 
conscious experiencing self. Foreclosure was described as more typical of the 
‘psychosomatic’ patient who could not invest in an internal representation of 
experiences, and thus these experiences were split off, or rejected entirely into the 
unconscious body, or projected onto someone existing externally as a container for 
these rejected qualities, attitudes, or aspect of self -functioning (i.e. the defenses of 
splitting and projection). By contrast, simple repression also involved a rejection of 
contents, which remained potentially more accessible to consciousness, however.
In the case of foreclosure, others are often ‘used’ to express the feelings or attitudes 
that have been projectively introjected into them. These patients were described as 
frequently maintaining a camouflage of pseudo-normality, in order to avoid accepting 
their internal pain and conflict, feared as overwhelming and mentally disorganising.
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The physical symptom becomes the wordless anguish, rather the body receives the 
impact of the drives or fantasies that can not access symbolic expression, and thus be 
played out in words and interpersonal relations.
Luborsky, Crits-Cristoph, and Alexander (1990) examined the use of a defensive style 
and unrecognised interpersonal needs using a review of session material or a brief 
form of the Core Conflictual Relationship Theme (CCRT) with two groups of 
psychotherapy clients. Respondents were asked to identify real interpersonal 
relationships corresponding to pre-determined roles (e.g. mother, teacher) given by the 
interviewer, and describe a single memory of an interpersonal event in each case. 
These brief narratives were then scored for interpreted wish (i.e. desired outcome of 
the interaction), response of the other, and response of the self. Across five or so 
different examples, one or two basic transference patterns (i.e. core interpersonal 
conflicts) can usually be discerned for each individual. These clients were not 
psychosomatically disordered, but this study offers an empirical link between 
defensive style and dependency needs or conflicts. Defensive style was measured with 
both the Weinberger Index and two methods of Rorschach interpretation used to 
describe defenses employed. Clients scored as repressive did reveal a high number of 
relationship schemas involving wishes for love, closeness, and to please others (and 
fewer wishes to assert towards or compete with others) and showed a greater focus on 
receiving positive responses from others in both their session material and on the RAP 
measure. The latter results were judged by a group of clinical judges, not just the 
therapist involved in each case. Recognition of dependency appeared to be avoided, 
however, as were problems involving anger or interpersonal conflict. Repressive style 
individuals were also shown to present a relatively narrow and selective restriction in 
their expression of feelings and attention in this recall procedure involving past 
interpersonal events.
Finally, additional support for the idea that individuals with functional duodenal 
symptoms (functional dyspepsia and related symptoms) may defend against anxiety 
comes from a correlational study in which these symptoms were measured in a self- 
report questionnaire given to university students along with measures of anxiety
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sensitivity (i.e. fear of anxiety and the belief that it may have harmful consequences) 
and state anxiety and depressive symptoms. Norton et al., (1999) found that high 
symptom scores were positively correlated with high anxiety sensitivity and more 
frequent visits to the doctor. Others have demonstrated that a reduction in anxiety may 
account for the benefits of psychotherapy in reducing pain in IBS patients; those 
patients whose symptoms did not improve showed little reduction in anxiety (Am et 
ah, 1989; Payne & Blanchard, 1985).
3.1. 4 Disruptions in others’ regulation of self may contribute to somatic distress
During the second half of the twentieth century, a new focus on self functioning and 
regulation within psychoanalytic theory occurred (Kohut, 1977, 1971). It also 
stressed the importance of interpersonal contexts in understanding the genesis and 
maintenance of psychosomatic disorder (Taylor, 1993). When others are needed for 
managing negative emotions, limiting anxiety or maintaining esteem as inner resources 
for these functions are lacking adequate development, they are said to offer a self- 
regulatory function (Kohut, 1971). Further, studies linking repressive defensive 
styles with unrecognised dependency needs offered a perspective on how an 
interaction between repression of affects and unmet dependency needs may be related 
to the development of somatic symptoms (e.g. Luborsky, Crits-Cristoph & Alexander, 
1990). For example, one adaptive function served by consistently repressing needs for 
dependency will be to help the individual avoid frustration and pain that may be 
associated with the expectancy that such needs will not be met. This refusal to admit 
a need for the other may be exhibited as a kind of pseudo-self-sufficiency, and may act 
as a defense against the painful aspects of relationship, including envy and 
experiencing longing, or one’s own neediness.
If others are important maintainers of emotional needs in the self an individual should 
be at greater risk for illness following a real interpersonal separation or the loss of an 
inner object, especially if the individual was insecurely attached or depending on the 
self- object for regular esteem and regulation (Kohut, 1971). Continuing and
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unmodified deficits are believed to lend to narcissistic personality disorder, resulting in 
a chronic instability of self-esteem and need for environmental feeding and some 
degree of disrupted interpersonal functioning. Functions initially fulfilled by others 
should become better mediated by the self eventually, as a more stable self- 
organisation and adult-like interdependencies replace infant-like dependencies. These 
have been described as knowing how to cope with stress, maintain enough integrity to 
sustain focused attention, and interpret mental states so that an individual can work 
with and reflect on their own state of mind (Fonagy & Target, 2002).
Lindemann (1950) described nine brief case studies of ulcerative colitis, in which 
replacement therapy (i.e. finding substitute attachments for lost ones) became the 
psychiatric approach used. In a further sixty-six cases, an association was made 
between disease onset and the occurrence of a significant interpersonal loss. The 
nature of this therapy varied; in some cases it meant helping the patient acquire social 
skills and assisting his joining shared activity in new relationships, and in others, 
working with the transference and through the termination phase of treatment. In each 
case, however, essential therapeutic processes were identifying the nature of the loss 
involved, and the special functions the lost relationship had served for the individual 
patient. Although more systematic empirical data or impact at follow-up was lacking, 
Lindemann reported symptom reduction or absence in each case described.
An example of how a dysregulation in se//'functions and a lack of affect recognition 
might be related to a somatic disorder has been provided by Taylor (1993), in an 
intensive case study report involving his own client, a young man suffering from 
spasmodic torticollis (unregulated and painful muscular functions), considered by his 
medical team to be a chronic and debilitating disorder. Taylor saw this client in long­
term psychotherapy and described the client’s history and interpersonal functioning 
over time. The client was described as unable to maintain a self- integrity in situations 
in which criticism and rejection were perceived. This was linked to a psychosocial 
history in which his own childhood expression of interests and abilities were not 
regarded highly. The patients’ symptoms began following the death of a close friend, 
who had offered a primary source of support, particularly in expressing more
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adventurous aspects of his personality the patient could not express on his own.
Taylor believed this friend had served as an external regulator for his client’s 
maintenance of self-esteem. With his death, this ability was gone, or lost within 
himself, but his neck spasms had begun, which Taylor interpreted as an expression of 
the client’s narcissistic rage that could find no other outlet. Taylor described his own 
therapeutic goals in relation to these deficits, primarily the interpretation and re­
focusing on his patient’s narcissistic needs, and assisting his recognition of affectively 
painful states when they occurred. Over six years of weekly therapy, his patient’s 
physical distress was cured and his self functioning could be characterised as having a 
more stable integrity and ability to recognise, accept, and express his feelings without 
fear of retaliation or rejection.
This case study provides an excellent example of how theory might be used to describe 
or ‘fit’ onto evidence of psychological processes and their relation to chronic 
physiological distress. It also supports the value of a long- term therapy in 
successfully assisting a major change in the patient’s health and physical functioning. 
Important also - and relatively rare - was that some of the intermediate stages or 
psychological processes involved in change were described. For example, 
relinquishing his previous self-other organisation meant a loss in itself, and brought the 
client to states of guilt and grief before he could permit new objects, or internalisations 
of qualities he chose to develop. This also evoked temporary regressions to primitive 
affective reactions and disturbing fantasies at times, which required containment and a 
framework for understanding by his therapist. In addition, the same theoretical ideas 
were used to help explore and direct therapeutic action and aim within treatment. This 
relationship between a regulation model and the formulation of change in client 
dynamics remained descriptive, however. Whether or not a lack of self-regulation 
involving esteem and self-definition (i.e. maintaining security of a well-valued self) is 
associated more regularly with psychosomatic distress needs further investigation. 
Nonetheless, support has been offered for the effectiveness of psychodynamic 
approaches in addressing primary narcissistic needs, especially for clients whose early 
relationships have failed in this respect (Hingley, 2001).
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3.1. 5 Attachment style may influence health behaviours
Interpersonal aspects of self-maintenance have been taken further by clinicians and 
researchers using an attachment theory perspective. Attachments have been theorised 
to regulate psychobiological processes. According to Bowlby, the primary biological 
function of attachment was to protect the person in the face of perceived threat, not 
only in childhood but in the remainder of life (Ainsworth & Bowlby, 1991).
Attachment behaviours were considered active and goal-orientated in their effort to 
restore a secure state of mind, reduce anxiety, and offer escape from an environment 
perceived to be frightening or uncaring. As an interpersonal construct, attachment 
style involved both behaviours that attempted to attain and result in maintaining 
proximity to stronger or more powerful others, and how disturbances in these 
behaviours could be characterised. For those whose natural needs for attachment were 
frustrated in infancy, later on they might simultaneously experience a need and defense 
against dependency. This paradox would result in the stimulation of the need itself 
becoming a motive to avoid, or defend against it.
Bartholomew and Horowitz (1991) offered further evidence for attachment styles in 
adults, based on a consensually established assessment procedure. Their 
categorization offered links between developmental experiences and current 
attachment expectations and responses to interpersonal events, and descriptions of 
behaviours related to each attachment style were offered by examples. Others have 
described the impact of these styles on individuals’ encounters with medical help­
seeking, or how attachment style may be an important factor related to symptom 
perception and health care-seeking. For example, Mikail, Henderson, and Tasca 
(1994) described the relationships between attachment style and certain interpersonal 
behaviours noted by Bartholomew and Horowitz (1991) and other researchers working 
from an attachment perspective and used these associations to predict chronic pain 
patients’ responses to their symptoms.
Securely attached individuals have a generally positive view of self and others. In 
response to the threat of anxiety producing symptoms (i.e. either because they are not 
understood, or are significantly unpleasant), they will not hesitate to seek others and
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attempt to get help (Bartholomew and Horowitz, 1991). It is reasonable to predict that 
they will be more likely to utilize health services appropriately and seek the most 
relevant help available and offer open communication in their interpersonal discourse. 
When chronic symptoms such as pain arise, securely attached individuals would be 
likely to continue to exhibit appropriate dependency behaviours while becoming active 
in seeking ways to control them or lend to their own recovery (Mikail, Henderson & 
Tasca, 1994).
More avoidant and insecure styles of attachment in infancy or adulthood have been 
further distinguished as either featful or dismissing. Anxious and fearful attachment 
referred to individuals who have negative expectations of themselves (i.e. their 
worthiness or competence) as well as others (Bartholomew and Horowitz, 1991). 
Individuals with fearful attachments have been described as considerably anxious and 
exhibiting some hostility in their interactions with others. A history of childhood 
abuse, and a distrust of others’ ability to care for them have been associated with this 
style (Fonagy, 1998; Slade, 1999). Mikail, Henderson & Tasca (1991) hypothesized 
that these individuals would be likely to delay in seeking help when symptoms 
occurred. Eventually some fearful individuals may experience a sense of helplessness 
or hopelessness, which may enable them to seek help, but contact may perpetuate their 
cycle of resistance once again. Ciechanowski et al. (2002) found that female primary 
care patients who were categorised as fearful had the fewest contacts and lowest 
service costs, but reported high levels of physical symptoms when they did consult.
By contrast, dismissing and anxious individuals were believed to hold a positive view 
of self but a negative view of others, and avoided closeness as a way of encountering 
further disappointment and rejection, which would increase their own anger at an 
environment they perceive as hostile (Dozier, Stovall & Albus, 1999). With such an 
interpersonal orientation, both medical and psychological treatment might appear to be 
challenging and so dismissing the importance of advice or interpretation may be an 
automatic response to their own vulnerability. Symptom occurrence would be more 
likely to provide occasion to seek help, yet reluctant, even hostile behaviour might 
result. It could also be predicted that dismissing individuals might minimise the
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meaning of symptoms, with an escalation of anxiety resulting, outside awareness. A 
need to blame others or events and maintain an externalised orientation in interpreting 
perceptions has also been related to the dismissing style. It is also interesting to note 
that what might appear as a pseudo-independence may act as a defense against the 
need for others, and may end up as a sense of self that achieves some solidarity 
through experiencing distrust (Slade, 1999). When an experienced threat increases, 
others might be even more likely to be perceived as unresponsive or unavailable, 
leading to further solicitation and rejection of help, or ridiculing or minimisation of 
other’s interpretations or offerings (Mikail, Henderson & Tasca, 1994).
Individuals with dismissive or fearful attachment to others often have been found to 
exhibit a stoic response to others when they are under threat. The stoic attitude may 
help them shut off experiences of anxiety through a critical object or self- voice within. 
Even without the presence of threat, relationships tend to be superficial (Slade, 1999). 
At the same time, preoccupied or fearful individuals often worried that they do not 
possess the inner resources to deal with continued threat.
When a child’s needs for attachment were responded to with ambivalent care (i.e. 
proximity and reassurance in a sensitive way some of the time, but alternatively 
rejected in an unpredictable way), or caretakers projected their own needs for 
attachment onto their children in a smothering way, the child was described as 
developing an ambivalent or resistant form of attachment. As adults they were said to 
exhibit a preoccupied attachment style (Bartholomew & Horowitz, 1991).
Preoccupied individuals were characterised as having a negative view of the self and a 
positive view of others. They may alternate in their avoidance of forming helpful 
relationships (for fear of encountering further confirmation of their own unworthiness 
or badness, and thus be forced to experience further shame or depressed affect), and 
seeking closeness and help. Thus they may appear to be needy and dependent, and 
demand much nurturance or attention from others, but tend to find themselves 
disappointed, or not receiving enough care. Preoccupied individuals were predicted 
by Mikail, Henderson and Tasca (1994) to be less likely to comply with medical 
advice, or offer reasons for why their treatments were not successful. For the health
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care professional, these individuals were considered to be more likely to create 
confusion, as on the one hand they might act as if they desired collaboration and yet 
somehow did not seem able to take in information and understanding. Adult female 
patients from primary care who were categorised as preoccupied based on two self- 
report questionnaires were found to have most physical symptoms reported on the 
Diagnostic Interview Schedule had the most frequent (and costly) medical utilization 
records (Ciechanowski et al., 2002). By contrast, patients analysed as having fearful 
attachment styles had the fewest primary care costs, yet they also reported a high 
number of physical symptoms. Studies in which either psychodynamic and 
behavioural treatment approaches have been used with clients suffering chronic pain 
have shown poor outcomes for those adult patients who report unremitting or very 
severe bouts of pain over a period of years, find unsatisfactory relief from analgesic 
medication yet make additional requests for more diagnostic studies and new forms of 
treatment every few years (Read, 1999; Guthrie, 1991).
Of course, most of these predictions about how attachment style may influence care­
seeking and compliance with treatment programmes -  or therapeutic interventions -  
still require empirical support, in order to make a case for the relevance of attachment 
categorisation to patient or client behaviour. Others have attempted to examine the 
relationships between an individual’s attachment style and other aspects of personality 
functioning and dysfunctions, however. Anxiety -based and affect-disordered 
syndromes have been frequently correlated with insecure forms of attachment (Dozier, 
Stovall & Albus,1999).
Engel (1959) also theorised how somatic symptoms might result from, and perpetuate 
dependency conflicts from his observations of chronic pain patients seen in 
psychotherapy. Pain was described as an early, formative experience resulting from 
the state of hunger (or other needs) experienced by the infant relieved by her 
caretaker’s attention. As a consequence pain became instrumental in the development 
of interpersonal expectations. However at a more primitive level, aggressive impulses 
or drives (expressed in rage and later, insistent or manipulative behaviours) were 
believed to operate at an unconscious level in order to alleviate the pain associated
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with the need state, with guilt following when aggression was expressed. Similarly, 
unfulfilled needs for dependency and closeness might give rise to somatic expression 
of inner states of distress as well as demanding behaviours towards others to alleviate 
a more confusing inner state of feeling. Physical injury or experiences involving 
painful medical treatments might then ‘reawaken’ primitive dependency needs.
A relationship between loss or separation and disease susceptibility has been noted 
(Engel & Schmale, 1967). The impact of separation or loss was believed to be 
mediated via autonomic, endocrine, and finally reduced immune responses, leading to 
increased morbidity and mortality, at least in some individuals. Using animal 
models, Hofer (1978) demonstrated how a mother can act as an external regulator of 
sensorimotor processes for her infant until these functions can be assumed by the baby 
itself. For example, studies have shown that by providing tactile stimulation and 
maintaining body temperature equivalent to what the mother would provide, the fall in 
growth hormone, catecholamines and nucleic acids in the brain usually created by 
separating a pup from its mother could be prevented. This has led to the speculation 
that there are other biological regulating functions initially held by the mother which 
fine-tune the infant’s physiology, and that premature separation disrupts a number of 
hidden regulatory processes.
Others have investigated the relationship between disease and chronic attachment 
disturbances. Patients with the greatest risk of recurrent ulcerative colitis following 
an attachment disruption (e.g. death or divorce) were shown to have a history of 
problematic attachments (Engel & Schmale, 1967) and were found to be dependent on 
others in order to maintain a fundamental ability to function at times (i.e. others were 
used as self-objects in that they fulfilled a fundamental ego function). It is also 
interesting that at least one study has shown that for patients with mixed functional 
gastrointestinal disorders, scores on a measure of social dependency correlated 
positively with the levels of two hormonal substances related to vagal nerve activity, 
and known to have disturbing effects on intestinal function in higher than normal 
quantities (Uvnas-Moberg et al., 1991).
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These relationships between interpersonal events and developmental hypotheses about 
their genesis, and disorders such as functional gastrointestinal or asthmatic disorders 
have been derived retrospectively from clinical case examples. Further, tasks for 
therapy are suggested by this theoretical approach. Understanding and to some degree, 
replacing absent developmental experiences have been proposed as the tasks of 
therapy, particularly the establishment of a climate of sensitive attunement, the 
mirroring of the client in appropriate ways that change over the course of therapy-as- 
development, the assistance in helping the client access a sense of self and use it as a 
referent and differentiate it from the needs and feelings of others. Except for a few 
studies, they do not necessarily describe how changes occur in attachment status (or 
what those changes look like as they occur), and what impact this may have on the 
presence of chronic symptoms. They do offer some insight into interpersonal factors 
that are both long-standing, and may require direct intervention, or at least attention in 
therapy, however. As Guthrie’s (1993; 1991) studies with IBS clients have suggested, 
even a relatively short-term approach that focuses on interpersonal aspects of the 
therapeutic relationship and treatment may have significant impact in addressing and 
revealing interpersonal expectations. Many clients can make good use of this self­
understanding in changing their current interpersonal relating, especially in becoming 
more honest in expressing their emotional needs for intimacy with or succour from 
others.
3. 2 Experiential Approaches to Disorders in Functioning
In comparison with classic psychoanalytic notions of emotional development, in which 
discharge or object relations were more primary concerns, the focus within the 
framework of experiential therapies (e.g. Gestalt, process-experiential, experiential) on 
emotional (and experiential) processing turned to the goal of facilitating ongoing 
processing of current experience. This goal was believed to offer multifaceted 
opportunities for further self-development (Greenberg, Rice, & Elliott, 1993).
3. 2.1 Emotional processing involves component stages and tasks
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As shown earlier, deficiencies in emotional processing have been linked to somatic 
syndromes. Generalising across individualized applications of this approach, an 
ability to process and utilize experience deeply or completely is believed to involve the 
ability to identify inner sensations and responses to events, to conceptualise (i.e. 
symbolize or verbalise the meaning of) experiences, especially feeling-toned ones, 
express aspects of one’s experiencing to others appropriately, and to be aware of 
different aspects of one’s own feelings and those of others (Greenberg, 1996; Clarke, 
1989; Mathieu-Coughlan & Klein, 1984). Several kinds of processing dysfunctions 
have been described, such as the activation of two opposing concepts of self resulting 
in a self-evaluative conflict. Another was an inadequate development to symbolise 
certain kinds of experience, leaving the individual with lingering and diffuse 
negativity or an inability to access a clear felt sense (Gendlin, 1996). An aim of 
experiential therapy is to assist the extent to which clients are aware of their inner 
experiencing, and help them identify and find appropriate meaning. This is not a 
simple task, as individuals often lose access to their feelings which appear instead as 
somatic or psychopathological symptoms (e.g. anxiety, depression). More reflexive 
understanding and usage of emotional experience requires further and conscious 
processing, or thinking. Yet, attempting to increase a client’s ability to experience 
more deeply, or access multiple levels or aspects of meaning within their experiencing 
has been suggested as a fundamental task in all therapies (Bohart, 1993). Health - 
related impacts of assimilating, or processing the meaning of experiences in a way that 
helps to develop a broader acceptance of self has been recently discussed by Honos- 
Webb et al. (2000).
3. 2. 2 Facilitating emotional awareness as treatment for illness
Research involving the successful application of experiential therapy to reducing 
psychosomatic symptoms or increasing coping or positive adaptation to illness have 
included the application of affect arousal techniques with chronic pain patients 
(Beutler et al., 1986) although this approach was not found to be more effective than a 
patient education approach. Katonah (1991) used a focusing approach to help cancer 
patients become aware of and cope with negative affect associated with their
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conditions and treatment. Others have attempted to help functionally disordered 
clients (or those whose disorders were perceived as examples of somatisation) by 
offering explanations or self-help techniques that facilitated somatic re-attribution. 
Goldberg, Gask, and O’Dowd (1989) described an educational package for doctors and 
primary care patients, combining experiential with cognitive techniques for helping 
patients describe and re-attribute physical sensations into emotional ones, and 
understand the symptoms signalling stress and hyperarousal.
Gendlin (1996) offered several brief examples of assisting clients to work with 
symptoms as a basis for deepening their understanding of their inner but unrealised 
responses to ongoing events. In one case example, he helped a client with headache 
re-focus her awareness to the centre of her body. This alerted her to other symptoms 
that had evaded awareness (e.g. nausea). When she focused her awareness closer to 
the nausea -  at her own centre- she found a sense of sadness just before the unpleasant 
sensation in her stomach began. Once this affective experience was accessed, and the 
client could shed some tears, her headache began to diminish. Gendlin went on to 
describe how techniques such as focusing can free up energy that appears to be stuck 
within a symptom or body part. This idea is similar to Reich’s (1949) earlier ones 
about psychic energy residing in certain parts of the musculature, and that tapping into 
these areas with movement or breath might release both the somatic suppression and 
psychic content residing within. The importance of processing events fully 
emphasized in experiential approaches more is also consonant with other 
psychoanalytic notions of catharsis and re-experiencing in order to assimilate an 
experience (Gill, 1963).
Combining experiential ideas to a more cognitive approach to task analysis, Greenberg
(1984) offered examples of how contradictions between a person’s reflexive or 
acquired concepts (i.e. explanations about how things are, or ought to be) and their 
immediate experience of how things actually are perceived can provide a great source 
of emotional conflict. These discrepancies were believed to create distress because the 
individual could not find ways to reconcile them. Conflict and distress continued 
when the individual became reliant on concepts generated from an introjection of
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others’ views, and did not use their own experiences to re-construct their views of self 
and world. In such cases, they tended to over-ride, ignore or distrust their 
spontaneous ‘gut’ responses to events, or identified their emotional responses and 
relate them -  and the event at hand -  to these beliefs, also tied to ideas about 
maintaining conditional acceptance from others. Developing stronger connections to 
body-based and feeling-type responses and using them as a locus of evaluation 
permitted a different sense o f or feeling for their own personality and of others, and 
permitted what Gendlin (1996) referred to as the ‘felt sense’ by which events -  and the 
environment -  are grasped.
In an experiential approach, any kind of psychological dysfunction could be ultimately 
described as a combination of processing difficulties involving attention, schematic 
processing (i.e. beliefs and experiences with particular feelings) and symbolisation 
(Lane & Schwartz, 1992). Once developed, emotional schemas were somewhat 
resistant to change. Paradoxically, this was related to the fact that they served a 
heuristic function. In attempting to minimise the amount of work to comprehend and 
make decisions about new events, interpretations based on minimal input or surface 
affective similarity could be wrong or maladaptive.
3. 3 Cognitive-behavioural Studies of Psychosomatic Disorder
Other approaches to psychosomatic disorder have focused on the ways in which the 
environment have reinforced and therefore maintained the likelihood of behavioural 
patterns occurring, including illness behaviours (i.e. behaviours that result in response 
to symptoms or illness), and illness coping strategies that involve both behaviour and 
cognitions. In addition, cognitive -behavioural approaches have been used to describe 
the formation of physical symptoms as part of the psychopathology underlying somatic 
dysfunction (e.g. an over-sensitised response to sensations or symptoms). Several 
research studies have addressed the effectiveness of cognitive-behavioural approaches 
in treating IBS. Usually these have involved a programme integrating group and 
individual approaches to treatment, or other ‘multi-component’ packages. Although 
the guiding research questions have focused on outcomes (e.g. reduced illness
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symptoms), a description of the interventions and their goals has been offered in 
relation to these components, suggesting therapeutic goals leading to psychological 
change to be associated with symptom reduction.
Comey et al. (1991) compared individual behavioural therapy or conventional medical 
treatment in a small group of randomly allocated IBS patients over a nine-month 
period. Treatment condition did not differentiate improvement in either psychological 
or somatic symptoms, except for some measures of behavioural avoidance strategies. 
However, improvement in symptoms correlated with improvement in psychological 
symptoms of distress.
Blanchard and colleagues (Greene & Blanchard, 1994; Blanchard et al., 1988) have 
performed a number of studies evaluating their cognitive-behavioural programme for 
IBS patients. Their programme included patient education (i.e. the relationship of 
stress to bowel symptoms), thermal biofeedback (i.e. helping clients build associations 
to varying somatic indicators of tension), and coping techniques for cognitive stress. 
The symptom reduction measure used most frequently in these studies involved a 
composite average of difference (post -  pre-treatment) scores on two or three 
symptoms (diarrhoea, constipation, and/or pain, depending on their presence in 
individual cases) measured from symptom diaries for a two week period, pre- and 
post-treatment. Clinical ‘success’ was based on having at least a 50 per cent 
improvement score, and proportions of client in treatment conditions meeting this 
criterion were compared on this basis. Across their studies, 60 per cent of all patient 
participants were shown to have at least a 50 per cent reduction in symptoms, up to 
four years post-treatment. Blanchard's studies have offered stronger evidence than 
many other CBT studies, in that they have utilised placebo groups for comparison. 
More importantly, Greene and Blanchard (1994) analysed the impact of one 
therapeutic task (i.e. cognitive restructuring) on client thoughts and symptoms using 
process measurements at weeks 2,4, and 7 during an eight week programme. An 
increase in positive and decrease in negative thoughts was correlated with a reduction 
of bowel symptoms over time.
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Payne and Blanchard (1995) demonstrated a superiority with 8-week individualized 
cognitive therapy over self-help and waiting-list control groups. The treatment 
focused on identifying maladaptive thoughts (i.e. cognitive distortions, such as all-or- 
nothing thinking, mind-reading, personalisation, etc.), assisting client’s recognition of 
these errors and substituting more adaptive self-talk. The therapist also shared her 
working formulation of more central themes or Beck-like schemas underlying the use 
of these distortions for each case; thus clients were invited to adopt a perspective 
regarding their psychological processes and work collaboratively with them. They 
also offered evidence that these effects were not related to client expectations 
regarding the efficacy of therapy on symptom relief, nonetheless cognitive therapy 
significantly improved dysphoric symptoms and decreased trait anxiety scores 
compared to the other two non-treatment groups.
Toner et al. (1998) described the results of a 12 week small group IBS programme 
compared with attention-only (placebo) and non-treatment control groups, and 
considered their results within a larger review of CBT programmes for treating IBS.
In order to support their claims for effectiveness, the CBT therapists used in the study 
were all experienced practitioners and their adherence to pre-arranged session by 
session tasks was measured. Toner and her colleagues suggested that the impact of 
the programme was due to the conjunction between several therapeutic tasks and 
goals, which changed client cognitions and behaviours in related ways. Therapeutic 
tasks included the assessment of ways in which pain- or other symptom - related 
behaviours had been reinforced through intrinsic or extrinsic contingencies. A 
consideration of the consequences of these behaviours (i.e. the ways they might help 
an individual manage or guard themselves from other sources of anxiety or adverse 
stimuli) may help the client find alternatives for coping. For example, the client may 
be helped to learn new ways to control pain or other symptoms (e.g. by using 
distraction, relaxation), in addition to self-medication; or explore potentially mediating 
factors such as activity cycles, diet and exercise; clients experimented with different 
schedules until the right balance that minimized symptoms, and increased social and 
occupational activity was found.
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Other evidence was offered in Toner’s study that clients working in the CBT group 
achieved a greater internal locus of control, or social independence combined with 
more appropriate use of others for support. Marlowe-Crowne scores (i.e. interpreted to 
reveal concern with impression management and inner defensiveness) were taken at 
baseline were repeated at outcome, and shown to significantly decrease with treatment, 
compared with the other two groups. Gastrointestinal symptoms (e.g. pain and 
bloating) were measured daily, and revealed significant interactions with group 
assignment.
3. 3.1 Re-learning healthier behaviours and ways of thinking
From a behavioural viewpoint, symptoms of somatic distress are considered as learned 
behaviours:; as any other behaviour, they result from conditioned associations which 
afforded some positive gain or ecologically valid response in conjunction with other 
environmental conditions. Symptoms involving affective and somatic dimensions 
have in some way developed as a response to contingencies occurring in the inner 
psychological or physiological environment, or the outer social world, where 
responses of fear or avoidance, or comfort-seeking may be stimulated. Symptoms may 
also be part of the manifestation of negative self-views and cognitions which foster a 
complex of physiological changes concomitant with depression or anxiety syndromes. 
These notions have given rise to brief treatments and packages of techniques for 
medical staff for assisting cognitive re-attribution as patients experience symptoms 
that are believed to represent inner experiences of distress (Sharpe, Peveler & Mayou, 
1992).
In discussing their results along with other CBT studies, Toner et al. (1998) offer the 
interpretation that CBT packages may help IBS clients by improving their ability to re­
interpret or refocus their attention away from bodily sensations, and offering means for 
regaining control over their illness. For example, in the past, the presence of pain 
anxiety may have increased self-monitoring and precluded a more adaptive attempt to 
test out movement and exercise. The fear of increasing pain upon registering initial 
sensory twinges may contribute to a person’s decision to restrict activity and rest,
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when in fact routine and graded exercise might help prevent secondary muscular 
soreness achieved from chronic postures and disuse. Thus stimulated anxiety can lead 
to further disuse, contributing to further pain and subsequent decrease in activity, etc. 
Behavioural therapy was designed to help the person learn the difference between 
types of pain signals and increase their general exercise to prevent secondary pain 
from developing.
One particularly effective cognitive task found in more than one study involved 
helping a client take a functional approach to understanding their own unhelpful 
thoughts and behaviours. If avoidance behaviours become understood for the function 
they serve in protecting the individual from anxiety, and substitute, more healthy 
strategies are learned in order to serve the same function, clients report a reduction of 
symptoms and reduced distress (van Dulmen, Fennis & Bleijenberg, 1998). Similarly, 
Whitehead (1992) has indicated that biofeedback training may facilitate a client’s 
ability to identify when they are anxious, or engaging in behaviours that contribute to 
their dysfunctions (e.g. excessive swallowing for dyspepsia patients; pelvic floor 
tensing in dysenergia-produced constipation). Shaw et al. (1991) using an RCT design 
demonstrated that simple relaxation training conducted over six 40-minute session 
significantly reduced the intensity and frequency of four different IBS symptoms, with 
pain and bloating improving the most. Patient feedback indicated that for some, using 
the techniques was believed to minimise future symptom attacks, while others 
discovered that actually employing these exercises during an attack helped them cope 
with it.
Together, these findings are equivocal, but may point to a better success with 
combined treatment approaches in which regular measurements (and presumably 
feedback given to clients as a result) have been incorporated. For those studies that 
have not shown improvement (or lasting impact) with CBT treatment, several 
explanations have been offered, including the length of time allotted for treatment or 
involvement of participants, the appropriateness of the format in serving individual 
concerns related to illness, and ultimately, the ability of the treatment to impact on the 
psychological and biological dysfunctions underlying the disorder.
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Relevant to the findings from psychodynamic therapy is a comment about client 
suitability offered by Toner et al. (1998), who felt that cognitive approaches would be 
most helpful with clients who could ‘access their own inner dialogue.’ These authors 
acknowledged that some clients tend to somaticize their distress rather than think 
about it, or experience it in affective symptoms directly, and these would be poor 
candidates for an approach that was primarily cognitive. Blanchard et al. (1988) 
measured psychological variables associated with symptom reduction following brief 
(10 session) CBT treatment as described above, and found that high trait anxiety at 
baseline was correlated with the fewest treatment successes (i.e. composite symptom 
reduction), whereas low trait anxiety (as measured on the STAI-Trait measure) 
indicated a 70 per cent chance of ‘success’ with no one in this group showing a 
complete lack of symptom reduction.
As with other forms of therapy the differences between those who do improve and 
those who do not within the same programme are not always adequately studied, and 
process measures have usually been restricted to the measurement of outcomes at 
intervals during the therapy, or correlations between task compliance or achievement 
and symptom reduction. However, within the cognitive-behavioural orientation, more 
attention has been paid to lastingness of impact of therapy, with some studies 
following up clients at two (e.g. Van Dulmen, Fennis & Bleijenberg, 1996) or three 
years (Am et al., 1989).
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3. 4 Conclusions and Discussion of Prior Research and Theory
An attempt has been made to pool disparate domains of research which share an 
interest in understanding how to talk about the links between physical and 
psychological disturbances. Not all of the inquiries reviewed here have focused on 
psychosomatic relationships; other accounts have offered potentially useful concepts 
that might help link experiencing, thinking, feeling, and bodily functioning. However, 
there have been several studies in which attention has been given to the development 
of somatic disorder in relation to psychological disturbance, or vice versa.
3. 4.1 Discipline specificity and historical approaches to inquiry
Each approach has offered a somewhat different selection of processes or variables for 
study. In part, these choices have been dependent on others reflecting the 
epistemology inherent in professional cultures. Some studies have focused on both 
quantitative and case studies of psychological factors (including traits, and inter and 
intra-personal conflicts) related to illness (e.g. Whitehead et al., 1997; Kneier & 
Temoshok, 1994; Bonanno & Singer, 1990), identification of components in the 
processing of emotions or other sensory-based information (e.g. Chun et al., 1999; 
Bueno et al., 1997; Izard, 1984). Others have taken a more intra-psychological focus 
and investigated the roles played by self-awareness, including recognition of inner 
dynamics and development and defenses (Monsen & Havik, 2001; Guthrie, 1991). 
Finally, a body of literature deriving from psychotherapeutic case accounts and clinical 
theory on the nature of psychosomatic processes (Rothenberg, 2001a; Taylor, 1993; 
McDougall, 1989). Some of these studies involved functional gastrointestinal or other 
functional disorders, while others focused on other types of dysfunction or disease. 
While offering ideas about the nature of psychological processes underlying the 
development of disorder and the recovery from it, most of these studies have only 
focused on whether treatment improved patient health status, and sample sizes have 
tended to be small (Searle & Bennett, 2001). For studies involving larger controlled 
trials of therapy, there has been little attempt to investigate further into the factors that 
might predict treatment success and failure. A few programmes of investigation, such
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as Creed et al.’s (2001) study of brief interpersonal therapy with IBS patients stand as 
exceptions.
From these wide -ranging inquiries, potential dimensions for comparing underlying 
models of psychosomatic functioning include how the origin of a disturbing event was 
conceptualised, what mechanisms or processes were seen as creating and maintaining 
disturbance, how the process of translation between psyche and soma occur (and vice 
versa), and the utility of these connections for the adaptive -  or maladaptive -  
functioning of the individual. In few cases, was there an attempt to hypothesize or 
discuss each of these; rather the majority of these studies aimed merely to offer 
evidence for a link between psyche and soma, or the efficacy of psychological 
treatment on somatic function. Finally, the implications of these inquiries for therapy 
may differ. It is noteworthy that a unifying theory, or a comparison between these 
models has not been forthcoming, until recently with systems-based models of psyche- 
soma function (e.g. dysregulation theory).
From a historical perspective, it appears that until recently mainstream psychological 
and physiological studies examining the factors associated with psychosomatic illness 
have been performed apart from one another and the two bodies of work have 
appeared to result from little if any shared discourse. To a lesser degree the same lack 
of mutual influence can be seen regarding studies from cognitive psychology and 
psychotherapy. Similar ideas connecting object relations, attachment and process 
experiential approaches have evolved in contemporary time spans and yet until 
recently have not influenced each other, although many of these treatments have been 
relatively recent. In other cases, differences in the cultures of medicine, psychology, 
and biology which have constrained epistemological practice are likely responsible for 
the lack of connected theorizing.
There are exceptions to this observation, of course. For example, in quasi- 
experimental studies, the impact of psychological states or defensive traits on the 
physiology of autonomic arousal or immune functioning have been investigated (e.g. 
Weinberger, 1990) and how aspects of information processing (e.g. attention to
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detail, ability to image emotional scenarios) impact on physiological processes 
(Kiecolt-Glaser et al., 1993). Otherwise, the impact of this separation between types 
of inquiry on the link between psychological and biological functions has been to view 
this relationship only in terms of outcomes or categorical assignments based on types 
of physiological disturbance, or types of psychological traits or functions. In light of 
these separated tracks, it becomes all the more interesting that several convergences 
can be seen in the phenomena and theoretical principles described at psychological and 
biological levels.
With the increase in complex knowledge about human physiology, it seems that 
emotional and other psychological events will not necessarily be located in discrete 
areas of the brain, so single cause and effect models will probably not be appropriate 
for mapping these connections. A fundamental neuropsychological principle may be 
relevant here. The same areas of the brain have been shown to serve different 
functions, depending on which type of circuits or sub-programmes are activated. It is 
interesting that a systems approach was adopted in physiological, information 
processing, and psychotherapeutic theory development over time, as a way of handling 
the complexity of phenomena associated with psychosomatic illness and finding a new 
approach that might incorporate contradictory or paradoxical findings (Panskepp,
1998; Schwartz, 1989). However, even advocates of systems theory agree that it is 
early to articulate a model that affords a comfortable transition between levels of 
functioning just yet (Mayer, Naliboff & Chang, 2001).
Much of this research reviewed here involved a focus on emotion and the links 
between emotional experience or expression and physical health. After Freud’s theory 
of instincts fell into disuse, affective experience was seen as the psychological 
structure closest to bodily functions (Gill, 1982). The role attributed to emotion in the 
genesis of psychosomatic disorder has relied for the most part on studies involving a 
lack <?/emotional expression, or expressiveness as a trait, (i.e. the presence of 
inhibitory or repressed styles), with the exception of Pennebaker’s experimental 
studies involving directed expression. Theories of emotional development offered by 
Greenberg , Rice and Elliott (1993) and Mathieu-Coughlan and Klein (1984) and
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others however offer promising ideas about how emotions are processed, and what 
may happen when they are not processed well over time. Psychodynamic notions of 
unconscious impulses and overuse of rigid defenses as offered by Anna Freud 
(1937:1966) or Kleinian theorists (Joseph, 1988; Segal, 1974; Klein, 1946) offered 
other mechanisms which may inhibit psychological development or self-awareness. 
The issue (within psychodynamic therapy at least) of how psychological conflicts or 
defenses impact on the body also remained open for further theorising, and research.
In each case, however, further inquiry needs to examine how these explanations may 
correspond to the development of (and recovery from) somatic distress.
It is important to note that in very few research studies have parallel events on both 
psychological and biological levels being measured over time. Many of these 
processes from more recent approaches to processing experience offered by theories of 
self-regulation and experiential therapy have been more difficult to measure, except in 
single case examples. In designing these studies it will also be important to triangulate 
the measurements made or contrast them with alternative potential explanations.
3. 4. 2 Convergent themes
In addition to the emphasis on learning better how to ’digest’ emotions and other 
emotion-related experiences to assist recovery from disorder and disease, other 
convergent findings have been suggested here. The role of chronic anxiety in dis- 
regulating gastrointestinal functioning has been supported by a number of studies 
(Mayer, 1999; Norton et al., 1999), including the demonstration of benefit from 
different therapies focused on helping clients reduce their own anxiety, either by 
identifying and working with their conflicts and learning how to cope with perceived 
stress (Rothenberg, 2001a; Guthrie, 1993; Am et al., 1989).
The use of repressive and other defenses that enable avoidance of inter- or intra­
personal conflicts have also been related to chronic disorder and disturbed ways of 
seeking help from health care professionals (Toner et al., 1998; Weinberger, 1990). 
Patients who rely on or inappropriately use these defenses have also been described as
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ineffective in recognising or coping with their own anxieties, and may be poor at 
recognising other body-based signals, like the need for rest or discomfort. There is at 
least some indication that helping patients see how their defenses may inhibit their 
ability to live effectively yet permit their need for protection and safety has been useful 
and helps clients reorient to forming alternative responses to their own anxiety (e.g. 
van Dulmen et al., 1995; Greene & Blanchard, 1994). It has been suggested that 
individuals who have been shown to repress anxiety -provoking material may also be 
unable to process other kinds of internal stimuli (Gendlin, 1996). A repressive style 
of coping has been shown to be associated with a reluctance to seek social support, 
inability to engage effectively in therapy, inability to effectively use emotional 
experience and avoidant responses to internal signs of distress, including physical 
symptoms that delay or interfere with effective medical treatment (Phipps & Steele, 
2002; Bonanno & Singer, 1990).
Certain kinds of interpersonal conflicts also have tended to re-appear across studies of 
patients with chronic symptoms , in particular, difficulty maintaining and nurturing self 
in relation to others (Monsen & Havik, 2001; Guthrie, 1991; Luborsky, Crits-Cristoph 
& Alexander, 1990), and disabling fears of loss or other emotions associated with 
feared consequences (Monsen & Monsen, 2002; Moran & Fonagy, 1987), which may 
paralyse the development of a healthier use of conflicts for self-growth. A need for 
connection with nurturing others and a fear of inadequacy or a rejecting environment 
have also been indicated for chronic illness sufferers (Levitan, 1989b; McDougall,
1989; Moran & Fonagy, 1987).
3. 4. 2.1 The need for stability and relatedness
At a different level, these findings also imply the importance of stability or 
homeostasis within both psychological and physiological functioning, and that certain 
events can cause disturbances which create some sort of lasting imbalance if changes 
in how the individual functions do not occur. Freud’s (1926:1959; 1914:1950; 
1905:1953) conceptualisations utilised this idea and became a cornerstone construct 
underlying a dynamic psychology. Psychotherapeutic models required the existence
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of a psychological structure that acts with conscious recognition of self, that can focus 
on outer events as well as mediate between an inner environment of feeling, thinking 
and experience and an external world of others and interpersonal events (e.g. Klein, 
1946). For example, the process-experiential model produced the concept of self as 
having multiple structures which act as aspects of personality and experience that form 
an integrated place for further experiencing (Greenberg, Rice & Elliott, 1993), while 
object relations offered the concepts of self and objects and inner movement between 
these structures resulting in different dynamics at different points of experience 
(Hinchelwood, 1996).
3. 4.2. 2 The need for regulatory structures
Another point of similarity involves the concept of managing inner processing, or 
regulation. Both physiological and psychotherapeutic accounts describe the tendency 
for the person to develop a stable but flexible organisation in which experience can be 
digested in a relatively safe manner, or perturbations in current functioning be 
accommodated (Schwartz, 1989). Both describe the need to establish boundaries 
between self and non-self in order to function healthily in this regard (Segal, 1997; 
Adler, Cohen & Fetler, 1995). Affect regulation, defenses, and object relations 
theories propose the same aims, mainly, a separation between self and object, and an 
avoidance of intolerable and yet unformulated experience. This same idea is implied 
in experiential perspective in a client’s lack of awareness of what is causing a 
problematic experience (Greenberg, 1996). Even the behavioural therapies 
acknowledge that chronic and even severe somatic symptoms may help an individual 
avoid other kinds of psychic pain, such as perceived failure, social humiliation or 
shame, or other, deeper anxieties regarding the state of their health (Toner et al., 1998). 
The real differences between these approaches may lie in the less formulated aspects 
of those mechanisms implied in carrying out these functions, or the degree of precision 
offered to their description. The implication for dysfunction is that a process that re­
regulates the psychobiological ‘system’ in a more rigid or lop-sided way will permit 
the system to function, but in an manner which is ultimately maladaptive.
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3.4.2.3 The need for self-development as integration between aspects of 
functioning
Developmental as well as therapeutic approaches offer suggestions regarding the 
interventions needed to address problems in developing more adaptive psychological 
structures, and helping the client come to a better understanding of the complexity of 
their psychobiological functioning. An infant’s primitive rage and extreme anxieties 
need to be contained with understanding, in order to develop the belief that feelings are 
bearable even if they feel threatening, and they pass without self-annihilation (Klein, 
1946). A lack of internal constancy and the continued need for others to serve as 
primary self-regulators or ^ / / ‘-objects leave the individual in an uncertain world, where 
necessary resources for functioning are never certain (Hingley, 2001; Kohut, 1971). 
Both experiential and dynamic theories contain the idea that development of the self 
includes a greater degree of organisation and differentiation of competencies, and the 
ability to draw upon inner resources when outer ones are absent.
3. 4. 3 Implications for therapy and future inquiry
The claim has been made that psychodyamic approaches have been limited in their 
success, or resulted in less helpful outcomes compared with behavioural approaches or 
hypnosis. Other studies in which process has been more carefully described, as 
examples of client conflicts and the client’s work with them with in the therapy, have 
been offered in case work such as Rothenberg’s (2001b) or Taylor’s (1993) studies, 
but these have been relatively rare, and have still lacked a consensual approach to case 
analysis. Further, they have been described as contra-indicated in the case of ‘non- 
psychologically-minded’ individuals (Read, 1999; Taylor, 1992). Informal case 
studies have sometimes been criticized that too little information is given regarding the 
goals or interventions used by the therapists, or how the actual process of therapy has 
been construed. In addition, it is not usually made clear how symptom reduction (or 
other positive gains) are believed to occur. These are important issues for more than 
the usual reasons. If in fact, psychosomatic clients are either alexithymic or 
emotionally restricted, a traditional psychoanalytic approach may not be helpful in
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assisting a client towards gaining access to feelings and language, especially if 
interpretation is used as the primary therapeutic device.
If in fact, functionally disordered clients do demonstrate chronic use of avoidant 
strategies as is claimed for many psychosomatic clients, a somewhat better dynamic 
task might become to work towards an understanding of the function of these 
defensive strategies and work carefully with them (i.e. with respect for their functions). 
Yet this is not a simple task. McDougall (1989) has described how these defenses 
represent part of the neurotic solution to managing conflict and a lack of adequate self- 
development. While they are painful, they may also represent the best effort possible 
for psychic survival, and so the task of working with defenses is not simply a matter of 
by-passing these mechanisms or pointing out their limitations and inviting the client to 
change them. Stern (1997) points out the paradox of trying to work collaboratively 
with a client in creating awareness of unconscious contents:
‘ The patient must have som e awfully good reason to care about the analyst’s interpretation. The 
patient, that is, must harbour the strange and seem ingly paradoxical w illingness to work toward the 
acceptance o f  understanding she otherwise wants to avoid. W hat em otional or aesthetic purchase 
is the patient supposed to get on an interpretation that is w holly unfamiliar to her conscious  
experience, but that the analyst claim s is objectively true? (p 173)’
From this perspective, it is understandable how issues of responsibility and culpability 
become active in trying to conceptualise a psychosomatic link in functioning, for the 
client as well. If clients have been patients in the medical system and have 
experienced confusion and frustration over expressing the reality of their symptoms, 
this difficulty becomes even more fraught. The problem of resistance therefore is an 
important and complex one.
Similarly, there is an additional reason to honour the physical level of symptom-based 
experience, rather than translating it into a psychological one and keeping the work on 
the latter level as if it is more agreeable to do so. This may collude with the client’s 
inability to accept her body and its sensations as a component of herself, or offer an
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implicit agreement that it represents an existence of messy chaos, full of uncivilized 
smells and sounds and action.
3. 4 .4  Research questions guiding current inquiry
In conclusion, the convergences found in this review and the desire to look for useful 
ways they might guide an approach to psychotherapy with clients suffering with 
functional abdominal pain-based syndromes, led to the following questions on which 
the research study was founded.
1. What psychological conflicts exist in clients suffering from functional abdominal 
pain syndromes?
2. To what degree are clients aware of these conflicts and how do they respond to 
them? In other words, how they are managed (i.e. what defensive strategies are used 
to avoid them or cope with the anxiety they create)?
3. What relationships can be found between these conflicts and the presence of pain 
and other symptoms?
4. What evidence is there to support a role for emotional processing in the 
maintenance of conflict or its resolution?
In addition, the implication of these findings for future research and development of 
therapeutic approaches with functional gastrointestinal disordered clients, and 
potentially others suffering with psychosomatic disorders will be considered.
The current study focuses on processes related to personal conflicts, and somatic 
experience in two clients as they worked in therapy. The main aim of the study was to 
describe these conflicts and any changes occurring during therapy, and to hypothesize 
their relationship with changes in somatic symptoms, using the assimilation model as 
an integrative framework (Honos-Webb & Stiles, 1998; Stiles, 1997).
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CHAPTER 4 METHODOLOGY
4.1 Designing an approach to case inquiry
In order to address these questions to actual case material, two intensive case 
studies were undertaken. These allowed for some comparisons between cases as 
well as different analytic perspectives on each case. A primary aim was to 
combine different analyses of process and outcome that would assist an 
understanding of the dynamics for each client and their change over time, as well 
as their relationship to somatic symptoms, it was important to view and review the 
data over time as well, and from a multiplicity of perspectives. Yin (1989) 
described the importance of selecting case study structures that fit the research 
objectives, and provide a framework for understanding the relevance of particular 
results. The case studies presented here will combine comparative and 
chronological structures (i.e. they will focus on alternative interpretive frameworks 
for understanding the cases during sequential analysis of case data). The accounts 
were both prospectively and retrospectively constructed (e.g. the psychodynamic 
case analysis was performed concurrently with the therapy process, while the 
assimilation and pain analogue analyses were made after therapy had terminated).
In order to understand and map changes in psychological functioning as they 
appeared in the therapy, it was necessary to find a way to structure an analysis of 
psychological process over time, in a way that would be appropriate to the 
therapeutic orientation used and the questions guiding the research analysis. 
Different approaches to process description and analysis were examined for their 
potential usefulness, and issues circulating within psychotherapy process research 
were attended in attempting to find a sensitive way forward. A brief discussion of 
these issues follows.
4.1 .1  Models of psychotherapy process
The search for a tool to describe process and change covered two broad areas of 
theory and research: psychotherapy process research and alternative paradigm 
inquiry (e.g. Eisenhardt, 2002). Both have evolved fairly recently as domains of 
inquiry.
Therapy process has been contrasted with therapy outcome research, although 
Stiles et al. (1995) have cautioned that change may be viewed as differences
occurring in process as manifestations- of- outcomes. Similarly, outcomes may be 
regarded as process variables, at least as signs of process rather than end states 
related to intended manipulations. In this regard it is difficult to conceive of any 
inquiry about process that disregards the outcomes of therapy altogether. A simple 
distinction is that the study of therapeutic process is the examination of some part 
of what happens between the time a client first enters therapy and when he leaves, 
as well as an implicit interest in the events that may be instrumental parts of the 
healing or therapeutic goals set.
Historically there has been a great deal of theoretical material that comments on 
this process, but less research evidence. Even when client change can be 
consensually acknowledge, it can still be difficult to figure out ways to put tacit 
knowledge about cases into measurable, or design verifiable units in order to 
measure processes associated with change (Aveline & Shapiro, 1995). More 
recently, however, several models of psychotherapeutic process have been 
developed and have stimulated empirical inquiries. Different therapeutic 
orientations have yielded different models of process, using different units for 
measurement, the identity of change processes (i.e. how they manifest in client 
behaviour or client-therapist interaction), and how the units measured (e.g. events, 
interventions, goals) are related to changes in how clients perceive, behave and 
relate).
Measurement units used in process research are listed in Box 4.1 below. *•
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• therapeutic tasks or goals (Greenberg, 1986: 1984)
• significant moments in therapy (Mahrer & Nadler, 1986; Elliott & Shapiro, 
1992)
• therapist interventions ( Mahrer et al., 1986);
• therapist and client perspectives on effective interventions (Hill, 1989)
• client behaviours, such as level of experiencing (Klein et al., 1986); or 
ratings of therapeutic alliance (Orlinsky & Howard, 1975);
• verbal therapist behaviour or response modes (Elliott et al., 1987; Hill, 
1989);
• ratings of therapist behaviour derived from idealised models of nonspecfic 
change agents such as appropriate empathic responses (Gomez-Schwartz, 
1978);
• core conflicts as interpreted from interpersonal events and transference 
(Luborsky & Crits-Cristoph, 1990);
• clients’ unconscious plan (Curtis et al., 1988)
• metaphors used by clients and their changes over therapy (Angus & Rennie, 
1988)
• functions of client narratives in their intrapsychic ecology (Holzer & Dahl, 
1996; Bucci, 1988), or narrative analyses as a basis for understanding 
change (McLeod, 2000)
• resolution of conflicts (Rice & Saperia, 1984), or assimilation of emergent 
part of self (Honos-Webb, Stiles & Surko, 1998; Stiles et al., 1992)
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Box 4.1 Measurement units in psychotherapy process research
Methods of inquiry that have been employed to investigate these aspects of 
therapeutic process are listed in Box 4. 2.
♦ Semi-structured and structured post-session interviews (e.g. significant 
moments, outcomes)
♦ Questionnaires for clients or therapists (e.g. outcomes, descriptions of process)
♦ Client diaries and therapist case notes
♦ Rating scales based on theoretical and quantitative models
♦ Interpretive analyses of client behaviour (e.g. use of defense mechanisms, 
voices representing self- parts),
♦ Structured recall procedures employing session recordings
♦ Analysis of therapy transcripts
♦ Case study approaches
Box 4. 2 Inquiry methods for studying process
In addition to the assumptions about change that inevitably underlie their 
description, these techniques for data collection and analysis vary in other ways 
(e.g. how data is extracted from the ongoing therapeutic process, the kinds of cases 
or sample used (e.g. diagnostic groups versus single n designs), and the locus in 
which observations or interpretations are made).
4.1. 2 Value of a case study approach
In some ways the issues that have resulted from these forms of inquiry and 
questions are similar to other forms of research, namely arguments about the 
validity or trustworthiness of results achieved, their interpretation and applicability 
to practice, the relationship of process to outcome. The aims and research 
questions guiding the current study led to the decision to use a case study approach, 
in order to harness multiple sources of data and analysis to allow for a convergence
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in interpretations about the client and relationships between different levels or 
domains of functioning For example, it was important to find a method for 
analysing therapy process and change that would be theoretically consonant with 
the approach used in the therapeutic orientation as well as the actual therapist-client 
encounters. It was equally important to measure processes that might be sensitive 
to individual variation between clients, yet offer a connection to other studies 
utilizing a fairly established model and comparable procedures. Finally, as the 
aims and objectives focused on client process first, with a secondary interest in 
outcomes, this meant choosing approaches that could allow a sensitive and detailed 
analysis (i.e. one that might be sensitive to relatively small quantitative differences 
and qualitative differences in client behaviour as a basis for describing change). 
Most important was that an approach was selected that would permit the linking of 
specific processes to a theory of change, as well as expression of symptoms.
A case study can incorporate the use of a pluralistic approach (McLeod, 2001) in 
which both qualitative and quantitative analyses of therapy data can be equally 
utilized to form findings and elaborate on their significance. In this study, 
ongoing descriptive accounts of client dynamics and measurement of assimilation 
of conflicts were analysed sequentially, and these data were positioned next to an 
overall analysis of change provided by baseline and outcome psychometric 
measures and an overall case formulation centred in psychodynamic concepts.
Such an approach crosses epistemological boundaries, but is the product of 
descriptively significant and provocative analyses provided by approaches such as 
theory about therapeutic change and the more systematic and precise methods used 
in academic science.
McLeod’s (2001) review of qualitative personality research offers other 
requirements of a pluralistic approach, which include the gathering of different 
sources of data, whose significance is interpreted by a team of researchers. The 
importance of using different sources and perspectives becomes clearer when 
considering that each research analyst (or frame of reference) has her own biases 
about the nature of valid evidence, and requirements for its demonstration. Even 
within a single case, multiple sources of data or interpretations about them provide 
descriptions that can be compared, and similarities in them provide a strengthened 
basis for the points made. Taking a multi-perspective approach can help the
researchers decide which theories offer the most explanatory value, or how the data 
may offer points of connections between them. Finally, conflicting evidence can 
become an opportunity to develop new explanations, or refine the constructs they 
were purported to represent (Eisenhardt, 2002).
As part of these considerations about design, one issue that appeared immediately 
involved assumptions made about change, and how these related to the therapy 
process (i.e. how they might be formulated by client and therapist). In the 
approach used here, one assumption was that changes occurring in client 
functioning (i.e. in particular, processes involved in self-regulation) could be 
evidenced in the ongoing therapeutic narratives, as clients talked about their 
perceptions and reflections of their present and past, and their current experiencing 
within the therapy.
4 .1 .3  Development of sensitive measurement tools
It was central to the methodology of this research to establish a systematic process 
by which data was collected and processed. In this way, establishing the quality of 
the way in which client narratives were used was as important as the product these 
processes created (Lincoln & Guba, 2002). Equally important to remember was to 
maintain caution in how case findings were generalised, particularly as only two 
case examples were going to be used here (Kazdin, 1994). Similarly it was 
essential not to overburden the elaboration of the theories used in this research with 
too much detail or insist that any one of them incorporated all of the findings.
As symptoms might reflect multiple aspects of dysfunction, it was important to be 
open to explore different kinds of change during the period of work rather than 
merely rely on changes in symptom intensity. It was also important that any 
chosen descriptive measure permit a consensual analysis in order to offer support 
for changes occurring in how they related to their intra / interpersonal conflicts. 
Procedures and evaluation criteria for consensual methods have been offered by 
Hill et al. (1997). These include using a lexicon for describing phenomena and 
possible coding or rating systems that can be shared between researchers.
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The therapists’ own experiences within each session that lent potential perspective, 
in the form of hypotheses about the client’s functioning, were also recorded and 
used as an additional source of information in the interpretation of client meaning 
and process over time. Others have demonstrated the importance of considering 
therapist process both within a session and in reflection on it as a valuable source 
of context in which to understand a client’s interpersonal behaviour (Hill, 1989).
More recently assumptions underlying both process and outcome have been called 
into question (Stiles & Shapiro, 1989). Underlying much research on process have 
been implicit agendas that elements or quantities about process can be isolated and 
demonstrated to the ‘active’ ingredient creating change, or evaluated for their 
relative effectiveness (Stiles, 1988). This implied that if therapy is effective 
treatment, and non-specific factors appear to create good results, then the task is to 
determine what is an effective dose of the active agent (i.e. therapy). This 
assumption was referred to as the drug metaphor.
Such a belief inherent in process-outcome research indicated that components of 
therapy could be evaluated for their strength, integrity, and effectiveness, similar to 
pharmacological treatments (Stiles et al., 1995). In order to test the relative 
contribution of any component of therapy, aggregated measures of process were 
usually correlated with aggregated measures of long-term outcomes. The 
assumptions underlying these methods fail to take several points into account.
First, in the actual practice of psychotherapy, therapists' moment - to- moment 
responsiveness determines the nature of their actions and how they interpret their 
clients' behaviour into an overall formulation, and this varies significantly in terms 
of what therapists — and consequently clients — are doing at any given point. 
Predictions become difficult, given that the condition of therapist formulation, plan, 
and action needs to be free to vary with the next moment. As an alternative to this 
metaphor, Stiles and his colleagues described a method for dissecting the 'whole' of 
therapy into content-based domains and assessing change within these domains 
over the course of therapy. This model will be described in more detail below.
I l l
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4.1. 4 The relationship between client changes and therapy
Other researchers appear to have assumed that change occurs in a more general and 
continuous way that may be reported in sessions, but are not the result of an 
immediate event in the therapy itself. Learning or experience gained from therapy 
can be conceived as interactive with pre-existing autobiographic narratives, or self- 
and world- beliefs (Kuhnlein, 1999). New self-structures or access to inner 
resources, behavioural tendencies, possibilities for relating may result, in which the 
contribution of therapeutic experience cannot be exactly measured. Thus 
attempting to focus only on within-therapy events should be inadequate to capture 
the elements creating movement in the client-as-system, whose inner workings and 
engagement with the environment is constantly working and accommodating when 
conflicts occur between the system and its way of conceiving and relating and the 
environment. In this study, it was assumed that the active agents effecting 
change in client’s thinking, feeling and relating could come from a variety of 
sources, with therapy sessions representing only one. It was expected that the 
therapy experience or relationship (including but not restricted to the dialogue 
between client and therapist) would interact with what the client brought from his 
past to the present encounter, and ongoing life events and relationships, and that 
multiple possibilities existed for how these three factors could interact and produce 
change.
Therapy experiences were conceptualised as one kind of catalyst that might 
produce a host of activities involving thinking, feeling, insight, and so forth, similar 
to the biological action produced by enzymes in the body’s chemical interactions. 
Thus, a goal was not to measure interventions per se, or demonstrate their 
effectiveness in creating change, but to view the therapy process (and the events 
transcribed within it) as a record of client experiences of self and others, 
accompanied by the therapist’s clinical observations of those processes and their 
change. Some attention was given however to hypothesizing how therapy might 
have been instrumental in assisting change.
Another problem that might arise from choosing any single specific focus is that a 
change may be viewed as a unitary process, rather than potentially many different 
ones connected to different aspects of the client, therapist, and their interaction.
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Rice and Greenberg (1984) have commented on the problems inherent in single 
variable research, which does not attend to internal relationships existing between 
these and other therapeutic process variables. Most clinicians would agree with 
the intuitive understanding that most likely, it is a combination of variables 
operating at any one time that permits growth to occur, and generalising across 
clients limits any understanding of the important factors that operate in each case.
In addition, these authors suggest the importance of focusing on manifestations of 
client change. Thus, each approach to describing and measuring process involves 
one or multiple contexts in which it is embedded. Heatherington (1989) pointed 
out the importance of understanding these contexts when attempting to apply an 
approach to case examples in research.
4.1. 4.1 Tracking essential conflicts across domains
Another concern involved whether isolating units of time or categories of 
behaviour may lose the essence of significant aspects of change process not 
revealed by aggregated response categories ( Hill, 1986), or otherwise measurable 
in directly observable behaviour, such as the content of the client’s dialogue. For 
example, the client’s topics of focus might change, whereas the basic conflicts or 
underlying psychological processes these contents represent may be similar to what 
happened with regard to other topical contents. In this way, an important process 
may be carried into a different scenario or narrative form, and a topic-focused 
analysis would lose the similarity of process involved. Defining processes 
precisely yet in a fashion that retains an interpretive integrity is difficult (Rice, 
1992). The goals of change, and their relevance to client perspectives and an 
overall scheme of personal development may be less than clear, especially within 
exploratory work (e.g. Howard et al, 1993). These considerations were particularly 
relevant to the current study, in which an allowance for interpretations about 
process yet a systematic way to validate them were equally important.
Some of the criticisms or caveats used in discussing the difficulty of designing or 
interpreting outcome studies are also relevant to the study of process. For example, 
what is defined as beneficial change may differ, depending on the particular 
individual, and so depending on conventional outcomes or assumptions about the 
attributes of positive change may not be useful (Stiles, Shapiro & Harper, 1994). A
related issue involves the idea that movement may in fact not be linear, nor lack of 
symptom reduction a testimony to the lack of change in therapy. Hill (1986) points 
out that one’s view of change depends on how many points are used to measure 
process between beginning and end of therapy. If only these two points are used, 
change may be assumed to represent a smooth curve. With measurements at 
several points, client status with respect to related behaviours may fluctuate, and 
process measurements become more like session -  by -  session measures of 
outcome. This was predicted to be a serious issue in working with psychosomatic 
patients, especially if they used strong avoidant coping styles (i.e. a resistance to 
undertaking an examination of inner conflicts could not be expected to dissipate in 
a linear fashion). This concern was supported by a point made by others that a 
certain sub-group of FGID patients are treatment-resistant (i.e. they do not improve 
by conventional measures) and lack sufficient psychological-mindedness (Read, 
1999; Guthrie, 1993).
4.1. 5 Forming an analytic plan
Upon further consideration, it was decided that an approach to analysis of 
therapeutic process needed to permit a circular analysis, drawing ideas initially 
from theory and then attempting to fit them to the data, returning to the theoretical 
framework to see if this carried the analytic process further. The analytic plan 
required that after therapeutic progress was independently noted and qualified, the 
data continued to be reviewed and analysed for indications or signs of change in 
smaller steps or units. This is similar to a rational-empirical strategy as advocated 
by Rice & Greenberg (1984) permitting an alternation between clinical thinking 
and empirical observation of the data.
Initially, it appeared that no existing model stood out as particularly relevant to the 
above requirements for inquiry. However, the assimilation model was chosen as a 
good framework for attempting an analysis of client process during therapy, for 
three reasons. First, it was conflict-based and offered a somewhat developmental 
approach to the resolution of conflicts occurring within the client’s Self, between 
different ^//'-structures within psychological functioning, which were consonant 
with the theoretical and therapeutic orientation used in the study. In other words, 
psychological distress was defined as the existence of problematic experiences,
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which were cast into a growing emergence in awareness of inner conflicts whose 
resolution required both awareness and application to outer relationships.
Second, it offered a system for noting basic markers, and sequential stages of 
change, yet was open to a more continuous flow of process that might be both 
individually-determined and represent a more spiral or non-linear movement along 
the way. Third, the assimilation model was developed as an integrative model 
incorporating trans-theoretical aspects of therapeutic tasks and notions about 
progress. In addition, its description of stages or levels was felt to be compatible 
with basic concepts within psychodynamic theory, in particular the notion that 
conflicts between aspects of ^ //-functioning may be warded off from 
consciousness yet emerge and require reflective integration and working through as 
part of conflict resolution. In both systems, change was evidenced by an increase 
in client internalisation, insight and awareness built up from experience and re­
experiencing (i.e. finding similar themes or core interpersonal issues). These 
processes were similar to the formation of a meaning bridge (Honos-Webb &
Stiles, 1998), and the understanding achieved when a client was able to connect 
two levels of experience, such as a current interpersonal crisis and past event 
evoking unaccepted and unresolved feelings (Stiles, Honos-Webb & Lani, 1999). 
Similar to the assimilation model, psychodynamic approaches describe the 
importance of assimilating and reworking feelings in order to gain acceptance of 
different structures within the psyche, including difficult impulses or feelings such 
as envy or rage. Both descriptive approaches include key processes in which 
clients increase their ability to maintain ambivalent feelings in conscious 
awareness, perform interpersonal reality testing and care for self as a consequence 
of these processes (Segal, 1974; Klein, 1956:1986).
4. 2 The Assimilation Model
The assimilation model was initially developed by Stiles et al. (1990). It was 
designed to provide a guide for finding evidence of change by identifying thematic 
elements related to the resolution of clients’ problematic experiences underlying 
their distress. Unlike non-problematic experiences, problematic ones could not be 
quickly and easily integrated within the rest of the person’s experiential knowledge 
system or self-views and their links with beliefs, assumptions and expectations
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about the world. Inherent in this conceptualisation is the idea that problematic 
experiences may remain partly or completely dissociated, and express themselves 
as symptoms at a psychological, somatic or behavioural level. A goal of therapy 
was to assist their assimilation, so that they become more manageable and less 
painful (Stiles et al., 1995).
Problematic experiences were later reformulated as voices within the person 
(Honos-Webb & Stiles, 1998). Like problematic experiences, voices were 
constructed from experiences, particularly interpersonal experiences and their 
internalisation. Movement, or assimilation of problematic experiences or voices 
was hypothesized to follow a specific sequence of development. The focus in their 
description is mostly on the emerging, less- or un-assimilated voice or experience. 
As the voice re-formulation was chosen for this study, it will be used through the 
remainder of this model’s description.
Therapeutic interactions were believed to be effective when they assisted the 
assimilation process, and worked with the voice dynamics at their level of 
assimilation. Thus for the individual whose emergent or problematic voice existed 
at level 1, the task could be described as helping the client identify the nature of 
this voice and its experiences, as well as the more dominant voice or way of being 
across examples. At mid-level 2, the task would be to assist awareness that a 
dominant and emergent voice were in conflict. At level 3, it would be to help the 
client contain his struggle between the two voices, and reflect on each, for 
example.
The model described eight stages of assimilation, contained in the Assimilation of 
Problematic Experiences Scale (see Appendix B). In part they were derived from 
earlier research by Elliott and colleagues that examined client’s views on important 
therapeutic impacts, or helpful and unhelpful events (e.g. see Elliott & Shapiro, 
1992). The sequence of assimilation stages (the Assimilation of Problematic 
Experiences Scale; APES) represented a changing relationship between one 
dominant and one problematic, or emergent voice chosen for describing the current 
problematic experience Both the dominant and problematic voices were believed 
to change in the process of constructing a meaning bridge, that is, they develop an
understanding between each other. The scale marked the changes in their 
relationship, and the affective consequences this entailed.
The APES stages range from Warded Off (0) to Mastery (7). At Level 0, affect is 
of minimal intensity and the client is unaware of the problem or the identity of the 
emergent, problematic voice, but may be symptomatic in other ways (i.e. other 
forms of distress not associated directly with recognised area of conflict). At this 
stage, negative emotions are not experienced (i.e. as the conflict they are associated 
with has been successfully warded off). At level 1, the client still attempts to 
avoid the emerging problematic voice when it does emerge from time to time. This 
takes the form of a resurgent domination of the personality by the dominant voice 
and its attitudes. Through Level 1, the problematic voice continues to find its way 
into expression more often, with the client developing greater clarity regarding its 
identity (i.e. its own attitudes and nature). It provokes an increasingly negative 
response from the client, experienced as anxiety or other forms of negative affect, 
such as panic, other specific fears, or more diffuse affective experiences.
At Level 2, the client acknowledges the problematic voice and becomes more 
aware of the nature of the problematic experience -  that is, the conflict existing 
between these two voices. Negative affect may increase until the middle of this 
level, when the nature of the conflict is more understood. As the client is willing to 
engage with the problematic voice for longer or more frequent period of time, his 
understanding also increases by the middle of stage 2. Finally, an awareness of the 
conflict itself is reached (i.e. that dominant and emergent voices are in conflict with 
one another) and this degree of internalisation has been shown to be accompanied 
by a decrease in anxiety. At Level 3, Problem statement, an ability to experience 
the conflict has become even more salient, and the client is either able to state it in 
words or give voice to both inner voices. Negative affect decreases readily during 
this stage, and even though the client may feel the tension of their inner struggle 
between two different voices, this brings a sense of engagement rather than 
anxiety. Moreover, the emotions that are part of either voice have greater 
opportunity for expression.
Movement to Level 4 represents a clearer understanding of the problematic 
experiences and what events may have lent to the suppression of the once-
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problematic (emergent) voice. Content on this level may be accompanied by a 
mixture of positive and negative affect; sadness rather than fearful responses may 
be more characteristic as the client experiences a deeper understanding for how 
problematic experiences evolved. Level 5 is characterized by a working through 
process, or application of what had been learned from owning both voices to 
interpersonal contexts and decisions. Initially these attempts are marked by 
uncertainty, or ‘partial successes’ and some distress (i.e. disappointment, 
frustration) in response may occur. As problem -solving efforts increase, clients 
experiment more with their emergent voice in externalised situations, positive 
affect tends to increase. At Level 6, the client is able to demonstrate success in 
solving a specific problem. Affect tends to be positive, hopeful, and forward- 
looking. The final level 7, Mastery, is described as an ideal achievement. 
Conceptually, it represents a state where affect is neutral and the formerly 
problematic experiences no longer appear to be a source of distress; that is, conflict 
between opposing voices or ways of being might arise in the future, but the client is 
able to entertain them and make decisions with little distress. Further description 
of this model is contained in Appendix B.
4. 2.1 Application of the model and caveats
Use of the assimilation model was based on four assumptions. First, essential 
change in client functioning could be evidenced in their therapy dialogue (i.e. it can 
in some ways be captured in their narratives). Second, distress was based on a lack 
of awareness and acceptance of the multiplicity of structures of the self {i.e. parts, 
objects, agents described as voices), which result in an imbalance or state of 
conflict between more accepted and operative and less accepted and avoided 
voices. Third, for conflict resolution to occur, changes in emotions and their 
expression, beliefs or perspectives, and behaviour needed to be in evidence.
Finally, progress was believed to involve some internalisation of feelings or 
attitudes that may have been externalised earlier and the assimilation of one voice 
is believed to have impact on other aspects of development with which it may be 
associated (Stiles, 1999b; Honos-Webb & Stiles, 1998; Barkham, Stiles and 
Shapiro, 1993; Stiles et al., 1991).
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Limitations or criticisms have been offered regarding this model and its use in 
measuring process and describing change. One comment concerns the need to 
relate the model to other change or developmental phenomena noted widely or held 
central to other theoretical perspectives. For example, insight has been described 
as requiring three levels of reflection in analytic theory; in particular, similarities in 
the dynamics operating in current, therapeutic and past relationships (Frommer & 
Langenbach, 2001). Similarly, theoretical treatment regarding the functions of 
dominant and problematic voices and the forms and functions of client narratives 
(i.e. how an imbalance in voice dynamics may serve an adaptive function in the 
client’s intrapsychic ecology prior to change, such as a defense against psychic 
pain or panic) has received only brief treatment (Stiles, Honos-Webb & Lani, 
1999). For the current research, it was important for the model to be able to 
incorporate both previous interpersonal events with current ones (the client’s 
external relationships as well as her therapeutic one), as a ground for 
understanding how voices might be operative in each. This was not considered a 
limitation to the current research effort, but rather related to one of its goals to 
elucidate more clearly how different events over time might be related.
Another concern might relate to the lack of systematic attempts to integrate this 
model with constructs from existing therapeutic orientations, in particular 
psychoanalytic theory. For example, while at least some of the time, a state of 
awareness or being, ascribed to the functional ego within psychoanalytic theory, 
can be attributed to the active behaviour exhibited by an identifiable voice, at other 
times it is less clear. For example, it might be expected that most often this would 
be the dominant voice speaking, offering its sense of experience through its own 
attitudinal and feeling filter, in a person whose emergent voice is relatively 
unassimilated. It might be clear at least on some occasions, when a less 
assimilated voice spoke or behaved. However, a problem might arise in 
conceptualising who was thinking and speaking when a person might be musing 
about different points of view, in a back and forth manner revealing differing 
points of view and presumably, voices (as in level 3). In assimilation theory, a 
solution is offered by describing a meaning bridge that permitted a two way 
communication between voices within the same moment (Stiles, 1999b). However, 
in the author’s experience of rating passages, it was not always possible to 
determine clearly who is speaking when reviewing client dialogue, and to assume it
is a dominant voice when otherwise not clear would be a theoretically ambiguous 
move.
Further, the relationship between voices may not always be clear, if they cannot be 
described in dominant-emergent terms. An individual may have more than one 
dominant voice, or emergent voices beginning to seek assimilation. Presumably, 
the dominant voices are related to each other, perhaps as different facets of the 
same internalised object. A further complication can arise however when one 
voice is speaking about another, or when a voice is speaking about itself (Reid & 
Glick, in preparation). Certainly, the application of the model requires clear 
formulation of voices and discussion over what constituted adequate evidence of 
their presence within the therapy dialogue.
The lack of a standardised process for using the APES measure permitted some 
flexibility in using it within the current case study design, but also contributed to 
the problem of identifying and interpreting voices reliably. Nonetheless, basic 
strategies for identifying voices, indexing them within transcribed records, rating 
and developing case formulations had adequate precedents in the literature and will 
be described below, as they were formalised for the case analyses to follow.
It was felt that the assimilation model offered an approach by which therapeutic 
events could be analysed in terms of conflict-based change over time, and these 
events could be linked to their symptom expression over time. Using themes and 
the voice formulation, passages could be collected, and examined in both a 
quantitative and descriptive fashion over time. These records could then be 
compared against a record of symptom intensity or expression and relationships 
between the two could thus be explored. Therefore, a fifth research question was 
posed, to add to the other four already posed {see Chapter 3):
5. How useful is the assimilation model as a framework for explaining 
psychological conflicts and client change related to the experience of chronic 
pain?
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4. 3 Sample and Procedures
4. 3.1 The sample
4.3.1.1 Recruitment and selection of participants
Two patients involved in these case studies were recruited from a therapy-based 
research project conducted at a local hospital (The Functional Abdominal Pain 
(FAP) project, M. Reid & J. McLeod, University of Abertay; CR Pennington & N 
Reynolds, University of Dundee). The case study patients agreed for their sessions 
to be taped and the transcripts used for analyses. All other participation was the 
same as other patients involved in the larger research project, who contracted for an 
interview and psychotherapy programme as described below. The patients 
selected for more intensive case analyses were among the first four patients who 
underwent psychotherapy, six months apart, and otherwise their selection was 
based on the therapist’s evaluation that they would be likely to complete their 
therapy contract.
4.3.1.2 The FAP sample
Patients attending an outpatient gastroenterology clinic for investigation 
determining gastrointestinal disease or dysfunction, and who fit criteria for a 
research project on functional bowel disorders with pain as a predominant 
symptom were recruited at Ninewells Hospital in Dundee, Scotland, between 1999- 
2003. This is a large urban teaching hospital serving a wide area including a range 
of demographic indicators covering Dundee and parts of Angus, Perthshire, and 
Fife counties in northeastern Scotland. It was an aim of the research project to 
offer exploratory psychotherapy to patients over a four-to- six month period, in 
order to explore dynamic-based conflicts and assess the impact of therapy on a 
combination of outcome measures including symptom measurement and other 
psychometric scales.
Patients were recruited if they were able English speakers, were aged 18-60, and 
the results their gastrointestinal investigations were negative, except for variations 
in motility (e.g. slow colonic transit) or prior disease which was not longer 
considered active. Along with the consultant examination and notes from primary 
care, a diagnosis for functional gastrointestinal disorder had been noted in their
records. All patients had been referred to secondary care after at least two visits to 
their general practitioners and preliminary attempts at symptom management (e.g. 
abdominal pain or discomfort, diarrhoea, spasmy bowel movements) had failed.
All patients that were referred had a lengthy history of gastrointestinal symptoms 
including pain for a minimum of two years since symptoms were first noted. Many 
patients had already received earlier investigations at hospital, and had returned 
when symptoms had not abated or had worsened, and they had consulted their 
general practitioners again with increasing frustration.
Concurrent psychiatric diagnosis was not an exclusion criteria. As others have 
noted higher than normal rates of psychopathology in patients receiving treatment 
for gastrointestinal symptoms (e.g. Drossman, 1999b), it was not considered a 
reasonable basis to exclude patients. However, any patients currently receiving 
counselling or therapy were excluded from participation.
4.3.1.3 Diagnostic issues
Using diagnosis as a criterion proved difficult. Initially a diagnosis of functional 
abdominal pain had been intended as the focus of the FAP project, but it was 
discovered that applying these functional diagnoses was not uniform among 
consultants’ actual practice. Eighteen of the twenty-two patients who were 
referred over three years whose primary symptom was chronic abdominal pain fit 
other functional diagnoses within the Rome II criteria. Irritable bowel syndrome 
was the most common category that fit their pattern of symptoms overall. In only 
two cases was there an absence of prior disease; thus prior infection might have 
created an ongoing pattern of inflammation, even after disease- or diet-based 
factors were no longer present. Models for how such a process might become 
conditioned by associative learning have been described by Kellow et al. (1999).
For example, the two case studies presented here were diagnosed by their 
gastroenterologists as having functional abdominal pain. Megan and Lore (their 
case pseudonyms) suffered from severe and frequent pain, and had an overall 
syndrome defined by abdominal symptoms. Both clients had undergone repeated 
rounds of investigations over three or more years, during which different potential 
diagnoses were entertained by consultants based on slightly different (i.e.
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fluctuating) configurations of symptoms present. Neither patient clearly 
understood whether they had received a diagnosis, but one had requested enough 
information to know that a general diagnosis of IBS had been given by at least one 
consultant, and her own further investigation of the available public literature 
revealed that an exact diagnosis was probably not important to her treatment in any 
event. From her medical records and the initial interview covering her symptom 
history, the researcher did feel that Lore fit the criteria for irritable bowel 
syndrome, with abdominal pain as the most distressing feature for which treatment 
had been requested. Upon further scrutiny, the other client’s symptoms were 
appeared to fit another more specific diagnosis, Sphincter of Oddi dysfunction, and 
this was confirmed by her current consultant upon further review. This disorder is 
also pain-based, with severe spasm attacks believed to result from gall bladder 
dysfunction. In this case, the removal of her gall bladder was associated with an 
increase in the pain, presumably from the still-intact duct leading to her duodenum. 
This was the point of origin for pain that radiated throughout her epigastrum, 
abdomen, and occasionally her chest and back area.
The lack of diagnostic precision for these functional disorders was felt to reflect the 
potential for their overlap, the recency of their nosology, and physicians’ primary 
focus on diagnosing threatening disease. In addition, it was the author’s 
speculation that there was a psychological bias in how some patients were viewed. 
These consultants did perceive the category of functional abdominal pain as the 
most ‘psychological’ of the FGIDs, as the very definition of this diagnosis implies. 
Therefore, it seemed that patients perceived as reflecting a more strongly 
psychosomatic presentation were more likely to receive this label, rather than 
IBS, for example. Both of these syndromes may have been used as umbrella 
categories when more specific diagnoses were unclear. This hypothesis was 
corroborated in further discussion with the four consultants who had treated the 
case study patients and had offered diagnostic opinions.
4.3.1.4 Perception of study by referring consultants
The six referring gastroenterologists and surgeons declared an interest in this study, 
as they experienced frustration treating the large proportion of functional 
gastrointestinal disorder patients who came through their outpatient clinics. They
admitted knowing little about psychological approaches to treatment or envisaging 
how it might help, except a belief that sensitivity to pain and other symptoms were 
surely affected by psychological factors, and that many of these patients probably 
were comorbid for psychiatric diagnoses. Collectively, they felt their main role as 
practitioners in secondary care was to focus on diagnosable disease, especially 
potentially malignant disease. Only a very few of their FGID patients maintained 
ongoing contact with consultants following a single follow-up visit. Their 
consultants gave two reasons. Some patients had also been recruited to test the 
effectiveness of selected medications (i.e. there was an IBS research project 
running concurrently). Others had come to know their consultants from repeated 
investigations over the years and they were perceived by their doctors to be most 
disabled and earnest in their desire to recover from painful disorder. It was from 
the latter group that referrals tended to be made, even though a wider band of 
recruitment criteria was attempted.
4. 3. 2 Procedures
Once referred into the study, patients received a letter introducing them to the study 
along with an information sheet {see Appendix D), and were telephoned within a 
month. A preliminary assessment interview was arranged upon consent. All 
patients contacted agreed to interview, in which they were asked to describe their 
history of illness and treatment, and goals for recovery {see Box 4.3 for schedule). 
If clients were interested and deemed appropriate for therapy, the programme was 
described. Criteria for inclusion at this point was a willingness to engage in 
discussion of life events, lack of evidence for dissociative or serious 
psychopathology, and ability to commit to a four -to- six month period of therapy. 
For a significant number of patients (24 per cent) willing to come for interview, 
continued travel to the hospital was a problematic issue (i.e. they lived outside the 
Dundee area and lacked transportation or time) and prevented further participation 
even though they were interested in the therapy programme. For one of the case 
patients, travel to and from the hospital was over 50 miles total, and an 
arrangement was made for her therapy to occur over the summer months when 
evening light made travelling more feasible.
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Patients were informed that attending this interview did not require them to engage 
further in the research programme. That their participation in either phase was 
voluntary and would not compromise their medical treatment in any way was 
emphasized at telephone contact, and following the interview. Prospective 
participants were asked to consider their decision to enter the therapy programme 
between the interview and their first scheduled session. They were told that a letter 
would be sent to their GP with their consent informing their primary care staff 
about their participation in the study, and that results from it would be confidential 
to the client. An information sheet about the therapy and the purpose of the study 
was also given to clients during their initial interview. To date twenty-two patients 
provided an initial interview, with twelve patients participating in the FAD therapy 
programme.
Prospective clients were also given a set of psychometric scales to take home and 
return by post prior to their first appointment. Their purpose was described (i.e. to 
establish a method by which the impact of their programme might be measured and 
to gather some useful information about their symptoms and beliefs). They were 
asked to comment if engaging with these scales brought up any questions or ideas 
they wanted to discuss, during their first session. However, neither these nor the 
repeat administration at outcome were viewed by the author (who was both the 
therapist and primary researcher) until both therapy and their process analyses were 
complete. These scales were coded as was all therapy materials (e.g. transcripts of 
recorded sessions and analytic notes) and patient identification material was kept in 
a separate location with their code number.
The therapy programme was described to them as a psychologically based 
treatment in which they would be invited to explore their experiences of illness but 
also of their life activities and relationships, to see if they might learn more about 
both their illness and themselves. None of the recruited patients had undergone 
counselling or therapy, and most had vague ideas about what a therapeutic process 
might be like. Their concerns about labelling (i.e. what it meant to attend a 
psychotherapy programme) were solicited as an initial basis for a discussing 
concerns about why they were referred (i.e. the fear their consultant believed their 
symptoms were fraudulent, or that they were psychologically disturbed). The 
therapist offered her genuine orientation that therapy could be a form of self-
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development or adult learning that might have health benefits. The point was 
specifically expressed that although many patients had experienced a reduction of 
symptoms using this approach, it was not certain what the actual outcomes might 
be regarding their medical condition, but that they could evaluate for themselves in 
what ways the treatment approach was beneficial.
4.3.2.1 Ethical considerations of research participation
When establishing recruitment procedures, an awareness existed that a pervasive 
constraint affecting other process research involved the difficulty of 
conceptualising adequate consent with clients in order to gain access to therapy 
records or ensure voluntary participation (Bakan, 1996). In this study it was felt 
to be most important that the inquiry process affected ongoing therapy as little as 
possible. As a result one part of the process analyses were performed entirely 
retrospectively, and the ongoing process records involving speculations regarding 
client conflicts and dynamics were kept tentative, rather than a guiding structure of 
the work early on.
Nonetheless, consent procedures and the audio-taping offered clients the awareness 
that their behaviour was under scrutiny. In this study, this was a significant issue, 
as only hospital-referred patients who were willing to serve as research participants 
were offered therapeutic sessions. Although they were assured that in no way 
would their medical treatment be altered, both of the cases reported here presented 
themselves as having few other options for getting assistance with their recovery, 
and their decision to participate was surely influenced by this state of mind. A 
perfect solution to alleviate this concern was not available; however, patients who 
became clients in the study were given control over their data and how it was used. 
For example, they were told how the people and events in their transcripted 
material would be disguised, and were asked to say if and when they wanted the 
taping of their sessions to stop. They could limit the use of their data in whatever 
ways that maintained their comfort, and were reminded of this at the end of their 
participation. A procedure of requesting continuous consent was followed. First, 
the constraints of confidentiality were offered prior to electing to participate in 
therapy. The four people involved in the analyses of their data were named (MR 
and MG, the assimilation raters; JML, the research supervisor, and JW, the therapy
supervisor). The procedures and how the data would be used were explained (i.e. 
their psychometric test results would offer a comparison of outcomes with 
baselines; their therapy tapes would be transcribed and analysed for understanding 
their conflicts and processes). During the early sessions, clients were reminded 
that they could indicate if they wished taping to stop at any time. At the end of the 
series of sessions, consent was sought again to use any sources of their data in 
order to analyse their progress, and steps that would be taken to protect their 
identity. Finally, during the follow up interview, these issues were re-addressed.
4.3.2.2 The therapeutic approach
As much as possible, weekly sessions were scheduled at a regular time. All 
sessions were conducted at either Ninewells or Perth Royal Infirmary, in an 
outpatient consulting room. During the therapy, reference was made to the 
overall time scale and the current location on it, in order to establish and maintain 
boundaries of the therapy. This was felt to be essential to the approach used and 
the fact that therapy was time-limited. The exploratory aspects of the therapy 
needed defined boundaries for its containment, as a richness of material was likely 
to unfold and only a certain level of the therapeutic tasks could be managed (i.e. 
problem identification and working through). Adequate time for working with 
relationship issues, particularly termination was also needed.
The therapeutic approach taken here involved principles representing a 
combination of orientations. The primary context was psychodynamic, with an 
exploratory aim that borrowed from constructivist and experiential approaches. 
Central interventions or goals defining the approach are listed below for brevity; 
examples taken from therapy transcripts as well as the analyses to follow will 
provide further evidence for the approach taken.
Experiences of distress (in whatever form) or problematic experiences were 
believed to result from internal conflicts, which have not been worked through, and 
may not even be acknowledged by the client (i.e. they are unconscious). These 
may well be core conflicts that also reflect interpersonal expectations and conflicts 
(i.e. repeated distress related to self-other relationships), as well as intra-personal 
ones (Luborsky & Crits-Christoph, 1990). It was the general aim of the
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therapeutic endeavour to engage in a discovery of these conflicts in a safe and 
exploratory way. Attempting to help the client establish a freedom to speak within 
a safe (i.e. accepting) and contained (i.e. protected) space was seen as an important 
condition for this process.
Although a treatment approach was not regularised, therapeutic interventions 
included the following goals:
1. To promote increased experiencing and more open expression of feelings, 
within the client’s tolerance of anxiety.
2. To review extra-session situations as they appeared in client narratives over 
time, as a basis for mutual recognition of how they reflected internal conflicts.
It was assumed that a client’s life narratives might reveal these conflicts as they 
related to roles taken in different scenarios. Narratives were believed to contain 
automatic associations or linkages (e.g. metaphoric nuances, topic shifts, 
affective responses that linked events) without the use of specific association 
techniques. (Bronstein, 2002; Freud, 1915:1957).
3. To draw attention to how feelings or anxiety may result from a growing 
understanding of conflicts. Access to these conflicts while clients still 
defended against becoming more aware of them involved some form of 
symbolic interpretation, or ‘transformative investigation’ (Donnet, 2001).
4. To promote client's ^//-understanding by linking patterns of feeling and 
activity within the therapeutic relationship with those outside therapy. The 
approach taken was interpersonal in the sense that client’s current 
relationships, including the therapeutic relationship as it was experienced by 
both client and therapist was a potential ground for understanding the client’s 
basic conflicts. In any event, it was a therapeutic task to base this 
understanding in a mutual language of negotiation (Hobson, 1985; Gill, 1984).
5. A goal was to examine the possibilities for the relationship between the clients’ 
inner dynamics, relationships and symptoms, to describe somatic states that had
occurred during the week between sessions as a regular part of their narratives.
More specific goals will be discussed relative to each case.
It was a regular and ongoing task within the therapy for clients to describe their 
experiences during the week. During the first five sessions, another specific 
therapeutic task was to establish a lexicon for each client’s experience of pain and 
other symptoms. As most of the reported symptoms were experienced regularly, 
and clients brought their own descriptive experiences to therapy, this was 
discovered to be an easy task and the client’s own (or a mutually crafted) language 
was used to note symptoms, or other feelings or inner experiences. Thus, different 
levels of pain intensity, defined by frequency and severity could be established 
from clients’ own descriptions and questions prompting comparison of different 
episodes or types of sensation. Even as pain quality changed, it did so with 
reference to established experiences described in both qualitative and quantitative 
terms (e.g. my ‘spasm y’pain, the ‘w aiting’pain). This enabled the therapist to rate 
relative pain episodes (and non-episodes) as they occurred during the week 
preceding the current session. Their descriptions of pain were superimposed on a 
six-point scale, which indicated both distress level and quality and was individually 
constructed for each client. These were used as ordinal categories as clients 
determined the degree of distress (i.e. indicated by pain severity, or how much 
anxiety or disruption to functioning was caused) that was associated with each 
level. During the therapy, the therapist checked to see that her perceptions of each 
type or quality of pain and its position on the six-point scale continued to fit with 
clients’ perceptions.
Over the first third of the therapy, the therapist assisted clients’ ability to refer to 
inner experiences as well as outer ones, if this was needed. When a pain episode 
occurred (or an account where a reduction, or absence of pain was recalled), clients 
were initially guided to explore their experiences in living and relating just prior to, 
during and following these events. This structuring was used to help elicit clients’ 
associations to their experiences of somatic health, rather than focus on the 
accurate details of events. Eventually, this became an automatic (i.e. non- 
prompted) event. For every week, at least one pain rating was noted.
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Termination was established for all clients at about six months following the first 
session. The actual termination date was provisionally set during the first session, 
and reviewed at session 12. Following termination, clients received by post a 
second set of psychometric scales at six-to-eight weeks post-therapy, repeating 
several from the first administration. A follow-up interview was arranged at three 
months post-termination. This was conducted by a different interviewer (a trainee 
counsellor for client Megan, and an experienced psychotherapist for client Lore) 
and its purpose to review their impressions of the therapy was made clear. Both 
clients consented, and these data composed part of the analysis. An outline of 
these procedures is given in Box 4. 3.
4.3. 2. 3 Recording and transcription
All sessions were audio-taped and at least 60 per cent of the session was 
transcribed. The therapist performed transcriptions, with some assistance given by 
a research typist (in less than one-third of the session tapes for one client). All 
tapes were listened to a minimum of three times: once for transcription and initial 
memos, a second time for recording prosodic cues and secondary memos, and a 
third time to record and code basic themes that were relevant to voice and conflict 
formulation. A guide to the transcription coding is contained in Appendix C.
4. 4 Analyses
Therapist notes were often incorporated as memos into the transcripts, in order to 
indicate nonverbal behaviours or the therapist’s thoughts or impressions during 
patient-therapist dialogue. Four types of analyses were performed for each case. 
These are listed in Table 4.1 and described below, in the order used. Their 
function was to gain insight into the relationship between symptoms and 
psychological conflicts, and to establish a broad basis for assessing changes during 
therapy (Stake, 1994).
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1. Referral During outpatient follow-up visit (post investigation), consultant 
describes study to patient, and offers referral. If interest indicated, consultant 
writes referral slip to FAP study.
2. Contact with patient Patient contacted first by letter, and follow-up telephone 
contact to offer invitation for initial interview, and arrangements made.
Therapy study briefly described.
3. Initial interview -  90 minutes
♦ History of illness and perceptions of treatment
♦ Health beliefs and beliefs/ perceptions of chronic pain cause, prognosis
♦ Psyche-soma relationships as viewed by client and methods of coping with 
symptoms
♦ Explanation of psychological treatment study
♦ Questions solicited
♦ Consent procedure, and form signed.
♦ Arrangement and scheduling of sessions; contact numbers given
♦ Baseline set of psychological scales for consenting patients given, to be 
returned by post, (see Table 4.1)
2. Letter to client’s general practitioner, informing of participation in study
(See Appendix E)
3. Therapy sessions
♦ Record of pain events and tape recording of sessions
♦ Continuing consent elicited verbally.
♦ Session record of topics and therapist notes (i.e. memos, intentions underlying 
interventions and experiences during session)
4. Termination
♦ Administration of psychological scales to be returned by post.
♦ Final verbal consent given for inclusion of data into written report.
5. Follow-up interview at 6 months
♦ Responses to therapy and perception of useful aspects and gains
Box 4 .3  Procedures used in data collection for case studies
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Analysis Data used and Timing
I. Therapeutic formulation of case
Initial formulation and process; retrospective 
formulation of client dynamics 
Prospective account of therapeutic movements and gains 
associated with identification (awareness ) of inner 
conflicts (i.e. intra-and interpersonal themes), 
use of and changes in defenses, 
associated gains or movements in therapy, 
relationship of current conflicts to overall tasks of 
self-development
Prospective analysis (i.e. 
concurrent with therapy)
Case notes, 
Supervisory sessions, 
Transcript review
Analysts: Therapist 
(MR) and case 
supervisor (JW)
II. Voice and conflict formulation, and assimilation analysis 
(i.e. changes in voice assimilation)
Review of case notes and transcripts 
Theme analysis
Voice and conflict (problematic experience) formulations 
Negotiated tasks and goals for rating with co-analyst 
APES ratings and verbal assimilation descriptions (VADs) 
Case assimilation analyses
Retrospective analysis
Transcripts
Memos
List o f themes
Excerpted segments
APES ratings
Analysts: Therapist 
(MR )and second 
assimilation 
researcher (MG)
m . Pain analogue analysis
Ongoing pain ratings based on tailored ordinal scale 
Analysis of location of pain comments in narratives 
Correlations with APES ratings
Retrospective analysis 
Pain ratings 
APES ratings
Analysts: Therapist 
(MR)
IV Psychometric and pain scores: analyses of change
Personal Symptom Scale, Chronic Pain Grade Questionnaire 
Cognitive Scale for Functional Bowel Disorders 
Defensiveness score -  (Taylor Manifest Anxiety and 
Marlowe-Crowne Social Desirability Scale) — baseline only 
Beck Anxiety Index, Beck Depression Index, CORE 
EuroQuol Quality of Life Score 
Illness Perception Questionnaire 
Self-Understanding of Interpersonal Patterns
Concurrent analyses 
Set of psychometric 
scales at baseline and 
outcome; normative 
findings associated 
with measures
Analysts:
Therapist (MR)
V Integration of case analyses and case comparisons M eta-analyses
Analysts: 
Therapist M R
Table 4.1 Case study analyses and analysts
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Constructs from psychodynamic theory which were felt to be descriptive of the 
case material and which led to further insight about the dynamics and their change 
generated one dynamic picture against which the assimilation analysis of specific 
conflicts and their movement over time could be mapped. The pain analogue 
analysis compared this analysis of change between the psychological and the 
somatic levels of client functioning. The psychometric analyses were used as an 
in d e p e n d e n t v ie w  o f  ch an ge occu rrin g  o ver tim e, in c lu d in g  th e  s ix  
m o n th s
following termination of therapy, and as another resource that might lend 
descriptive features to the pictures provided by these two approaches to process.
These analyses will be described in more detail below. It was decided to portray 
the analytic process as it occurred in real time, in order to portray the emergence of 
ideas describing conflicts and symptoms occurring in the therapy, as they were 
interpreted by the therapist-researcher. For each case, the therapeutic formulation 
of the case that guided the ongoing case notes and supervisory sessions is described 
first, followed by the voice formulation and assimilation analysis. The pain 
analogue analysis maps levels of pain associated with specific episodes with 
assimilation ratings of voices related to these episodes. The baseline and outcome 
measures were then scored and interpreted. Finally, the inter-relationships of these 
analyses is presented in an overall case analysis. An initial focus within -case in 
order to develop a picture of consistent case features as well as emergent themes 
regarding change is followed by a cross-case pattern and view of divergent as well 
as convergent findings (Eisnhardt, 2002).
4 .4 .1  Therapeutic formulation and analysis of process
In order to maximize an interpretive framework for understanding client process, it 
was decided to include the ongoing psychodynamic interpretation of client process 
as well in considering the results of the assimilation analyses. The assessment 
session was used as an initial point at which to begin to hypothesize what might be 
major areas of interpersonal conflict and defense against conflict apprehension. It 
is important to emphasise that these concepts were kept tentative throughout the 
therapy (i.e. the formulation was a working plan or case-based theory of personal
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dynamics), and became more solid as a guide to the work once repeated evidence 
could offer support for its appropriateness, and utility in helping the therapist 
strategize therapeutic tasks or goals. In addition, an attempt was made to view 
current conflicts and any movement in them in terms of overall self-development 
(i.e. moving past blockages in developing healthy adaptable and positive views of 
self and being able to maintain healthy relationships (i.e. having the ability to 
respond to others from appropriately internalised object relationships). The focus 
was on describing dynamics and how they appeared to change, with hypotheses 
about what events (both in and outwith the therapy) contributed to movement when 
it occurred.
Different sources of material were used, including weekly case notes and session 
transcripts. The case notes contained therapist responses and memos, therapist 
views of significant events in the therapy, potential material for transference 
interpretation, and hypotheses regarding dynamics. Supervisory session notes and 
the supervision case review, in which a theory-based formulation was written, also 
provided material for this formulation.
The therapy was supervised by Mrs. Joanna Wood, a psychoanalytic 
psychotherapist and supervisor from the Scottish Institute of Human Relations 
(Edinburgh). As her close involvement with the therapy process was a natural part 
of supervision, she also served as the supervisor for the psychodynamic 
formulation of the client and the therapy process as it occurred.
4. 4. 2 Voice formulation and assimilation analyses
The goal of the assimilation analysis was to describe problematic experiences 
occurring for each client, as presented during her therapy, and her progress in 
assimilating the conflicts underlying these experiences. Although a set procedure 
for performing a quantitative assimilation analysis has not been forthcoming, most 
studies have included indexing or topic generalisation, identification of problematic 
experiences and voices, passage selection, and assigning a APES rating based on 
the assimilation model (Stiles & Angus, 2001; Honos-Webb, Stiles et al., 1998; 
Stiles et al., 1992). The first four steps below were performed solely by the 
primary co- rater, the therapist/ researcher (MR). The co-analyst for the
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assimilation ratings was Meredith Glick, (an experienced researcher from the 
Assimilation Research Group at Miami University, Ohio) who performed steps 5 -
7. An initial pilot phase in which sample segments were rated and compared by 
both co-raters helped to acquaint the primary and less experienced co-rater, MR, 
with the rating process.
1. Case familiarisation and topic generation. For the first 5 - 1 0  sessions, 
each transcript was reviewed, and re-reviewed and memoed for themes 
occurring in client narratives. A list of topics was generated (Tl). A topic was 
an attitude expressed toward an object (person, thing, event, feeling, belief). 
Care was taken not to interpret too far from the actual utterances of the client; if 
the ongoing dialogue did not clarify attitudes, then a more neutral term might 
be used in for the individual topic (i.e. ‘Concern about appearing selfish in 
choosing jo b  over concern about fam ily ’was more neutral than ‘Feeling guilty 
over appearing selfish in choosing jo b  over concern about fam ily ’).
In cases where a client’s topic was not spontaneously delivered (i.e. it did not 
appear to be self-generated but prompted by an intervention, as in a negative or 
affirmative response to a therapeutic restatement or interpretation) this status 
was indicated by noting [T] in front of topic.
2. Problematic experiences. A list of memos was kept during topic 
generation in order to note repetitive ones and act as a basis for hypothesizing 
about topics which might express similar attitudes or concerns, in order to 
formulate possible voices and their relationships. Repetitive attitudes or 
topics were apparent by the third or fourth session of therapy, but additional 
sessions were searched in order to establish a more exhaustive list and consider 
the identity of problematic experiences. Ideally, the articulation at a Level 3 - 
type conflict would identify a problematic experience (e.g. 7 want to be a good  
fam ily member, but have needs o f  my own and this creates conflict when 
choosing what to d o ’). Problematic experiences also derived from a 
consideration of client development across therapy (i.e. what changes were 
apparent in how a client identified the nature of his distress in terms of an 
owned conflict). If a clear statement like this example was not present, other 
reflective client statements about their own attitudes (i.e. speaking from outside
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the attitude itself) provided a basis for identifying a problematic experience.
As one of the research questions guiding this research was to understand better 
the relationship between psychological functioning and pain, and as symptoms 
are viewed in the assimilation model as potential candidates for warded-off 
voices, an attempt was made to see if pain might be a signalling expression of a 
Level 0 voice (i.e. a voice appearing later might be connected to the experience 
of pain as an earlier, warded-off version).
3. Voice formulation. Further reviews of memos, topics and problematic 
experiences were performed. Working diagrams of their attributes, changes 
and interrelationships were devised, and eventually voices and voice sets were 
assigned to primary attitudes that were most prevalent, and existed across at 
least two or more objects. These attributes were used to describe the voice. A 
voice set consisted of one dominant and one emergent or problematic voice, 
where the dominant voice appeared to be opposed to the emergent voice. 
Dominant voices offered their own statements of themselves as active and 
sometimes independent parts of the client’s personality. Not all emergent 
voices were actively present during the early sessions of therapy, but could 
appear over time. Across sessions, attention was paid to which voices were 
positioned next to each other, or appeared to respond in some way to each other 
in the transcript. It was necessary at times to go back to the original audiotapes 
in order to clarify prosodic cues that might lend to this sense of dialogue. 
Special care was taken in this step, in order to provide thorough descriptions of 
voices and voice sets that were related to actual evidence for their existence and 
relative power relationship in the client narratives.
Other topics that did not necessarily fit neatly into formulated voices were 
noted as other potential voices. The strongest or most apparent voice present 
during the assessment and early sessions was considered the most dominant 
voice for that client.
For each case study, two voice sets were selected for assimilation analyses. A 
fifth voice was formulated in the case analyses for Lore, as it was also 
considered a second, later- emerging voice in relation to an already established 
conflict. The therapist wrote a description for each voice set and also a general
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description of the beginning and ending endpoints of therapy with respect to the 
assimilation of the emergent voices in each set.
4. Selecting segments from tapes/ transcripts. The purpose of this step was 
to select passages that corresponded to a particular problematic experience (i.e. 
voice set). The primary rater (i.e. the therapist) also selected the segments for 
each set. Selections were made if passages contained evidence of one or both 
voices (although this could be queried by the co-rater later on). As the goal of 
having two raters was not to establish the reliability of rating, per se, the 
segments were arranged in a table in chronological order (i.e. as they occurred 
in sessions) for rating, which was believed to facilitate the rating process 
somewhat. This procedural decision meant that knowing the order of each 
segment of therapy within the whole therapy might well bias the ratings 
somewhat (i.e. if a client was perceived as progressing along the assimilation 
scale, her previous ratings might influence the rating decision of the next 
rating). However, given that the emergent voices in each case tended to be 
warded-off and resistant to awareness for some time, this helped to enable 
voice identification within segments where voice presence was less clear. 
Session number and contextual cues for understanding the segment were given 
if this aided its understanding, but no other information was given. Each 
segment contained at least one client utterance and usually some dialogue 
between client and therapist, and ranged from one-third to one page in length.
A description of transcription notation is given in Appendix C.
5. APES ratings with verbal assimilation descriptions (YADs)
For the first round, each rater gave APES ratings including verbal assimilation 
descriptions (see below) to each segment, starting with Megan or Lore Voice 
Set A followed by Voice Set B. Once a complete set had been performed, 
each rater shared her ratings with her co-rater. This first round of ratings was 
reviewed and the number of agreed ratings were calculated. Segments 
determined as non-rateable by MG (the second co-rater) were marked for 
attention during round two.
6. Convergence. The consensual process for working with assimilation 
ratings borrowed from ideas expressed by Osatuke et al. (2002) and Hill,
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Tompson, and Williams (1997). Disagreements were responded to by the 
raters during round 2, along with comments, counter-evidence or queries 
related to the verbal assimilation description given in each case. Each rater 
decided if she wanted to change any aspect of her rating. It was decided by 
both raters in advance of the project that neither should change her rating unless 
truly convinced upon review and reconsideration of the segment (e.g. the other 
rater had highlighted new or alternative shades of meaning from it).
While discussing ratings after the first round of independent rating, the two 
raters discussed their disagreements and the reasons for their rating decisions, 
used the guiding principle of respecting each other’s perspectives before 
challenging it with one’s own, and working to successfully resolve differences 
or understand the reasons for the continued disagreement. The consensus 
process was set up to provide a back and forth discussion between raters. In 
most cases, this involved a further elaboration of the verbal assimilation 
description given, or providing an argument for the primacy of one or more 
features of the segment in determining assimilation level. A research auditor 
(WB Stiles, University of Miami, Ohio) was consulted by MG in case that both 
raters desired a consultation regarding an outstanding query. A final consensus 
percentage was obtained following round two. The timing of this process and 
the fact that it was performed via email discussion between the two raters 
necessitated that-only two rounds were permitted for comparing and converging 
ratings and verbal assimilation descriptions prior to the completion of this 
study; however both agreed that this represented a relatively firm point in their 
decision making about each passage.
7. Case assimilation description. After both voice sets were rated in each 
case, an overall case assimilation description was written by each rater. The 
case assimilation descriptions summarised the starting point, progress and 
ending point of the assimilation work for each emergent voice, and the overall 
changes in intra- and interpersonal conflicts for the client. These combined the 
two voice sets, and speculations about the relationships between all of the 
voices were made for each case. These were compared with the other rater, and 
a final case analysis (including divergent features) was written representing a 
composite of the two versions in each case.
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All rating, comparison and discussion between co-raters occurred via written email, 
where segment specific comments were colour coded by rater at the start of the 
segment, and more general discussion or queries about the voice set were made 
separately in an accompanying letter.
4. 4.2.1 Verbal assimilation descriptions (VADs)
It was felt by both raters that the APES ratings alone provided a general indication 
of progress, but did not indicate the specifics of the client’s ongoing process, in 
terms of their awareness of, ability to work with, and resolution of particular 
problematic experiences. Before the assimilation analysis began, a procedure was 
developed to accompany the ratings, in order to establish a verbal and consensual 
basis for describing process, in terms of the assimilation of emergent, problematic 
voices. This procedure was developed using one of the cases here (Megan) and 
another case from a separate psychotherapy project. The description of how this 
procedure evolved was reported elsewhere (Reid & Glick, 2002). A list of the 
steps involved is contained in Box 4.4.
1. Emergent voices were located in the segment, along with dominant voices, if 
present. These were often highlighted to provide a focus between the voices 
and contextual aspects of the passage. A preliminary APES rating was chosen 
for the whole segment. Occasionally, the raters decided that two different 
levels might be represented within different parts of the same segment. In 
particular, attention was paid to what was most compelling in making the 
ratings or choosing significant features of the segment. It was expected that 
different features from the segments themselves, along with ideas generated 
from the model and its underlying theory of assimilation would be used in 
building a rationale, along with other, more subjective impressions about the 
significance of certain behaviours or expressions chosen in client narratives.
2. During the comparisons processes within rounds and the convergence process, 
each rater’s perspective in approaching the ratings (i.e. what segment features 
or elements of the model and theory) were noted, along with queries raised 
when making the verbal assimilation descriptions.
3. In a further discussion across cases and voice sets, the VADs associated with 
each APES level were compared in a table. A further discussion occurred 
regarding how sublevels or movement might be conceptualised from VADs 
made within each level.
Box 4. 4 Procedures for verbal assimilation descriptions
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All discussions between the two raters were written and communicated by email.
In initial discussions about how each rater had assigned ratings in piloted segments, 
it was discovered that these were derived from the text (i.e. the passage); the 
context (i.e. what was known about the case from previous segments or case 
description or earlier ratings/ conceptualisation of client from segments; 
assimilation theory (i.e. the model and its description of conflict resolution ), 
although the usage of any of these varied. Part of the aim of writing VADs was in 
hope that the written comparison and convergence processes between co-raters 
would make the variables used in their reasons more explicit.
Attention was paid to specific variables that might be helpful in discerning 
elements of process signifying changes during assimilation. These notes were 
helpful in creating the overall case assimilation descriptions, and relating back to 
the psychodynamically-based understanding of the cases.
4. 4. 3 Pain analogue analyses
The pain analogue analysis for each client was based on every utterance made 
related to pain (or related symptoms). These were noted from the segments of 
transcribed process collected for each voice. A pain rating was given when 
clients described qualities of their pain in ways signifying its intensity (i.e. 
according to their own phenomenal response to these qualities or their perception 
of how pain limited their function). An individually-tailored scale, based on 
regular qualifiers central to their own pain experiences was developed for ratings 
In each case a scale of 0 -  5 points was used, with 0 representing no pain and 5 
representing the most severe kind of pain experienced by the client. Many of these 
segments also contained APES ratings related to a specific voice or voice set.
When a segment could be rated with both scales it was cast into a rank order 
correlation analysis to examine the relationship between pain intensity and voice 
assimilation level (i.e. conflict status).
Other therapy segments in which voices did not appear but a comment about pain 
or symptoms were also separately listed, and analysed qualitatively along with the 
APES rated segments for content and the function of the comments made (e.g.
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describing the sensations, emotional responses, etc). In addition, whether the 
comment made specific reference (i.e. to an actual episode) or was a more 
generalised comment about pain experience was noted, along with whether it 
referred to a current or historical situation.
4. 4. 4 Psychometric and pain measures
Three reasons existed for assessing each patient with psychometric tests. First, as a 
client’s approach and understanding of their own symptoms was considered to be 
important part of treatment, it was desirable to assess client’s health beliefs and 
attitudes. Second, as characteristics such as trait anxiety and defensiveness have 
been indicated in the development of chronic somatic symptoms, an attempt was 
made to measure these with scales used in previous studies. Third, in order to 
assess the impact of therapy as a whole, it was desirable to tap a range of functions, 
as described by physical and psychological aspects of functioning, including both 
symptoms and well-being. While the decision had been made to focus on a micro­
level analysis of conflict-related processes over time, it was also important to 
embed these into a more holistic framework of change in personal functioning.
A number of measures were examined for their potential use in this study. With 
the exception of the quality of life measure, these were chosen for their suitability 
for the client population and their relationship to the variables examined in the 
process measurements. The pain measures chosen offered an opportunity to cover 
various aspects of pain intensity and impact on functioning (Pain Grade 
Questionnaire), as well as use an individualised measure of pain quality (Personal 
Symptom Scale). The EuroQuol was selected by the referring gastroenterologists 
and surgeons at the participating Trust, as a health status index used in other 
ongoing research studies. Both general health status and problem scales were 
chosen for their coverage of a wide range of symptoms relevant to psychological 
and general health functioning (e.g. CORE, BAI, BDI), and a health status measure 
specific to functional bowel disorders (Cognitive Scale for FBD) and their impacts 
were used. The latter had been recently developed and published; as yet there was 
little published data on which to compare the current results, but its content were 
felt to be relevant to concerns experienced by the clients in the FAP study. Further 
information specific to each scale is given below.
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4.4.3.1 Pain and symptom experience
Two pain measures were included in the baseline and outcome measures. These 
were the Chronic Pain Grade Questionnaire and the Personal Symptom Scale.
4 .4 .3 .1 .1  The Chronic Pain Grade Questionnaire. The Chronic Pain Grade 
Questionnaire was used to assess pain severity as a series of multi-dimensional 
responses in relation to the single experience of pain (Von KoriT, Dworkin & Le 
Resche, 1990). The CPGQ is a seven item survey in which current, average, and 
worst pain over the previous six months) is rated on a ten point scale (where 0 = no 
pain  and 10 = pain as bad as it could be) in relation to pain persistence, intensity 
and disability. It enables chronic pain patients to be classified into one of four 
hierarchical categories according to pain severity of interference.
Grade Disability and Intensity
0 no pain disability or discomfort
1 low disability + low intensity
II low disability + high intensity
III high disability + moderate - limiting
IV high disability + severe - limiting
Table 4. 2 Pain Grade classification system
(from  Yon Korffj Dworkin & Le Resche, 1990)
Pain Grade is calculated from 3 subscores. The pain  intensity score averages the 
first three items (multiplied by a constant of 10); the disability score represents the 
average of the last three questions (multiplied by 10); and disability points are 
calculated from a recoded question regarding number of days disabled in the 
previous six months plus a recoded disability score. Chronic Pain Grade 
classification is based on combinations of pain intensity and disability points (see 
Table 4.2 above).
Confirmatoiy factor analysis of this scale showed that one factor accounts for over 
75 per cent of the variance in scores (Penny et al, 1999). This scale has 
demonstrated good internal consistency and reliability, and has shown good 
convergent reliability with more general health status measures known to be 
sensitive to changes in health state over time (Elliott et al., 2002b; Elliottt et al.,
2000). It also correlates highly with pain duration and treatment-seeking scales
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(Smith et al., 1997). Other studies utilizing large samples from northeastern 
Scotland have established normative scores for both chronic pain and non-pain 
general practice patients (Elliott et al., 2000; Penny et al., 1999), and CPG scores 
have demonstrated stability in patient samples not currently undergoing treatment 
(Elliott et al., 2002a).
4.4.3 .1 .1  Personal Symptom Scale. The Personal Symptom Scale was developed for 
this study. It was similar to other pain measures, in that it measures symptom 
severity and frequency as two dimensions of relative intensity. However, it was 
desirable to incorporate a therapeutic goal of describing personalized aspects of 
pain into this measure. Initially it was considered for a weekly log of pain 
symptoms that clients would keep during their therapy, but this method was 
abandoned as it was feared that the pre-determined structure might refocus clients 
away from generating currently relevant and perhaps changing dimensions of their 
pain experience during their therapy. Another purpose of ‘naming’ two aspects of 
their pain experience was to invite clients into a closer awareness of their pain as 
personal experience. As pain was conceptualised as more than one kind of 
somatic discomfort in this study, it was felt important to give clients a chance to 
rate their pain on dimensions that were specific to their own experience. Two 
questions (severity of worst and frequency of pain) were asked about two different 
symptoms, which were derived by the therapist in collaboration with the client 
during the intake interview, and described in a brief phrase and inserted onto the 
scale. For example, Megan’s two symptoms were ‘spasmy * pain and ‘niggling' 
pain, which represented two aspects of what were regular pain experiences or states 
for her.
The Personal Symptom scale asks two questions about each symptom: 
respondents rate severity of worst pain and frequency during the previous week on 
a seven point scale (for severity, 0 = not applicable, 1 = very slight and 7 = 
extremely severe; number of days = 0 -7 ) . A total score of 0 -  28 is possible 
indicating nonexistent pain (n =  0) to extremely severe worst, and daily pain (n =  
28). An example is included in the appendix of measurements.
As indicated earlier, what was evaluated during each session was the presence of 
any of the pain experiences that became part of the clients’ pain lexicon, as worked
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into a six point scale. If this information was not given spontaneously, it was 
requested by the therapist. Serial and ongoing pain measurement has been shown 
to be important in establishing the accuracy of pain recall (Fischer et al., 1999) as 
retrospective accounts over more than a few weeks’ time are liable to recall bias.
4 . 4 . 3 . 1 . 3  Defensiveness and trait anxiety. Defensiveness and anxiety were measured 
at baseline, in order to establish alternative evidence for their description beyond 
the psychodynamic formulation of the case. The Weinberger Index (combined 
Taylor Manifest Anxiety and Marlowe-Crown scores) was chosen to define both 
trait anxiety and a generalised reliance on defenses against sources of social 
anxiety (e.g. humiliation, embarrassment, rejection). As indicated in the review of 
the literature on defensiveness, this index has been reported in a number of studies 
(e.g. Weinberger, 1990; Esterling et al., 1990). Its validity as a measure of this 
style is based on psychophysiological evidence (Weinberger, Schwarz &
Davidson, 1979), comparison with other psychometrics (Cosentino & Kahn, 1967; 
Esterling et al., 1993; Knier & Temoshok, 1984), and psychopathological evidence 
(Lane et al., 1990). Studies involving the general population as samples have 
found four categories of responders. A repressive coping style has been described 
as a relatively high Marlowe-Crowne score and low Taylor Manifest Anxiety score 
(see below fo r  definition). Other categories include high MCS and TM scores 
(anxious and defensive). Truly anxious are defined as those with high anxiety 
scores and low defensiveness (MC) scores, while Truly non-anxious have low 
MCS and TMAS scores. A more recent study has shown that among chronic pain 
patients, defensiveness and a repressive style have been correlated with self- 
reported disability (Deshields et al., 1995) and poorer outcomes from pain 
management programmes (Burns, 2000).
In most studies, quartile or upper, middle and lower third splits on the MCS and 
TMAS score distributions have been used to divide sample scores, a tradition 
established by Weinberger in his study series and continued in further studies (e.g. 
Lane et al. 2000). As only two cases have provided data here, the cut-off points 
used by Weinberger, Schwartz and Davidson (1979) will be used for comparison.
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4.4.3.1.4 Marlowe-Crowne Score. The Marlowe-Crowne Scale (MCS) is a 33 item 
true/ false scale (Crowne & Marlowe, 1960). Fifteen items keyed false are 
probable (i.e. likely to be true for anyone) but socially undesirable (e.g. No matter 
who Fm talking to, I am always a good listener). MCS scores have been found to 
increase with age (Cosentino & Kahn, 1967). With an adjustment for age, high 
scores (indicating high defensiveness) will be those above 19, in accordance with 
the cut off points used in other studies (e.g. Esterling et al., 1990; Weinberger, 
Schwartz & Davidson, 1979).
4.4.3.1.5 Taylor Manifest Anxiety Scale. The Taylor Manifest Anxiety Scale was 
developed as a measure of chronic internal anxiety or emotionality (Taylor, 1953).
It consists of 28 items, derived from the MMPI as statements indicative of 
manifest anxiety and respondents indicate whether each is true or false for them 
(e.g. I work under a great deal o f strain, I  am a very nervous person). It has shown 
adequate test-retest correlations, and scores from its original psychiatric sample 
correlated with clinical judgements of trait anxiety made by a team of practitioners 
(Cosentino & Kahn, 1967).
Other normative statistics from three chronic illness samples including chronic pain 
have been offered for a 50 item version of this scale, along with separate statistics 
for each gender (Moore, Kinsman & Dirks, 1984). Item clusters have also been 
found which suggest different patterns of anxiety, although follow up studies have 
not been forthcoming. Interesting among the findings however, is that the chronic 
pain sample have a higher mean overall anxiety score compared to asthmatic or 
tuberculosis patients, and that restlessness and physiological anxiety appear to 
feature in their responses. This bears some similarity to the finding of Morley, de 
Williams and Black (2002) who describe irritability and dissatisfaction more 
frequently endorsed by chronic pain patients on the BDI.
In this study, high levels of anxiety will be those above 22 while low anxiety will 
include scores under 14.
4.4.3.2 Other psychological symptoms / well-being
4.4.3.2.1 Beck Anxiety Inventory (BAI) The Beck Anxiety Inventory is a 21 item 
scale listing symptoms of anxiety (Beck, 1978). Respondents rate the degree to
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which they experience each (not at all -  severely, corresponding to scores 0 - 3). 
This inventory is designed to measure state anxiety, as opposed to trait anxiety, as 
with the TMAS. Items include 14 physical symptoms (e.g. numbness, difficulty 
breathing, indigestion) and 7 cognitive -affective symptoms (e.g. unable to relax, 
fear the worst is happening, fear o f dying), although these have not been separately 
scaled and total scores are used to classify relative degree of anxiety experienced 
by the respondent. A BAI score of over 21 is classified as moderate-severe 
anxiety, while a score of 12 -  20 is considered mild anxiety.
4 . 4 . 3 . 2 . 2  Beck Depression Inventory (BDI) The Beck Depression Inventory is a 
well-established measure for assessing depressive symptoms. It has demonstrated 
ample reliability and validity in mental health contexts (Beck, Steer & Garbin, 
1988). It is composed of 21 items, each containing four related statements. 
Respondents are asked to pick one from each item that best fits them (e.g. I am not 
particularly discouraged about the future / 1 fee l discouraged about the future / I  
feel I have nothing to look forw ard to / I  fee l the future is hopeless and that things 
cannot improve). Classifications of degrees of clinical depression can be based on 
score ranges.
Recently, factor analytic studies have confirmed two separate factors, which have 
differentiated item scores from large scale chronic pain and psychiatric samples 
(Morley, de Williams & Black, 2002). Chronic pain patients tend to score highly 
on the items containing somatic and physical symptoms, while psychiatric patients 
score higher on items containing negative views o f the se lf  Items involving 
symptoms of negative affect did not distinguish between these two samples (i.e. 
scores on these and the other items differentiate degree of depression rather than 
variations in kind or type). These authors and others (e.g. Endler, Rutherford, 
Denisoff, 1999) have concluded that there may be different subtypes of this mood 
disorder based on subscaled scores from physical or self-view items.
As chronic pain patients score highly on indicators of somatic distress rather than 
poor self-concept, this finding might be used to support either or two different 
hypotheses. First, a classification of depression may result from the experiencing 
of uncomfortable symptoms accompanying chronic pain, and affective symptoms 
might be explained as the result of living with chronic or uncontrolled pain and its
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impacts on life functioning or self-concept. Alternatively, for some patients the 
presence of somatic distress may reveal a relative inability to interpret 
physiological correlates of emotional arousal, or other sensory signals, which are 
instead interpreted as discomfort and are otherwise mysterious in nature. These 
hypothetical explanations for the aetiology of depression are not mutually 
exclusive. Potentially important for the study here is that some patients may 
experience their depression as somatic distress, therefore pain and other sensory 
discomfort could become the focus for expressing depressive experience. In 
addition, these symptoms may in fact be body-based experiences that are not well - 
understood, and become the basis for emotional distress.
4. 4. 3. 2. 3 Cognitive scale for Functional Bowel Disorders (CSFBD) The Cognitive 
Scale for Functional Bowel Disorders (CSFBD) was designed to assess the impacts 
of functional gastrointestinal symptoms (Toner et al., 1998). Twenty-five items 
are designed as self-statements (e.g. I worry about not being able to cope in public; 
I must get home if  I have symptoms, I fee l I cannot take advantage o f opportunities 
due to my bowel problems / pain) and respondents rate their agreement on a seven- 
point scale (where 1=1 disagree strongly and 7 = 1 agree strongly), thus responses 
range from scores of 25 to 175. Higher scores indicate more concerns, or a higher 
degree of concern about a range of symptom impacts (or both) as well as personal 
impacts on others. In an initial medium -sized sample of functional 
gastrointestinal patients, the scale demonstrated good inter-item reliability and 
good face validity. As this scale includes items that refer more particularly to non­
pain related IBS type symptoms (e.g. diarrhoea and constipation), and as the 
interpretation of the word bowel was felt to add potential confusion (e.g. Megan 
saw her symptoms as ‘gastric’ or ‘stomach’ even though she did have bowel 
involvement) one addition was made to the scale here. For 10 items, the word pain  
was added as an alternative to the regular statement (e.g. I ’m always sick with 
bowel problems became I ’m always sick with bowel problem s or pain).
4 . 4 . 3 . 2 . 4  CORE The Core Outcomes in Routine Evaluation (CORE) was 
designed to measure psychological functioning (CORE System Group, 1998). It 
was developed to evaluate the practice of psychological therapy for clinical and 
audit purposes. It was designed to be used for assessing the symptom status of a
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client undergoing any kind of psychological therapy, and measure distress 
according to subjective well-being as well as problems or symptoms, and includes 
a scale for social and life functioning and risk to self and others. As it measures 
global distress, it has been employed in a number of outcome studies, many of 
which have been coordinated by the CORE System developers at the University of 
Leeds.
The scale has 24 statements which respondents rate according to the frequency they 
experience each statement on a 5 point scale (0 for not at all; 4 for most of the 
time). Mean item scores are calculated for four subscales (subjective well-being, 
problems / symptoms, life functioning, and risk/harm) and for a total mean score. 
Higher scores indicate greater distress.
Scale ID Dimension n of items Total score 
range
Mean score 
range
W Well - being 4 items 0 -16 0 - 4
P Problems or
symptoms 12 items 0 -48 0 - 4
F Functioning 12 items 0-48 0 - 4
R Risk 6 items 0 -48 0 - 4
Total Total Score 34 items 0-136 0 - 4
Table 4.3 Subscales of the CORE
(reprin ted  from  CORE System  G roup, C lin ical O utcom es in  R outine E valuation System  
M anagem ent Handbook, p . E:7.)
The subscales and score ranges are listed above in Table 4.3. The CORE has 
demonstrated good reliability and validity and has been used in multiple large scale 
studies in order to develop normative statistics for both clinical and non -clinical 
populations. Separate statistics are available for each gender. Clinical and non- 
clinical norms were consulted in the consideration of these case scores, as were 
cut-off points for clinical significance.
4.4 .3 .2 .5  EUROQUOL The EuroQuol was designed as a simple rating scale of 
general health status (EuroQuoL Group, 1990). It is an easily administered and 
general purpose instrument; however it lacks sensitivity to dimensions or levels of
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change that might be appropriate to chronic pain patients. It does provide a single 
health index, and offers statistical findings from patient and non-patient groups. As 
with other health state valuation measurements, the EuroQuol incorporates a visual 
analog scale corresponding to valuation of general health state alongside more 
specific items which refer to specific symptoms or areas of function. The latter 
include five items or dimensions related to mobility, se\f-care, usual activity, pain/ 
discomfort, and emotional distress (i.e. symptoms of anxiety / depression). These 
are indicated by listing the score between 1—3 given for each dimension in 
succession. Each number corresponds to a different level of a symptom/ problem 
associated with illnesses, drawn from analyses of large -scale community 
responses rating over 200 statements describing a theoretical universe of health 
states and representing significantly different degrees of dysfunction or distress. A 
rating of 1 represents no problem, while ratings of 2 or 3 represent moderate or 
severe problems, respectively, in each dimension.
Thus the EuroQuol offers a profile (descriptive system on which an individual can 
evaluate their health state) composed of the single score from each of the five 
domains (e.g. 11112 represents having no health problems except for moderate 
anxiety or depression). This index provides a qualitatively distinct health 
measurement for each patient (i.e. 243 unique EuroQuol states are possible). 
Finally overall health status is indicated on a 20 cm thermometer scaled between 0 
and 100 points (0 = the worst imaginable health state; 100 = the best imaginable 
health state). Another scoring system exists in which weights are used (standard 
negative weights associated with each dimension and the number of impairments 
chosen are subtracted from the maximum score of 1.0; representing well-being).
For example, if one or more items is scored as a 2 on the 5 item scale, a constant of 
0.081 is subtracted. If one or more items is scored 3, a further constant is 
subtracted. Thus, someone with extreme anxiety 11113 scores 1.0 -  0.081—0.236 
-  0.269 = 0.414. Alternatively, a score can be based on the respondent’s own 
valuation, based on their 0 to 100 rating of how good or bad your health is today 
(McDowell & Newell, 1996).
Test-retest reliability is good (EuroQuol Group, 1990). Normative statistics are 
available on general public postal samples for several countries including the UK 
(Kind, 1996). These results can be consulted as a kind of general reference, and
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could be presumed to include both clinical and non-clinical populations (i.e. one 
third indicated some problem with pain and discomfort, or anxiety /depression, or 
both).
4.4.3. 3 Health and illness beliefs
4 . 4 . 3 . 3 . 1  Illness Perception Questionnaire The Illness Perception Questionnaire 
(IPQ) was developed by Weinman and his colleagues to assess a patient’s cognitive 
representation of illness (Wienman et.al., 1996). This scale is one among others 
developed from the framework that people’s illness cognitions are formed quickly 
from the symptom onset and the way that symptoms are perceived, and that basic 
aspects of how these perceptions are represented determine how a person will cope 
with their illness symptoms. Respondents rate their degree of agreement with 
statements, or degree to which symptoms occur in relation to a targeted illness.
The questions include 28 items composing five scaled scores, listed in Table 4.4 
below. The scoring on the four subscales associated with illness dimensions apart 
from identity was changed, so that for all subscales, higher scores were indicative 
of healthier perceptions or beliefs about illness (i.e. that they reflected beliefs that 
their illness was controllable at least in some ways, was created by psychological 
as well as physical or environmental factors, had impacts that did not impair 
functioning too severely, and ultimately was at least somewhat controllable).
There is no global score, emphasising the purpose of providing description and 
dimensions in a patient’s beliefs and perceptions about their illness. The range of 
scores permits a relative comparison of the degree to which patients ascribe to a 
particular belief (e.g. that any somatic sensations or symptoms are likely to be part 
of their undifferentiated whole experience of illness and attributed to their 
diagnosis, that their illness is likely to have widespread and severe impact, etc). 
While the cause and consequences scales name different domains for generating 
illness or suffering impacts from it, no further subscales have been derived for 
analyses. In the current analyses, the higher the identity score, the more likely 
respondents saw a variety of generalised symptoms as part of their illness complex. 
However for the other statements, a score of 5 (high end of the scale) was used to 
indicate more differentiation of beliefs in cause (except that others created illness
1 5 1
and self was irrelevant), greater belief in control, lack of pervasive consequences, 
shorter or containable time frame; in short, higher scores on these scales indicated a 
more defined and self-orientated and less anxious view of their symptoms.
This scale has been used to assess beliefs in both acute and chronic populations, 
and has shown good concurrent validity with clinical reports of function or 
disability made by patient and doctor, and IPP results from chronic functional 
illness (e.g. chronic fatigue syndrome) and acute illness (e.g. MI) patients 
discriminated between these groups especially on the Illness Identity scale 
(Pilowsky, 1997).
Scale Description f  items
Range o f  
possible 
scores 
for each 
item
High score means 
(more) belief /  
perception
Illness
identity
how illness is defined; 
symptoms associated with 
current sense o f illness
12 0 - 1 2
any somatic sensations likely 
interpretedLwithin illness 
framework
Timeline likely duration of the 
illness (e.g. acute or 
chronic; cyclic/ episodic)
4 0 - 5
that illness is limited in 
duration or exists in smaller 
acute episodes
Cause various attributions about 
the cause or causes
10 0 - 5
illness causes come from  
varied domains, including 
psychological/ stress related 
(5 physical, 3  psychological, 
2 social)
Consequences beliefs about illness 
severity and impacts on 
physical, social and 
psychological functioning
7 0 - 5
Has fewer serious impacts 
on life +  functioning
Cure/ control beliefs regarding whether 
symptoms are amenable to 
cure or control
5 0 - 5
that illness can be controlled 
to some degree by the  
individual
Table 4.4 Subscales of the Illness Perception Questionnaire
(from  Wienman et.al, 1996)
In addition, chronic pain, diabetes, chronic fatigue disorder and rheumatoid arthritis 
patients have shown distinctive profiles (Wienman et al., 1996). In addition, the 
mean age, culture and symptom duration for the chronic pain sample are similar to 
the clients in the current case studies.
In the current case studies, this scale was used to provide an alternative indication 
of how much clients in the current study related other symptoms to their chronic 
abdominal pain syndrome, and indicated their beliefs about causes, self-efficacy 
and prognosis in conjunction with indications from therapy interviews.
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4.4.3.4. Interpersonal Conflicts
4. 4. 3. 4 .1  Self-Understanding of Interpersonal Patterns (SUIP) The Self- 
Understanding of Interpersonal Patterns is a relatively new self-report measure 
developed by some of the original creators of the Core Conflictual Relationship 
Test (Connolly et al., 1999). Both attempt to measure core conflicts involving 
interpersonal relationships. The SUIP was designed to permit client’s own 
identification of these patterns or dilemmas (e.g. I  fee l the need to please others 
and let them push me to do something I don’t want to do; I need to be trusted by 
someone, and feel rejected when they do not trust me). Each item consists of a 
self-statement and respondents indicate their personal relevance by indicating ‘Yes’ 
or ‘No.’ If an item is marked ‘Yes,’ respondents are asked further to indicate their 
level of understanding of the dilemma by using a 4 point rating scale where 1=7  
recognise that I fee l and act this way with a significant person in my life, but I 
don ’t know why, 2 = 1 can see that this experience has become a pattern with 
multiple people in my life, but I  don’t know why, and 3 and 4 = 7 am beginning to 
see /  can clearly see that I fee l and act this way because o f past relationship 
experiences.
The number of self-statements and interpersonal conflicts they represent are tallied, 
and the degree of self- understanding is averaged across chosen items. In at least 
one published study, the SUIP has also been used to measure change in self­
understanding (as indicated both in conflict identification and level of 
understanding), in relation to dynamic psychotherapy (Connolly et al., 1999). The 
scale has demonstrated good internal consistency and test-retest reliability, and in 
an initial study has demonstrated that changes in self-understanding correlate well 
with changes in other health status indices (e.g. BAI, BDI, Brief Symptom 
Inventory). In this study, the SIUP was administered at baseline and again at 
outcome.
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4. 5 Therapist as Researcher
One final point regarding the analytic procedure that needs special mention is that 
the author served both as the primary researcher (i.e. case author for the 
psychodynamic formulation, the first rater in the assimilation analysis) and the 
therapist in each case. There was an attempt to be random in the selection of these 
two cases for intensive analysis; they were selected from the first four cases seen in 
the larger study. The two selection criteria involved their expressed intention to 
continue with the full duration of their therapy during assessment, and agreement to 
have their sessions taped.
This mix of therapist-researcher roles facilitated the remembering of personal 
details and therapeutic perspective relevant to the cases, but also offered a bias in 
interpreting client process and framing the significance of events. It became even 
more important to get a consensus of opinion about process and its ratings in 
conjunction with both the psychodynamic and assimilation analyses. As co­
ratings and reliability assessments published from other studies indicated that raters 
might frequently interpret voices or their interaction in a segment of therapeutic 
material differently, this became a significant issue for the research. The 
assimilation and psychodynamic analyses involved continuous interactions with 
co-formulator and co-rater over time, which served as an ongoing check on 
therapist interpretations. Both the psychodynamic supervisor (JW) and 
assimilation rater (MG) requested additional empirical data from MR in order to 
support her interpretations or ratings, from time to time. This influenced the 
analysis when evidence could not be provided within actual data records.
For the pain analogue analysis, the client became a collaborator in supplying 
ratings, although the analysis was performed by the therapist alone, and judgements 
regarding pain ratings were based on client narrative-based reporting of their pain 
episodes alone. Interpretations of pain and psychometric scales were guided by 
standardized findings and published results from other studies where possible.
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CHAPTER 5 CASE STUDY ONE
5.1 Case description and background
Megan was a forty-nine year old Scottish woman of Irish descent, working as a 
warden in a large residential centre for the aged. Although during the assessment 
interview she was at times cautious and did not advocate a psychologically-minded 
approach to thinking about her life situation or medical history, she was pleasant 
and talkative, punctuating her stories with humour and able to reflect some about 
her reactions to people in her life and difficulties she had with them. Megan was 
married for the second time with six children (five were still living, three aged 12 -  
16 at home and two grown sons had left home and made their own living).
Her own parents had died when she was a teen-ager, and she had married for the 
first time soon after. These deaths were significant because each parent was 
diagnosed only a very short while before their deaths (her mother with brain 
cancer, her father with heart disease).
Six years ago, Megan was diagnosed with a dysfunction of the gall bladder/ duct 
system into the duodenum (disease was not proven, but recurrent inflammation was 
found) and surgical removal of her gall bladder was considered the best option. 
However in the next year, she developed even more severe episodic spasmy pain 
with a less severe and continuous ‘sitting’ pain in her upper right midline region 
following her cholecystectomy (i.e. removal of the gall bladder). This was 
consistent with duct dysfunction. Her pattern fit the Rome II criteria for Sphincter 
of Oddi dysfunction, with pain as the predominant symptom. Her consultants also 
felt she was suffering from a chronic abdominal pain syndrome.
Her pain continued and worsened over following years, resulting in the pattern 
above. When severe, the only eventual relief for her pain came with opioid 
medication or hospitalisation for continuous review and care, but Megan felt these 
episodes ‘ran their course,’ and medication or other pain treatment only helped to 
moderate her suffering if it had any impact at all. These occurred on an average of 
2- 4 times per month (and as often as once or more a week) when she was first seen 
in therapy. She attempted to avoid medication at all costs until the pain got 
unbearable. She had been referred to a psychologist specialising in pain treatment 
briefly on recommendation of her doctors five years ago, but after two sessions felt
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psychological treatment was a waste of time. She did recognise there was a 
contiguity between this period of her medical history and the accidental death of 
one of her grown sons but could not see any relationship this might have with her 
pain symptoms.
A more recent referral to the research-based psychotherapy project for functional 
digestive disorders occurred during another round of routine gastrointestinal 
investigations, following an exhausting year of pain. This time, Megan agreed that 
she was willing to give therapy a try, as she realised other options had been 
exhausted and she felt she was losing her ability to cope with her current pattern of 
living. Megan considered it might be useful in learning more about her pain, but 
admitted to feeling sceptical still.
Megan attended for 31 sessions of therapy over a nine month period. During the 
assessment phase, which lasted three sessions, Megan appeared to struggle against 
recognising her own anxiety with a feisty defiance that often laced her interactions 
with others or with the therapist. This emotional approach to others was 
experienced by her therapist as resulting from a chronic source of anger as well, 
which manifested mostly in her vocal tone, facial expression or barks of laughter, 
which punctuated her stories on occasion.
5. 2 Findings from psychometric and pain measures
The findings from Megan’s psychometric and pain measures are contained in 
Table 5. 1.
5. 2.1 Illness and health beliefs and defensive style
5.2.1.1 Illness Perception Questionnaire. At baseline, Megan’s beliefs indicated that 
she saw her condition as severe, fairly permanent and unremitting, and inclusive of 
a number of related symptoms. She believed it was mysterious (i.e. she really did 
not know what caused it, or the factors related to its maintenance) yet disagreed 
strongly that it might be caused by biological or external factors such as germs, 
heredity, or by psychological / stress factors. She was not clear about external 
factors that may have contributed to her current condition.
1 5 6
Questionnaire Baseline Outcome Change or description o f results
score score
Chronic Pain Grade 
Questionnaire
Pain intensity
76. 6 43. 3 Significant reduction o f  pain
Disability points
5. 0 0. 0 grade (intensity and disability)
Pain Grade
IV I
No difference in frequency +
Personal symptom scale 9 10 severity during sample week preceding administration
Defensiveness Index Combined score indicates high
Marlowe-Crowne Index 12 defensiveness and low anxiety =
Taylor Manifest Anxiety Scale 9 —
repressive style
Significant reduction in state
Beck Anxiety Inventory 22 5 anxiety symptoms
Beck Depression Inventory 3 1 N ot clinically depressed at
baseline or outcome
CORE
TOT 0.12 0 .1 8
Well-being 0 .2 5 0. 25 No clinically significant features
Physical functioning 0 .3 3 0. 42 o f distress at either baseline or outcome
Functioning (social, life) 0 .0 7 0. 00
Risk 0. 00 0. 00
EURQQUOL Profile 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 1
Weighted scores 0.796 0. 796 No change in profile, but 20 per
Self-perceived health status 50 70
cent increase in health status
CSFBD Reduction in total frequency of
Tot = 90 58 c o n c e r n s  related to bowel
Mean = 3 .6 0 2 .3 2 symptoms and decrease in 
perceived worry
SUIP themes 0 4 Shift from no interpersonal themes selected at baseline to
Self understanding — 2 .5 0 four themes with some self-
(mean) understanding o f underlying 
conflicts
IPQ
Illness identity 
Time -line
1. 17 
1. 25
0. 92 
2. 50
Decrease in identifying common 
symptoms as part o f chronic 
illness; Increase in perceived
Cause 2. 60 2. 80 control, understanding o f
Consequences 2. 14 2. 43 possible psychological factors; confidence that illness impacts
Control /  Cure 2. 60 3. 80 are not so pervasive or disabling
Table 5.1 Psychometric and pain scale findings for Megan
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She indicated multiple impacts on her functioning, with more concern over how it 
affected her personal ability to maintain her work and home-related activities, 
rather than social impacts. Last, she varied somewhat in her responses to 
statements on the degree to which she felt she had control over her illness and 
could count on others help. (e.g. strongly disagreed with the statement, What I do 
can determine whether my illness gets better or worse, but neither agreed or 
disagreed with there is very little 1 can do to improve my illness). Across the six 
items in this scale, however, Megan indicated a loss of perceived control and a lack 
of clarity about what she could do to help herself.
In combination the pre-therapy IPP results indicated that although Megan wanted 
to take charge and do something to help herself live more effectively, her confusion 
and fears about her illness, and its meaning were strong obstacles. She was 
confused and frightened about the pervasive severity of her illness and lack of 
understanding of it. Further, she was unsure of the care she had received from her 
medical team in the past, and the degree to which they might be effective in 
helping her in the future.
At outcome, there was a trend towards feeling that she was gaining more control, 
and definition over her illness; Megan’s experience of it was more contained and 
she was less worried about its consequences and future impacts. Megan’s illness 
identity had become more precise (i.e. she attributed fewer somatic symptoms to 
her chronic condition), and she was moved away from a committed belief that her 
pain was permanent. Her beliefs about its potential causes remained somewhat 
externalised, however she was beginning to attribute psychological factors as a 
primary cause, which she had not done previously. Interestingly, on the item, my 
illness was caused by poor medical care in the past, Megan’s response moved from 
neither agree or disagree to strongly disagree. In considering the impacts of her 
illness, Megan’s responses changed in two ways. She strongly agreed with the 
statement my illness has strongly affected the way that others see me whereas she 
had strongly disagreed with this statement at baseline, and on other items showed a 
somewhat greater differentiation of perceptions on how her condition affected 
others around her and her own self-concept. Second, she felt she had gained some 
ability to live with her illness (moving from strongly disagree at baseline to agree
at outcome). Finally, her sense of control over her illness and belief that it would 
continue to improve with time had increased.
5 . 2 . 1 . 2  Weinberger Index Megan’s Marlowe-Crowne score of 2 2  indicated a 
relatively high degree of defensiveness (only one study placing an upper category 
boundary for high defensiveness at 2 3  was Esterling et al. (1990). Combined with 
a Taylor Manifest Anxiety Scale score of 9 at baseline, Megan was classified as a 
repressor (high defensiveness with low anxiety scores). This was consistent with 
her clinical assessment by her therapist during the assessment period (see below).
5. 2. 2 Psychological symptoms and well-being
5 .2.2.1 Beck Anxiety Index. Megan’s baseline BAI score of 22 indicated a moderate 
to severe level of anxiety. By outcome, her score of 5 revealed a significant 
reduction in anxiety. The contrast between the results of this scale and the TMAS, 
on which Megan’s baseline score of 9 indicated little manifest anxiety, deserves 
comment. The BAI asks respondents to indicate the degree to which they have 
experienced specific symptoms representative of their current or recent sta te’, two -  
thirds of these are physiological manifestations such as sweating or shaky (e.g. 
feeling shaky). These offer a different opportunity for self-report, compared with 
the TMAS, which asks respondents to indicate a greater number of anxiety 
experiences from a psychological frame of reference (e.g. indicating social 
embarrassment, sensitivity, etc); in addition, respondents are asked to indicate 
whether descriptive statements (e.g. at times I lose sleep over worry; I work under 
a great deal o f strain) are generally true (i.e. how they experience themselves) as 
traits. This is also consistent with a defensive and repressive coping style, which 
defends against a chronic state of inner anxiety not yet recognised by the individual 
herself. By the termination of therapy, Megan’s BAI scores indicated that she 
identified few anxiety -related bodily experiences. Although an alternative 
explanation could be that this reduction in reported anxiety symptoms might 
instead indicate her growing awareness of this relationship between symptoms and 
inner anxiety, and desire to manage others’ impressions of her as non-anxious, 
these findings were consistent with her own reports of feeling less agitated and able 
to think about her responses more calmly near the end of and follow up from her 
therapy.
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5 .2.2.2 Beck Depression Index. Megan’s BDI score at baseline (3) indicated few 
reported depressive features (i.e. a score of 10 is needed to qualify for mild 
depression). Her scored items included one affective (feeling guilty) and two 
physical symptoms (worried about physical health, aches and pain; more tired than 
usual) at baseline. By outcome (BDI =1), this picture had not changed, and she 
indicated only one physical symptom (problematic sleep). One question that 
remained was whether Megan’s low scores might also represent the active and 
ongoing use of her defensive strategies to ward off frightening affective 
experiences. However, the thematic fantasies that she did entertain during her 
treatment were more concerned with annihilation rather than loss of self through 
low self-worth or inability to cope, and thus more indicative of anxiety than 
depression (Blackburn & Davidson, 1990).
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5. 2. 3 General health status and impacts of illness
5. 2. 3. 1 Clinical Outcomes Routine Evaluation. Megan’s baseline CORE consisted of 
a mean combined score of 0.12 at baseline, with none of her scaled scores (i.e. 
Well-being, Life functioning, Physical symptoms, Risk) achieving clinical 
significance. A conventional perspective on Megan’s CORE total score and 
subscale scores indicate that she was not symptomatic of psychological or 
functional distress either at baseline or outcome. These results may also reflect the 
singularity of her focus on pain as her only presenting problem. In fact, three of 
these scores (i.e. the combined mean, and the means for Well-being and 
Functioning) were more than one standard deviation below the mean scores for 
non-clinical female population derived in the normative pool of scores (CORE, 
1998).
At outcome, her combined mean score of 0.18 did not represent a significant 
increase, nor did any of her scaled scores change significantly. This change was 
created by a move to a more frequent response category for being troubled by 
aches and pains, and occasionally feeling like crying.
Together with the results of other symptom -based scales, these findings warrant 
further comment. Her CORE scores at baseline and outcome parallel her TMAS,
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and BDI, but not her BAI, pain or CSFBD scores (below) regarding her 
approbation of symptoms. The fact that her Weinberger Index indicated a reliance 
on repression (i.e. her Marlowe Crowne score in particular indicated a high degree 
of concern for social approval) and her therapy notes revealed a reliance on a stoic 
and pseudo-strong persona may help to explain these apparent contradictions. Her 
asymptomatic scores (including her low CORE scores) may well rely on the fact 
that these measures are self-report, and the kinds of self-statements offered in the 
scales for psychological symptoms could provoke a response of denial and concern 
for impression management. In contrast, her BAI and CSFBS scores may reflect a 
different mode of response. On the latter scales, the stimulus symptoms or 
questions that may have been more consonant with her ongoing inner narrative 
about her experience. Alternatively, they may have provoked less embarrassment 
or guilt and could been viewed as addressing more acceptable concerns within a 
medical framework.
5 .2 .3 .2  EuroQuoI. At baseline her self-reported health status (EuroQuol) 
indicated no problems with health except for moderate pain, and that she judged 
her overall health status to be exactly midway between the ‘worst’ and ‘best’ 
imaginable health states. By outcome, her EuroQuol profile did not change (i.e. 
she still indicated a moderate problem with pain), but her overall health status 
rating had increased by 20 percent (from a midpoint score of 50 to 70).
It is not clear how to interpret this finding. It could indicate that the pain item with 
its two category system (moderate vs extreme discomfort) was not sensitive enough 
to register any differences in distress level. Alternatively it could mean that even at 
termination (when this client was experiencing a pain episode), she experienced her 
overall health as significantly improved, even though she still experienced pain. It 
should be remembered, however, that in the 1993 UK population postal survey 
used as one standard for the EuroQuol, over 24.2 per cent of adults under age 60 
indicated some problem with pain or discomfort (Kind, 1996).
5. 2 .3 .3  Cognitive Scale for Functional Bowel Disorders. Megan’s scores at baseline 
indicated that she believed she suffered impairment about the multiple impacts of 
her condition or worry about her condition (her baseline total score was 90, with a 
mean interference rating of 3.60 on a 1 -  7 point scale). She failed to mark 5
items on her baseline scale, and so it should be remembered her score may have 
under-represented her degree of concerns. She used the full scale of 7 points in her 
ratings, and the concerns she indicated (marked at level 5 - 7 )  included her concern 
with how much or how often her symptoms interfered with her ability to function.
By outcome, her total number of concerns had reduced (outcome total = 58), with a 
mean interference rating of 2.32. On this administration, she responded to all of 
the items, indicating interference on only 8 items (indicating less concern in 
relation to specific items). Her interference ratings decreased between one and 
three points.
5. 2. 4 Pain measurements
5. 2. 4.1 Personal Symptom Scale and Chronic Pain Grade Questionnaire. Megan’s pain 
measurements at baseline revealed a mixed picture, consonant with her self -  
reports regarding her pain episodes. The week prior to entering therapy (i.e. just 
following the intake interview) was a ‘good’ week for her, in that she suffered only 
a slight twinge of a spasm and a moderate amount of her less-anxiety-producing 
‘niggling’ pain. On the Personal Symptom Scale, which asked for a report of worst 
pain during the previous week, Megan’s total score was relatively low (9 out of a 
possible 36 points). However, her baseline Chronic Pain Grade was IV (the 
most severe intensity and disability grade). On this scale, which also combines 
information about a number of aspects of pain experience, a report is made of the 
average and worst experiences over the previous month, however. In the Penny et 
al. (1999) Grampian study, 16 per cent of a combined chronic pain and general 
practice sample (n = 5880) administered the CPGQ achieved a classification of 
Grade IV. Together these scores reveal her experience that pain created 
interference in her functioning and at its worst was as severe as possible. Her 
current pain was rated as mid-way between ‘no pain’ and ‘pain as bad as it could 
be’ on a ten point scale, and her average pain was 40 per cent on this same scale.
At outcome, her Personal Symptom Scale total was relatively unchanged at her 
final report during the week following therapy, in which she was suffering a re­
occurrence of pain (a total score of 10). Viewed alone, this scale would not 
indicate a change between baseline and outcome (six weeks post-therapy) in
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Megan’s self-report of pain severity and frequency during the previous week.
Her Chronic Pain Grade Questionnaire revealed a different picture of pain status, 
however. Her outcome scores showed a significant reduction in pain intensity and 
disability (Pain Grade = I). Comparison of her change in Pain Grade with the large 
scale Grampian sample showed that of those pain patients receiving a Grade of IV 
at first testing, only approximately 3 or 4 per cent showed a reduction at six months 
(where intervening treatment was not measured) (Elliott et al., 2002a); and 8 per 
cent showed a reduction of pain to Grade I at a 4 year follow -up (Elliott et al., 
2002b). Comparison of her outcome with baseline scores on individual items 
showed a mean reduction of 5 points on the 10 point scale in her report of the two 
six month periods (pre-therapy - and during therapy). Together these measures 
mirrored her own initial reports of episodic and extremely severe pain with more 
continuous bothersome pain, and her experiences at outcome that her pain 
episodes, while still occurring, were less severe and more controllable.
5. 2.5 Interpersonal problems
5. 2. 5 .1  Self-Understanding of Interpersonal Problems. Megan did not mark any of 
the nineteen interpersonal patterns as relevant to her at baseline. However, during 
her first therapy session following her initial interview, she commented on this 
scale alone out of the entire set of psychometric scales she had completed at home. 
When looking at the items she reported that she did not feel any were similar to her 
own problems, however later she found herself reflecting that perhaps one did. 
When asked which item this was, Megan could recall it without needing to refer to 
a copy of the scale. It was item # 4 : 7  need someone to truly understand me, and 
feel hurt when he/ she cannot relate to my feelings. Megan hesitantly talked about 
this issue as a need of hers that she did not truly understand herself. She felt 
responsible for others’ misunderstanding of her and her pain, and went on to say 
that she experienced it as shame and disliking or a rejection based on her own 
badness or wrongness about things. She could not relate an example however, 
although the meaning of this conflict in her personal history became clearer later 
on.
At outcome, Megan marked 4 themes, with a mean self-understanding rating of 2.5 
(range = 2-3, out of four possible levels). These ratings indicated that Megan was 
aware that she had experienced this concern across different situations, but was
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unsure why (level 2), for example, she experienced a need to please others, or she 
needed to keep someone close to her, even when they needed to leave. She had 
gained more understanding (level 3 = I am beginning to see a link between present 
and past experiences, but the connection isn ’t yet clear) for her need to be truly 
understood by others, and hurt when others could not relate to her, and wanting 
others to be reliable, and feeling disappointed when she was let down. The themes 
reflected in her chosen statements involved a wish for approval, affection and 
closeness, which conflicted with her need to evaluate others’ responses and 
distance from them when they did not offer a regard and respect for her, and her 
anxiety over isolation and abandonment.
Thus, Megan initially indicated no or one interpersonal concerns but could 
acknowledge some in relation to this self-report measure over the course of her 
therapy. This finding is worthy of more comment. Although no norms exist for 
this scale at present, it might be expected for people to mark at least one or more 
concerns. For example, Connolly et al. (1999) in their reliability study reported 
one student sampled = 85), who marked an average of 11 items with a mean self­
understanding rating of 2.43. An alternative explanation might be that Megan 
denied her interpersonal concerns, or lacked awareness of them. This difference 
between administrations was interpreted as an indication of Megan’s greater 
awareness of interpersonal patterns by the end of her therapy, and was working 
toward understanding these dilemmas.
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5. 3 Therapeutic Formulation of Case and Therapy Process
In this section, the therapeutic process as experienced by Megan’s therapist (the 
author and co-analyst) and Megan herself (from comments in sessions as well as 
her follow-up interview with a separate interviewer) will be described. This will 
include how Megan’s intra- and interpersonal conflicts were formulated, and 
hypotheses about the relationship of pain to these psychological processes. 
Therapeutic goals will be described, and the therapist’s and supervisor’s 
description of therapeutic movement, as revealed by case notes and therapist 
experiences of the therapy, but also including gains as perceived by Megan and her 
therapist and her functioning at the end of therapy. The case formulation was 
grounded in a framework provided primarily by psychodynamic approaches to 
conflict definition (e.g. Kohut, 1977; Hinchelwood, 1996), but also informed by 
experiential principles (e.g. Greenberg, 1996; Clarke, 1989).
5. 3.1 Initial impressions and client focus
Megan appeared pleasant and talkative, and listened carefully to the therapist as she 
outlined the study parameters and requirements for her involvement. She admitted 
she was unsure about engaging in therapy, and whether it was useful, but was 
willing to give it a try; she wanted to examine all possibilities for help. The 
emotional context for this feeling and intention were her experiences of 
helplessness and exhaustion. She hadn’t improved in over the last six years and 
had sought help periodically, hoping that some new treatment might cure her of 
pain, once and for all. Her scepticism was politely offered but clear; her therapist 
felt it reflected a desire to be honest as well as defensive, and could accept both.
Her therapist noted that it may have offered a kind of protective resistance (i.e. it 
helped her keep her sense of self intact, away from potentially harmful experience 
and safe from inappropriate hope and attachment to people and ideas). For 
working in therapy, this would mean engaging with her defenses in a respectful 
way.
Megan’s expressed goal at the beginning of her therapy involved trying to better 
understand her pain episodes and her own responses to them, and the early sessions 
focused on pain-related events as well as her past family history. She readily 
offered stories about her life that were filled with events and people, and
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punctuated by frequent and sharp emotional bursts of anger or humour that flowed 
easily. The topics primarily focused on her job and relationships with co-workers 
and elderly tenants at the large residential home where she worked, and her family 
relationships. As early as session two, the therapist noted that Megan had begun to 
relax while relating the stories of her life, that filled the sessions. Again, these 
stories were interpreted as serving a defensive function at times, as well as 
providing a form of self-expression Megan used to describe herself, or her feelings 
about situations. As these stories began to be perceived as associated to Megan’s 
inner life (first by the therapist, and later by Megan), they were seen as a rich 
ground for Megan to approach an acknowledgment of her own unconscious 
conflicts, and unassimilated aspects of her experience that were attempting to 
emerge. Using everyday life as fabric for associations and symbols and working 
with material on two levels is common to a psychodynamic approach (Freud, 1901: 
1960; Lockhart, 1983). While a client needs to go further and develop insight 
regarding how outer events link with inner ones, their attention to and reflection on 
dramatic details in their outer lives is a first step in that process.
5. 3. 2 Formulation and therapeutic goals
5. 3. 2. 1 Self-regulation of conflicts and defenses against anxiety 
Megan’s initial presentation and descriptions of her responses to pain offered an 
early view into how she modulated her experiences (i.e. how certain roles and 
behaviour offered sources of esteem and defenses against anxiety). She offered a 
sense of her own identity that was tied to her tireless work as a warden and busy 
mother and wife of a growing family, and her recognition that she had been the 
sole support of now-grown sons in an earlier version of her family life. Even as a 
child, her sense of identity and worthiness were encased in being dutiful and 
obedient, although she recognised aspects of herself that stood outside of this role, 
and were the basis of a self with different needs and values, but also engendered 
perceived rejection within interpersonal encounters. Being seen as a competent 
and resourceful wife and mother and friend, and maintaining correct values were 
essential to Megan’s own sense of esteem in many narratives about her past and 
current life, and examples will be given below.
In her initial pain narratives, Megan’s expressed attitude was a stoic and avoidant 
one. Her regular strategy was to deny and avoid pain, or any upsetting sensation 
from her body. This had a paradoxical impact. She did not appear to want to let 
her body or feelings dictate her needs or state of mind, and so her insistence on 
avoiding somatic or psychological distress contributed to her ignoring sensory 
symptoms or responding with vigorous activity, until her pain became too great and 
overpowered her resistance. It was this contradictory nature of Megan’s pain 
problem that was most puzzling for her. She needed first to realise more fully her 
own attitude that admitting psychological distress, and allowing her body to 
become upset was considered a personal weakness, similar to complaining or 
asking for special care. Initially, however she could only focus on her distress as 
she experienced it as pain. She felt pride in resisting pain by remaining active and 
avoiding medication until the pain eventually overwhelmed her struggle by 
denying it. In addition to her resistance to psychological considerations regarding 
her pain, Megan revealed a certain rigidity -  and stoicism -  in her attitudes, 
especially as they involved her family or job. She was often compulsively duty- 
bound (e.g. she would focus on her home-making or job duties at the cost of other 
priorities and demanded too much work from herself); critical to ideas or beliefs 
alternative to her own expressed by family or friends, and avoidant to inner 
feelings that demanded their own attention and opposed her plans for how she 
wanted to direct her energy. These forms of regulating her activity and response to 
others and self continued to appear relatively fixed, and did not permit the variation 
that would be more typical of adaptive functioning.
Although Megan appeared lively and talkative during her assessment, she initially 
appeared to shrug off or minimize her description of potentially threatening events, 
and her therapist hypothesized that she was quite anxious and defended against 
recognizing her anxiety and its cause. Pain episodes presented the only fears she 
could describe in these terms. The therapist experienced Megan as having an 
underlying agitation to her tone and movements, and this was corroborated by her 
own reports of becoming easily irritated at home, and yelling at her children 
(although she reported that she never knew what was bothering her). At times, she 
appeared to chatter on, as if telling stories about life events was a way of plugging 
in gaps and not letting herself stray into territory within her narratives that might 
create upset. Her description of painful events, such as the death of her son,
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remained on an event -  oriented level, and permitted her to emotionally distance 
(e.g. Megan commented on her role in taking care of the funeral details and other 
people, and responded to queries that she didn’t have the time or inclination to 
consider her own feelings). At other times, when her talk -  or the therapist’s 
inquiries -  re -focused her into her own experience of events, she often shifted 
topic quickly early on. Megan also described periods of her childhood that were 
‘blank,’ and how her sister and brother currently remarked on her lack of memory 
for particular family events in the past. These moments of forgetting or ‘blanking 
out’ during current goal-directed activity occurred as well, and Megan’s own 
observation of these provided occasion for humour or chiding herself gently as silly 
and forgetful. Together these behaviours signalled an underlying repressive 
defense against occasionally intrusive sources of anxiety (Horowitz, 1979).
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While on the surface, she appeared to be capable of expressing a range of both 
positive and negative feelings, her attitudes about expressing her feelings herself 
differed from what she could permit others. It was hypothesised that this splitting 
both helped and inhibited Megan’s understanding of her own feelings. On the one 
hand, it occasionally enabled her to look at emotions at a distance, and reflect on their 
purpose, through others’ experiencing. On the other, it became a vicarious way of 
living her own feelings in a small and safe way. It was important to remember that 
Megan could not be assumed to be consciously trying to repress what she did not 
know about her experience, although at times she did offer a more conscious desire to 
avoid certain images and feelings that also felt intolerable and humiliating.
Her therapist’s experience of her included the recognition that Megan was truly 
frightened against realising ideas, or images, still unformulated but in some way self- 
destroying, that suggested a layering of defenses, some of which she was almost 
aware and others unaware (Gill, 1963). In addition to serving a defense against 
psychic pain, these strategies likely served to barricade Megan against her own 
impulses of anger, rage and destructiveness that could not be owned.
Her history offered many clues for why avoidant kinds of defense were employed 
against body-based experience, and why problems in her ability to form nurturing and 
consistent attachments had developed. The latter, important to gaining security in her 
attachments and developing the capacity of intimacy combined a need for others and 
their caring with a need to keep them at a distance.
5. 3. 2. 2 Experience of early attachments, fear and loss
Her pervasive memory of her family of origin was dominated by her father, and his 
rejection of her. Megan was the youngest of three children in a family with her 
father as head of the house, pervaded by a strongly established sense of religion, 
rules and order. She could not recall father’s speaking to her more than a few 
times during her childhood except to direct her into work activity for the family or 
parish church. Themes of not being heard or valued interlaced her accounts of 
growing up. Family rules and mores included inhibiting emotions and hiding 
personal weakness, and the threat of abandonment lurked in her father’s warning of 
the punishment that would follow transgression. While this was not an unusual 
family culture for Scottish families in the 1940s and 50s, Megan’s relationship with 
her parents was experienced as dominated by punishment and emotional 
withdrawal with little experience of warmth and praise. Her mother remained a 
shadowy figure in Megan’s accounts rarely instrumental in mediating Megan’s 
interactions with her father, herself compliant and in agreement with the family 
structure. In therapy, Megan could access her feelings of shame and rejection (i.e. 
she felt responsible for the responses she received) and her own frustration and 
confusion in relation to these events. She was still unsure about them when 
reflecting from an adult perspective. She did recall feeling angry and upset as a 
child. The desire to rebel and assert herself as an individual in familial scenarios 
continued to conflict with her needs for approval and attention, and her compliant 
(and silent) behaviours.
For Megan, this conflict evoked reminders the contingencies of silence and 
obedience she still associated with maintaining attachment. Her older sister, by 
contrast, was perceived as ‘perfect’ as she adjusted to the role of obedient and 
giving child, and in Megan’s memory, was praised and accepted by both mother 
and father. Her brother took the role of destructive rebel against family values and
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Megan placed herself in between her sister and brother in her attitudes towards 
home and family.
At sixteen, her parents died quickly, in succession. Megan made a further descent into 
unexpected loss, with its echoes of guilt, neglect and terror. Her mother took ill and 
died suddenly from a brain tumour. Her father died two months later from 
progressive but undiagnosed coronary disease. Similar events occurred prior to each 
death. Megan recalled experiencing a sudden awareness that her mother, then father 
was more seriously ill than others realised (i.e. their illnesses were interpreted as 
minor, self-healing complaints). The local doctor has been unconcerned upon hearing 
telephone reports in each case. Megan had to plead or demand repetitively for 
medical attention for her parents. In session, she re-experienced the significance of 
being the youngest child with the ‘smallest’ voice. Yet she was the one to get help, 
while others stood aside, content with what they had been told. These events were 
formulated as central to the development of a pervasive anxiety which developed into 
a more chronic need for vigilance against potentially overwhelming and destructive 
events. They also echoed the unconscious neglect that characterised her experience of 
family life, and the need for an actively caring agent to protect and gather the 
necessary resources for the family’s welfare.
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Megan remembered moments of unbearable and explosive anger in the weeks that 
followed these deaths. That these were responses to her own grief and unexpected 
loss, and the threats posed by her orphan status (e.g. being sent off to another country 
to live with distant relatives) she barely understood. In addition, she was plagued by 
other emotional reactions (e.g. guilt) she could not understand, and so she experienced 
feeling attacked from the inside as well. She could only express these feeling with 
diffuse aggression, but overt hostility was not tolerated by her remaining family (e.g. 
aunts and uncles), and she received numerous reprimands for her behaviour in the 
years that followed.
In therapy, Megan recognised that she had never adequately understood the 
complexity of her feelings about these deaths, as she was overcome with rage and fear
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at the time. She did recognise experiencing the environment as diffusely threatening, 
in her confusion over the neglect perceived in her parents’ health care, and by the 
likelihood of her being sent to live with Canadian relatives. Her relatives had the 
responsibility to decide who would take care of her and her siblings. None of her 
relatives in Scotland would take her in, although a place was found for her brother, 
and another for her sister. In rebellion, after a brief stay with an aunt, she took a job 
looking after a widower’s children in order to remain local and in proximity with her 
brother and sister. Within the year, she married this man, and her expectations of 
emotional neglect continued to be realised. In part, she realised her early marriage 
was an escape from the oppressive rule and powerlessness she had experienced in her 
family, but she had not realised how much she had internalised this experience or how 
much it continued to dominate her, and find emotionally abusive repetitions in her 
continued relationships with others, including her new husband.
They divorced a few years later when Megan decided to end the marriage, and she 
struggled on her own for some time working and looking after the children (she had 
one son of her own by now and adopted the two stepsons). Only years later when she 
met her second husband, thirteen years her senior, Megan was offered a caring and 
understanding relationship. Her husband was self-employed and suffered a pain- 
related rheumatic disease which disabled him from time to time for short periods, and 
he and Megan shared their experiences of long nights kept awake by unrelenting pain. 
Megan worried about their financial security in the years to come, as her husband held 
no pension and his income varied. He was reported to maintain a calming influence 
on the household; while Megan worried about things, her husband Tom would assure 
that things would be all right. When she entered therapy, she had been married for 26 
years, and had continued a sustaining and caring relationship with him.
Megan’s interpersonal expectations were revealed in these stories of neglect and 
avoidance of her own needs. Although more recently her relationship with her 
husband had modified her expectations somewhat, she continued to consider that the 
burden for her -  and her family’s -  safekeeping lay on her shoulders only. As new 
losses came into her life during therapy, the significance of past events for current 
functioning became clearer. Her closest friend, Shona died, and a few months later,
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she received the news that an uncle she had not seen in several years had died. Both 
of these events helped Megan realise her own ambivalent feelings about each 
relationship, and her ongoing needs for appreciation and care.
At the age of eight, her uncle began sexually abusing her. The abuse continued until 
she was fifteen. Although she knew in some way that his behaviour was inappropriate, 
it also provided her with special attention she craved, although she could barely touch 
the guilt she felt in her complicity with this secret arrangement. Her relationship with 
her uncle was always tinged with an acknowledgement that his behaviour toward her 
was inappropriate, which lengthened to a dread by the time she was in her early teens. 
She was not aware of how this contact may have served another need for her, in 
offering her a special status that she had never achieved in her own family. She knew 
she had been selected over her older sister, and that it had something to do with her 
personality, but did not understand what this was until she reflected on this as an adult. 
She was able to explore these events and their lasting impact with some degree of 
feeling, but this was the first time she had talked about these events, except with her 
second husband. For Megan this was a big step.
Other historic events had deepened this trauma and further complicated her emotional 
responses to it. When she was fifteen, her aunt (married to the abusing uncle) took her 
to Ireland on a trip, a ‘special’ treat offered to one of the children each year. Megan 
had been excited for a year waiting for this promised trip. Making a wish at a sacred 
religious site, her aunt was seized by and died suddenly from a heart attack. On the 
trip home, accompanying her aunt’s coffin, Megan felt seized with feelings of dread. 
In relating these events, she was not aware of feelings of guilt or aggression (i.e. 
linking this event with her sexual relations and shame with her aunt’s husband) and it 
appeared that these two events had been compartmentalised and their connection kept 
at bay for most of her life.
The events from her family history were offered as elaborations to questions about 
herself and her relationships with others, and how she responded to her medical 
condition, and current experiences of loss and anger. They brought her into close
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range of her repeated and deep experiences of vulnerability, emotional neglect and 
perceived rejection, which coloured her early life. Further, these were associated 
with her anxieties about sudden death that might unconsciously be linked to her 
own shameful deficiencies or rage towards others. That this material appeared 
fairly early on was possibly facilitated with the medical setting and situational 
contingencies that surrounded Megan’s psychotherapy (i.e. she was seen in a 
gastroenterology consultation room in which she had undoubtedly sat on other 
occasions receiving news of her diagnostic investigations), but at least it was felt to 
promote a parallel opportunity to elicit somatic and psychological issues during the 
early phase of her therapy, and possibly helped Megan to bypass her own 
resistance to traditional psychotherapy and psychology.
5. 3. 2. 3 Therapeutic goals
By the end of the fifth session, the therapist considered that along with exploring 
the potential conflicts that correlated with her pain episodes, Megan’s therapeutic 
goals included:
• To increase her awareness of her views about herself and her responses to 
others; to consider her longstanding role as nurturing caretaker, and move 
towards ability to accept her own needs for attachment and care; and to learn to 
give and receive in more flexible way.
• To work on developing more openness towards her own experiencing and 
begin identifying and accepting affective experience in particular (e.g. grief and 
rage), as well as other feeling responses that have been repressed and reduce the 
degree to which her dominant inner stoic and critical self-object controls her 
awareness of feelings. •
•  Further to the task stated above, to develop a better alliance with her body, and 
consider what relationship her somatic symptoms might have with her ways of 
being and coping
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5. 3. 3 Significant processes associated with movement during therapy
5. 3. 3 .1  Recognising defensive strategies and beginning to link events with inner responses.
Although Megan was aware of the events of her childhood and could describe them, it 
appeared that much of her emotional experiencing had been defended against. Her 
defense against strong feelings had become a kind of physical armour for her. It 
appeared to act as both an inner and outer shield, against inner contents rising up, and 
outer interpersonal conflicts she strove to avoid. She acknowledged that she had an 
internal barrier that came up whenever certain feelings related to anger or sadness 
came up. However, she was unaware of holding onto feelings about the past or 
denying them in the present; her barrier was experienced as something from within 
that kept her upright (i.e. it was also an inner supportive structure) and protected 
against threatening influences perceived as coming from outwith herself. Nor was 
she able to accept that feeling responses like grief were a necessary and healthy part of 
adjusting to loss for her, even if she could accept grieving as needs experienced by 
others. Reflecting on past losses, including the death of her adopted son, and current 
ones (e.g. the death of her closest friend between sessions 7 and 8) allowed Megan to 
process her own responses to feelings of sadness and pain that threatened to engulf 
her, and recognise her desire to ward off these feelings beyond tentative contact.
Her current pain episodes involving severe spasms with underlying, ‘waiting’ pain had 
started one year following the death of one of her sons. Although she was aware of 
this contiguity, she refused to consider it at a deeper level. In the course of her work 
in therapy, she did realise that she had mourned at a mental level, but she had avoided 
experiencing any deeper feelings or associations. What might earlier have been 
repressed now became minimised, but this strategy allowed her to pay brief attention 
to undeniable or strong feelings, and move away from them when her experiencing 
became too uncomfortable. These events enabled her to come closer to an underlying 
belief Megan had that the environment would not be responsive to her needs if she did 
become ‘undone,’ or needed to depend on others to help her contain her feelings, or 
she might suffer some form of disintegration if she gave way to such powerful 
feelings.
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She continued to talk without inhibition about her pain episodes past and present, 
and how they affected her anticipation of the future, and could engage into an 
exploration of the variation in pain qualities, even beginning to follow her therapist 
into associating to the metaphoric aspects of her descriptive language. Her pain 
episodes themselves ceased to be the focus for much of her work, however; rather, 
their relationship to ongoing external and internal events provided opportunities for 
Megan to contemplate other aspects of her internal environment -  her experiencing 
-  that might be related to the onset or offset of episodes, or their degree of severity 
and interference.
5. 3. 3. 2 Accepting support for a still emerging self, during anxiety over engulfment or 
annihilation. Her previous contact with a psychologist had led to behavioural and 
problem-focused homework to reduce anxiety (i.e. analyse coping strategies and learn 
relaxation), and she was also encouraged to talk about her son who had died the year 
before. Megan’s immediate response was to resist, along with the psychologist’s 
instruction in relaxation, something she avoided and feared. It was hypothesized that 
Megan experienced her initial therapist’s interventions as an attack against her rigid 
defenses including her compulsion to stay active. Without them, she felt she could 
not cope. In the current therapy relaxation was not stressed as a positive goal; rather 
her resistance was accepted through an understanding of why it was so important to 
her, but Megan’s experience of perpetual anxiety and need to avoid certain 
experiences was an early focus. It was felt important to offer an alliance initially with 
these defensive strategies, and use the therapy to help her realise how they worked, 
and what their limitations were more gradually. The recognition that she needed to 
decide how she wanted to work was stressed and became a cornerstone of the 
therapeutic process. The strength and pervasiveness of Megan’s ‘barrier’ (i.e. her 
term for her response of stiffening up and moving away from further recognition of 
her feelings), and use of focused and busy activity in order to help avoid them became 
clearer to her by the end of the beginning phase of therapy, and equally it became a 
barometer (to her therapist first, and then to Megan) that her anxiety was increasing, 
as her need for defense also increased later on. Early interventions included offering 
a more inquiry-orientated approach to understanding this barrier and how it worked, 
although its defensive functions were not directly interpreted by the therapist in a 
challenging way until the middle of the therapy.
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Joseph (1988) pointed out the importance of focusing attention on the forms of 
communication offered by the patient, as increasing awareness of how responses 
are framed can be experienced as communications themselves. They provided 
early steps in helping Megan see the conflicts between different parts of her own 
personality, and helping the therapist formulate their individual identity.
In a follow-up interview, Megan offered that she did not feel pressured by her current 
therapist to think about any particular topic, or change her point of view. She liked 
her experience of being listened to, but not passively regarded from a position of 
authority. At times she felt angry in relation to the implications of what her therapist 
suggested, but took in her therapist’s own view that she could try out ideas to see if 
they fit and would be useful. Gradually, she learned to use her therapist’s offerings, as 
possible explanations and islands of understanding that she could weave into the 
fabric of her own comprehension of events, and herself as an actor in them.
5. 3. 3. 3 Processing painful childhood memories, and humiliation and shame. Megan 
began to re-frame past experiences with family and other significant figures in her 
life as her therapist supported a gradual awareness of her need for care, and 
perceived increase in her vulnerability and the lack of responsive others in her early 
environment. Her positive feelings towards her family were valued by her desire 
to see her family members in a positive way, but her perception of her own 
conditional acceptance was also supported, as her therapist attempted to focus her 
exploration in a more feeling-orientated way within the boundaries in which Megan 
felt safe. In particular, it became more possible for her to encounter her fear of 
humiliation and rejection (for example, when she was a young teen-ager and she 
feared her father might find out about her sexual activity with his brother-in-law), 
and she could acknowledge her experiences of rejection and anger to his overall 
critical attitude toward her accomplishments. Being able to feel and describe these 
feelings helped her reflect further on them, and view herself -  and her father -  
more flexibly. Her rage over the sudden loss of both parents was still intact, and 
could be encountered with the distance of time and the safety from further criticism 
or fear offered within the sanctuary provided by her therapy.
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Megan’s industry and sense of responsibility for others helped Megan gain approval 
for herself as well as maintain attachment to others in her social environment. She 
primarily identified with her caretaking role as mother and care warden for the 
disabled elderly. Although she continued to receive esteem from these roles, she 
began to experience a conflict with them. Early on she began to realise an internal 
struggle between her usual caretaking role and an emergent part of herself personality 
that wanted a different role at times. An increased awareness of this conflict helped 
Megan to see that her sometimes compulsive desire to meet others’ needs was an 
impossible self-demand, yet she feared seeing herself as uncaring, or incompetent (her 
still generalised and vague reactions to her emerging impulses for change). These 
images brought up other feelings of shame, and a self-denigration that mirrored her 
childhood fears of humiliation within her family. She began to recognise and process 
these feelings of humiliation and loss that lay at the base of her compulsive role­
taking.
These reflections helped Megan engage more realistic discussions of her responsibility 
to others and decide what risks she was willing to take in the future. She began to 
make instrumental changes in her work role, and in other decisions that involved her 
listening to her own needs instead of the perceived needs of her children. Through 
most of the therapy, Megan still identified her fears most often as they related to the 
needs of her children and friends (especially her youngest son who at the age of 
twelve had been allowed to maintain an infant-like attachment to his mother), and 
only near the end of therapy could she identify her own needs and fears in relation to 
change.
5 .3 . 3. 4 Experiencing new losses and fears regarding her attachments to others. The 
deaths of three people significant within Megan’s life during her therapy provided 
other encounters with real loss, and an opportunity to try to cope differently with 
them. She struggled to keep her experiencing tolerable, and not lose her ability to 
function well. These events along with historic accounts helped Megan slowly 
encounter her fears against admitting too much emotional experience, especially 
rage or grief, which appeared as generalised, monstrous and frightening 
experiences. Around this time (i.e. around the midpoint of therapy) the therapist 
hypothesized that Megan’s barrier, and her physical experience of pain were both
manifestations of her avoidance of instinctive feelings and needs, created by their 
conflict with her accepted self as they kept pushing towards consciousness. These 
occasions were slowly encouraging a reflection about her own defensive processes, 
and their evolution within her own history of loss.
After she could allow herself brief periods of grieving during her therapy, Megan was 
able to recognise that she could feel ambivalently toward people she loved. Her 
friend’s death brought up a wealth of positive and negative reactions to Shona’s life 
choices and behaviours over the thirty-five years of their friendship. Her reflection on 
her ambivalence also connected her to less emergent aspects of her own personality 
that had been represented by Shona, during the latter’s life. In recognising feelings 
of dislike or anger, she found that she still could experience her caring for others, 
although this realisation took repeated encounters, and her recognition that her anger 
had previously represented a state of mind occluding other feelings. On occasion, 
this splitting had led to encounters in which her anger was expressed in scathing voice, 
and left her feeling unconnected to the other, and guilty for it.
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5. 3. 3. 5 Developing an awareness of needs and self-nurturance. Slowly Megan began to 
recognise other needs of her own that corresponded to bodily needs. Her attempts to 
respond to her own needs for rest and relaxation and enjoyment of her personal 
interests in an experimental way. This was evidenced by her ability to take time for 
herself, or take brief holidays with her husband without guilt obstructing earlier plans. 
Although she had stated to her therapist that she did not want to be instructed in 
relaxation, at times, she used her therapy as a reason to announce to others that she 
needed to take better care of herself, and not continually be active when her body 
signalled a need for rest.
Previously, Megan’s avoidant responses to her body also impacted on her refusal to 
be concerned about fashion and attractiveness. Although attentive to her grooming, 
she declared a lack of interest in her looks (e.g. she became irritated when her 
daughter pressed her to go shopping for new clothes and make-up, to accentuate her 
appearance). However she did begin to hear what her daughter had been trying to say, 
and began to experiment a little with her appearance. She did not recognise
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sensations related to sexual arousal except rarely, and was only concerned with the 
impact this had on her husband. She was eventually able to recognise that she might 
be missing a vital part of life experience, and might be ready to engage in some 
counselling at a later time.
5. 3. 3. 6 Managing conflict within awareness: Viewing external interpersonal events as 
mirrors for internal conflicts. Another major movement throughout her therapy 
involved a shift from externalising difficult or selfish feelings and motives in others 
to being more able to experience them within, especially with regard to her need 
for self-nurturance, both at home and in the workplace. Another example 
involved her repeatedly encountering a harsh criticism from her father or from 
other relatives in her historical narratives, which gradually led to her awareness of 
her own harsh criticism of others.
As she continued to listen more to her own needs rather than the dictates of a 
punishing and demanding inner object, other experiences of anger surfaced, followed 
by anxiety over hurting someone else she should be caring for. These experiences 
within her therapy were frequent and although they appeared to be fragmentary, were 
considered to be essential for a working through process and relinquishing the 
controlling offered by her critical object within. At other times, moments of anger or 
anxiety would occur, and rather than ignore them Megan became more able to accept 
that feelings were arising in relation to some thought-related or outer-related event, 
even if it wasn’t apparent at first where this relationship existed. Examples of 
spontaneously expressed anger or frustration, even if pointed at family or friends 
could be expressed without self- recrimination.
Her relationships to others underwent reflection as she began to value her own 
impressions and feelings over time, and accepted her needs to relate to others and 
receive care and respect. During the middle phase of her therapy, Megan was able to 
articulate this conflict between caring for others and discovering her own needs for 
stimulation and care, and work with it. This was active work on her part, carried 
between sessions as well as within them. Her pain was quiet during this phase, and 
this surprised her given her psychological experience of conflict and stress. The 
prospect of a new job, which Megan both desired and feared, provided a good ground
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for her struggle with this conflict. She often shifted her perspective back and forth 
regarding what was best for her to want, and do (i.e. the job created conflict within her 
family as her children feared this change would mean less availability of their mother 
and a physical move of home). These shifts revealed the intensity of her conflict and 
at times she regressed back to her old patterns of avoidance. With her therapist’s 
guidance, these occasions also allowed her to experience her tension more deeply and 
formulate about her confusion without the fear of being overwhelmed by it.
By the end of therapy Megan was also able to see other aspects of herself, as a 
lively, expressive woman, interested in people who lived and related in a way quite 
different from herself. She realised that her inability to receive any sort of 
acceptance or mirroring of these qualities as a growing child had led her to hide 
and devalue them as well. A big step forward occurred when she applied for and 
got a new job, which conferred new status and power. For Megan, it represented 
her growing ability to work through enough of her own resistance to change and 
accept an invitation to express herself without tending to others first. It also led 
her to begin to face her own, deeper conflicts about her worth. With support in her 
therapy and also from her new co-workers, Megan could better allow herself to 
become a novice within a new occupational role and yet establish her own identity 
as manager.
5. 3. 3. 7 Developing trust and dependency needs as an adult, and interpersonal awareness.
Learning about and accepting the insufficiency of early experiences for developing 
adequate concepts of self-needs and fuller self-concept could only be part of 
Megan’s self-development; she still needed time and experience to resume this 
developmental process in current relationships. Her therapist continued to mirror 
her responses and their ambivalence with acceptance, as she did Megan’s 
occasional expressions of bitterness or anger or temper.
Issues of trust and dependency continued to interlace Megan’s accounts of 
interactions with her medical team. She had developed some trust for both her 
surgeon and her current physician, based on their concerned and respectful 
approach to her. Her views changed to the realisation that they were trying to help 
her but were limited by a lack of technology to diagnose her problem further or
remedy to cure her pain. She had a more ambivalent relationship with her GPs, 
reflecting similar difficulties as she reported having with prior medical contacts 
more generally. These contacts, past and present, left her feeling unheard and 
possibly fraudulent. Her reactions to ongoing visits with her GPs and consultants 
were explored during the whole of her therapy, and were linked to other 
experiences of neglect and rejection activated from within, as well as in response to 
external interpersonal events. Megan was able to engage in this exploration well. 
Over time, she was better able to discriminate how much her anger and frustration 
represented realistic responses to an other’s behaviour or expressed attitudes, or her 
interpretations of them based her own fears. She was aware that at least some of 
her doctors were competent and well-intentioned, but that their arsenal of resources 
and knowledge were limited. She knew there probably wasn’t much they could 
do for her, except reassure and medicate appropriately as she needed. Similarly, 
she began to see how her expectations of help and concern from managers and 
other people in authority elicited similar transference reactions (i.e. expectations 
that she would not be heard, and that power would be used in a way that did not 
consider her needs or point of view). In other examples, occasionally rude and 
neglectful treatment from others did appear to be externally motivated, leaving her 
open to decide how she wanted to respond in these occasions and use her own 
knowledge of herself in the process.
5. 3. 3. 8 Able to tolerate self as separate and handle fear in a safer way. Other important 
events in therapy involved the opportunity to re-experience earlier feelings with 
less fear that they would destroy her. These events were recalled by Megan in her 
follow-up interview. In some ways this was cathartic, and brought a new 
understanding of how deeply she felt shame and rage in certain examples. It was 
her therapist’s impression that Megan only began to process these feelings 
however. Megan admitted at the end of therapy that she was still hesitant to let 
herself experience much more, while at the same time she realised it was hurtful to 
herself to hold onto anger and grief without finding ‘escape valves’ for them.
During the second half of her therapy, Megan had moved away from an external 
focus in her narratives and had progressed to a somewhat deeper level of 
experiencing. On several occasions, she posed questions to herself about the way 
she was responding and what it meant that she did so, in relation to specific events
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(e.g. the appearance of new somatic symptoms, feeling tense or worried, why she 
moved away from or approached remarks made by others on different occasions). 
Her feeling-toned words were more explicit, and she compared how they fit with 
her self-image or other voices within herself. She did not explore her responses 
further than this, but was able to focus more often on her experience rather than 
describe or justify her behaviour. She was also able to recognise more variety in 
her shades of feeling, and was less afraid or restricted in her emotional exploration.
For example, during the course of her work, new physical sensations that felt 
uncomfortable and were not understood became a source of worry and anxiety. 
Over time she felt able to share these concerns and begin to construct possible 
images from these sensations which gave these ‘new pains’ potential and symbolic 
meaning. Thus she began to be able to listen to herself, in a way she had not 
experienced from others. For example, she could recognize the meaning and value 
of feelings of irritation or guilt, and appreciate her needs for self-focus or grieving 
for her losses. Other examples of these and aforementioned changes can be 
observed in the assimilation analysis below.
5. 3. 3. 9 Ending and separation fears identified at termination. Near termination, her 
therapist pointed out that her speaking voice had changed. At times, it was heard 
as a relaxed, more variable tone. Alternatively, when trying to access difficult 
feelings, her voice sounded as if it was coming from a deeper place, from which 
she could only utter a few words. An example involved the last session, when 
Megan was asked what would be lost, by not having any more sessions. She 
responded with two words: ‘Contact. Explanation’ and only later could reflect on 
what these meant to her, from a less painful place within. However, Megan was 
only slightly able to voice her concerns over her imminent separation from the 
therapy, and initially did not connect a resurgence of pain episodes with the last 
five weeks in her therapy. By the follow-up period she was able to discuss her 
anxiety over this event more directly.
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5.4 Voices Formulation and Assimilation Analysis
An assimilation analysis was performed to provide a second analysis of Megan’s 
conflicts, and their changes during therapy. Voices were selected on the basis of 
expressed characteristics including vocal tone and other prosodic qualities, points 
of view or perspectives, expressed needs or desires or values, and also in relation to 
conflicts that were revealed between more established ways of being and what 
appeared to be emerging parts of Megan’s personality. First, the selection of 
voices for process measurement will be described, followed by the assimilation 
ratings for the emergent voices in two pairings or sets. Each voice pair and a 
movement away from dominance by one voice and growing acceptance of the 
problematic voice will be described in a further, separate qualitative analysis. 
Finally, in a case assimilation analysis a comparison of voice developments will be 
made.
Four voices were identified and analysed for change. Their relationships are listed 
below, in terms of voice pairs, or a particular dominant-emergent voice opposition.
1) Selfless server, a dominant voice in opposition to ME, an 
emergent voice.
2) Stoic One, a dominant voice in opposition to the emergent 
Feeling One.
Box 5.1 Megan’s voices and their dynamics
These two main conflicts derived from an analysis of repetitions in topics 
in each session, and the development of overt but inner conflict 
experienced by Megan during the course of therapy. Segments were 
extracted from all sessions that corresponded to these voice pairs by the 
therapist (analyst MR) and then rated by both analysts in the procedure 
described above.
5. 4.1 ME -  Selfless Server formulation
Attitudinal statements associated with each of these voices are given in Table 5.2.
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M E My needs are important, and I want to be my own authority on 
what is best for me.
S e l f le s s  S e r v e r Duty to others comes first.
It is my job to obey what others (in authority) say. 
Children are not to speak unless told to.
Table 5.2 Attitudinal perspectives offered by M E -  S e l f le s s  S e r v e r  (Megan)
At the start of therapy, Megan’s Selfless Server voice was dominant. Care-taking 
others was both a fixed role at home and at work, where she was warden, or 
primary care worker for a large complex of elderly and partially disabled residents. 
Megan’s expressed values and real behaviour (both outside of and in therapy) 
revealed a rather rigid adherence to Megan’s inner critical object (internalisation of 
father’s rules and values into an object and voice within herself, which was both 
critical and demanded unilateral obedience to a certain way of being) with little if 
any awareness of the conflict this created with other parts of herself. Selfless 
Server expressed Megan’s values and enacted behaviour (both outside of and in 
therapy), revealing a rather rigid adherence to a demand for obedience to powerful 
others and to take care of others. As a dominant voice, the Server had little if any 
awareness of the conflict it created with other parts of herself. The ME voice 
emerged initially in a projected form: Megan felt angry for vulnerable people 
whose needs went unheeded. Eventually she could experience and own this voice 
as a concern with her own needs for care and development.
The Server was always linked to a demanding, and inflexible inner master; mostly 
Megan could identify this domination when it was projected onto someone else, or 
generalised into Megan’s own self-expectations. Occasionally she took this role as 
well, as when she attempted to control the behaviour of her children, although she 
was not aware as Server that she ever took the role of the one to be served.
5. 4. 2 Assimilation summary across sessions
Out of an original set of segments extracted by MR (the therapist -first rater),
82 were presented for assimilation analysis. Either or both of the ME -  
Selfless Server voices were believed to be present in each segment. Fewer than
1 8 4
five per cent were considered unrateable for this voice set by the second rater 
(MG). This indicated that the voice descriptions were precise enough to locate 
evidence for them in the majority of the segments chosen. After a second round 
of comparing ratings, and discussing verbal assimilation descriptions, 
consensus was achieved. This included 87.8 per cent where raters agreed on 
APES level; 7.3 per cent where they disagreed (different APES levels were 
assigned by each). These ratings across segments achieving consensus in 
chronological order are represented in Figure 5.1 (the segments determined as 
unrateable by at least one rater have been extracted from this series).
Megan’s assimilation of ME (her emergent voice) was rated as moving from 
level 0-1 to level 3 (she was just beginning to work at level 4 at termination).
The majority of her ratings occurred between levels 1 and 2 for this voice set.
The general progression along the APES continuum was not a straightforward 
or linear progression for the assimilation of this emergent voice, however.
Generally ME ratings increased over successive sessions, although there was 
occasional return to her earlier pattern of avoiding awareness. A major event- 
related crisis -  a new job opportunity which offered an increase in personal status 
and responsibility but which conflicted with the functioning of her Server -  
occurred when her ME- Server conflict had been acknowledged (level 3), 
increasing Megan’s awareness of the conflict and the intensity of the struggle 
between the two voices within her own self. This conflict got played out in both 
inner and outer ways. Megan experienced shifting back and forth between two 
positions of thinking and feeling within, first shifting into what appeared to be 
different states of minds, but later she was able to engage in a real dialogue 
between inner positions (level 3.5).
The verbal assimilation descriptions described a more gradually changing 
process. At the start of therapy, her awareness of ME was related to experiences 
in which her needs could not be met (e.g. episodes of severe epigastric pain 
(level 0), or temporary periods of anger or fatigue in which Megan felt a lack of 
concern from others). Even when she did acknowledge feeling that others had
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let her down, or were non-ohservant of her needs, Megan often later denied or 
regretted these expressions (level 1). Generally her ratings increased over 
successive sessions, although there was occasional return to her earlier pattern 
of avoiding awareness.
Megan ME-Server voices
Figure 5 .1  Consensus APES ratings for successive therapy 
segments related to M E — S e l f l e s s  S e r v e r  voices (Megan).
{Pink trace = agreed ratings, or rater M R when disagreement and blue 
trace=rater MG;J
During the course of her work, as expressions of ME were supported by her 
therapist and she was encouraged to articulate needs and feelings, Megan was able 
to hear these expressions as a more substantial part of herself, although she still felt 
guilty, embarrassed or threatened from the still dominant Server voice (late 1 or 
level 2).
As her awareness of her emergent ME voice grew, she also learned that it was in 
conflict inside herself, as well as interpersonally in serving others' needs. A major 
event-related crisis -  a new job opportunity which offered an increase in personal
status and responsibility but which conflicted with the functioning of Server -  
occurred after ME- Server conflict had been acknowledged (level 3), increasing
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Megan’s awareness of the conflict and the intensity of the struggle between the two 
voices within her own self. This conflict was played out in both inner and outer 
ways. Megan experienced shifting back and forth between two positions of 
thinking and feeling within, first shifting into what appeared to be different states 
of minds, but later a real dialogue between inner positions (level mid-3).
That it was not simply a case of helping Megan accept her own needs within her 
Server role, was underlined by Megan’s continuing realisation that each voice was 
a real and valuable part of herself and that positive change for her meant the ability 
to choose her role more flexibly on different occasions. By the end of therapy, the 
ME voice was differently resourceful; instead of slavish devotion to rigid rules and 
order, it was able to nurture and offer comfort and care in responsive ways (i.e. 
ways appropriate to any particular circumstance). This demonstrated a different 
understanding between her two voices and their beginning ability to work together, 
at level 3 and early level 4.
5. 4. 3 Key processes in M E  assimilation and Selfless Server modification
The APES scale as described earlier provided a framework for considering and 
rating each segment in which one or more voices occurred. Both emergent voice 
and dominant voice qualities and characteristics of change associated with the 
model (i.e. level-type markers of assimilation of emergent voice ME, or other 
changes occurring in her dominant voice, Selfless Server) were used as a basis for 
describing smaller, more specific processes that occurred, according to both 
assimilation raters. These are categorised according to relative APES levels 
represented and are listed below in Table 5.3.
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Specific processes APES
Dominant Server and emergent ME1 are presented
1. Emergent ME is rarely expressed: Selfless Server is dominant. 0
2. ME characteristics are identified in someone else, providing opportunity for 0 -1  
reaction.
M E  begins to intrude into awareness
3. Anxiety and tension signal partial intrusion of e m e r g e n t  voice. 1
4. Re-focusing on feelings permits some movement 1-2 
Encountering both voices in different situations helps identify their attributes
5. Reflecting on dominant Server in historical event from ME perspective. 1 -2
6. Identifying ME and defensive reactions by Server Early 2
7. ME emerges more strongly. 2
8. Limitations of dominant voice perceived. 2
9. Anxiety increases with greater emergence of ME 2 
Going deeper into history of community: formulating an acceptance of M E
10. Learning more about feelings and experiences associated with M E 2.5
11. Exploring further the history of both voices and the inequality of their 2-late2 
acceptance by the environment
Conflict recognized and embodied
12. ME and Server oscillate back and forth. 3
13. Problem statement (conflict recognition) increasing in clarity. 3
14. Continued use of the past to consider current voice dynamics. 3
15. Balanced dialogue between two voices. 3
Impact of integrating M E  into self community and softening Server
16. Learning from emergent voice about needs of self. 3
17. Letting go of the historic Ferrer. 3 - 4
18. Relating to others from ME. 3 - 4
19. Developing mutual appreciation: getting along with ME and Server.__________ 3 - 4
Table 5 .3  List of specific processes with assimilation of M E  into Megan’s s e l f  
community
In the analysis of assimilation processes over the course of Megan’s therapy to 
follow, a brief description of individual processes that were described both within 
the verbal assimilation descriptions will be given, often followed by a 
representative example of a therapy segment, including an APES rating and verbal 
assimilation description combining key elements from both raters. Contextual 
information needed to aid understanding of each excerpted passage precedes the 
text in italics before each individual segment.
5.4.3.1 Dominant Server and emergent M E  are presented
1. Emergent M E  is rarely expressed: S e l f l e s s  S e r v e r  is dominant
Megan’s ME voice was rarely expressed verbally at the start of therapy, intruding 
in nonverbal form only as diffuse feelings of discomfort with her constant task- 
orientated activity, or as it was focused on vulnerable others whose needs were not 
being met by what she perceived to be a distant and relatively uncaring 
environment. Thus, ME was rated at level 0 of the Assimilation of Problematic
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Experiences (APES) scale. She appeared to be identified with her dominant 
Selfless Server voice, and unaware of her ME voice.
S2-766 APES = 0 Defiantly wants to be identified with dominant voice; denies negative 
impact of role.
M e g a n  is  ta lk in g  a b o u t a  f r a i l  e ld e r ly  w o m a n  w h o  n e e d s  h e lp  a n d  s p e c ia l  ca re ;  w i th o u t it  s h e  is  
lik e ly  to  s u f fe r  i l l  c o n s e q u e n c e s  a n d  M e g a n  f e e l s  th e re  a re  n o  o th e r s  to  h e lp  c a re  f o r  her. 
T h e ra p is t  is  o n ly  o n e  to  a r tic u la te  th e  d i f f ic u l ty  o f  h e r  a s s u m e d  role.
[T]. ...b u t also being the one, the identified person...... the mother and manager for so  much, so
many people.
[Cl] Yeah [ th e ra p is t  h a s  th e  fe e l in g  th a t s h e  b la n k e d  o u t  f o r  a  sec]. I don’t like to be left out. 
There is this other lady; w e are trying to get help for her too, there is us, and three other wardens. 
And we are all trying, w ell, one or two a r e ....w e ’ve been trying for a w ee w hile to get som eone to 
look at her.........
.......and S2-797 c o n tin u a tio n  f r o m  a b o ve .
[T] Y ou like to make a difference. You like to make things better, so  that peop le are cared for. 
And you continue to think about things, and try to find ways to serve p eop le’s needs when no one 
else seem s to care. I ’m also thinking about long ago. W hen you were trying to get som eon e’s 
attention, you were trying to get a doctor to com e see your mum when she was ill, and what a
difficult job  that was to d o ....under the circum stances........
[Cl] Uh-huh.
[T] So you keep trying to make things work, keep people safe and w ell....b u t it is a lot o f  work, 
and takes its toll on you, as the manager, the strong one. And you want to be the strong one.
[Cl] Y es!
2. M E  characteristics are identified in someone else, providing opportunity 
for reaction by se lf.
Frequently at the beginning of her therapy, Megan offered stories about her present 
or past life and the people in them. These were highly charged with expressive 
feeling, but focused on outer events, even though Megan was usually a participant 
in the stories. As such, they offered a level of experience (or re-experiencing) 
somewhat removed from her central self. Her therapist began to examine these 
stories as potential sources of projection for Megan’s own voices. Projecting 
voices onto others was felt to be one way Megan could identify and react to them. 
For example, many of her early stories contained examples of others who 
expressed a ME -type voice. Her response to these expressions was often critical 
and punitive, characteristic of Selfless Server’s view of selfish or self-serving 
behaviour.
Megan’s stories of her current family life frequently included her exasperation with 
her children, who were described as doing as they pleased, not listening to her 
demands for compliance. She recognised that she targeted her irritation onto her 
daughter (the only girl with four brothers), but could not understand why. Her own 
demands on Susan were similar to her own father’s demands on herself as a child: 
she too became harsh and unyielding, but Megan did not see this similarity until it
was pointed out to her. A short time later she was able to sustain a less critical 
view of her daughter, and find a place within herself to understand, and see the 
humour in her earlier responses. Her therapist hypothesized that in these 
examples, Megan could approach ME more safely; she could let herself bear the 
anxiety of viewing self-focused behaviour from a distance and develop a different 
acquaintance with it once she could curb her hostility.
S4-066 APES = early 1 M E  is split off and projected into daughter; Megan speaks from 
S e r v e r  and demanding compliance; this elicits anger but now mellows into greater 
acceptance and a bit of humour, and it allows Megan to resume her dominant voice more 
comfortably to resolve tension. But initially she is irritated deeply by lack of obedience.
L a te r  o n  M e g a n  r e v e a ls  th a t  o n ly  S u sa n  is a s k e d  to  d o  h o u se w o rk , th e  ‘w o m e n ’s  jo b s .  ’ S u sa n  
o b je c ts  to  h a v in g  to  d o  m o re  c h o r e s  th a n  h e r  f o u r  b ro th e rs . H e r  p a s s iv e  r e b e ll io n  p r o v o k e s  f u r y  
in  M e g a n .
[Cl] She (d a u g h e r  S u sa n )  says, You pick on me! ( to  m u m ). And, I think I must do! Even the 
boys, they can go on for days and days (a n d  ir r ita te  m e ) , but I w on’t shout at them! But Susan,
she really gets on my nerves......
[T] S o  the boys cause trouble t o o . . .
[Cl] Oh, yes! They cause trouble...
[T] But the response from you is d ifferent...
[Cl] Oh, yes, it is d ifferent...... It is different (m u r m u r s , in w a rd ly ) . I don’t know what it
is ...S u san  is .........I mean, w e were arguing, before I left ( to  c o m e  h e r e ) .
[T] Can you tell me about it?
[Cl] S h e’d been irritating me, since this morning. B ecause, ah, I haven’t been great...th is pain 
has been getting me down (r e a l ir r ita tio n  in  h e r  vo ice , s h a r p ) . . . .and, um, I haven’t been feeling  
that great, and today was my off. And, um. I said, Shouldn’t you be getting up and doing what
you normally do? She has som e housework, a little bit, a few  chores...... and I was staying in bed,
and wanted a cup o f  tea. So I got up, and Susan cam e downstairs, and she is saying, sh e’ll have 
this, and sh e’ll have that, and she leaves everything behind her (m o tio n s  a s  i f  s o m e o n e  is  d r o p p in g  
a  tr a i l  o f  th in g s  b e h in d  th e m ) . . . and that is Susan. I said, Susan, pick up your shoes. ‘A h, yeah, 
right, Mum! (c a re le s s  re a ssu ra n c e , n o t r e a lly -h e a r in g  v o ic e ) . G oes up the stairs, leaves here stuff 
everywhere. C om es down the stairs, leaves her cup on it. Com e on, put your cup in the sink. 
‘Y eah, right M um !’ And you com e back later, and the shoes are still there, and the cup is still 
there. I went screaming at the bottom o f  the stairs, and she com es running down. ‘W hat now ?’ I 
told her put away her cup and so she leaves it in the sink. ‘Can’t you put it in the dishw asher?’
A w , Mum! ( Im ita te s  f a c ia l  c o n to r tio n s  o f  d a u g h te r ’s  e x tr e m e  e x a s p e r a tio n  w ith  h e r  m u m ).
(S ta r ts  la u g h in g  su d d e n ly  ) H onestly what can you do? Y ou can’t argue, against that! And just 
before I cam e away, she com e up, and I said, Susan, i f  I am going out, you aren’t carrying on like  
that. ‘N o , mum, I w on’t. I really w on’t .’ ‘H ave you hung the washing out for m e?’ N o , mum, 
why can’t the boys do it?’ The boys don’t do anything! ( la u g h s  a g a in )  I can ’t be arguing with 
her. So I’ll just do it when I com e back!
It was easier to offer more compassion, if she perceived the other to be vulnerable 
and hurting, rather than merely self-concerned. In the narrative below, Megan talks 
about her surviving adopted son (Jack, blood brother to the son who died). She 
describes his coping pattern in the same way she has previously described her own: 
busy with many competing obligations, he cannot take time to grieve. Yet her 
perspective on his situation allows her to see more than she can admit about 
herself: his heart is breaking, and he can’t cope except to escape into his 
obligations. Her affect in relating this tale took on the sorrow she felt for her son in 
his predicament -  and thus was believed to give some expression to her own,
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disassociated grief. This discussion allowed her to offer a nurturing understanding 
while staying safely identified with her observer, caretaking role.
S2 -  519 APES = 0 Inner conflict projected onto story about son: both of them are faced 
with loss of important relationship, and their (similar) defensive responses to it. However, 
no awareness that her understanding comes from identification with son in this story, nor 
the problem this caused both of them in their lives.
M  d e s c r ib e s  a  d is c u s s io n  w ith  th e  c o n s u lta n t  p s y c h o lo g is t  s h e  w a s  r e fe r r e d  to , a t  th e  t im e  o f  h e r  
s o n ’s  d e a th , e a r ly  in  h e r  p a in  c a r e e r  (s ix  y e a r s  a g o )
[Cl] And she [c o n s u lta n t] said to me, what I am picking up here is that you are more concerned  
about Jack than you are about anybody else. And at that time, she was right. B ecause that was all 
I thought about. And I said, really, that is all I can think about. I have a son, here, and his heart is 
breaking, and I canna be there for him. And this (n e w s  o f  K e v in ’s  d e a th ) is on the phone, and I’ve  
got three kids at home, and I had to up and leave them, to go  down to him (v o ic e  g e t  h u s k y  a n d
b r is k  h e r e )........and he doesn’t h ave........he had to stay........he had to work! H e just turned h im self
into a w orkaholic. [Uh-hm] That was him, he worked h im self seven days a w eek. Tw enty-four 
hours a day! So I could barely just visit. And that’s how he coped.
For example, Megan would frequently experience problems in relating to family 
members. She could not understand these problems precisely; they remained 
vague, creating confusion. Again her therapist framed the possibility that these 
interpersonal conflicts could reflect inner ones as well, but Megan herself would 
quickly shift her focus away from such an interpretation.
Noteworthy at this point was the similarity in Megan’s characteristic experience of 
pain, and her primary life role as a caretaker: both were dominant features of her 
life; they appeared to be overwhelming at times, and were experienced as outwith 
her ability to change. As consumed as she was by these experiences, she also felt 
the need to minimize their negative impact in her awareness and her relationships 
with people. All of these characteristics pointed to Megan’s continued and 
exclusive identification with a dominant voice, the Server, pushing ME away as it 
attempted to emerge into expression.
5. 4. 3. 2 ME begins to intrude into awareness
3. Anxiety and tension signal partial intrusion of emergent voice
Occasionally, Megan experienced a state of confusion or uncertainty in her 
response to events, as if some kind of experience was occurring but she couldn’t 
articulate even to herself what it was. As representative of an anxiety reaction, 
without reference, it was hypothesised by her therapist as a partial intrusion by an 
emergent voice, which lacked enough assimilation to be heard, and therefore 
remained unidentified. At this level (later in level 0), it existed in dissociated form;
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but occurred as a distinct if not identifiable set of feelings that was present on 
occasion. The fact that Megan noticed it, and became curious about it, brought the 
possibility of exploring it further.
S 2-154 APES 0 Emotional responses imply contrasting feelings, which she owns, but is 
unsure what the meaning is.
M  ta lk s  a b o u t h e r  so n  K e ith  w h o  d ie d  f i v e  y e a r s  a g o ;  a n d  d e s c r ib e s  w h a t a n  u n r u ly  r u le -b r e a k e r  
h e  w as.
[Cl] I used to feel like strangling him. H e’d start o ff  on som ething, and I often used to say, Keith,
you were sent here to annoy me! (s ta r ts  la u g h in g , w ith  a  g r im a c e ) It w a s ...... it was just the way,
w e had !
[T] And you are sm iling all through this story...... so  you can appreciate the funny side, as w ell as
your anger?
[Cl] A ch, yes. And he threatened me about it (h e r  d e s ir e  to  ru le  h im ) I mean, when I stood over 
him. H e used to do stupid things, really stupid things, nothing major! ( C lo u d  c o m e s  o v e r  fa c e ,  
s h a k e s  h ea d , ru b s  fo r e h e a d  a s  i f  h e a d a c h e  is  c o m in g  o n .)
Later on in her therapy Megan encountered similar experiences, and would express 
a sense of something trying to formulate within herself, but not being able to clarify 
the vagueness. At a later stage, she was aware that there seemed to be something 
going on within, but her conscious awareness could not always report on this 
process. This sensation sometimes heralded headaches. Her therapist began to 
realise that there were a number of mechanisms that appeared to help Megan avoid 
too much anxiety, but that she was learning how to recognize the feeling that 
something was attempting to emerge, from within.
4. Re-focusing on feelings facilitates contact with M E .
At other times, Megan would hint at needing and wanting others’ care for her, 
especially when she was vulnerable. She could acknowledge support when it was 
received, but not as a characteristic of -  or an expectation regarding -  her 
relationships. It became a benevolent offering by others, rather than as something 
ME needed and deserved.
S2- 387 APES = 1 Actively warding off attempts at intrusion by M E :  conflict 
experienced at some level (Therapist note: gets communicated to therapist in session as 
emotional charge within communication) but not acknowledged.
M  is  ta lk in g  a b o u t d is c u s s in g  h e r  s o n ’s  fu n e r a l  w i th  h e r  c o n su lta n t, w h o  is  c o n c e r n e d  w ith  h e r  
a d m itte d  la c k  o f  g r ie v in g  f o r  h e r  fa v o u r i te  so n .
[Cl] H e (the doctor) goes on about, what about you? I says, yeah, but I ’m not
im portant..............other people are important......... cause when I went there, my other tw o sons were
there and their hate was going to pull them apart...... and I thought, I have got to cope with it and
make sure that they are okay. There were a few  tears and things like that, and my other son,
Peter, he was the first one to com e right across and say, ‘M um, you ’ll be fine. (m im ic s  s tr o n g  b u t  
re a s s u r in g  v o ic e ) Y ou ’ll be okay!’ As soon as he put his arm on m e, I said, ‘I ’m  fine! I ’m okay! 
(b r ig h tly , b r is tl in g  s lig h tly ) ’ I said, ‘ I ’ll be okay.’
Megan could acknowledge ME on other occasions (usually in the past, when she 
portrayed herself as a rebellious teen-ager). Initially, it was seen as problematic 
and not in keeping with her real and current values, and she judged herself as 
wrong as she looked back, adult to adolescent Megan. This mimicked her 
relationship with other members of her family (who were described as holding 
Server values). She was aware that somehow these incidents and the emotional 
legacy they left behind were still problematic, but not that they created a conflict 
hidden within.
SI -  426 APES = 1 Father is portrayed as strong example of duty demanding obedience; 
impact on family included non-observance of deteriorating health, until Megan’s M e  took 
over and she broke from role and argued in order to get her mother help.
M  is  d e s c r ib in g  h e r  b e l i e f  th a t  h e r  m o th e r  d ie d  o f  m e d ic a l  n e g le c t;  h e r  d ia g n o s is  o f  b ra in  c a n c e r  
c a m e  a f e w  m o n th s  b e fo re  h e r  d e a th . N o  o n e  e ls e  in  th e  fa m i ly  s e e m e d  to  b e  a la rm e d , a n d  M e g a n  
h a d  to  in s is t  th a t th e  d o c to r  c o m e  o u t  to  te n d  h e r  m o th e r . S h e  is a n g ry , a n d  th is  n a r r a t iv e  g e ts  
c o n n e c te d  to  h e r  fa m i ly  ro le  in  ru le -b re a k in g . I t  b r in g s  u p  h e r  c o n f l ic t  (h e re , to  s p e a k  h e r  o w n  
id e a s  r a th e r  th a n  lis ten  to  a n d  o b e y  h e r  f a t h e r ’s).
[Cl] M y m om  dying, it would have happened anyway, no matter what anyone did. But I feel my  
sister, my sister should have done som ething to get som eone out sooner. But she is quite 
q u ie t.. ..she m ight have thought about it, m aybe, but she didn’t have the nerve to insist. She  
cou ldn’t cope with arguing with people.
[T] D ifferent persons...... different personalities....and  you were able to argue. Y ou made things
happen.
[Cl] M y father, as I told you was a staunch Catholic. And he, he relied on the church. H e was a 
Church W arden as I said. Every week, w e went to the church hall, to wash it down, w e had to 
clean it, we had to polish. Y ou know, the chairs w e sat on, w e had to wash and polish  and clean  
them. That w as job , on the w eekend. P eop le had a lot o f  respect for him. I had a lot o f  respect 
for him! [she la u g h s , a  r e a l b a r k  a s  i f  s o m e th in g  h a s  s tr u c k  h e r  a s  f u n n y  f o r  th e  f i r s t  t im e  ]. I did, 
really.
[T] Y ou realise you respected h im .........and yet there a contrast with others w ho respected him too,
funnily enough......
S ile n c e
One consequence of being dominated by Selfless Server was the self-negation that 
it defined; it left her prey to other’s sadistic or humiliating manipulation if they 
assumed the role of powerful other. An early movement away from a complete 
identification with this voice occurred when Megan reconstructed events in which 
she suffered pain and humiliation. For three or four sessions, she could re­
experience these feelings, only later being able to reflect on them.
S3-128 APES = 1 Not able to link painful historic event to dominant-emergent voices 
within; S e r v e r  experienced (as father’s sadism and domination to her S e r v e r )  and impact is 
painful, but does not reflect; can share experience only.
[Cl] (sp e a k in g  a b o u t h e r  father) I don’t know  what was going on with him. I don ’t know , I 
think it com es back to the fact that he was very religious. H e spent m ost o f  his life in the Church. 
It d idn’t matter i f  it w asn’t Sunday, my dad would be there. In the afternoon, i f  w e were sitting  
around in the afternoon, w e’d clean the church hall, because he was the caretaker...w e did that as 
w ell, and h e’d take us along, and w e ’d clean up the seats and wax the floor, things like that. 
A n y th in g  to do with the church. W e were alw ays there, we were alw ays involved . W e were
always there, or thereabouts! And we alw ays had to do the cleaning. Its.........every time. I mean,
he would speak to you, like (n o w  in  a lo u d  f i r m  v o ic e ) , i f  h e’d want you to d o ....th en  he would
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shout, ‘M , do this!’ But he w ouldn’t talk to you! Hm? ( lo o k s  to  th e r a p is t  f o r  u n d e r s ta n d in g ) 
H e’d just say, ‘M , do th is.’ And you would go  and do it. And like, on Sunday, after church, there 
would need to be som eone to set up the platform, and he w ould say, ‘M , y ou ’ll do it! (v e r y  
d e m a n d in g  vo ice , a lm o s t  b a r k ) N ot, w ill you do it, or can to do it, b u t.. .M , you ’ll do it! N o  
conversation, nothing. Like that. Y ou ’d just have to do it (s h ru g s , lo o k s  u n h a p p y  a s  i f  
s w a llo w in g  h u rt).
Gradually Megan was able to allow some voicing of ME without an immediate 
anxiety, criticism or rejection. She was still not certain that her own needs were 
acceptable, and remained confused. Attempts to reflect further appeared to be 
blocked. This confusion and blockage was hypothesized to keep her awareness 
minimal at this stage; a flooding of ME impulses or thoughts would have most 
certainly brought retaliation from Selfless Server, or other feelings of threat and 
guilt.
5. Reflecting on dominant S e r v e r  in historical event, from M E  p e r s p e c t iv e
Megan began to reflect on her own Server attitudes after she spent some time 
describing historical events, especially her father’s responses to her in various 
situations while growing up. Some doubts about its rule-boundedness began to 
surface, and Megan’s own vocal tone began to change slightly at this time. As she 
could see problems created by Server as a state of mind, or role dictated by others, 
her attitudes towards this voice (in herself or others) began to soften slightly, 
indicating she was viewing it from a different perspective (i.e., ME). In doing so, 
she could access a more human set of values that conflicted with a Server stance.
S3-462 APES= Transitional late 1 /early 2. Able to see how S e r v e r  is associated with 
problems in relating (i.e., doesn’t build empathy and is inflexible). Understanding-at- a- 
distance; not experienced in first person scenario (and therapist-led).
D ia lo g u e  c e n tre s  a r o u n d  b e in g  ru le -b o u n d  in  b e h a v io u r ;  m o v e m e n t o f  f o c u s  f r o m  fa m i ly -  o th e r s  
to  s e l f
[T] But you are not strict about it ...... you d idn’t shut doors on peop le w ho deviated from certain
rules, even if  their doing so angered or annoyed y o u ...... I am thinking about Shona [ h o w  M e g a n ’s
fa th e r  r e je c te d  h e r  ‘d e v ia n t ’ b u t  g o o d  f r i e n d  S h o n a  d u r in g  a d o le sc e n c e , a n d  b a n n e d  h e r  f r o m  th e  
h o u s e h o ld ] .....
[Cl] N o, I would hate to get that w a y .... I would hate to get s tu c k . But I do care about getting  
along with p eo p le .. ..and times have changed. There is m ore acceptance for the way p eop le are 
now. I was always told, like by my cousin, that I was born before my time. [ i.e ., n o t  a s  o b e d ie n t  
a s  h e r  p a r e n t s ’ g e n e ra tio n ]
6. Identifying M E  and defensive reactions by dominant S e r v e r
Her therapist attempted to highlight Megan’s own expressions of need, as they 
occurred. When attempting small acknowledgements of her own preferences, 
choices, and desires, Megan could move one step further and realise what she 
wanted for herself, at that particular moment.
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S4-309 APES = 2 Close to owning conflict; M E  emerges and is owned and able to sustain 
view; however, still precipitated by crisis of fatigue.
[Cl] To be honest, when the bell rang I let someone else answer it. Even though I knew that this 
lady would want me, But for once I didn’t care. I’d just had enough, and let someone else take 
care of it.
At times early on Megan could express ME and continue to own her feelings, yet 
they often became temporary states which became dissociated -  or provoked guilt 
and defiance -  later on.
S5-419 APES = 0 Reverts back to strong Server voice, after indulging in M E  in relation to 
work crisis, when therapist re-iterates her Me feeling from previous session.
[T] You can’t be everything to everybody. You’ve got to re-energise if you are going to continue 
giving so much.
[Cl] (M ’s back straightens and looks at therapist with laser- beam defiance) ‘But I can try!’
At these moments, Megan would revert back to a more complete Server dominance 
in her attitudes towards herself and others. For her therapist, this was experienced 
as a ‘snapping back,’ as if Megan’s forays away from her identification with this 
voice were permitted by an elastic string and she could only go so far, before being 
pulled suddenly into strong Server dominance again and a denial of ME. Megan 
herself could not comment on this shift of her state of mind at this stage.
Situations which provoked a significant amount of anxiety would also provoke this 
reaction at this stage.
7. ME  emerges more strongly
In later sessions, as ME values emerged more strongly, Megan still referred to 
Server values as if they were never very far away into her thinking. These did not 
become explicit contrasts within her reflection (as they would at level 3), but rather 
occurred as separate or parallel ideas. For example, Megan offered some 
compassion for why someone might end up listening to Server -like attitudes to 
keep themselves from perceived threat or harm. In the passage below, Megan’s 
voice revealed compassion for herself, as well as father whose limitations and 
negative impact she was beginning to see more clearly.
S 12-385 APES = 2 Reviewing past and own behaviour dominated by Server; in current 
reworking, can see its limitations and injury to other values, expressed now as more 
comprehensive overview of situation. Compassion present.
M talks about her lifelong friend, Shona, who has just died; here she relates a time during 
adolescence, where her father banned Shona from their house; earlier she has offered her guilt in 
obeying her father and foreclosing their friendship fo r  a period o f years, as well as hiding her 
relationship with a new friend from work.
[Cl] If I needed to know anything, ask Shona, and you were guaranteed you would get an 
answer! If you didn’t, she would find it out for you! She was a hive of information.... I think
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that is why my Dad said.. .once she was in the house, and my Dad said, she wasn’t to come back. 
She was too forward, too brash.
[T] Too knowledgeable about the world....
[Cl] Ah, huh, yeah. I think it must have threatened him in some way. And he just didn’t, you
know........and once I started working, I met Margaret, and she had come up to the house, and I
didn’t know she’d had a wee boy, but it just happened to come out in the conversation, he was
three or something, and I always remember..... (mimics looking aghast)....my father....he didn’t
say anything, but if you would have looked at the expression on him! And she thought she would 
do [ ], and so she came up one Sunday, and the same thing, she had to come back to the house, 
and then, because o f my Dad, I said, when she mentioned the wee boy...that he wasn’t very 
happy. So that Sunday, she brought my Dad a newspaper, she thought she was really doing 
well....and he took it and just tossed it, and he said to me, get her out of here and don’t bring her 
back. To him it was a scandal paper. To him it wasn’t allowed in our house.. .and.. .and.... I 
didn’t see her very much after that. ‘Cause Dad said, no, and that was it. I pushed a bit, but not a 
lot, and that was it. When I went out with her after that, he never knew about it.
This work seemed to help Megan recognise two things: first, her need for others 
and desire for relatedness which at other times, she appeared to avoid; and a fear of 
loss and rejection that occurred when life events and a dictating and powerful other 
initiated change and separation for Megan, along with a host of other fears.
8. Limitations of dominant voice perceived
Megan began to recognise she wanted a change from her usual role with others, as 
she could see how much it had become an automatic response to serve their needs 
as a basic form of relating. As early as session 2, ME emerged in an isolated 
example of expressed fatigue with care-taking others most of the time, but Server 
retaliated soon after and she forgot the incident as she demanded more of herself in 
this role. Now, as she began to experience the strain of being Selfless Server on a 
more conscious level, she could appreciate how automatic this was, regardless of 
her health or fatigue, and that its costs were dear. This recognition left her in a 
state of confusion, as it was still difficult for her to conceive of how she could 
change.
S5-132 APES = combination late 1/ early 2 Irritated by Server role but still dominated by 
it; tone is restless and acknowledges problem but fights giving in to ME; actions lagging 
behind reflection here.
M has been talking about fatigue and pain, and how her body feels.
[T] And you are crabby as well as not liking the heaviness of your body
[Cl] Ah, this week it has been terrible, terrible.. ..ah, I am short and sharp. Even with the
kids.. ..ah, you get annoyed and they are a bit of a nuisance.. ..that is usual. But this week, when I
see them coming I go, (grimaces and shies away with hand shielding face) I just cannot take it
and I just go, and walk away.... and basically disappear for a few minutes, I cannot cope with yah
this week. (Takes deep breath) And I don’t want to say.. .the wrong things.. .and I dunna want to 
shout at them, so .. ..I just go away.
[T] Do you think you are bad for not having patience right now, or the strength to be there for 
them?
[Cl] Yeah.
[T ]..........you are tired, and don’t want to have to cope with so many demands right now, and
want some space for yourself........
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[Cl] Yeah. I am really tired right now. I just want to walk away from them and have some 
peace. I just want to walk away
[T ]...............but it is hard for you to have this response, sometimes........
[Cl] No, no no not really, now that I think of it. I usually just soldier on, regardless, in spite of 
everything....but this week, I have just had it. Phew! I just don’t want it. And I know I 
shouldn’t yell at them. That, I do all the time. I shouldn’t do it. But I do. (sounds really 
bothered; angry, but fatigue and fed  up feelings are clearly stronger voice here) And I think, 
why do I do this? And I’m trying really hard....
As she reflected further on Server’s impact on her relationships, Megan could also 
begin to see it differently, as a ruthless impulse driving her into activity at times, 
even without the reality of a need for her attention or care.
S6 -  247 APES -  2.5 Trying to articulate motives from dominant voice. Questioning 
here; close to problem statement, but not quite there.
[Cl] I’m not aware that I need to be everything to everybody, but I do have to push myself to be 
as much as possible...for self-satisfaction.
[T] It gives you satisfaction for yourself, to be able to do a lot.
[Cl] Yeah. To get as much satisfaction out of my job. I need to do as much as I can, possibly 
can, for anybody that needs it.
[T] So you have to keep doing it...keep doing it.........
[Cl] I’m not always aware that I am doing this. I think sometimes, I just get myself into over­
drive, or whatever it is. I just get on and do it. I don’t question myself, I just do it!
This awareness evolved in steps, as Megan was still identified with Server in 
actions and her reflections were only slightly ahead of them. Later on she would 
leam this voice had also acted as a barrier against other, deeper anxieties about 
herself and her worth in relationships. She began to make links between her need 
to stay compulsively active and feeling irritated at this time.
9. Anxiety increases with greater emergence of M E
More sustained expression of ME began to occur at this time, and this process 
increased Megan’s anxiety both in and outwith her sessions. She began to 
experience greater ambivalence in a number of situations. Her therapist invited a 
dialogue between opposing perspectives when ME did emerge, and occasionally 
this brought Megan closer to realising their contrast and that they both were voices 
within her. This also demonstrated that she could own both ME and Server; 
although she was just beginning to appreciate the conflict between them.S6-296
APES = 2 Can own conflict created by M E  and Server, in this instance; still more 
identified with dominant voice, but can reflect on it from M E  and see its limitations. 
Therapist-led dialogue however.
M has been talking about two parts o f herself in relation to her work. She is able to
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hear both o f them, and to facilitate this, therapist has utilized a modified two chair technique to 
separate voices. Server is still stronger.
[Cl] Yeah, well, I can hear what you said, but I am just tired. I’ve had enough. That’s it, I don’t 
want to do it anymore. I just want to close down.
[T] She doesn’t care that much. Do you have anything to say to that?
[Cl] (pause) I’m stuck.
[T] Okay. So where are you feeling yourself now? (M comes back to ‘busy se lf  chair) Do you 
have any feelings about her?
[Cl] (pause) I’m in overdrive and she is putting on the brakes.
[T] Sounds frustrating, for you over here.
[Cl] Yeah.
[T] You like the feeling of overdrive...doing so much, being able to do so much...it makes you 
feel good. You are looking a ....little bit......angry, is it?
[Cl] Well, yeah, actually! I don’t think of myself that way. I don’t like to think about myself 
stopping and thinking about things, but just keeping on going. But this one (head motions over to 
other chair), stops!
[T] And........(brief interruption at door) Now tired Megan over there stops and drags her feet
while she thinks, while over here overdrive Megan has all her horses firing....
[Cl] I like to think I’ve done my best. I think while I am in overdrive, I do as much as I possibly 
can, I push all the buttons on to what I think I’ve got to push, and so when I have done all that I 
think, well, I’ve done my best. I feel like...I can live with myself. If anything would bounce 
back, I could say, well, I can live with myself about it, because I did as much as I possibly could. 
[T] (mimicking her) I can live with myself, but if I were just tired Megan, I couldn’t live with 
myself.
[Cl] No.
[T] Dragging her feet, closing down, needing to save something for herself....
[Cl] I wouldn’t like to think I was like that........
[T] I’m sensing something here....a wee bit of feeling from overdrive Megan towards tired 
Megan.... some kind o f ..........distaste....
[Cl] Yeah, yeah......I feel disgusted by her. I know it is perfectly normal to be tired and that, and
that’s okay. I have no problems with being tired and that. But I wouldn’t like to think I 
deliberately decided to stop, or drag my feet because of it.
[T] Feeling tired is okay, as long as you keep going....
(silence)
.......... S6 -351  Later return to this dialogue about M egan’s two parts:
[Cl] Which part do you think is the stronger?
[T] The stubborn one, me (points down to her current chair; laughs then).
5 .4 .  3. 3 G oin g  deep er in to  th e com m unity: form u la tin g  an accep tan ce o f  M E
10. Learning more about feelings and experiences associated with ME
While ME slowly emerged, Megan continued to engage in different perspectives, 
as if she were trying to find a way to understand and contain both. It appeared to 
her therapist as if Megan was experimenting with different ways of approaching 
these two voices, and building a more flexible relationship to them. Her emergent 
or dominant voice continued to appear in the form of another person in her life 
stories, allowing her to view the attitudes expressed and respond from a safer 
distance. At this stage, she was also able to engage in a deeper experience of ME 
in current or historical circumstances, and reflect on it from its own voice rather 
than from a Server perspective. This ability had occurred earlier in isolated 
incidents in her narrative.
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S3-102 APES = 2.5 Historical event in which early expression of M E  (making her own 
choices based on own values) is associated with rejection, during especially vulnerable time 
(parental loss). Learning reason why early M E  became suppressed.
Defensive tone and bitter anger evident in M egan’s vocal tone.
[Cl] Because after mum died, we were all up in arms....we had quite a difficult time. I was 
working at the time, and I had quite a difficult time when I was working. I worked in [names 
company.] And I had been up at a job for a time.. ..and [ ] and I thought, that’s not what I want 
to do. So I went to tell them.. ..that was a real, real hard time at work, because a lot of people 
were leaving then.. ..and eventually, I thought, that’s it, I’m just leaving. I’ll get myself another 
job, I’ve just got to leave. (defensive voice) And I told my dad, and my dad vjosfur-i-ous with 
me, and all...he was going to kill me, and all!
[T] (Interrupting) Because you left?
[Cl] Because I left my job. Em, I spoke to my sister, and he spoke to my sister, and she said, 
‘You’ll be alright, M, we know it will be all right.’ And I said {angrily), ‘No! I’m doing it! But 
-  I had another job to go to! (still defensive).... and 
[T] Uh-huh.
[Cl] ..... it was only a matter of a week when everything happened! .. .but that was at the time
when mum died, and everything..... and I got another job....and then, after, I said to my sister,
‘You know, I’m needing clothes.’ I had said to my dad, ‘ I’m needing clothes’ and he did not 
even answer me. So I had to go to my sister and my sister had to go ask our dad. And he gave 
her the money. He wouldn’t give it to me!
This was one example when Megan’s recollections were experienced as offering 
material to herself and her therapist for new and conscious processing. Now this 
process occurred more regularly, and appeared to be part of an active process in 
learning more about ME and finding a way to accept her further. These expressed 
feelings were usually not new, but Megan was beginning to develop a new 
perspective about why they occurred, and in assimilation terms, her re­
experiencing provided a basis for later insights over why ME had became 
repressed, by understanding the emotional experiences that had accompanied their 
early expression.
As Megan continued to ruminate on the past, she also appeared to be releasing 
angry feelings from their previously chronic repressed state. Other times Megan 
simply found herself focusing on current circumstances which produced similar 
feelings. Often examples provoked expectations for rejection and neglect. Both 
helped increase Megan’s belated awareness that ME had not been supported by 
others, or herself in the past, and it still took effort to do so in the present.
S8-059 APES = 2 M E  permitted, and complains about needs not being met by others.
[Cl] Oh, the pain has been really bad. I’ve been taking the suppositories, and they help. I wasn’t 
using them before this, my last GP told me not to, because of the bleeding, but when I 
went to the doctors last Thursday, no Friday [the week before], I saw a new GP, and she 
just wanted to give me a whole load of painkillers. I told her, they don’t do any good.
She just wanted me to take them anyway. I told her, ‘Look, I’ve tried them before and 
they don’t do anything.’ She just said, ‘Well take them home with you anyway.’ 
Absolutely no listening to me at all. She just doesn’t care, doesn’t want to hear what I 
say. (shrugs) I told her that I had been prescribed these suppositories but that my last
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GP was concerned about the bleeding and told me not to take them. She just said, ‘Oh, 
well, I’ll just prescribe more of them then.’
[T] She didn’t take notice of the bleeding problem then?
[Cl] No. She just didn’t seem to care. She just prescribed more of them, so I thought all right,
I’ll just take the prescription. And I told her that Mr. L (surgeon) told me to continue taking more 
of the [names medication]. So she said, okay, I’ll prescribe that too. And so she just wrote the 
prescription and showed me the door. No listening to me at all.
Of course, Megan was concerned that her pain was increasing (later she admitted it 
wasn’t really so bad at the time, but her anxiety related to her concern that a severe 
episode might be imminent), but this dialogue revealed her anxiety of further and 
unknown problems if she did not receive appropriate attention, as well as her anger 
at perceived rejection. What was new about these moments included a sense of 
liberation in Megan’s expression of feeling, without subsequent retribution. She 
was able to allow her anger or other dark emotions and in addition, let herself 
experience her vulnerability with others more safely within the conviction of her 
feelings.
Others, particularly family members she would contrast with one another, 
continued to offer vehicles for understanding and developing awareness of her 
own conflicting voices on these occasions, when a deeper rage or fear was 
provoked, eliciting Server as a protective as well as demanding voice. This uneven 
process contributed to an understanding of why ME as an expression of self might 
be feared, as leading her into experiences that might become intolerable. Another 
experience was being able to glimpse the contrast between ME and Server from the 
perspective of her emergent voice, when aspects of both voices became projected 
onto one of her sons and then taken back as part of herself. In the segment below, 
Megan contrasted the attribute of self-sufficiency with a stronger dependency on 
family for self-definition.
S9-274 APES = 2 Realises in story about sons she is talking about self; realising M E  is 
sometimes occluded by dutiful Server role; also implied that there are multiple impacts on 
self and others in realising ME, including wanting different things. Guilt feelings + 
surprise arise, when sees Server from M E  perspective.
[Cl] And always deep, deep, it’s hard to get anything from Peter (M ’s own son by her first 
marriage; half brother to Jack and Keith). You’re left guessing. With Jack, he used to always 
say, when he went down to Birmingham, he couldn’t wait to come home, because he needed 
family. With Peter, I used to say, you don’t need your family, do you, son? He used to be okay 
with that, as long as mum was on the other end of a phone. Everything was fine. I was on the 
other end of the phone one night, and I said to him.. ..Jack was.. ..Jack had just come hom e.. .and 
Peter said, why did he come up there? And I said, he needs to be near his family, son, you know 
what he is like. I said, You’re different, Pete. You can cope without your family. Jack needs 
his family to be around him. And then I got a card from him. It must have been my birthday, or 
Mother’s Day or something. I can’t remember what it was. And at the bottom of it, he wrote, 
‘You will never know how much I need my family.’ I went, Oh! (gives bark o f surprise) That 
stopped me. I said, look! (demonstrates as if  she is showing card to someone else) And Tom 
says, ‘I’ve always known that. (chuckles) I know that.’ And I said, Well, I didna. I’m only his
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mum. You couldn’t.... You know Peter is always lashing out, and just running about doing 
things...(starts laughing, and eventually turns quite red at her own realisation) . . .Just like his 
mother!
[T] (smiles) Yes.
[Cl] .. .He’s turned out just like me. I can’t believe that! (settles down from her laugh; she is
talking now about her realisation) I have been talking.....about myself! I canna believe that!
I’ve never thought about that. It was just, his saying, you’ll never know how much I need my 
family. And for some time, I tried to phone him...
Later on, other self-serving impulses still provoked guilt, but her responses to them 
could be tolerated, and sustained. One example occurred when Megan 
contemplated letting her children stay with an elder brother, Jack, while she and her 
husband went away for a week-end break. Her guilt over leaving her Server role 
within her family matrix was stronger than her desire for the week-end, even after 
she told herself she deserved and desired it. With further feeling-based work, she 
could recognise that she was less concerned about what might happen to her 
children in the care of her grown son and his wife, than she was about facing her 
anxiety over the internal experience of leaving this role and concentrating on other 
needs of her own. This was an actual loss experience, and one which brought a 
sense of distance between Megan and the objects of her attachment, even though 
she was barely able to realise this.
S10-465 APES = 2.5 Makes M E  decision, and is pulled by Server into guilt; yet maintains 
M E  perspective. This allows her to explore more the nature of her guilt and she finds 
irrational but nevertheless strong fear arise. Experience remains in sudden feeling of not 
understanding her anxiety, so problem not yet clearly articulated.
Using modified two chair to work with conflict over leaving for week-end holiday or staying home 
with children; M has brought up conflict herself and is contemplating it.
[C l] Yeah. Yeah we both do. We both need away. Mum and Dad need a break to get away. Just 
fo r  a wee while just to get all the normal things out o f our head fo r  a wee while and think about 
something else on our own. (she is speaking as if to her kids, but interpreted by therapist also to 
the child side of herself which is in the ‘worried’ chair while she speaks from the ‘assertive’ 
chair)
[T] You need a break, you need change. You need to be on your own. You need time to focus. 
[Cl] Yeah.
[T] What if, what if, Joseph is sick and you know, yeah.
[Cl] A lot o f ifs and buts in bits.
[T] How are you feeling? The part that wants to go and have a break.
[Cl] This part’s, where I need to be..................but I’ve got the other worry.
[T] You look guilty...
[Cl] Uptight.
[T] Uptight for going away. Being selfish?
[Cl] Very faint murmur.
[T] Can that selfish feeling talk to me?
[Cl] MMM..........
[T] What do you feel selfish about?
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[Cl] Guilty for going away for the weekend. Cause I don’t often go away and leave the kids, I 
do overnight mmm very rarely to be honest. I couldn’t tell you the last time I was away anywhere
without the kids. Mmm......or if they’re out the house, they’re across at Jack’s. I mean they’re
just down the road type of thing, they’re not far away. I couldn’t tell you the last time I left them. 
No idea about that one, to be honest with you. But I’m just guilty because I’m leaving them.
Long pause.
[Cl] No, just guilty about leaving the kids, in case anything goes wrong and I’m no there. I am 
on the end of a phone but it’s not like you’re just round the corner. It takes him (husband who is 
driving) three hours to get back.
[T] Your son and his wife, you worry they wouldn’t be up to an emergency...
[Cl] No, no. They’d cope fine. It isn’t an emergency, or......they’ll all be fine.
[T] Something is going on inside of you, though......you look..........
[Cl] It’s how I feel, what it is like for me........just to think about leaving......I get panicky.
Once again, engaging in ME brought up other, deeper concerns of unpredictable 
and potentially harmful events that might occur. At this point, Megan was not able 
to link these inner experiences to developmental events, such as when she asserted 
herself at sixteen regarding a decision to change her job against her parents’ 
dictates (others demanding to be obeyed, which constellated her Server voice), and 
both parents died within the next two months.
11. Exploring further voice history and the inequality of their acceptance by the 
environment
According to the assimilation model, at level 2, Server's dominance still prevailed. 
Megan’s emergent voice was recognised and owned, yet certain aspects of its 
conflict with Server were problematic to Megan’s understanding. ME’s feelings 
and choices articulated with accompanying anxiety and negative affect. With 
further emergence of ME, and understanding of Server, it was hypothesized that 
Megan would perceive their conflict with one another more fully. In other words, 
as part of a movement during the second half of level 2, she would begin to see the 
complications that precluded her difficulty in expressing ME in a more equal or 
balanced way, at least some of the time.
Megan contemplated the enforced exclusion of ME in her life as she became able 
to offer a perspective away from her dominant Server. A particularly significant 
series of events occurred at this time, when Megan received news that the uncle 
who had abused her as a child and teen-ager died. She decided to tell her therapist 
this secret about her past, as her current emotions were strong and ambivalent and 
gave rise to another manifestation of her ME -Server conflict.
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S I1-309 APES = 2 Able to acknowledge she was abused as child, when M E  struggled to 
communicate yet Server dictated obeying rule of silence; this exploration appears as M 
muses about the past and why she suppressed ME, and upon reflection getting stuck in one 
sided Server dominance.
Incident about her past sexual relationship with her uncle (up to age fifteen); atmosphere in 
room is charged with pain and compassion, experienced by both M and therapist rather than 
anger fo r this child; although discussed later.
[Cl] Mmm, so like I, I mean, what happened to me was like, you dinna even think about it,, do
you, until you’re older and you just think, Gah! You know you just go on......with what’s
happening and you think to yourself, well, you know it’s no normal, but you think, well, and just 
go on with what’s going on.
[T] You feel like a child..... with an adult and that’s ....
[Cl] Yeah. And then as you get older you know, you’re saying to yourself, no this is no right and 
I tried, at first, you know, I used to go once.... when my auntie died and that I used to go, it was 
always me that went the shopping and things like that for him.... and you know I tried to stay 
away from going up to his house but then I was drawing attention to myself because the questions 
were getting asked. Why are you not going up? Why are you not going his shopping? Why are 
you not doing this? And I couldna say why I wasna going. So it was like.... you were kinda.... 
forced into going cause if you didna go, you had to have an excuse for not going. And I ran out 
of excuses. I couldna think what else to say.
Around this time, her active voice was full of current feelings; her therapist 
resonated to Megan’s immersion in her accounts as real and living events, even if 
their reference involved events in the past.
S ll-6 1 1  APES = 2 (late) M explores why she didn’t permit M E  expression in past. Still 
exploring history of both voices and their development.
Megan talks o f the events and her needs around the sexual abuse by her uncle; her discussion 
here is a break from her silence about it.
[Cl] It just, it didna fit into their lives for some reason. You just didn’t do it, and you kept 
yourself on the straight and narrow or you just didna get in the house.
[T] But you didn’t have control over it.
[Cl] No.
[T] Do you blame yourself for what happened?
[Cl] Oh yeah. Uh-huh.
Megan talked about the sanctions against teen-age sexual experimentation that 
existed in her household for herself and her sister; her father threatened to reject 
either daughter if they were ‘caught’ or became pregnant. This was a threat that 
was re-iterated a number of times, and existed in the exclusion of Megan’s 
girlfriends that were known to be sexually active. Megan’s awareness of the 
significance of these events appeared to be tentative, but her ability to talk and feel 
was a major movement for her.
S12-538 APES late 2 Able to reflect on dominant voice from a different perspective 
(closer to ME), and view its development as a function of chronic familial pressures (fear 
and confusion) punishing the expression of emergent ME. Still hints here, acknowledging 
ME could be threatening to current stability of Self in present.
[T] So this whole part of your past..... that involved your relationship with your uncle and the
sexual abuse.....and also the strain that put on your relationships with the rest of your
family.........that all is something that has a really big presence in your life, for a long time....
[Cl] Oh, it’s been there, for years.
[T] And in addition, maybe, you have been stopped from growing, in some way.......
[Cl] Uh-huh. I kind of think, somewhere along the line, I do think that has got a lot to do with it 
(said with more certainty than what follows), but I often wonder.. ..well, maybe, does that have 
something to do with this? I never spoke about this with my family, I was never allowed to.
Because, it just w asna........and, I just kind o f thought about it, and I just never thought about it,
and I just went along until somebody said it....do you think this has something to do with it?
And then Tom thinks it does have something to do with it. But my upbringing didn’t let 
me......................
Her sense of responsibility -  and duty to her family- continued to be explored from 
her reflection on her silence and shame about her sexual activity with her uncle.
Her continued uncertainty over whether it constituted abuse created even more 
confusion over how much she was able to credit her angry feelings, instead of her 
shame. She was able to make a link between these events and the fact that hers 
had been a difficult birth and that her mother’s life had been at risk. She felt her 
father might have blamed her for her mother’s ill health; and she associated it to the 
fact that her father and mother slept in separate bedrooms for the length of her 
childhood. The absence of parental sexuality and a vague sense of complicity for it 
stood in stark contrast to her own illicit but equally hidden sexuality that 
nonetheless risked ostracism from her family.
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5 .4 .  3 .4  C on flict recogn ized  and em bodied
12. Emergent and dominant voices oscillate back and forth
As Megan was able to realise the nature of the conflict between Me and Server, she 
still was confused about how to resolve it. Yet Megan was also able to talk about 
the positive aspects of ME, without relating to it as a abstract and therefore 
relatively distanced object.
S 11-227 APES = 3 Highly charged issue; but ME emerges fully and dictates decision. Can 
shift over to older dominant voice, and view defiantly from emergent ME’s perspective. 
Recognises sister’s voice as similar to her own inner sense of duty.
M is talking about the death of her uncle, who sexually abused her as a child, a fact unknown 
within her family o f origin.
[Cl] So he died, he died last week, my sister phoned me thinking, o f course, she’s doing me a 
great turn, you know, to let me know that he’d died. And I went, Oh yeah? And she said, 
you’ll be going to the funeral, (uses sister’s familiar name for her) I says, no, I very much 
doubt it.
What! (a real bark o f surprise) oh but you’ve got to go! My sister’s very old fashioned......
[T] Uh-hm.
[Cl] ........she’s still thinks of us, I’ve told you that before, she’s still the head of the family, so
she thinks that I she thinks I should go, I should go! Oh, look, Megan, you’ve got to go! (mimics 
high-pitched, prissy voice) And I said to her, why? (blank innocence) She says, You’ve got to! 
And I thought, well, I suppose I’m going to have to.... and I thought, No! I’m not! I thought, no, 
I’m no going to be a hypocrite. I’m not going, (firm) Mmm.....
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13. Problem statement (conflict recognition) increasing in clarity
With a stronger ownership of her emergent ME, Megan was able to approach the 
recognition of its conflict with the more established Server, and work with it. This 
initially was expressed as a more flexible emotional tone over her recognition that 
others identified her as Server as well, and this provoked humour, instead of fatigue 
laced with anger. Occasions arose when ME and Server appeared to shift back and 
forth and their dialogue offered a rapid crossfire; Megan’s experience of these 
moments left her with a brief amount of anxiety again. This process has been 
described as an marker indicating level 3 assimilation.
S12-740 APES early 3 Definite back and forth voicing coming from being stuck, that 
wants and fears intimacy. Still confusion that is more characteristic of level 2, but this is 
interpreted as fear resulting from undigested trauma.
M talks about her inability to engage in sexual relations with her husband at times and her 
reactions to these events; therapist links with more general directive to comply from Server and 
rebellion against from ME.
[Cl] And I’ve just got to say, Just leave us! Just leave us! And I’ve......just got.. .to leave us!
And I feel terrible, but I just can’t..... whatever it is, I cannot stop it. It....comes over me....and
usually (sniffs)...when that happens, I normally....don’t sleep very much that night. Anyway, 
because I feel so terrible....and in the morning I feel one hundred pounds worse.
[T] You are feeling terrible........I wonder what is going through you at that point...
[Cl] I feel terrible because I should be able to do, what Tom wants. (Softly) But I can’t do.
[T] Let’s listen to that voice, then........ (softly) I should be able to do just what Tom wants..........
I’m not thinking about your relationship with Tom, because that is lovely, but this is
something........I should just be able to do.......I should be able to do just w hat......... somebody else
wants......
[Cl] I know. (silence)
[T] To be myself, is to say, No! I don’t want to...............I get the feeling that something else is
getting into the picture here....
[Cl] ........yeah..........
[T ] ....... I want to, for Toms sake and because I love Tom, but I don’t want to, for another part of
me....its sake........and it does give you control, the power to say no....
[Cl] I’ve said to Tom, I’ve been gutted about it......and he knows that, and he just says, Don’t
worry about that..... but I know by the tone in his voice.. ..that he is upset about it........but the day
afterwards, everything is back to normal.. ..(said as if trying to convince self) Well, we are still
married after 26 years..... that says something (laughs heartily), doesn’t it? It is something, We
are still here.
[T] With real caring......
[Cl] Uh-hm.
[T] (spontaneously) I know that counselling would be a good idea........I could try to do it ... but I
just can’t. Not yet.
Although Megan was able to establish a more knowledgeable balance between 
these two voices after working with them, Server still dominated on occasion (e.g. 
contacts with her health care professionals), while ME still struggled to be heard 
clearly. However Megan could identify both sets of values as part of herself. For 
example, when pain or illness reduced her ongoing connection to self through fear 
or exhaustion, Server dictated her state of mind. However, ME could become 
stronger later, when she felt less vulnerable. These events helped her view how 
others responded to her and the impact this had on herself over time.
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S14-139 APES = 3 Strong unconflicted statement by ME; but also contrasted with past 
and defiance from released repression of feelings at neglect or dismissal of her needs for 
care; creates conflict for M within interpersonal encounter.
M describes a recent visit to a primary care doctor whose response to her is variable; today it is 
dismissing.
[Cl] Dr. B, his attitude towards me is....sometimes, he’s all, oh, hi, Megan! How are you? How 
are you getting on (spoken with somewhat exaggerated friendliness).... and other times, he just 
walks past.. ..(voice is a whisper at end).
[T] He is somewhat afraid (tentatively)...
[Cl] Yeah...yes. It’s unfortunate he connects me with Betty (friend’s daughter)....and ...but I’d 
rather they didn’t connect me with Betty (gets flustered in her speech fo r  a second).. .1 
mean ....look at me! I’m not here because of Betty! I’m here because of me! I need to see you , 
for myself, (strong and confident voice; anger is now gone, it sounds new)
[T ] ........You know, I think this is the first time I have heard you say....something is for me.........
[Cl] Me!
[T] I want something for me !
[Cl] Yeah, that is unusual, I don’t usually say that. I don’t ask for something for myself 
[T] It sounded good, and strong.
Megan applied for a new job, a temporary post as a manager/ community service 
organiser that gave her more professional status and a managerial role over 
wardens posts like the one she currently held. As she prepared for a job interview, 
she allowed herself to perceive and name the reasons for her ambivalence. 
Importantly, she struggled to maintain her fledgling ME voice in this situation.
Her desire to change her job itself represented an acceptance of her own needs for 
vocational development. It brought her into contact with other already established 
managers, who had been previously perceived as being more like the dictator 
personality that provided an oppositional object for her own Server identification. 
Now, they tried to help her prepare by showing her what to do, provoking her ME -  
Server conflict.
S18-373 APES 3.4 Entitlement: ME is pushing through in an anxiety-provoking situation 
with defiance; this shows further experiencing of voice but defiance is needed to exist.
M has been given a manager’s text to read, and another manager is attempting to coach her fo r  
the upcoming interview, by giving her buzz-words to use. She had been told that managers 
nurture, not direct, their staff’s development.
[Cl] (Shriek of laughter mixed with resigned frustration) It just wasn’t making any sense. And 
all these words! Nurturel All these big words, coming at my head. Nothing made sense, from 
what I was reading....
[T] Uh-huh.
[Cl] .. ..so I had enough! I said to Tom......I put in for this job, but I don’t give a damn anymore.
(tired) And then on the first day, when I went in, my boss was on the phone. ‘Well? Are you 
focusedT  And I said, Well I have no idea, what I am! She said, ‘W e’ll just talk this through, all 
right?’ I said, No, please. I've had enough of all these words. I can’t even remember them.
‘Now whenever they mention management Megan, now remember......you have to monitor
this....I said, Alice, I can’t take any more of this! I’ve had a weeks warning, to sit down and 
write things out, but I didna!
In addition to these changes, Megan was more able to identify her conflict in a 
number of domains. Her anxiety appeared to be reducing, even though she did not 
readily perceive ways to resolve the conflict each time.
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S13-282 APES 3 Quick to temper and acting out judgement, but underneath caring and 
connected (expression of both Server and ME values for M). This is experienced as conflict 
and stuckness, but ambivalence is held and sustained until decision can be reached.
Ambivalence expressed about how to handle friend who is like herself.
[Cl] It is a wee bit uncomfortable (rushes in).. ..because you don’t know what she is going to 
do...
[T] .. .or how far she will go ......
[Cl] .. .1 mean, most times, she’s fine! But I’ve also seen the other side of her, and I know how 
quick she can fly ....so  it can be a.... wee bit...uncomfortable. But she is the kind of person, I 
could phone her tomorrow, and if I needed something, she would give it to me, and if she didn’t 
have it, she would get it tomorrow.....
Her therapist pointed out the shift in her responses and decisions on several 
occasions, where ME had been able to influence her choices. Regarding her 
consideration of a better and more prestigious job, however, Megan remained 
locked in a struggle between needing to maintain her Server role in relation to her 
family and others who depended on her, and ME’ s desire for advancement. 
Although initially she expected to return to her job as warden, even this temporary 
move provided a struggle. In addition, there would be important impacts on her 
family life as she would no longer be working next door to home. At first she let 
her children’s objections take centre stage in her thinking; this provided an easier 
way for her to confront her conflict; later she could experience this struggle within. 
At this point she was only aware of a choice between fulfilling others’ 
expectations, or choosing something that served her own needs. The conflict soon 
provoked other aspects of Server that could now be voice, as she reprimanded 
Megan for trying to get above herself,; and questioned her competence beyond the 
most nienial of helping and care taking skill.
When Megan began the conflict as a battle between herself-as-warden subjugated 
to the directives and decisions of herself-as-manager, both of these roles were 
viewed from the Server’s perspective. As she became irritated with the Server’s 
view of a manager (e.g. someone cold and selfish and calculating), she started 
thinking and re-defining this role, according to ME values. She declared the 
importance of her own humanistic values, while accepting the authority of ME.
S17-685 APES = 3 Struggle apparent; on two levels: how to be her own style of manager 
rather than fit in with perceived expectations; whether to decide she wants this post. 
Although implicitly portrayed as interpersonal argument, it is internal. Shoulds and wants 
are posed in conflict.
M contrasts her own warden’s job with an organiser’s (temporary locum post she has taken on); 
she is contemplating applying to move up to this post permanently.
[Cl] I think, the job I’m doing now, it’s ......mmm.... well, you do an organiser’s job, as I say I’ve
done it (before). And you are dealing with people face to face, but it’s more like, this sounds 
terrible but it’s more like a number. Like in my job, you’re no dealing with a number, you’re 
dealing with a person face to face and you canna just, you’ve got to come up with something!
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And I wouldna stand and tell anybody a barefaced lie, I wouldna do it for anybody............ and
like a lot of the girls will say, yeah o.k,. we’ll see about it tomorrow and I’ll just go, look I don’t 
know when I can say about it and I’ll just see what happens. [ ] I mean at the moment, there’s 
one of the wardens there, I mean, she’s really, she’s very good but she’s kind of no happy with
the line.......... that I want to go in. There’s one of the other girls like m yself............. if there’s
anything there, she’ll take it. And mmm, like yesterday we were, no we didn’t argue but it was
very much coming heated............. like argument and she her attitude is, if you’re a warden, if
you’re in a warden’s job, you should be a warden, and that should be it.
[T] Mmm Hmm.
[Cl] And I said to her, no I’m no brain dead. If you’re wanting me brain dead, I thought, that’s 
entirely up to you. I said but I’m no brain dead. I said and I don’t intend to stay brain dead and 
she says well, if you wanted the job, I says, but I do want the job. I said but because I want the 
job now, doesn’t mean to say that I want it next year. I said and if I want to move on next year, 
I’m going to need other skills. I said I need managerial skills and if I can get it through the 
department, I says, I’ll get it.
14. Continued use of the past to consider current voice dynamics
The invitation to work further with this struggle partly involved examining historic 
incidents in which ME took risks, and other occasions when she let her own more 
critical view of ME (from Server) overpower this still emerging voice. This was 
similar to her reflection in other domains, where contrasts had been appearing 
between older ways of thinking and responding, and a current desire to change, 
with the result of small changes in perspective about her own voices.
S16-073 APES = mid-3 Both sentiments of Server and M E  are expressed in dialogue; client 
has a push-pull of feelings in evidence, but anxiety is low.
Megan describes surprising herself at the holidays, when she did ring her sister with well wishes 
as her own tradition dictated. Actions ahead o f thinking here.
[Cl] I found herself thinking about it and not doing it, and wondering, why am I the one who 
always does it? Why is it always me?
[T] Sounds to me, like there is an old me and a new me again in what you are saying...
[Cl] It is what I have always done. Always. But now I am questioning it.
[T] Did part of you still want to ring her?
[Cl] Well most of me didn’t. But then, I knew that if I didn’t, there would be hell to pay.
She will be furious just as soon as I ring.
[T] She thinks it is your responsibility?
[Cl] It is my responsibility! I’ve always rung her before Christmas, it is what I do.
[T] So she’s come to depend on that, and you too......but now it feels that you resent it....
[Cl] At first I just put it off. I’ll do it tomorrow; too much to do today. Then tomorrow came and 
the next day and so on. I thought, I’d better give her a call. Then I realised I didn’t really want 
to. I thought, well, leave it! You don’t particularly want to talk to your sister anyway. So if she 
wants to talk to you, let her call!
Megan was offered the post, and it threw her into conflict once again. ME dictated 
her acceptance above Server's arguments. Nonetheless, she realised she still 
experienced an undertow in thought and feeling from uneasy counter-arguments. 
However she was invited to discuss the two voices, in order to find out more about 
the nature of her anxiety.
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S18-370 APES = 3 Back and forth dialogue between two voices, each with their own 
motives and emotional responses. Able to take either perspective and experiences problem.
[Cl] And she phoned me at ten minutes to four, and said... they were going to offer me the job,
and I really didn’t know......I didn’t know if I wanted it (contemplating) ........em, she said, You
sound a bit hesitant. Would you like to think about it? No, n o ....(airily), I came for the interview
because I wanted it. So, yes, I’ll take it. I went out, and my head was just totally.....screwed up.
I don’t know whether or not I really want it. (more loudly, firm) I want it, yes. Ahm............
[T] You want it, but you aren’t sure you want it......two parts to this...... the hesitancy your
manager picked up and is here now..... this is another part....that says, you don’t want it.
[Cl] Yeah. There’s another side, that says, I don’t want it. That part of me just wants me to stay
where I am, and..... and tells me to get everything sorted out first........because I don’t think one of
the tenants will last much longer, anyway. But I would like to see.. ..an end to her......and
then..... there’s our team of four, and they are not happy....they are not happy with their job at
all..... ah......... and they say, if you are not happy with your job, then yeah, go for it......and then,
all the reasons....and then, another girl, she’s been off for a couple of days, and when she came 
back, she said, how did it go? And I said I got the job. ‘Oh! All right! (unhappy, curt tone)
And who do you think w e’re going to get?’ So......I said, I really don’t know, but you’ll get
someone..... ’That’s fine.’ But she was okay after, she was....
A noteworthy event occurred when Megan became troubled with an abscessed 
tooth and needed treatment. This event provided two reasons for provoking 
conflict between ME and Server. She felt vulnerable and therefore was concerned 
about getting good care, as the pain -  and going to the dentist -  frightened her. 
However Server also dictated that she should be loyal to her regular dentist, a 
friend of her father’s who had served as family practitioner for years. Lately 
however, she had been less than satisfied with his treatment, and on this occasion 
realised she needed to be seen by a specialist in order to save her tooth.
Just prior to this session, Megan had developed the warning signs of an imminent 
pain episode: her ‘coiled and sitting’ pain moved to her midline to its position 
when ‘it was ready to strike.’ She remarked how anomalous this felt, given that 
she had been free of her abdominal pain for some time. As it had been the usual 
procedure to excavate the events occurring around the onset of pain, she moved 
quickly to thoughts that were bothering her, this time without any prompting by the 
therapist.
S19-105 APES 3 Conflict clearly stated, and incident used to explore deeper feelings 
associated with conflict over job; this is linked to pain onset by client.
M has been asked what was going on, when her pain ‘moved’ and indicated a probable attack.
[Cl] You know, even on the bus going down, I thought......you know, all the stupid things that go
on in your head when you are sitting and not trying to think of anything at all? And you wish you 
could cut your head off! Silly things, that were coming through.. ..I can't even remember.
[T] Give it a guess.
[Cl] Em.. ..something to do with the job......should I take it up? I'm sure it was something to do
with that. I had been feeling good about it. And then, this voice said, But why do you want to do 
that? (voice intonates that her desire to take this job  is the silliest thing ever)
[T] Why.......
[Cl] Why, why do you want to uproot..... and I'm sitting, and....ah, thinking about it....and (gets
square in her chair, upright, talking to herself with the other voice).. ..well, you're going for it!
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You're just going for it! And I was okay after that.. ..and then later I started up
again.....ehm....totally uptight......and I was sore {motions towards midline)....ah, I thought no,
no........it is sore because I uptight, so if I stop being uptight, it won't be sore! {very hard, firm
voice, self-critical and demanding)..... But it has not been too bad, really {it did not worsen, but
eased offi).
15. Balanced dialogue between voices
In a growing number of domains, Megan was more able to contrast her two voices, 
without feeling pulled in opposite directions by them. This indicated she was able 
to reflect on them from a third more neutral, reflective position, different from her 
prior forms of distancing from conflict. Now she could think about them in a back 
and forth manner, as if each voice was connected by an integrative centre, and she 
could begin to hear a dialogue between them. An early example of this was 
reflected in her ambivalence over having her son home over the holidays.
S16-024 APES = 3 Able to speak freely from inner voices (implied by sentiments), 
resulting in back and forth dialogue without stress or anxiety.
Following grown son Peter’s visit over holidays and whole family scenarios, M reflects on her 
responses.
[Cl] It was good having Peter home. But I am glad to see him go! {laughs)’
It was interesting that her relationship with her youngest son surfaced as a primary
conflict around this time, as his vulnerability seemed to increase with ME’s ability
to exert an influence within Megan’s community. Recognising that Joseph’s
distress also represented her own vulnerability was difficult. As she could review
this situation from a different point of view, without abandoning her own needs for
attachment to her family, she began to realise that it wasn’t only her son’s fears and
feelings of loss that were causing her concern, but that she was letting go of a
familiar way of establishing security within herself.
S20-486 APES = 3 Therapist tries to help make a link between her responses to son and 
her own responses to ME  who will be tested in this new job and feels unsure; client is able to 
acknowledge her own vulnerability but desire to try, but resists further similarity.
[Cl] I just want him to make a move, in one direction, now that he’s coming up for thirteen.
[T] You are going to make a move!
[Cl] Yes, I am making the move. And one of the organisers I work with, when I have trouble
with Joseph in the past, she has known........so she will be able to help, and understand...
[T] And you feel you can count on that......
[Cl] [ ] I think once I get started, I will be okay. It's just that first step, like with
Joseph.........how he feels, coming home for lunch and no one is there....
[T] So you are feeling a little vulnerable too....that first step....
[Cl] In another way, yes. Uh-huh.
[T] It makes sense. A new job, feeling....unsettled, not knowing what to expect......what will
happen......
[Cl] I know it's going to be a stressful job. All these jobs are! But its stress in a different way,
from where I am now......and I don't think they are going to make any changes there, because to
be honest, they need a bomb to clear out all the things that are needing cleared out! I'm ready to 
do something different. And my experience there will help....
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5. 4. 3. 5 Impact of integrating ME into self community and modifying Server
16. Learning from emergent voice about se lf  needs and feelings
The continued dialogue increased Megan’s appreciation of her emergent voice and 
its feelings. Assimilating ME was not a simple matter of thinking about herself 
more; as she had realised earlier, she did not know how to ‘put herself into the 
equation.’ Nor was it a matter of waiting for tension to develop when her voices 
became unequal and using frustration or pain to signal ME’s discontent. Megan 
still needed to learn more precisely what she needed in different situations or from 
different people. There was a sense of her giving a new respect to ME at this time, 
and it affected how well she was able to receive respect and attention from others.
S20-029 APES = 3 Deeper expression of ME  is evidenced by tone and content of utterance; 
learns more about what M E  wants, values.
M talks about going to see her consultant physician, whose tender concern was accepted and 
experienced as healing. M learns here, how much she -  ME -  wants this.
[Cl] It made me feel better. I mean, I knew all this......I knew I could just phone up and speak to
him, but just hearing him say that makes a difference.
[T] You feel better about trusting him........
[Cl] Yeah, you know that he is there, but I also know he is extremely busy, and a lot of people 
want to see him......I just appreciate him even saying that...
[T] I'm thinking, how that is quite a different message from.........don't speak, don't complain,
don't be the cause of trouble..... don't ask for attention....
[Cl] Uh-hm. Uh-huh.
[T] [ ] There is a part of you.... that used to feel....... I don't want anyone to fuss. I saw a glimmer
of her a moment ago, in you.......but she feels much smaller, right now.........
[Cl] Yes. Now and again, she is still there. Uh-huh, but..... not so often.
[T] It feels good to have attention and care, even be treated as special........
[Cl] It makes a difference........you know there is someone there, but it means something to hear
them say things..... as you say, it is reassuring to hear someone say, they want to be there if you
need them. He had been worried about my having so many injections.. ..he said, he had never 
known anyone to have as many as I have. He was pleased, that I haven't been needing as many 
injections.
Megan was also engaging in a process of psychologically weaning her youngest 
son -  and herself -  from her reliance on previous roles. She could better perceive a 
motivating guilt as a voice within herself, without being controlled or paralysed by 
it. She continued to use outer events as a stimulus for examining her own 
feelings that might direct her in conflicting directions, however.
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S23-155 APES = 3.5 Very clear statement of problem and understanding of her own role 
in it.
M talks about her new job, and how son Joseph is responding to it. Her worst fears haven ’t been 
actualised.
[Cl] I think he is settling down a bit.
[T] H ow  do you feel about that?
[Cl] G ood. I mean, one day I did com e hom e and he cam e in w hile I w as there, and the way his 
face lit up, you ’d think he hadn’t seen me in years! (looks weary) S o  he still m isses m e, but 
hasn’t m ade so much o f  a fuss. I told him next w eek, I m ight not be able to com e hom e at all, and 
he said, Okay mum. So I think he is better.
[T] So you feel better about it to o ...
[Cl] N ot so guilty! That was the thing. I felt really guilty about it. But I w as talking to my son  
Peter the other night, and talking about this job  and whether or not to go  for it permanently, and 
he thought I should do what I wanted to do. I said, but what about the fam ily? W hat about what 
is good for the kids? M oving house and such? And he said, look, you alw ays think o f  everyone  
else first. W hat about you? W hat about, what is good for you? But I did it for you son, so  I want 
to do the same for the others. H e said yes, but you need to consider you rself too. Equation, I 
think he said, I always leave m yself out o f  the equation. And I need to stop doing that. I agree 
with him. I do put m yself last. And it is time to think o f  m yself too.
[T] So you can hear Peter’s m essage.
[Cl] Yeah.
[T] And he is your son. And you said before, actually, that you had less time for him and the
older o n es....b ecau se  you had to work, and they didn’t suffer......Peter turned out quite w ell, and
has a good relationship with y o u ....
[Cl] That’s right. I did speak to the kids one night, last week. And Tom  and I told them, that if  I 
did get this job  permanently, that w e might have to m ove. W ell, they just said no. They w ouldn’t 
go. And so (face firm and angry, tightening up) I said fine! Your dad and I w ill m ove, and you  
can stay here. (mimics look o f horror on kids’ faces). Oh, no!
17. Letting go of the historic Server
Over time, Megan’s reliance on Server as a self-defense was diminishing, even 
when she became upset or stressed. At first, uncomfortable feelings emerged. 
Working with these feelings helped her appreciate how it had protected her from 
the experience of painful feelings and decisions, and how often it had granted her 
pleasurable esteem-building moments. This was mirrored by her reflections on 
change process itself, as periods of increased clarity and precision were spaced 
between others in which she felt confused again. Rather than being disheartened 
by this, Megan had developed a belief in her work, one which underlined her 
responsibility for it and the need for patience and nurturance through it. This was 
highlighted when her previous co-workers knew she was engaged in therapy, and 
asked her how it made a difference in her life. She pondered the answer to this, 
and her difficulty in finding words for it.
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S20-098 APES = 3 Taking responsibility for the struggle, and able to maintain work, 
even when tangible results aren’t so clear.
M talks about her fellow wardens, and their curiosity about her therapy. Sense o f  intimacy with 
herself feels strong, to therapist. Defiant feeling ebbing.
[Cl] I can ’t find a w ay to tell them, now I think it is different [ for  me ] .........but I do feel it is.
[T] It’s hard, too because it isn ’t just you that you want to describe, but this.... (therapist m otions
to space between M  and herself). It isn’t about.........my giving y ou .......a way to talk about it, I
don’t th in k ...{tentatively, a question)
[Cl] N o , it........... needs to com e from me (motions towards chest)....it’s about som ething that is
going on within me.
Even deeper layers of feeling fear  and loss arose as she considered re-applying for 
her temporary post on a permanent basis after a month on the job. She returned to 
this level of conflict (an early substage of Level 3), where again she felt the push 
and pull of inner struggle. Moving deeper into her feelings allowed her to see how 
much Server identification permitted a small, continuous reassurance that she was 
worthy of regard: it provided an internal sense of security, through the consistency 
and accessibility she offered to others. Now she was confronted with her own 
concerns about her competency, and fears of failure that might result if she did rely 
on her new self.
S23-253 APES = late 3 Looking at historical roots (internalised father) as way of 
understanding the problem.
[Cl] I was thinking about that this week. I was thinking, this is too much. I should be able to just 
decide, and stop this.
[T] W hy should you decide, before you know  what you want?
[Cl] I should know  what I want. I should just know. (looks sheepish, guilty)
[T] I wonder w hose vo ice this is?
[Cl] M ine, I think.
[T] Okay. But I wonder where it com es from? Y ou should know what to do, what is right. Y ou  
shouldn’t d illy-dally. It should be obvious, what is the right thing to do. Sound like anybody  
else  you have known, outside o f  your internal voices?
[Cl] W ell, yes I su p p ose ....m y  father. O kay........... yes. You should just do it. N ot think about
it! Just do as your told!
[T] And this here, n ow .. ..your father isn ’t here, and he isn ’t telling you. I think w e can guess
what his values would be in this situation.........but he isn ’t here, and this vo ice w as com ing from
inside you. It seem s to be a bit o f  you that you have developed inside, that is like how  your 
father used to be. But it conflicts with other ideas inside o f  you and feelings about how  you want 
to be, it seem s.
[Cl] Y eah, uh-huh. Yeah. I don’t want to go back to being that way. Like Peter says, I need to 
think more about m yself. And I agree for once.
18. Relating to others from M E
Megan struggled with this conflict, she found she could draw upon an inner 
strength but also the help of others.
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S 27- 331 APES = late 3, early 4 Reflects on changes achieved; how she was and is now; 
what enabled change. Greater acknowledgment of M E, allowing her to acknowledge 
helpfulness o f alliances.
Earlier in session M  talked about her new job  and feeling challenged and still a bit anxious, but 
not overwhelmed by this feeling any longer. She goes on to talk about realising the jo b  suits her, 
her needs.
[Cl] I know  I have found it hard. I know I am not quite good  at it. A s Tom  alw ays says, M egan, 
me is a word you never use. W ell, I said, it is a word I have never known how to use. B ecau se  I 
have ju s t . .. .had to look  after som ebody e l s e . ...
[T] Y ou becam e se lfless and devoted to o th ers....
[Cl] Hm. T om  says, when you think about it M , you never had a life. Y ou lost your parents, and 
im m ediately you began taking care o f  two kids. D o  you not feel you have m issed out on a lot?
But I did not look  at it that way. H e says I have m issed  out on a lot. The teen-age years, I don ’t
even know, what I have m issed out on ........... but I had two kids to look  after. That was all. That
was hom e for me. That was all the feeling I had.
Silence.
[T] And now?
[Cl] Yeah. N ow , I want more things for m yself. Tom , T o m ....w a s so excited when I got this job , 
he went out and bought me flow ers. He brought them in and I said, how  did you know  I got it!
H e said, Oh, I just knew! H e is so pleased, you ’d think he’d  got the job! {voice is pleased, 
touched)
[T] H e really cares......
[Cl] Y es he does. I have som ebody who really cares about me. R eally cares, what m akes m e 
happy. I f  I d idn’t have that, I don’t know if  I could find out what does.
19. Developing mutual appreciation: feeling of getting along with both voices
Mutual respect for both voices was becoming easier, as they became understood.
To her therapist, this was experienced as Megan becoming able to tolerate her own 
independence yet establish new, more mature interdependencies with se lf as well as 
with others.
S21-206 APES = 3.4 Recent severe pain episode has been focus, M shifts and talks about 
the tension created with son as clinging force against change. Need to remind self 
continuously indicates depth of conflict on the inside.
[T] ....m ayb e a bit o f  you is still unsure...... and som ething outside o f  yo u .........has happened, to
pull you back into that place o f  being uncertain. W hat happened with Joseph..............m akes you
feel that m aybe you shouldn’t go  on to this new  job .
[Cl] I do think that way som etim es..........but at the end o f  the day, I think, N o! I ’m go in g  to go!
And I ’ve got to keep saying that to m yself.
[T] Just now , your vo ice was really strong, determ ined......
[Cl] It w ould be quite..........it w ould be so  easy for m e to say, N o. I just w on ’t go. But no, I ’m
not going to do it. {the determination in her voice is strong, and she is quiet rather than 
aggressive with it). It would be easier for me, ju st to stay home.
[T] S o  inside o f  you ..... there is that temptation to stay h om e........
[Cl] Yeah, there w ouldn’t be any upset. It w ould be cheaper..........no one w ould be upset. Joseph
w ouldn’t be upset, there w ouldn’t be any upset on anybody else. The girls at work, they w ou ldn ’t
have to face getting som eone else  in ...... they know  what they are getting and they’re not w anting
them! So that d oesn ’t help! {some humor in voice, then real laughter released, and it feels like 
relief) Y eah, yeah.
Megan was fairly comfortable expressing ME  and did so, although under difficult 
circumstances there remained a note of struggle or defiance to do so. However, a 
different depth to her vocal tone became apparent at times, as if she was speaking 
more closely from their source within.
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By the end of her therapy, she was beginning to demonstrate more objectivity and 
empathy for herself and others, indicative of early Level 4. Although she had 
been able to call upon ME in active relating to others, her ability to call upon this 
voice in decision making had evoked some struggle, rather than being experienced 
as a potential or experimental choice for entertaining action, which would be more 
indicative of Level 5. Megan did offer in her follow-up interview, she felt she had 
internalised something of her therapist’s voice from her sessions, and her inner 
dialogues, as well as conversations with her husband and one good friend enabled 
her to continue her work.
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5. 4. 4 Feeling One- Stoic One formulation
Examples of attitudinal statements expressed by each voice are below.
Feeling One I am aware of my feelings.
My feelings are valuable sources of information about my 
needs and responses to events.
I am upset and angry, and want to hurt someone 
I feel as if  my world is exploding and I am very 
frightened.
Stoic One I don’t let my feelings or emotions get the better of me. 
The most important thing is to stay functional. 
Allowing one’s feelings to take over is weak. 
Unpleasant sensations and feelings should be avoided.
Table 5.4 Attitudinal perspectives expressed by Feeling One-Stoic One
(Megan)
Stoic One voiced Megan’s dominant attitude towards emotional experiences, 
especially distressing ones including fear, rage, and grief; but it also was a response 
to pleasurable ones such as her sexuality. It embodied the view that she must be 
stoic and strong (i.e. unflinching and unstoppable, in response to unsettling 
emotional experiences and other forms of distress). Her own definition of what it 
meant to be a strong person included keeping a tight boundary against breaking 
down or giving in. These states were considered immoral as well as undesirable 
and dangerous to her fundamental integrity. As emotions did threaten to dissolve 
this integrity from time to time, they tested her ability to stay strongly identified 
with her social roles (e.g. Selfless S erver). Feeling One was able to be sensitive to 
and respect her bodily needs, and register body-based impulses (e.g. sexuality, 
aggression, sensuality) as potentially understandable and useful.
Megan’s Feeling One voice was rarely in evidence at the beginning of therapy, and 
Stoic One was dominant. This emergent voice appeared as small intrusions, and 
could be hypothesized as Megan’s ability to register what were her instinctive 
feelings in her reactions to events. Initially Feeling One could only be 
experienced when Megan remembered herself at younger ages, and as a diffuse 
threat against Stoic One. Gradually Megan was able to experience a somewhat 
greater degree of emotional feeling and use these experiences to inform herself 
about her values and concerns. She was able to recognise Feeling One as her inner
voice, although she continued to resist its full acceptance within her community of 
self. She was aware of her barrier against feeling, and was proud that she could 
control the threat that grief or anxiety could bring by barricading her consciousness 
away from them. These feelings involved both emotional responses, and 
sensations from her body (i.e. being tired and needing rest). Feeling One also had 
the ability to understand the meaning of these inner events and accept them as part 
of her self, and valuable as information.
Paradoxically, Megan appeared to be an emotionally vibrant individual; her 
narratives expressed feeling, and her tongue could be sharp with anger and 
provocative with humour. However, she could not always identify the feelings she 
was expressing non-verbally, or their implications for impending choices for 
behaviour. For example, she might non-verbally express anger and envy in her 
description of her daughter’s behaviour, yet only be aware of a more general 
irritability she felt on the occasion, or that fo r  some reason her daughter upset her 
more than she could explain.
Most of the work involving the assimilation of Feeling One involved two topics, or 
domains: one involved her experience of her own somatic states, including states 
of physical well-being or symptoms, or emotions, including unconscious and 
conscious anxiety. Another involved her awareness, expression and processing of 
strong feelings such as grief, fear and rage.
5. 4. 5 Assimilation summary across sessions
Seventy-three segments were presented by MR (the therapist -first rater) for 
assimilation analysis. Either one of both of the IF -  ACE  voices were believed 
present in each segment. After a second round of comparing ratings, and 
discussing verbal assimilation descriptions, consensus was achieved. This included 
83. 5 per cent where raters agreed on APES level, and 6. 8 per cent where they 
disagreed, and 9. 6 per cent were considered unrateable for this voice set by the 
second rater (MG). These ratings across segments achieving consensus in 
chronological order are represented in Figure 5. 2 (the segments determined as 
unrateable by at least one rater have been extracted from this series).
2 1 6
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Ratings over sessions showed that F e e lin g  O n e progressed along the APES 
continuum from the beginning to the end of therapy, with the greatest frequency of 
segments occurring at Level 2. Ratings remained at level 0 or 1 and only moved 
up as far as level 3 by the end of therapy. As F e e lin g  O ne involved a chronic 
defense against the experiencing and valuing of emotions, this was important 
progress nonetheless. As with M E  - S e r v e r voice set, the general progression 
along the APES continuum was not a straightforward or linear progression for the 
assimilation. Figure 5. 2 delineates the ratings across chronologically ordered 
segments for this voice set.
Megan Feeling One-Stoic One voices
Fig 5.2 Consensus APES ratings for successive therapy
segments related to F eelin g  O n e-Stoic O ne voices (Megan)
[Pink trace = agreed ratings; for disagreed ratings pink = M R and 
blue trace= MG]
During the course of therapy, F ee lin g  O ne emerged into awareness and acquired a 
greater degree of recognition by Megan, particularly in conjunction with very 
painful emotional experiences involving rage and grief. Her dominant S to ic voice 
was powerfully driven by fears of being overwhelmed and isolated (e.g. feeling too 
much grief might destroy her own bodily functioning; feeling too much anger 
would obliterate others - or her relationship to them; feeling sexually aroused 
would draw humiliation and rejection from those whose acceptance she needed). It 
was hypothesized that the only way strong feeling-toned experiences could find
their way into expression was through somatic symptoms, similarly perceived as 
ego- alien and potentially deadly forces affecting her life.
Key events in Megan’s life were correlated with shifts in Feeling One assimilation 
status. These included two significant deaths in her social environment, including 
both her life-long friend with whom she had experienced an ambivalent 
relationship, and her uncle, who had abused her sexually as a child. Megan’s 
decisions about making changes in her job provided another set of occasions to 
encounter Feeling One. Finally, her impending termination brought another 
occasion to work with this conflict between her two voices, as she sought ways to 
cope with her feelings.
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5.4. 6 Key processes in Feeling One assimilation and Stoic One modification
There were a series of smaller processes derived from the verbal assimilation 
descriptions that accompanied Megan’s assimilation of Feeling One, along with 
accompanying changes to her Stoic One voice. These are listed in Table 5.5 with 
representative APES ratings associated with each process. As some of these 
processes are associated with more than one APES level, they are not suggested as 
hypothesized markers; however they have been grouped according to successive 
points corresponding to APES stages.
Specific processes APES
Stoic One is d om in an t w hile Feeling One tries to em erge
1. Threatening feelings and somatic experiences are warded off. 0
2. Pain occurs when loss experience also presented, but link unrecognised. 0
F eelin g  O ne struggles fo r  expression
3. Feeling One emerges temporarily. 1
4. External focus helps create distance from feelings. 0 - 1
5. Stoic One resists losing control. 0 - 1
B oth  voices experienced  in  d ifferent situ ation s
6. Client begins to explore somatic experiences, and historical links o f past 1
feelings with present ones.
7. Anxiety increases as painful feelings begin to be owned. 1 - 2
8. Problem gains recognition. 1 - 2
F orm in g  an  acceptance o f  Feeling One an d  m od ify in g  Stoic One
9. The impacts of Stoic One’s  dominance are considered. 2
10. Voice history explored and the inequality o f their acceptance by the 2
environment recognised.
11. Symptoms are used as basis for exploring feelings. 1 - 2
12. Feeling One reflects on Stoic One and presents own needs. 2
C on flict recognised
13. Greater flexibility between voices develops. 2 - 3
14. Feeling One responds to her own needs for sensitive care. 2 - 3
15. Feeling One assists perception o f others* feeling states._________________________ 3
Table 5. 5 List of processes associated with assimilation of Feeling One
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At the beginning of therapy, Megan could acknowledge her continuous tendency to 
cope with stress or threats by keeping active, busy, and unaware of irritations when 
threats to her consistency and efficiency occurred. Her awareness that others 
pleaded with her to take a more relaxed and self-nurturing response at times was 
described in conjunction with her experience of her actual refusal to give in and 
experience unpleasant experiences. This indicated a slight awareness of Feeling 
One, at a fundamental level, or at least recognition that a diffuse, not-yet-defined 
threat existed that required the security offered by Stoic One.
This defensiveness appeared to preclude an ongoing awareness that her style of 
coping, or belief she must stay busy at all costs in order to struggle against her 
limitations and pain, might be part of the cause of her somatic distress, and 
connected to the eventual severity of her pain episodes. At this stage, Megan did 
not appear to understand that she might be blocking out an inner, psychological 
distress that was not yet recognisable.
5. 4 . 6 .1  S to ic  O ne  is d om in an t and F eelin g  O ne  tries to em erge
1. Threatening feelings and somatic experiences are warded off.
S l-122 APES = 0.5 No awareness that symptom is related to problem of inner conflict/ 
voices.
[Cl] W hen I com e home, I should be unwinding from work, but I ’m just o ff  with doing things at 
h om e... the sam e thing when I get the pain [speaking really fa s t fo r  last six lines].
[T] So when the pain com es, one o f  the things peop le try to say to you, is that you should stop.
But you fight i t . . .as much as you ca n ... and keep going. People -  and the pain -  try to get you to 
stop ......
[Cl] I try to walk it out, if  I can. ‘Cause I can ’t stand just lying there. First, I try to just ignore it, 
and think it w ill go  away. I keep going, and think, maybe it will go  away this time. And I know  
damn fine, it isn ’t going to go away. But I just have to think that way! I want to think the pain is 
just going to go. M y husband gets so angry with m e, he says, “M egan, just sit down. G o to your 
bed. Take care o f  yourself.”
[T] But you don’t like to think o f  giving in to it. Even though your husband thinks it w ill help.
[Cl] M ore people have told me slow  down. But I can’t. I ’ve always done this. I ’ve had kids to 
take care o f  since I was seventeen. A lw ays there are things needing done in the house. B ut i f  I 
get the pain on top o f  that, it gets too much to deal with.
[T] But putting your feet up is not the right way for y o u ....
[Cl] Uh-uh, no.
Megan’s Stoic voice perceived these symptoms of pain and discomfort as an 
invasive experience, demonstrating her resistance to owning them as part of her 
bodily or psychological existence, or needing to see their source as disease (i.e. a 
common and culturally accepted form of bodily invasion by distressing forces). 
Megan did not experience her pain as part of herself, but as an alien presence 
against which she battled, in addition to outer struggles against others and their 
attempts to care for her. Even though she was able to offer some awareness that
her attitude might not help her maintain a healthy lifestyle, her alliance with this 
voice was expressed with pride.
Sl-154 APES 0.5 Transient expression by Feeling One', appears confused by it and re­
asserts Stoic One as coping response and can’t reflect far.
[T] H m ..........but a moment ago, I thought I m ight be hearing another thought, another little part o f
you ....say in g , (slow ly) but I know .... that’s . . .  not ..a lw ays...good  for me.
[Cl] I know  it’s not good for me (quietly), [low, feeling voice; shifts aw ay in the next second]
But it is just my way. It is m y way o f  coping. I f  I had to sit down and think about what I do, I 
m ight frighten m y se lf ....so  I don’t bother, I just carry on doing what I have alw ays done! (laughs) 
[T] So this way o f  coping helps you, even though it may also may hurt you a b it ...
[Cl] Y eh, but I also think that m aybe it w ill go  aw ay ....m ayb e this time, i f  I keep going a bit 
longer, it’ll get better, it w ill not com e back. And I also think, in the back o f  my mind, a lso  I
know this can happen! I can be Ok for say, an h a lf an hour........ i f  I carry on. But then it gets
w o rse ....
[T] It’s like you go through a pattern....
[Cl] Hmm.
[T] ....an d  say, if  I can get past it, i f  I can deny it for a w hile, I’ll be able to keep g o in g ....an d  
then maybe you might be able to get past it altogether?
[Cl] Uh-huh. But when I get tired (o f  it), and I’m not getting away from it, then it does get me. 
Even before I take any pills. I keep trying to get away. I say. no. it’s not there, I ’m not going to 
do it....b u t then eventually I have to take p ills, and that’s the end, I can ’t do any more.
[T] That’s the battle lo s t ....
[Cl] W hen I take p ills I can ’t do anymore, I can ’t think right, they may m y head fuzzy  (uses hands 
around head to indicate being jum bled, sw irling). I have been taking these [ ] p ills quite a long  
time, when I have to. I’d rather not take them at all. But if  I don’t, I have to go  to the doctor. 
Then it’s, (names hospital) here w e go. And I ’m just not wanting to do it.
Stoic’s view of her pain and her striving to be constantly active could be seen by 
the therapist as associated to other somatic-emotional states, such as feeling upset 
or anxious or overtired, but Megan did not appear to recognise a connection here 
early on.
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2. Pain occurs when loss experience also presented, but link unrecognised.
Megan’s experience of distress as physical or psychological pain became linked to 
experiences of failure, loss and fear in three ways. For example, her multiple 
losses of family members involved tragic circumstances and her denial of feeling 
much grief, even when signs of distress were visible to the therapist. For example, 
when she described how her mother died quickly after a delayed diagnosis of a 
brain tumour when the family and her own GP had assumed she was suffering from 
an unremitting headache, Megan spoke with difficulty and anger about being the 
only one to realise that something was unusual, as her mother rarely stayed in bed. 
She had to plead for medical care, and her mother died within a few weeks. 
Although this narrative had been spoken with passion and pain in her voice, she 
denied any particular feelings except how angry she was at sixteen that no one
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appeared to take her mother’s condition seriously, and that she needed to make a 
fuss in order to get medical help.
In addition, episodes of pain occurred when Megan was trying to cope with 
currently impending loss. Yet Megan could only present these events in parallel, 
without making a link between them. She could relate details of her parents’ or 
grown son’s deaths, and talk fairly easily about other family members grieving and 
vulnerability; they gave her opportunity to move into her mothering and managing 
roles and thus helped her avoid recognising her own emotional needs. Finally, 
Megan often focused on the feelings of others, and she described their needs for 
comfort or how their stoical coping response belied their grief or distress. Below, 
Megan talks about the fear of her youngest child (described below as the child 
closest to her) who became highly anxious as Megan suffered a severe pain episode 
in the past and needed to be hospitalised.
Sl-228 APES = 0 Talks about fear and feeling coming from son; therapist tries to draw  
upon client’s empathic understanding, as son’s feeling and consequent shutting off may 
represent her own response, when faced with sudden and incomprehensible loss and fear; 
but M stays focused on other’s response. Current hypothesis is that this understanding is 
projection onto other, where dynamics can be thought about more safely.
[M is talking about her son becoming distressed when she was in hospital being treated fo r  a 
severe pain episode some years ago. She was asked by therapist how this impacted on her later] 
[Cl] Y es it did, because I felt w ell, yeh, you don’t know what is going on. Y ou don ’t know  what 
is going on, then ...you  don’t know what h e’s thinking, he m ay think, m um ’s going away, sh e’s 
not com ing back again, and he couldn’t cope with it. You couldn’t tell him anything, he just shut 
h im self off, you don’t know what he thinks......
[T] So there is som e fear around t h is ........ that som ething really awful might happen......... you were
able to take in your son ’s experience o f  this, what it was like for h im ....
[Cl] Uh-hm . I think that is what the psycholog ist said to m e at the tim e .. ..he is worried, you
really have to let him know ...... so  I always d o .......and most times it is fine, I’ll carry on ....b u t he
can tell, anyway. I think because he is c lose, because he is the one w ho is c losest to me, i f  there
is anything wrong with me, he ju st........ shuts h im self off. H e was quite frightened....... so it isn ’t
just the effect the pain has on m e, its also the effect it has on them. Som ething like that is 
happening... and I can’t do anything about it.
[Cl] W hen you can’t ...... when your ‘carrying on ’ can’t ....la s t  it out.
[T] Uh-huh.
5. 4 . 6 .2  F eelin g  O ne stru ggles for exp ression
3. Feeling One emerges temporarily.
Megan’s stories about her life became her way of exploring her own reflections, 
when prompted by the therapist. Feeling One began to quietly emerge in her 
content, although it often provoked further attempt by Stoic One to ward it off.
This occurred when Megan stopped in the middle of her narrative, and lost her train 
of thought; other breaks were caused by intruding ideas or shifts of topic; the use of 
sudden humour, body movements (e.g. putting her head down, or dismissing
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movements such as turning away); or her return to event-focused content following 
feeling-based experience.
S2-101 APES = 1 Feeling One begins to emerge, provoking avoidance responses by Stoic 
voice.
M is talking about the death o f her son, six years ago. Strong emotions begin to show, but she 
moves into sarcastic humor with therapist and keeps her conversation brisk.
[Cl] So he knew he could sw im ...... so he jum ped in ....b u t he couldn’t m anage the tides...that,
and the particularly bad weather, the worst weather they had had for y ea rs .. ..and o f  course, him
having the drink in him, he hadn’t allow ed for any o f  that.........(looks dow n, shakes head)
[ T ] ...... W ere you angry, then? (reading her face as a mixture o f  pain and anger)
[Cl] Oh, I used to say, when I get a hold o f  him, I ’ll strangle him! (chuckles) Y ou know, it was 
som ething I used to say quite a lot! W hen I get m y hands on him, I ’ll kill him! Y ou see, I could  
just say to him, ‘H ow  stupid could you think to b e!’
[T] Y ou knew, being the free spirit and rule breaker he w a s ...it  might get him into big trouble... 
[Cl] (interrupts) Oh, definitely.
Megan could only describe sensory events without understanding them. Her 
therapist formed the impression that her relationship to her body was more 
generally avoided. An attempt to re-focus her attention to it did help her briefly 
acknowledge a strong feeling.
S2- 415 APES = 1 Feeling One emerges in a small voice, and quickly gets excused away as 
inappropriate.
Megan has been describing a posture which helps her cope, that she experiences physically 
within
[T] Y ou look like you can alm ost feel it com ing u p ...
[Cl] I can feel it! It a lm ost.. ..straightens up my back (uses hands to describe motion o f  ‘barrier’ 
coming up her spine to her midsection) Y eh! And then I am fine. I ’m  good , I ’m  fine, and that’s
j u s t .........the way I .......handle....th ings. {Pause) Som etim es I feel like scream ing (voice quiet,
small), but it doesn’t w ork ....bu t....th at’s just the way I find it.
4. External focus helps create distance from feelings.
Megan frequently focused on her own stories or others’ way of coping with loss 
and grief, in ways that paralleled her own, but she was not aware of these 
similarities, even though they were experienced as obvious to the therapist. After 
an initial exploration of the meaning of these stories for her, her therapist began to 
consider that they represented offerings from Megan, invitations for her therapist to 
interpret what she herself could not yet risk putting into words. It also appeared 
that her focus on external events, including others’ feelings might represent a 
projection of an inner process, one that she could be aware of only in events and 
others outside of herself. These proposed links were occasionally suggested, but 
Megan was never challenged at this point; it felt important to allow her to explore 
the re-experience of painful events in a way that was safe for Megan, even if it did 
mean colluding with Stoic One. In the passage below, Megan focused on her 
surviving adopted son (Jack, blood brother to the son who died) and how he coped
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with the death of his brother Keith. Yet her perspective allowed her to see more 
than she can admit about herself: that his heart was breaking, and he could not 
cope except to escape into his obligations. Her affect in relating this tale began to 
touch in on the grief she was trying to avoid.
S2-337 APES = 0 Projection of Stoic’s coping strategy onto other, from safer distance can 
comment on its function
M is talking about her son’s Keith’s death, and his brother’s way of handling his grief 
(Therapist paraphrasing) There appeared to be a need for som e tim e to pass, before he could  
reach out and let fam ily be close to h im ....(sp eak in g  about her other son Jack)
[Cl] Yeah, I think he was hurting. H e was hurting.......... inside, and w e ll......... like the hurt inside,
he just cou ldn’t speak..............and you cou ldn’t speak to him about it. There were a lot o f
th ings..............you just couldn’t speak to him  about.
Yet she could describe her own avoidant coping process, and defined her barrier as 
a defensive shield against feeling, without offering recognition of the feelings 
themselves.
S2-374 APES = 1 Feelings emerge; worried about breaking down; Stoic’s barrier keeps 
Feeling One away. Can articulate some understanding of function of this process, but 
cannot name Feeling One.
(T) So y ou ’ve been able to let go  o f  Keith (dead son) ..........and it seem s, let go  o f  som e o f  the
anger and bitterness o f  your life with your first husband.........
[Cl] Uh-huh. Yeah, yeah. I’ve been able to put it all behind me.
[T] So, how  do you think you were able to do that?
[Cl] I don ’t know, they w ere.........you know, when Keith died, and I let the d octor ....I  w as fine
when I got there, I w as okay....bu t com ing up towards the inquest, I thought, I w as not going to
be able to handle this at all. And I went to the doctor and I said to him that I was no sure........... I
do not like anybody to see me cry in g .. .you know what I mean, I’m ju s t . . .just like that. I f  I want 
to cry I want to be on my own, I don’t want anybody to see it. And so I said, I just don’t know  if  
I can keep m yself together for that. And he said to m e, ‘You know, crying is an em otion that you  
ought to express, you know ’ he said. ‘Y ou have to accept it.’ And I said, ‘Y es, I probably w ill.’ 
And there was two [ ] . . .  and I rea lly .. ..I said, ‘M y other sons w ill be there, and I really have to
be strong for them. So it is important, you se e .’ And he said., ‘ Y es, but you know, M , the first 
thing? Y ou ’ve put a barrier up.’ H e says, ‘Y ou ’ve got a barrier up, and I ’ll tell you, until you  
put that barrier dow n ,’ he says, ‘there is not much anyone can do for you .’ And I often think,
I’ve got that barrier...I’ve got that barrier that he goes on ab ou t....I’ve got that barrier, and I 
manage to keep it topped up. Som etim es I m aybe stop and I think, u h m .... (toying an idea over 
in her mind)...and I start thinking and getting upset, and I worry about getting really upset and
think, no, no! I ’ve got to try to get this barrier back up and I ..........  som ehow  m anage to struggle
and get it back.
[T] W hat the doctor said to you made sense then.........you agree about the barrier inside, you  can
sense it .. .
[Cl] Y eah, I can feel it, you know. He goes on about, what about you l I says, yeah, but I ’m  not
important............. other people are important......... cause when I went there, my other two sons were
there and their hate was going to pull them apart...... and I thought, I have got to cope with it and
m ake sure that they are okay. There were a few  tears and things like that, and m y other son,
Peter, he was the first one to com e right across and say, ‘M um, you ’ll be fine, (mimics strong but 
reassuring voice) Y ou ’ll be okay!’ A s soon as he put his arm on m e, I said, ‘I ’m fine! I ’m  okay! 
(brightly, bristling slightly) ’ I said, ‘ I ’ll be okay.’ And that is what I do, I just go  (takes big 
breath, then sniffs, as if inhaling)....! think, I ’m okay. And that’s it. I keep thinking Dr. H ’s 
words, I keep thinking, this must be the barrier he goes on about (smiles, embarrassed) and that 
eh, all o f  a sudden, put up and go, ‘I’m okay!’
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5. Stoic One resists losing control.
Stoic ‘s dominance was re-affirmed frequently over the first several sessions, even 
when the therapist pointed out its limited benefits, or its potential connection with 
Megan’s pain. Megan remained defiant and proud of being able to not break 
down, although still she was not aware of her fears regarding her feelings, beyond 
feeling a kind of humiliation or weakness.
S2-445 APES = 0 Firm alliance o f conscious self with dominant Stoic One; wants to avoid 
emergent voice.
[T] So it has been this last three years......having the gall bladder out d idn’t stop the pain although
I remember your saying it abated for a w hile just after the operation ....and then the spasm s 
started..
[Cl] Y es. And that pain, w ell I just can’t put up with it. It is such a strong pressure, it gets to a 
point when I can ’t bear it, it is such a bad pain. It can go  on quite a w hile before that, I can still 
keep working, but eventually when the pressure gets too bad I can’t.
[T] So here is another threshold you have. I just noticed it and wanted to point it out. A  m om ent 
ago, we were talking about your barrier....
[Cl] Uh-huh.
[T] . . . i t  is alm ost like the barrier you have here, it keeps you going and keeps you right, until the
pain goes over it........ then it gets you, it gets to you. Until then, you just sold ier on and try to
outwit it, but finally, m ost o f  the time, the pain gets stronger than your barrier h ere .. ..then it is 
not bearable.
[Cl] Uh-huh.
[T] So you like to keep yourself going in both instances -  like you did when Keith died and you  
were trying to manage your feelings and cope -  and now  you try to go  on and not be stopped by 
the pain ......
[Cl] And not let that barrier slip.
[T] And not let the barrier slip. N ot let you rself down.
On other occasions, Megan’s resistance appeared to soften and she could reflect on 
her reliance on Stoic One from a more neutral position. Her own narratives and 
therapist feedback exposed her to this slight movement within herself.
S2-472 APES = 1 Fear of losing control marker in evidence as client offers perspective of 
why she needs dominant voice. Implied existence of Feeling One ridiculed by Stoic One.
[Cl] T o be honest with you, I often think, i f  the barrier slipped, I d on ’t know what would happen. 
I don’t know, I don ’t really think I could be in control. And I think that is why I keep this 
barrier.. ..w hy I keep it up. I think I’m frightened if  I let it go , if  it was brought down, I just don ’t 
know  how  I’d be.
[T] So you think that it would be aw fu l...... you m igh t....
[Cl] I think.........I think, the pain would get the better o f  m e .. ..I m ight.......I w ould cry and get
upset (drawls words out, as if this is being silly), and things like that.. ..where, I think, i f  I keep  
this barrier going, whatever it is, uhm, it keeps me going. (voice indicating this whole business is 
starting to seem silly) (Shrugs) I may just as w ell keep soldiering on and just do things as I 
always do. I think the barrier w ent........ I think I w ould loose  my grip.
5 .4 .  6 .3  B oth  voices experienced  in  d ifferen t situations
6. Client begins to explore somatic experiences, and historical links of past feelings 
with present ones.
Megan’s beliefs regarding her pain did not locate it close to other psychological 
experiences or problematic events in her life. When asked, she would remark
about the unpredictable mystery of why her pain occurred. Her descriptions were 
vivid, however, and revealed that even the threat of pain rendered her vulnerable to 
a loss of control and a fear of being overwhelmed by something intolerable. Her 
therapist was aware that these descriptions were similar to her stories of resisting 
strong emotions related to experiences of loss and rejection, and began drawing 
connections through the imagery suggested by Megan’s description of pain.
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S5-014 APES = 0 (late) Client denies awareness of link between somatic and psychological 
pain when asked by therapist and likened to inner voice, but can begin to respond to link 
between pain and inner animal voice.
[T] W hen you do get pain, do you ever w onder w hy, why is it bad, now?
[Cl] N o, because like, this w eek ....w e ll, I used to get, quite a few  w eeks like th is ....an d  then a 
bad week. I used to get bad spasms every week, each m onth .. .but at first it would just be on ce in 
a while. Then it got to be one w eek a month, then two and two, then three and one then every  
week. I couldn’t live with that. But this past week, things have been good, and just yesterday  
(smiles, brightens) . ..o n e  o f  the tenants was saying to m e, you know, M egan, you ’ve been  
looking really good this week! And I said, Y eah, I ’ve been really good this w eek (meditates on 
this) Right now it is just /y w g ...ju st lying right there, just like that...and if  it just stays right 
there, I can handle it. I w ouldn’t have a problem  with that, I could handle it.
[T] W here is this pain?
[Cl] There. Right there (pointing to her midline, left)
[T] Just there.
[Cl] W hen it’s there, I can cope with that. But when it raises up, I cannot handle it ...b u t now  it is 
just sitting, and if  it stays like that it w ill be just grea t....
[T] It’s alm ost as if .........I had this little fantasy, a m om ent ago, when you were speaking.......it is
like you are talking about an angry animal, inside y o u ....n o w  it is okay because it is 
n o t...u p se t .. ..
[Cl] Uh-hm.
[T] ....ah , it is ....ah , com fortable, it has been ....sa tisfied , in som e way, no longer an gry ....
[Cl] It has b een ......angry and now  it is just lying there, like that.......
As Megan was able to let some feelings of vulnerability, fear and anger in response 
to rejection surface in her historic accounts, she was better able to vent these 
feelings in the room. Her awareness that these feelings were still present within 
her helped her to see that they had been ‘contained’ over a long time and perhaps 
did influence how her body felt. This small change appeared to aid Megan’s 
understanding that feelings might influence somatic sensations. It also provided a 
basis for comparing similar feelings that arose in the present to other 
circumstances.
S3-210 APES = 1-H .5 [movement during segment] Can be closer to emergent voice in 
historical incident, where dominant Stoic voice is taken by another, powerful family figure. 
As negative affect emerges, able to sustain emergent voice a bit and elaborate it.
M is talking about life at home as a teen-ager; following a qualifying exam she discussed the 
results with her parents.
[Cl] I got my results one day, and it was at St. Johns. I got a 98 per cent. I was ju s t .. . .s o  
chuffed. And I called hom e and said I got 98 per cent. M y m um .. ..she w as ju s t . . .shocked. And
later my dad said, ‘W hat happened to the other 2 ? ’ ....................And I ju s t .. ..I  never w ill forget
that. N ow . M y sister didn’t get any. She didn’t even  sit exam s, I was the only o n e ...............  And
then he turned around and said, ‘Y ou’ll be a teacher.’ And som ething m ade me say, ‘W ell, it w ill 
never happen!’ Just to m yself, no way. Even i f  I wanted to be one. N ot after he said that. And
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so I carried on at hom e, and then I went to co llege . One o f  the people at the church, he was one  
o f  the teachers there. And, em , my Dad had asked him, how  was I getting on? A nd he says to 
m e, ‘Y ou  know, your Dad asked how  you were d o ing .’ That made me alm ost want to drop out 
o f  co llege  as w ell! (laughs) I finished the course, b u t... he found out that I had taken days o ff  
from my course....................................
[T] W hy did you alm ost drop out o f  co llege after hearing your dad was asking after you?
[Cl] I think I was angry. I was angry that h e’d asked ...... som eone else. W hy did he not ask m e,
com e and ask me how  was I doing? Then he heard I had taken time o ff ........... and he hit the
ceiling. That was it. N o  way, I was going to do what he wanted, after that........(voice sounds
really angry now, and filled with defiance.)
[T]At the time, you were fee lin g ..........
[Cl] I was just horrified. Shocked, horrified. I think, I just said to m yself, at the time, w ell, that’s 
that, I ’ll not bother with you! (sounds detached) I mean, I know I really tried hard, because I
knew .........he expected a lot from my sister, and my sister couldn’t h e lp ....sh e  just cou ldn’t do
things like this, she just couldn’t! And m y brother, w ell, he just couldna care less. That w as just 
it. So, it just cam e down to me, and I th ou gh t, w ell, I ’ll try. I don’t know if  I can do it. A nd so  I
tried hard, and I worked really w e ll......and that is the praise that I got. (bitter voice) S o  that’s the
way I felt about him. After he did that. I tried really hard to please him, and that is what I got.
[T] Y ou were shocked and horrified............. at the time, and you cou ldn’t forgive him, even  later.
It sounds, listening to you now, like that anger is still there....
[Cl] I think it i s . . ..it has been buried som ew here, som e place. (quiet voice).
At other times, Megan would frequently experience problems in relating which she 
recognised as vague, creating confusion. Occasionally she appeared to get close to 
acknowledging how these interpersonal conflicts represented competing impulses 
from within herself, but Megan still quickly shifted her focus away from it. Her 
experience of struggle was beginning to be permitted within, however.
S3-388 APES = 1 Emergent voice in experience but blockage occurs in trying to articulate 
it; therapist interprets.
[Cl] One time, I w asn’t doing so  well. And talked to my mum about it. And so I kept trying. 
And my mum said, D o what you can. And so  an exam  cam e up. And I did okay, and m y mum  
said good. And my dad just sat in the living room . Just sat there.... (murmurs fast and so low I
cannot make out what she is saying for a minute she stops and her gaze is averted; deep
somewhere else...)
[T] It feels as if  you have gone far away, back som ew here........
(she looks up at me, keeps looking, blit is silent)
[T] It feels to me like there is a lot o f  pain here.........pain and a struggle to keep g o in g ..........
Occasionally Megan linked her anxiety and irritations, or other bodily sensations to 
her feelings and behaviour.
S5-042 APES = 1 Temporary emergence of Feeling One, and link with pain status: M  
feels upset and angry and expresses strongly; this is related to pain-source being ‘satisfied’ 
and calm.
M starts talking about her week upon arriving in session; she has been irritable at home with her 
children. She also reports on her pain as well. Recognition of link made here does not last fo r  
remainder of session.
[Cl]  I know I can be a crab, a really really bad crab in the house, but pain- w ise ..... it is just
lying there and it’s fine. It is lying there, and I ’m happy.
[T] Okay. I am wondering what has......satisfied or calm ed it ............or just m ade it .........
[Cl] B ecause I’ve been shouting a lot this w eek, I ’ve been shouting a lot, but again, that is just
m yself. I do think it is my hormones, and that, I do think it m yself..........and I ’ve really been
shouting, an awful lot this w eek, and yet the pain has just been sitting ...
[Cl] So, being upset and expressing it d oesn ’t go  along with the pain getting bad ....in stead  it 
seem s to calm  the pain......
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Once more, this recognition would soon fade, as if her dominant Stoic One had 
‘heard’ these statements and needed to reassert its belief that pain was unlinked to 
her own behaviour or being.
7. Anxiety increases as painful feelings begin to be owned.
By session 5, Megan began to report an increase in anxiety for which she still could 
not determine a cause, although she appeared to be willing to discuss these 
experiences. At these moments Stoic One responded strongly. One response drove 
Megan to engage in an intense bout of cleaning.
S5-391 APES = 1 Active warding off; vaguely aware of problem approaching (i.e. edginess) 
eliciting avoidance behaviour (e.g. intense cleaning focuses her mind on alternative activity; 
content of which may be symbolic scourging)
[Cl] .. .to be honest, I get up and go  clean the kitchen. And then, I ’ll clean the bathroom.
B ecause, I’m just so edgy, I just had to keep cleaning.
[T] That makes you less ed g y ..........
[Cl] C leaning? Yeah. B ecause, I can take m yse lf away, like to the bath, and just work away  
without having to deal with anyone. And it helps. M y sons all call me Mrs. Bleach! T hey all call 
me that ....{laughs).
[T] W hat happens to the irritation when you are scrubbing? Can you still feel it?
[Cl] N o , it seem s to block it out.
Between sessions 6 and 7, Megan received news that her closest friend Shona was 
diagnosed with terminal lung cancer, and immediately she struggled to maintain 
control over overwhelming feeling. A severe pain episode resulted, but Megan was 
reluctant to connect these two events.
S7-003 APES = early 1. Dominant voice still in charge; feeling threat of emergent Feeling 
One, and client’s awareness of this voice is tentative in this significant circumstance.
[Cl] This w eek  hasn’t been good (sigh fu ll o f  tense anger). This has been a terrible w eek  
compared to som e o f  the weeks.
[T] M mm hmm.
[Cl] I was beginning to feel l ik e , ........ I think I ’ve had about three weeks and then, just, I canna
really remember, I’ve had three weeks, I think, not too bad and then.................... this w eek  on the
W ednesday morning, half past ten I was sitting writing this letter to my so n ...................and my
spasm  cam e on with vengeance, like you’ve never felt anything like it before.
[T] ...th at w a s...........
[Cl] So I ran upstairs and got my spray, cause I’ve a G T N  spray. Ran upstairs got m y spray, and
........... I used that and that did me until about, just after one, about one o ’clock  it started to feel
really bad again ..........but w ee Joe was in at that tim e so I couldna m ake.............I had to just get on
with it because he was there........... I couldna let him think................ although he kept saying, are
you alright M um? I says yes, I’m fine, I ’m  fine, I ’m o.k. but it was taking m e to speak to him.
O nce I got him away to school, I used m y spray again ..................... and from then on I w as having
to use it every two hours up until................ w e were up all night. [ ] ........... but on top o f  all that
I had bad new s last Saturday. So I don’t know  whether that, I don’t think it d o e s .........but m aybe
it does.
[T] O.K. tell m e what is happening?
[Cl] M m m  last Saturday, I ’ve told you about my n iece w ho’s in a wheelchair, Karen, sh e ’s not 
my niece, sh e’s my friend’s daughter but I’ve alw ays been there for her.
[T] Yeah.
[Cl] So, she phones last Saturday to tell, it was m y husband that answered the phone, to say that 
her M um was in [hospital]. Karen doesn't keep w ell anyway, she’s got loads o f  chest problem s,
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had five heart attacks, mmm but her M um had gone into hospital six w eeks ago and they’ve said
that there w as lik e .........mmm clots, there was a sm all c lo t on her lu ng............m mm  so from  then
until she went in last w eek for tests, it turns out that sh e’s got cancer and from  a w ee dot on her
lung that w as supposed to be a thrombosis or w hatever........... it was now  a matter o f  'this'
(struggles, can ’t remember the right word) type o f  tumour that she had on her lungs and that was 
within six  weeks.
This became a significant event in Megan’s ability to recognise her own Feeling 
voice and its conflict with Stoic One. Her feelings were too salient to be ignored, 
but as Stoic One struggled to re-assert herself at moments, Megan could herself 
observe this process. Further, in doing so she could experience more clearly the 
fear that lay behind Stoic One’s attempt to put a barrier between Megan and further 
feeling.
S7-097 APES = 2 Emergent and dominant voices vacillate back and forth in this one domain 
where Feeling One can be owned; dominant Stoic still wants to re-assert control.
[Cl] Shona’ s done a lot o f  things with her life that I have never approved o f .................... and w e’ve
fallen out for years but she could still pick a phone up and I’m there, but Karen, I never let go  o f  
Karen. Karen’s always there cause she needs m e, for one thing and another. M m m  and she used  
to always say to me, between us we always said, yeah you ’re the oldest and I used to alw ays say, 
oh yeah but you ’ve always been older than m e and when I went in to see her last w eek the first
thing she said was, yeah there you go, you ’ll see fifty-one, I w on’t..........and it was like som ebody
just hit me with a boulder or som ething, I j u s t ........... cou ldn’t cope with it...........and I thought,
ahhh...............
[T] H o w ...............were you feeling, when she said that?
[Cl] Oh.. I wanted to cry (voice gets a bit w o b b ly ) , ................ I didna want to cry cause I didna
want to upset her....................I had a lump in my throat, couldna sw allow  a n d .....................she had
people sitting around the bed with her, a few  o f  them I k new ...............but I stood back, I just
waited cause they were all around her and I said to her no, I ’ll speak to you after................ and I
stood back and then once they all went away and it was only m yself and Tom  that was left (voice 
gets tight) and sh e’s, she’s like, sh e’s just, doesna know  what’s hit her. It hasna sunk yet, she
really hasna, it hasna sunk and she just kept grabbing m y h a n d ..............and she kept saying to m e,
M egan I’m no gonna be here for Christmas, I said look, w e ’re no gonna speak about that, w e ’re 
just, w e ’re gonna forget it (voice loud and alm ost cu rt):.... and she said som ething else
..............and I was cutting, I kept cutting her, and I knew I was cutting her...........(e.g . cutting her off
from  saying dreaded words) but that was my way (firm, domineering voice, while at the same
time w o b b lin g ) ........... trying to co p e .................and then she says to m e, go  on take us out for a
fag ..........  I said, you ’re in here with cancer o f  the lung and you’re asking me to take you for a
fag, are you m ad? ( Whispers) M egan, just take us oot for a fag. I went, right o.k. com e on, get
oot the bed and I got her...... and I was m aking a joke at everything trying to keep it dead light.
One or two times I broke down and the tears were flooding and (Sniffs deeply, pulling herself
upright) I quickly got m yself pulled back together again ...... because didna want, I didna want to
upset her in any w ay.........but when I got h om e.......... oh gee, I cried. And then I stopped m yself, I
kept pulling m yself together again.
8. Problem gains recognition.
Her therapist was aware that the emergence of Feeling One had been precipitated 
by a major life event; as a personal loss to Megan’s attachment world, it would take 
a good deal of digestion and reflection for its developmental potential to remain 
intact. In the next few days, Megan recalled her ability to feel grief and cry at 
moments, which continued to alternate with concentrated efforts to shut out her 
thoughts and feelings. She was unable to make a connection between this effort
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and subsequent chest tightness and discomfort, and inability to relax into sleep, 
although these two events occurred in parallel in her accounts in the weeks that 
followed.
S7 -  130 APES = 0 At first, pain and grief events juxtapositioned in account, but association 
not made (level 0); later can reflect when asked, but not fully emerged into awareness and 
very vague (level 1).
During M ’s story about her fr ie n d ’s  terminal illness and even after acknowledging her tears and 
grie f at times, but shutting them out at others....after a few  days o f  this she is up all night with 
pain - not the regular spasm but very sharp chest pains.
[Cl] The w hole night w e were up the w hole night and it was like, no this pain (she is referring to 
her spasms, recently with her) but I had this, just under your left, you know  your left breast, under 
there it was like there was, oh I just, so much tightness beyond there and it wouldna go
aw ay........... and I was up the w hole night and we just paced up and down the w hole night, cups o f
tea, the usual things that w e do when w e’re both (husband and her) up during the night.
Her therapist invited Megan to persist with this idea that there were two things
being expressed here: she felt the need to protect herself with her Stoic voice and so
pushed away her feelings, but that doing so might upset her whole body. Megan
began to consider these possibilities within her own inner dialogue.
S 7 -255 APES = late 1. Able to sustain upon reflection that pain is connected to feelings 
but appreciation still vague; getting close to 2 as on verge of connecting negative affect/ pain 
to problem.
Husband Tom has suggested to her that her last pain episode might be her g r ie f locked inside.
[Cl] Looking back, I keep thinking he could be right. But I don’t know  why he could be right. 
I’ve no managed to figure, I keep cause I keep saying to m yself, I keep saying to him, no you ’re 
wrong! And I keep dism issing it in my mind. N o  it’s wrong! B ecause if  it happened on  
Saturday why did the pain w ait until W ednesday? (sniffs) But then I ’ve never connected  the pain 
before, I ’ve looked back and I’ve thought, w ell I wasna doing anything, so  why did it com e? So
I’ve never ever really been able to put an answer to that on e ..............within m yself.
[T] O.K. let me tell you what I ’m hearing.
[Cl] (Interrupts) I ’m looking for answers but I’m  no getting any, I don’t think.
[T] Yeah I know , I know. But you don’t just want to pick up the wrong answers because that’s 
not helpful, and I respect that.
[Cl] N o.
[T] But what I ’m also hearing from you ..............is w ell, m aybe, I’m thinking yes, m aybe there is a
connection. I don’t know about this................
[Cl] M mm hmm.
[T] It’s the very first time I’ve heard you accept the possib ility  and then right after that what you  
said is w ell no, still d ism iss it.
[Cl] N o , N o, I just, no. I keep saying if  you can be responsible for your pain, why w ould  you put 
yourself in pain like that? I f  you ’ve got anything to do with the control o f  that pain, why would  
you let yourself go  through that pain? And I can never think there is an answer to that why. So  
that’s why I sort o f  always dism iss it.
[T] It feels really important. Y ou aren’t trying to put yourself in pain. It is the very thing you ’d
like m ost to avoid .........like the strong feelings that cam e up this w eekend ............Y ou ’re saying it’s
possib le that there’s a connection between those two things, an em otional event, the shock  o f
hearing that your friend is declin ing............. taking in these th in g s ......... then being with your friend
Saturday...
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[Cl] M m m hm m .
[T] S he’s your friend, sh e’s like a sister esp ec ia lly ...
[Cl] S h e’s alw ays there. M m m  hmm
[T] And facing the prospect w hich you don ’t want to face.
[Cl] N o.
[T] And you ’re aware, yo u ’ve told m e .................... you need to do this in your own way. Y ou need
to take this a step at a t im e ....
[Cl] Yeah. Just a w ee bit at a time, for m e to cope yeah.
Further reflection brought Megan closer into this conflict; as her therapist 
attempted to help her connect a somatic experience to her affective state and her 
behaviour in attempt to cope with it. As she began to cry in one session, she began 
to articulate the anxiety that arrived with her tears, and found she could talk about 
her fear of not being strong, or losing control. She could also sense more precisely 
how she tried to ward off her grief by breathing differently, as if she was pulling air 
directly into the middle of her body. She demonstrated a few times, then realised 
with the therapist’s assistance that this area of her body was also the place from 
which her spasms began.
Megan began to identify Stoic One as part of her, rather than the whole of her self. 
It also brought her closer to naming her conflict, and she was able to see how her 
dominant Stoic voice, while keeping her from experiencing emotional pain, might 
in fact be creating a physical condition leading to an attack of physical pain.
S7-606 APES = 2 Aware of earlier and current symptoms as link to inner dynamics 
(suppression of emergent Feeling One), and now can begin to question that dominant voice 
stance may cause pain.
[T] H ave you let yourself fall apart?
[Cl] N ot often, not often.
[T] It makes sen se ....y o u  say I don’t want to fall apart and feel m yself crying and breaking down
in front o f  others........... but it’s also that you carry that feeling even when there in private and
could be getting rid o f  som e o f  the grief and pain, as you say that other peop le do when they  
cry...........
[Cl] Other people, mmm hmm.
[T] And som etim es the habits w e create around others stay with us even  when w e are alone. And
you are quick to keep back the tears............. it’s not just tears, it’s pain.
[Cl] Pain, it’s pain! (she agrees)
[T] It’s real pain! And it’s really hard..........
[Cl] Actually, I was, w ell Saturday night, Sunday m orning, I don’t know  what time it was, I think
it was early hours o f  Sunday morning, and...................you know  Tom  was saying to me, just let it
out! And I kept saying to him, no, no that could cause this pain. (Laughs with sudden realisation:
she has linked the two pains). I don’t know  where I’m  com ing from .......... all o f  a sudden I’m
thinking about this...... cause I never thought about it b efore........and no, I went no, no that could
cause this pain, no, no, no and I just kept no, no, no and I got rid o f  it .......... and I went that was
the first tim e I’ve ever thought about it.......................... cause I’ve never ever linked it to pain, w ell
the pain that I get to anything else or I’ve never been able to link it before to anything.
In the next session, her therapist asked her to try to hear her pain, and what it might 
be trying to communicate when she reported a current degree of pain. Again she 
tapped briefly into feelings of anger and hurt. Shortly after this, Megan began to
talk to her pain, when it shifted position or she felt new sensations in her midline 
region between sessions. She laughed at herself when she reported it during 
sessions, and couldn’t say why she spontaneously started this practice. Her 
therapist suggested that she had in some way been able to let herself come closer to 
it, in her desire to understand it.
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5.4. 6. 4 Forming an acceptance of Feeling One and modifying Stoic One
9. The impacts of Stoic One’s dominance are considered.
Once Megan was able to articulate the problem (APES mid-Level 2), she was able 
to admit other negative impacts of her dominant voice. One was fatigue. But 
allowing expression of Feeling One brought feelings of guilt, a typical emotion 
following its emergence at this stage of assimilation. Further, her growing 
appreciation that her striving might have created tension and stress and so 
increased her pain was troubling. For Megan this shift in awareness and the impact 
on her feeling life were double- edged: if her Stoic dominance was related to her 
pain episodes, this had been costly to her family as well as herself; in addition to 
promoting physical pain, Stoic had often left her irritable, expressing negative 
moods and recriminations against her family.
S8- 059 APES = 2 Able to reflect on why Stoic voice became dominant, while owning and 
expressing emergent Feeling One. Also links to other unpleasant affect; guilt for not 
keeping Stoic stance, and guilty again because repression of other voice leaves her irritable 
and angry towards others. Realises limitations of just Stoic as expression of Self.
M  was talking about the development o f  Stoic One; how its voice was expected o f  her as a child. 
[T] Em otional outbursts, I im agine, were not permitted. S o  you make yourself keep things in.
[Cl] It d idn’t happen. That’s why I couldna correct it and when Tom  suggested that, I just, no 
way, it didna happen. M aybe I didna want to think it was there.
[T] Yeah.
[Cl] It was only just when I’d thought about it and I thought w ell, m aybe h e’s right. M aybe there 
is som ething in it after all but I couldna think, I kept saying to him, n o .. . .
[T] So is this pain in your gut, maybe is connected to a part o f  you that fee ls things, even though  
it gets shut away?
[Cl] Yeah. But it m akes me feel guilty.
[T] Y ou shouldn't be allow ed to feel. N o  matter how  tired you are o f  being strong.
[Cl] I do get tired o f  this. But I do feel guilty. And then I find m yself angry at other peop le, .like 
the k id s .. ..and I take it out on them. So I feel guilty again.
She began to express the importance of feelings and not holding them in all the 
time; in the context of her best friend’s death, she talked about these ideas 
rationally with others (e.g. family members) and later with her therapist. Thus, she 
could entertain the reality and usefulness of Feeling One here, although to her 
therapist this felt like an intellectualised acceptance. Her own feeling voice
continued to frighten her at times, however, and Stoic’s resistance to giving into it 
was still present, albeit expressed more softly.
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S8-133 APES = 2 Reflects on and accepts emergent Feeling more generally, but more for 
others than self. Beginning awareness there is more strengthening her reliance on Stoic 
voice, but here there is more flexible approach (i.e. humor)
[Cl] Y es. Som etim es I think this is possib le, but at the m om ent it fee ls like the m ost important 
thing is to keep hold o f  m yself, not to let go.
[T] I f  you let go, you w ill......... (pause)....shatter? Break apart?
[Cl] -iUh-huh. I don’t want to break down. ->It’s funny, though. Susan took it really hard. T om  
and Susan went up with m e to hospital, you see. She had wanted to go  up to the hospital last 
w eek, but I said no. ‘W ait until your Auntie Shona is hom e.’ So went I went up on Tuesday, 
Susan said she wanted to com e too. I said no. But she said she w ould just com e to the hospital 
and wait. Tom  was com ing, so  she cam e along and waited at the other end o f  the ward. I gave  
them both m oney to get coffee . And so they waited there. But when I cam e from seeing  Shona, 
Susan just took one look at my face and asked, ‘Is she dead?’ I said, ‘Y es, honey, I am afraid 
your Auntie Shona is gon e.’ And she burst into tears. She just cried and cried. I went to com fort 
her. I told her, (soothing voice) ‘That’s okay. G o ahead and let yourself cry. It is like steam  
escaping through a valve; go  ahead and open it, and when you are done c lose it up again. It’s 
okay. It is better that you let it out.’ Tom  was upset too; later he had put his head dow n, and I 
couldn’t see his face, just a trickle down on his shirt. So I knew he was crying too, and so I said 
to Susan, to go  tend her father because he needed to be com forted.
[T] So you told Susan it was all right to cry, to let it out..
[Cl] Yah .(laughs) I know. I can tell her to do it, but not m yself. After I told her it w as okay to 
cry, I looked over to Tom , and he was g iv ing m e a look. Like, I can’t believe you are saying this 
. . . .  ’ (laughs with irony)
[T] W hat would it be like to cry, yourself, with som eone holding you?
[Cl] I still don’t like it. I want to keep m yself together. Let other peop le shed the tears.
[T] Y our tears?
[Cl] (Nods)
Her therapist felt that there was more to her resistance here than the lingering 
reluctance to let a dominant voice soften and change after years of unconscious 
identification with it. Megan recognised that her own tendency to avoid feeling 
emotional pain and grief might ultimately be a costly form of coping, but she 
preferred to do so.
S8 -  102 APES = 2 Conflict avoided, but conscious of this during experience; there is some 
reduction of affect and client is reflecting on this; able to hold emergent voice in awareness 
even as she consciously pushes it away, so defense is not an unconscious one.
[T] Last w eek w e talked about the relationship betw een this pain -  the spasms in particular, and 
your letting yourself feel upset, like em otional pain.
[Cl] (quickly) Y es, I ’ve been thinking about that all w eek. N ot because I intended to. It just 
keeps com ing up, from the back o f  my mind, a kind o f  n iggling thought now  and then. M aybe  
especially , since Shona. I start thinking about how  I hold it all back, how  important it fee ls  to 
hold it in ...an d  then think that this may store it up and make it worse, lea v in g ...I  don’t know , a
horrible fe e lin g .. ..and I think..... (looks equ ivoca l)...but then som etim es it com es up from  the
back o f  my mind and I think, ‘Oh, no.’ ( Waves hand to dismiss quickly; looks at me and  sm iles)  
[T] (I return the sm ile) N o  it can’t be true; slam  the door on that idea! (We both laugh)
[Cl] Y es! C an’t be true, don’t want to think about it.
[T] Like last week, I ’m noticing how  quickly that thought com es in, as i f  to prevent you from  
thinking or feeling further....
[Cl] Uh-huh. Y es. I don’t think I want to think about it. But other tim es I do wonder.
[T] And now  you might want to be avoiding your u p se t...
[Cl] Uh-huh. I think so. I think I’ll be okay, though.
[T] B eing okay is keeping it in? Staying strong? or letting it out?
[Cl] K eeping it in. That’s what I want to do.
Other evidence existed from Megan’s history that Feeling One was connected to 
the past, and to deeply buried rage from the loss, isolation and perceived rejection 
she received during years of emotional and sexual abuse. Therapeutically, it was 
tempting to try to encourage a greater facilitation of her current grief in session, yet 
Megan’s resistance was clear and the therapist decided to limit her intervention to 
recognising signs of feeling. Opening up to these feelings, rather than taking her 
strong, containing role for others was feared as a potentially disintegrating 
experience, too threatening for Megan to accept. However recently she had been 
able to give voice to this fear, and her feeling ashamed of being weak, and therefore 
devalued in others’ eyes. Nonetheless, Megan continued to make some progress in 
accessing Feeling One. This movement occurred primarily in the domain of 
somatic feelings, or sensations and their identification.
Around this time she had a bad attack of pain. It occurred when she was writing a 
letter to her son, Peter, who had been depicted as having a personality similar to 
Megan in some ways except that he tended to feel things, and let himself 
experience psychological distress. Peter had asked for comfort and attention from 
her during a previous bereavement when she was busy trying to ignore her own 
needs, and also distracted her away from his (see next segment below). To tell 
Peter about her friend’s death appeared to also bring Megan closer to this neediness 
that came with loss, which she had also been trying to avoid. Although this idea 
was suggested by her therapist, she was able to agree with it, and doing so brought 
sharper moments of her own intense feeling of loss.
10. Voice history explored and the inequality of their acceptance by the 
environment recognised.
Megan also began to hear messages from her family and friends differently at this 
time, regarding how they perceived her in both current and past circumstances. 
These reflections had a deeper quality, which took her back to experiences with 
loss of control, and a landslide of anger within.
S9-134 APES = 2 Expressive dominant voice in historic incident involving son and 
criticizing his own expression of feeling; eliciting rage from Stoic One; can accept links 
offered by son to her inner conflict then and now.
[Cl] And, ah, he (telephone call from  son Peter) did bring up one valid point. H e did say, ‘For 
G od ’s sake, don’t fall out with anybody today, like you did with m e.’ And I’d hadn’t forgotten it, 
but it had (chuckle) just gone to the back o f  my mind, som ew here... and I said, ‘That was 
terrible, w asn’t it, son?’ That was the day after K eith’s funeral. Peter just said the wrong  
th in g .. .1 don’t know what he said, but he said som ething to m e, and I just went ballistic. I just 
alm ost hit him. And Tom  had been up the stairs in his bed, and he heard the racket, and he cam e
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down and said, ‘W hat is going on?’ Peter said, ‘M um ’s just taken a frenzy. And it was 
som ething to do with the funeral, and I had said, more or less, to him, lo o k ....it  w as som ething to
the fact that, what about......he said som ething about him  n ever....and  he said, ‘W hat about m e?’
and he said, ‘W here do I com e in all this? Everybody totally ignored m e. I was the one w ho did
everything!’ H e had organised everything, made sure everything w as okay. [ ] .........and Peter
said, not one person asked m e, how  was I? N ot one o f  you! (sniffs) So  that is what he w as on  
about...........
[T] And, you responded..............that is what made you angry.......... I know  this is in the past but try
to put yourself back there for a m om ent........... Peter is hurt that no one is concerned about him  and
how  he fee ls ..............what about this makes you angry....
[Cl] (Considers fo r  a moment) I can still see m y se lf .. ..I was standing at the kitchen sink. And  
he said som ething. Som ething about ‘m e!’ or som ething about him, his feelings lik e ...a n d  I could  
f e e l . . ..all o f  a sudden, som ething just went, snap! And I just cou ldn’t shut up (begins to sound  
guilty).
[T] (softly) D o  you remember what was com ing out o f  your mouth?
[Cl] I was angry. I was. I just kept shouting, and shouting. And, it was lik e ...so m eb o d y ........ at
the back was operating the mouth, because the m essages kept going and com ing o u t....it  w asn’t
as if  I meant to say it. And after that, I could have bit my tongue out I d idn’t ........... I don ’t know
how  many times afterwards I said, w ell, I shouldn’t have said all those th in g s ....so  it 
w as....w orth , reminding me the other day, em ...
[T] Just for a m oment, stay with that......’cause I’ve got an idea here.......what he is saying is, m y
feelings matter, to o ...... I need attention.......and som eone to care how I f e e l.......I need to be
included....... som ething ab ou t....h is saying that, triggers a huge landslide o f  anger in y o u ....
(pause)
[Cl] I . . .I  was standing by the kitchen sink, washing dishes, or doing supper at the time, I don’t
know  what it w a s ....I  can see him standing by the fr id g e .... I don’t know what it w as...... it was
like com ing from the back, because it w asn’t like me saying it. After it, when I thought about 
what I had said, I thought, Oh, G od, I shouldn’t have said that. Oh, Peter, I ’m sorry. But Peter 
kinda took that attitude like, w ell, it’s said now, it is too late...(cough)
Later on, her uncle’s death offered an opportunity for Megan to hear Feeling One, 
who was filled with ambivalent feelings. They included rage and joy that her uncle 
was no longer living. Stoic One couldn’t quite suppress these feelings, and her 
feelings of guilt in acknowledging Feeling One had lessened.
S l l - 155 APES= 1.5 M is able to own censored feeling (with encouragement from  
therapist’s interventions) and portrays conflict -  it may be wrong to have this feeling, but it 
is also real.
M  is talking about the death o f  her uncle last week; reveals that although she has not seen him in 
decades, he sexually abused her between age eight and early teens. She has been silent about it 
except fo r  telling her current husband and now her therapist
[Cl] And when I put the phone down, Tom  says, was that about (her dead  uncle)! I said, Y eah, I 
says, His funeral was on Friday, w e m issed it. And he went, yeah, fine, (short and angry) Cause
T om ’s not amused, he just d oesn a...... so, it was kind o f .......no, n o ......... in one w ay it was like, I
don’t k n o w ....if  it’s a relief, but it’s som ething, there’s som ething.........
[T] Som ething...... a feeling that is ., .lik e.......
[Cl] I think there’s som ething, yeah.
[T] D o  you actually feel it . . ..  in your body? Can you locate the fee ling  anywhere?
[Cl] I don’t know. W hen ..............when I got the phone call to say he was dead, it sounds terrible
but I said, (w hispers) Brilliant! yes, yes, yes\ (more som ber now, normal voice level) I havna 
seen him for a long, long time.
[T] For just that moment, can that be okay.........that part o f  you is p leased .................
[Cl] B ut...............
[T] But another feeling i s ................ ?
Silence. [ ]
[T] H e’s you’re D ad’s brother?
[Cl] N o he was my mum’s, sister’s husband.
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[T] Y ou ’re M um ’s, o.k. yeah, yeah.
[Cl] And they were, the thing w as they were very, very good to us because m y aunt, they were 
married and never had any fam ily, and they were very good to us cause m y D ad had just a basic  
w age, type o f  thing and M um  couldna work, M um  wasna w ell, she couldna work anyway, and 
mmm they took us like, when w e started to get over, at Christmas time, they bought our 
Christmas gifts, w e just got a w ee thing from M um  and Dad but they just bought, you on ly  got in 
those days, you only got one gift anyway, but they bought that gift (emphasis) because they knew
my M um couldna do i t ................ and mmm then once w e got older, they took my sister one year to
Ireland cause they went to Ireland every year on h o lid a y ....[ ] . . . .  So  they really were very, very 
good to us. And my auntie was really good. S h e .. .she really was very good to us.
Further engagement with her feelings helped Megan recognise and own them.
S 11-485 APES = early 2 Feeling One is allowed full expression in this instance. Her 
defiant statements reveal the friction it is causing internally, and M offers a statement of 
confusion still.
[T] I get the feeling, listening to y o u ......whether you are the abuser or the victim , in som e way to
be forced to recognise or identify or talk about it, years later..................... it all brings it back, all the
fee lin gs............. (quietly)
[Cl] Brings out a lot o f  anger. There’s a lot o f  anger.
[T] Uh-hm. Letting go. W hat about you, and your anger?
[Cl] W ell. I don’t know. I’m glad he’s (her uncle) away.
[T] Y ou are glad.
[Cl] Yep! Iam .
11. Symptoms are used as a basis for exploring feelings.
In the next session, Megan returned to a state of confusion and vague somatic 
distress, although she also attempted to spontaneously link these feelings to a 
reason (i.e. what else was occurring in her thoughts and feelings). Her failure to 
find an association revealed that Stoic One had put up its barrier again. Although 
this might be viewed as a regression in terms of assimilating her emergent voice, it 
also importantly revealed her engagement with this process, and she expressed 
depressed feeling when she failed to make the link. The fact that she had presented 
this event, and talked about it in her session, was experienced by her therapist as a 
request for assistance; and signified the formation of a less anxious position within 
Megan that wanted to take up a different perspective.
S 12-21 APES = 0 (MG) and 1 (MR) Return to blocking out feeling, but less frightened of 
it and more ready to associate to it. Her expression: my head is fu ll  is interpreted as some 
acknowledgement that something else is taking up space, but M cannot access the contents, 
only distress. More willing to engage with process + presented spontaneously to therapist. 
[Cl] A  lot o f  pain, this w eek. N ot settling. N ot flaring up! {quickly added) N ot spasm ing. But, 
just on the edge o f  it {wary, as if  she is talking about an adversary) It is sitting there. I . . .1 even  
thought about it today, com ing up on the b u s ...I  was hurrying to get the bus, and I thought, oh, 
no, this is going to be the start...p lease, no, let m e get on the bus first {as if  a prayer, or bargain 
with the adversary)...eh ....a n d  it's still sitting there...but it's not really that bad.
[T] A ny ideas w h y ....th is w e e k ....it  might be getting bad again? Y ou were okay last w eek, after 
a spasming on Saturday....but since then you have been relatively o k ay ...
[Cl] Uh-hm. {sounds depressed)
[T] A ny ideas why it m ight b e ...... getting ready.......to g ive trou ble ....
[Cl] W ell, funnily enough, I was thinking about that on the bus, com ing up the road there...and  I 
was all o f  a sudden thinking about, God, why, why now? Let me get up on the bus and I'll be
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okay once I get on the bus. B u t....I  haven't done anything this w eek (protesting). It's
b een ...... quite normal. So, there hasn't really been anything. N othing that I can think of,
anyw ay...... nothing has really happened at work, or anything like that could h ave........ N o , I just
can't think o f  anything that could have caused it.
[T] H ow  about on the in s id e .. .the inside o f  M ? Things on the outside have been okay, m oving  
a lon g ....b u t what about the inside?
[Cl] Y eah ....in sid e , I've still got m y head ach e....to  be honest with you, I just can't think
straight...... my mind fee ls that full, but I cou ldn’t tell you what it is full o f .......that sounds
stup id .. ..but that's what i t . . ..m y mind just gets to ta lly ...
[T] It doesn't sound stupid . . . .
[Cl] . . .I  feel, I just fe e l.. .l ik e  I was going out this m orn ing .... and I was a ll. .. .I  was going to the 
town and I w as going to do som e shopping, and by the tim e I got into the town I just couldn't
think...... and so  when I cam e back, I thought, why didn't I remember to get that thing, I knew  I
went in to get that.. .and I knew that I had other things to do, but I honestly couldn't rem em ber....1  
couldn't think. And my head w as sore, so  I thought, Oh, G od, I'm just going to go  back earlier, so  
I went home, (her tone is very som ber throughout, fo r  her, unlike the slight singsong, story-telling
and depression-denying self) I just could not figure o u t.. ..stop and think...... I always remember,
later on (tone brightening) but, a h ....
Her difficulty working with her sensations became apparent, and a basis for 
understanding how she contained Feeling One.
S 12 -  135 APES = 1.5 Recognises problematic experience and  there is simultaneously 
acknowledgement of complexity of discomfort; more available to seeing a connection 
between symptoms and her feelings (brings it up herself, and later allows that S to ic’s desire 
for speedy dismissal of concerns won’t work) but still blocked against identity of feeling, so 
somaticizes and then reconsiders.
M  has been talking about her uncle’s funeral, and expressing ambivalent feelings in her work.
She identifies with wanting to stay quiet about her past, and her am bivalent feelings
[T] P eople d idn’t know about the funeral. P eop le don't know  about...... anything else.
[Cl] N o  (quickly), they don't know ........
[T] A  lot o f  peop le, don't k n o w ....
[Cl] I know. It's not really, that I have to watch what I am saying, because I've w ell enough, 
blotted it o u t.. ..it wouldn't slip out. If it slipped out, it w ould b e . . ..drastic (chuckles nervously).
I think I would bite my tongue out i f  it did.
[ T ] ........... your mind is holding onto som ething, being so full o f  som eth-
[Cl] .. .w ell, I just wondered, is it? I've had a really bad headache, and m y head's feeling like it is  
so sore, it feels like it is just (makes grimace o f  convulsion o r  explosive feeling with face  and  
hands to either side o f  face)  and it is all over ....I 've  been taking tab lets ....
[T] (interrupting) I get the feeling that there is alm ost a big weight, on top o f  your h ead ...
[Cl] It is like a band., .you feel it, it is (she dem onstrates with her hands to head and circles her 
forehead) like...you feel it crushing...
[T] P ressure...
[Cl] U h-hm ...
[ T ] ...... crushing.......
[Cl] Yeah. Hm. Y eah (pause) And last night, I went to my bed, early.........I'd had terrible,
terrible heartburn today, w ell I had it yesterday (chuckles) and the day before. Three days. Such  
heartburn. And I take M ozotron. For it. A nd I thought G od, I shouldn't have heartburn like 
th is .. ..and about Tuesday night, I went to m y bed about eight o'clock. And I thought, oh, G od, 
because I found m yself getting angry with the kids and that, and I thought, w ell, I am just go ing  to 
go  to m y bed. I knew  I wouldn't sleep anyway, and when I went to m y bed, I had to sit up with  
it, because I had to sit right u p ....(chuckles) I would have been  better off, staying downstairs. I 
don't know if  there is any connection there, but I had really bad heartburn. R eally, really, bad, 
scream ing heartburn.
[T] D o you feel there is a connection?
[Cl] I don't know. I don't know, (louder) I don't know why I have got such extrem e heartburn, 
the acid com ing right up, I mean it's acid  com ing right up my throat. Ah, and I took M ozotron, 
because that should keep it down, whatever it is. And I haven't used so  many V olterol
suppositories that it should cause that upset this w eek, s o ...... I don't know.
[T] Okay. So a lot o f  parts are symptomatic right now: your mind, stom ach, your head, your pain 
area. They are....adjusting to som ething......and you are overloaded in the p rocess....there is the
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feeling o f  pressure...... o f  your mind being fu ll....th e  experience o f  heartburn that scream s.
[Cl] H m ...... yeah, I guess (softly, unconvinced)
[T] Som ething that got blotted out. And you feeling you'd bit out your ow n tongue i f  you speak  
about the past, so  keeping silent is premium. But your body is trying to cry out under all this
pressure.........
[Cl] Yeah.
[T] And you are wanting this to be a chapter finished, but your body and mind are telling you they  
are not finished yet, they are still full.
[Cl] I want it all to disappear, and be gon e...... and......... m aybe it just doesn't work like that.
B ecause, it has been stored up for such a long time, it is just going to take tim e....and  like, a 
couple o f  phone calls isn't enough...... but I don't know.
Megan continued to explore her inner barrier against feeling, which also blocked 
her understanding, and remembering at times. Her therapist also experienced a 
sense of being stuck, although she reflected that these cycles of somatic distress 
without association to Megan’s inner psychological conflicts might be evidence of 
a very gradual assimilation process. With continued work, her therapist began to 
realise that at times, Megan could barely contain her feelings, and that being able to 
help her do this was itself a move away from Stoic dominance and a chance to 
allow these feelings to be sorted out eventually. Megan did not resist making these 
connections, and spent most of her time in session attempting this goal, and her 
refusal to accept just any explanation (e.g. her frequent responses to interpretation, 
7  don 7 know ’) was helping her wait until a sense of clarity could be achieved.
This was fundamentally different from her previous avoidance tactics, in which she 
would fly away from any potential explanation about her conflicts, without 
returning to a consideration of them.
When a new somatic symptom arose and gave her concern, Megan had already
begun to explore her historic, personal associations to the symptom rather than to
become worried, ignore her anxiety, and wait for her symptoms to escalate. She
readily brought these links to the next session.
S 13 -  050 APES = early 2 Can relate to new symptom without need for denial and goes 
right into her associations to it, rather than becoming circular and disconnected. She is 
also able to process further the associated death of her father without much assistance from  
therapist, so it appears she is willing to move into potentially psychological territory in 
response to somatic signal.
M  speaks without a sense o f  panic, but a concern that has led  to exploration.
[T] And you are worried, you don’t know what this m ean s.. ..to be short o f  breath, and feeling  
pain in your chest.
[Cl] Uh-huh.
[T] Y ou ’ve been thinking about it though...... and I’m w ondering what possib le explanations have
com e to m ind ...
[Cl] W ell, I am worried it m ight be my heart. I have a bad fam ily history, where heart trouble is 
concerned. M y dad died o f  a heart attack, remember and he was only 52. And several o f  my 
relatives on my dad’s side had heart disease. M y brother had a heart attack last year. And I am  
like my dad and m y brother, physically, so I am worried the sam e m ight be happening to m e.
[T] So your dad was only 52 , and you are approaching 50  y o u rse lf...
[Cl] I am 50  now  {quickly). Y es, my dad was only d iagnosed  that N ovem ber, and then mum died
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in February, and him  only two months later. So it w asn’t very long, you see from the tim e w e 
first learned he had heart trouble ‘til the tim e he died. H e d idn’t have any sym ptom s, he d idn’t 
even know  he had heart problem s. He had gone up to hospital with three broken fingers -  he had 
gotten hurt at work -  and that’s how  he found out. The doctors discovered it there. And six  
months later he had a heart attack, and died afterwards.
12. Feeling One reflects on Stoic One and presents own needs.
In addition, Megan was growing able to distance from Stoic One and reflect on it 
from a more emergent Feeling One.
S 12 -  819 APES late 2 Feelings are multiple and present; here related to sexual 
incidents (e.g. freezing up during husband’s foreplay). Both Feeling and Stoic are present, 
and some back and forth is present. Feeling is talking about Stoic (I’m a brick wall).
M  here talks about feeling blocked when she is sexually aroused, that other feelings come back to 
haunt her and freeze  her own feelings. She can talk about this more than before.
[T] It lo o k s ...y o u , n o w ....lo o k  like som eone in extrem e frustration, trying to withdraw, and
becom e inpenetrable.........and yet staying connected  to the person on the other s id e .........
[Cl] It is so  difficult to feel that way! I don’t want to feel that way!
[T] I see that, it is hard for you to accept that part o f  you is trying to protect yourself since the 
protection here, with Tom , is not desirable. Y ou are not trying to do this, it just happens....bu t 
Tom  understands.
[Cl] Y es, he does. But I don’t.
[T] It is difficult. This is about................
[Cl] I’m a brick w all.
[T] Y o u ’re a brick wall! Y ou can’t let anyone through! N o  one can get to me! I ’m not go ing  to 
let you get to m e..............
[Cl] I guess so. Y ou know, it is hard to rem em ber what I am thinking then. I don’t really 
remember, just that it happens and what I feel like. But you know, it is like that w h en .. ..m y sister 
and my brother both are always saying to m e, Y ou rem em ber when this happened? or that 
happened? And I cannot remember, for the life  o f  m e. There are a lot o f  things I don’t 
remember, when I was young.
By the middle of her therapy, her emergent voice was appearing more definitively, 
and able to express strong feeling. This even occurred at her workplace, where 
previously she had not been able to own being tired and wanting a change.
S 15- 460 APES= 2 Feeling can express itself clearly without accompanying guilt or 
recrimination. Affect is intense in service o f  expressing true feeling, not because conflict is 
still unconscious and creating anxiety. Implied contrast with dominant perspective from the 
past. Can see discomfort is caused by overwork, and this is not okay for her, and leaves her 
feeling somatically and emotionally miserable.
[Cl] I fee l like shit! M iserable! W hen I am overworked. B ut I d idn’t think o f  it as stress. I ’d 
thought, sure, I ’m  tired, but that I ’d really been okay with it (the job ). But this w eek I haven’t 
been okay with it. I’m beginning to feel absolutely m iserable with it. And my pain; it has been  
really bad.
5.4. 6.5 Conflict recognised
13. Greater flexibility between voices develops.
This familiarity with expressions of Feeling One appeared to loosen Stoic's hold 
over her perspective, and she could articulate and accept her own ambivalent 
feelings more easily as new occasions arose. She could use this perspective when
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Stoic did ‘snap back’ into reactive dominance, and look at examples with less 
anxiety and more appreciation for the conflict these two voices created within.
S 16 -  116 APES = early 3 Reinterpreting previous experience and now understanding 
that she suppressed her Feeling voice; also preliminary reflection about this avoidance in 
another example. Conflict apparent, but using new understanding of Feeling One to 
understand when she does avoid (e.g. scrubbing floors)
[Cl] I think this is what happened during the holidays, when I started getting tense or 
headaches.........
[T] And in part, this was because you had such a m ixture o f  em otions com e up about Peter
[Cl] I spent a lot o f  time thinking about this after Peter left, actually, but at the time there w as a 
lot to take m y attention a w ay ....
[T] Sure. W e can’t think deeply and attend to p eop le at the same time; it is for thinking about 
later, which you did. But I am reminded that there have been other tim es you have experienced  
your head being too full, and not understood why you felt that way, later . . .s o  this is really
important...... y ou ’re not running away from that.......or reaching for the bleach bottle.
[Cl] Oh, that reminds me. O nce, during Christmas, I did. I ran into the kitchen and began  
gutting it. C ouldn’t be interrupted, had to clean i t . . ..I w as on my hands and knees, scrubbing the 
floor. (shakes head, as i f  to say, what was I doing?)
[T] Okay, so  you be the psychologist now. T ell m e, what you think was going on.
[Cl] I think I know what was going on. Susan, Susan was trying to be nice for a ch a n g e .. ..w e  
were all w atching TV , the w hole family, and w e had started to watch a programme, when she 
rem em bered that there was another programme on, with a friend o f  Shona’s on it. She w as one o f  
Shona’s friends who wrote som e songs, and she w as singing one o f  them on this show , you  
know? Susan wanted to make sure I had a chance to see it, she put it on for me. But as soon as it 
cam e on, I felt tears com ing, and it felt as if  I had this heat in my head. I d idn’t want to cry then, 
I just d idn’t. I thought i f  I watch this, I ’m  not go ing  to be able to keep my tears back. S o  I just  
ran o f f  into the kitchen and gutted it. T om  asked, don ’t you want to see this? I said no, I needed  
to see to the kitchen. Later on Tom  asked me if  the singer had reminded me o f  Shona and I said  
yes.
By the next session, an episode of spasmy pain left Megan scared and worried.
She realised her uncertainty and fear, yet instead of feeling pulled completely back 
to an old way of thinking and experiencing, she could still hold onto a connection 
between an underlying conflict and her experiences of pain. Although anxious, 
she discovered that her pain experience was changing. In particular, she felt better 
about being able to cope with pain symptoms when they did occur and realise they 
did not always need to become overwhelming.
S 17 -108  APES = 1 Less frightened of Feeling One in an uncertain domain, and trying to 
own it while accepting her anxiety. Her approach to understanding pain episode is more 
humane and metaphoric, even while she is frightened of getting out of control again. 
Realises more control and therefore more ownership of events.
[Cl] And it was exactly the same as the spasm  like but it wasna the sam e strength as the pain or 
that. It w asna actually a spasm, but it was, it w as som ething different.
[T] It was a different quality...............
[Cl] And even  the spasm  that first cam e w asna nearly as bad as the ones that I ’ve had before.
[T] S o  your pain is changing form, som ew hat.. ..getting smaller or softer.......... is your body telling
you that you are causing it less bother? It doesn't have to scream so loudly?
[Cl] W ell, i f  that’s got anything to go by, yeah.
[T] O.K. I hear two things now .........a yes and a n o ............ and both make sense.
[Cl] T o be honest with you, I ’m frightened to even  say to you that that, because I just think G od I 
can rem em ber only too w ell what that real thing fee ls  like, that’s why I know  that it’s different. 
It’s so  different.
[T] It’s alm ost like that real thing, the really bad pain . . . . i t ’s alm ost like that isn ’t part o f  you, that
your pain m ight be listening to what w e’re talking a b o u t .........and overhear, and strike back
because it was angry....
[Cl] Yeah.
[T] ‘I don’t want to go too far in case I relax, I ’m  alm ost going to invite that pain back .’
[Cl] (M  is speaking about herself) Y ou ’re just frightened that it’s going to com e back with a bang 
because I’ve had it, I mean this past few  w eeks I’ve had odds and sods and things like that but 
I’ve really no had it that, as w icked as what I can and the last time it cam e back I thought oh G od  
it’s as bad as what I remembered and when it happened like on M onday night and I
thought....................after it I thought in the m orning like, I thought to m yself, you know  that wasna
bad, I could live with that. {Laughs) That’s terrible, but I thought I could live w ith that. Y ou  
know, it w ould certainly upset you and things like that but nothing like what it did before.
A bit later in the session, Megan realised that her growing concern over her 
competency in facing a new job had been increasing and the evening before this 
spasm it had reached a peak within her, resulting in irritation with her family and a 
return of her compulsive attitude towards tidiness before the pain suddenly arrived 
(Level 3). The recognition of this link brought on a sense of relief, and she could 
speak with more confidence, some humour and gentle self-teasing.
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14. Feeling One responds to her own needs for sensitive care.
About the same time that Feeling One was expressing her responses to events more 
clearly, Megan’s began to nurture her own needs for rest or shift in activity more 
often.
S 14 -  320 APES = late 2 FO is allowed to express self, without reactive return of SO, 
although presence of latter voice is implied in her contrast and her own mocking. FO 
expresses sensitivity to her own bodily needs of stress and fatigue.
[Cl] That was a hassle o f  a day, there was only tw o o f  us on ( laughs) .........everything went
w ron g .... when there is just two on, that is when everything went w ron g....and  w e ’re just running
around like a couple o f  headless chickens all d ay...... and then, when w e got into the house at
night, there were things needing done. T he kids have got the house in a tip, with Christmas, one
thing and another....and I said, I cannot live with th is.........and I went into the kitchen, and Tom
had been upstairs having a shower, and he com e down, and the pain was beginning  
to ...b ecom e....ag ita ted , and I said, I ’ve been told to stop when I get pain. I ’m stopping! ( laughs) 
I just left things the way they were and went and sat down. Very unlike me! B ecause usually I 
just push m yself and say, I’ll just do this, and that. And Tom  just laughed. And said, G od for 
once you've sat down! Just for a little w hile, mind you, and then I had to be up and started 
again. But I sat for about 2 0  minutes before I finished o ff  what I had been doing. I mean, 
ordinarily........
In another example she readily discovered that a short while before arriving at the 
dentist’s, she had been arguing with herself about her decision to interview for the 
new job, and so her anxiety had increased from a wider base connected to more 
than one conflict for her. Without prompting she offered this inner state as one 
reason why it was very difficult for her dentist to anaesthetize her.
Feeling One was now present fairly often, even when Megan was anxious or had 
experienced a situation involving threat to her equilibrium. Her acknowledgement 
of this voice also enabled her to react in these situations more sensitively, rather 
than by barricading herself within a rigid demand for proof of her strength.
S 19 -  312 APES = early 3 Aware that internal, critical and angry Stoic One is 
associated with being uptight and anxiety and pain, and Feeling One allows her to respond 
differently to her upset state. Note that SO is angry in part because she was letting herself 
consider that her own inner conflicts were related to her pain (see above passage).
[Home from  dentist, M is feeling unsettled and afraid o f  pain starting, but begins to hear what her 
body is asking for]
[T] you are being more sensitive to what you are fee lin g ...... when you realise that you are there,
sitting in that chair, feeling, oh, n o ....bu t it is hard to feel that w ay...... and right away you want to
shut it d o w n ....you  want to control it.
[Cl] Uh-huh. Uh-huh........................and I was getting really, really uptight, because I thought I was
getting the hang o f  this, I really thought I was getting som ewhere with this, but then all o f  a 
sudden, I was getting nowhere...(laughs with the iro n y)....I'm just back to where I have started! 
That was the way that I had felt, right? But as the afternoon has worn on, it hasn't been so  bad, 
U ke...(voice is steadier) But I was angry with m y se lf ....I  was annoyed with m y se lf ....
(reasoning this out) ....b u t as the afternoon went on, I'm  not so annoyed as I was, before. After, 
because, when I went hom e to g ive w ee Joe his dinner, and thought, I'll make a cup o f  tea, and
drink on this side, so I won't burn m yself...... and I said to him, I know  that having a cup o f  tea,
helps me get back to norm al....and then I thought, no, I don't want to get my mouth back too  
quick, because it might still be painful....and  I was sitting, and telly was on, and I can't even
remember what it was, som e old film  or w hatever.........and as I sat there, I kinda got, not so  angry
with m yself...... managed to, stop criticizing m yself and.......and let m e just sit there and be by
m yself...... and now the pain isn't so bad now. It has alm ost gone away. But before, i f  I put m y
hand on it (she demonstrates by putting palm  on stomach), I could have sworn it would spasm , I 
really thought it was that bad. But it has settled (still some surprise, and a softness to her).
A bit later, Megan articulated this change in her behaviour as an ability to think and 
use other aspects of herself and her experience.
S19 -  512 APES = 3 (MR) or 2 (MG) Reflects on old vs new attitudes toward caring for 
self-in-pain; recognising that anxiety and conflict are part of pain experience
Megan has had an attack o f  spasmy pain; it has not lasted very long, but she talks about how  
differently she has responded to it in terms o f  caring fo r  herself.
[T] I know w e have visited this ....landscape b efo re ....it  seem s as i f  you can hear yourself more,
the vo ices going on in side...... you are more able to g ive yourself com passion  when you are
suffering p ain ...
[Cl] I can think. N ow . I think, I can think a w ee bit more, now, and I think I am more open to
other ideas about my pain...... that I wouldn't have been, before. B ecause before, I was just
reacting to the p a in ....
[T] . . . [  ] . . . . ( imitating M: pulls se lf upright, shoulders narrowed in) I'm not going to let this
pain win! I'm not going to let these thoughts in! I'm going to put up m y barrier...'
[Cl] Uh-huh. What I usually do. But I thought about that today, actually. I think I have com e  
along a long way in that sense. B ecause I don't try to ignore the pain as long as I can. I 
recognise, when I need to use the spray. A t first, I was to frightened to use it at f irst.. ..because I 
knew I'd  end up with a screaming head, and I couldn't cope with both pains. But I waited too  
long, and it was too late..
Megan’s ability to respond to both her anxiety and pain shifted in other ways 
during the last half of her therapy. This corresponded to the growing assimilation 
of ME, concerned with supporting her own needs, as well as the emerging Feeling 
One. She was more willing to find out what was causing it, rather than grinning
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and bearing it or denying it until it worsened. Seeking expert care served the 
purpose of alleviating her worries about it, as well as reducing pain. At session 21, 
Megan experienced a severe pain episode. Although she was disappointed by the 
return of this pain, again she responded differently, and was able to give more care 
to herself.
S21 - 030 A P E S  = 3 Back and forth between Stoic One resisting help and F eeling One 
experiencing pain but also deciding what is needed to get better, including when to ask for 
help.
M  has been suffering a spasm attack o f pain in the last week. T notes this fo llow s the session they 
have discussed termination and set a date fo r  the fin a l session.
[Cl] I ’m not sure yet. It’s alm ost to the stage o f  going to the em ergency and getting an injection. 
I’ll wait until tomorrow and if  it is this bad, I ’ll go. But I don’t want to yet. I was talking to Tom , 
and he said, Yep! Last April you were in hospital, and the April before that! H e’s upset that the 
pain has com e back. A s soon as he said that, I said, ‘I ’m not going! I w on ’t go  into hospital! I ’ll 
stay away! But later I thought, w ell if  it isn ’t any better this weekend, I w ill go  and get som e  
help.
[T] So at first, your first thought was to resist, like the M egan o f old w ould have
d on e.........whatever happens, don’t go! I ’m wondering if  part o f what you are feeling is
disappointed or down that it has back...... [ ] as i f  having pain now m eans you have taken a step
b ack ....
[Cl] Y es! M y first thought about going to hospital was this was like the old days, and the last 
thing I want is to go back to them! Even the doctor said, H ow  did you cope when you had pain 
like this all the time? I don’t see how you managed! And I thought, yeah, I rem em ber how  bad 
that was. And I don’t want to go  back there. I felt I was getting a handle on th is ....
During this episode, again she needed assistance in order to develop an 
understanding of how the attack of pain might relate to other feelings in conflict, 
(i.e. her fear of leaving her children and her own attachment to her mother-child 
relating by taking a more exciting job, provoking her ME-Server conflict).
15. Feeling One assists perception of others’ feeling states.
Feeling One helped Megan in her ability to understand others, when she attempted 
to consider the motivation for their behaviour. Getting in better touch with her own 
emotions seemed to help her empathise correctly with others, even when doing so 
brought the identification of ‘taboo’ emotions like jealousy.
S 24 -  435 A P E S =  early 3 M is able to accept other’s projection of envy. Stoic One  
doesn’t want to accept these feelings since they require her to accept projections + she 
enounters her own insecurities about herself. But she is able to consider these issues without 
too much defensiveness, an d  it leads her to more effective perception of others and their 
relating.
[M is talking about an old co-worker who has come in to her new workplace and spoken critically  
to her; I  have asked how she fee ls  about it.]
[Cl] Annoyed. N o, no, not annoyed. Hurt. [ ] I th ou gh t, I am not going to be good  at th is...... I
am not the horrible person she thinks I am .........Ia m  not. But her em otions have got her....... she is
really annoyed she didn’t get the job , a n d ..........
[T] Y ou got it, she didn’t ..........and so how  does she feel about you?
[Cl] Jealous. I don’t know. S h e’s the one with the qualifications......
[T] You are the one with the job . (silence) (T  mimics M fo r  a moment) I can’t im agine why she 
is jealous o f  me, she is the one with the qualifications.........
[Cl] (M smiles at my mimicry) Yeah. S h e’s obviously upset. But it isn ’t m e really she is upset 
with.
[T] That’s right. W hy did you get the job , anyway? Looking at things from here?
[Cl] I think it i s ...... her personality. She rubs against peop le the wrong way. She alw ays h a s ....
[T] So she d oesn ’t just criticize y o u ........
[Cl] N o , no she is always finding fault.
In the final few sessions, Megan reflected a good deal about her Feeling One and 
Stoic voices. She was aware that she still chose to hold onto the security of her 
dominant voice, but was more aware of Feeling One and what it needed, especially 
when fatigue or tension or grief were accumulating within.
2 4 3
S 25-050 APES = 3 Uses FO  in order to express frustration, but does so effectively and 
does not worry about saving face and holding it in.
[Cl] A hhh...... o h ..... eeg h !!! (M  makes a long screeching sound, controlled but very expressive
fo r  her, o f  her frustration in this dilemma). W hen W ednesday morning cam e, I went to see her 
straight away, and said (firm, demanding voice, fu ll o f  anxiety) I really need to see you right 
away! This morning! She said, Ok, M. (meek voice) B y twelve o ’clock , I hadn’t seen h er ....so  
by quarter o f  one, I sat outside her door waiting. Her staff laughed. I said, I ’m just sittin’ S he’ll 
have to walk over me to get past me. W hen I finally got to see her, I said, ‘Pure and sim ple, I ’m  
up to here (makes lateral movement with her hand, up to her brow). I ’ve had it’ ....b u t she is the 
kind o f  line manager, that is very, very nice. S h e’s the k in d .. ..she asked me what I thought, and 
I said (voice quieter) I ’m really out o f  my depth here. I really need som eone to say to m e, yeah, 
really do this and don’t do th is ....and som eone to say to m e ... .it ’s done like this, and it’s done 
like th a t.. ..and then she put on a sm ile. And so  I said, what does that sm ile mean? D oes it mean, 
yes, does it mean no, does it mean maybe? And after all my bawling out, (voice much louder 
now) I cam e into the office  about two hours later, and just picked up the phone, and was able to 
do what I needed to do.
She was able to offer her body more sensitivity and responded differently to signals 
of discomfort when they did occur. She was still frightened of the emotional pain 
that lay buried within, but in the next to final session was able to acknowledge that 
she still had rage inside of her, and one day she might be able to express it. The 
same applied to her sexual feeling. She had stated earlier that she did want to 
consider sexual counselling for her and her husband in the future, and thought one 
day she might be ready for it. Her therapist respected these limits, and also 
considered that Megan may have achieved the goals she had been ready to work on 
during this time.
2 4 4
5. 4.7. Comparisons of voice sets
Initial comparison of the assimilation patterns for ME and Feeling One revealed 
that ME achieved a more consistently higher level of assimilation by the end of 
therapy. Repeated examples of this conflict between attending to her self-interests 
and serving those of others occurred in a way that permitted a transfer of 
understanding between domains (e.g. home and work), enabling Megan to reflect 
back and forth between these voices. However Megan did increase her recognition 
of Feeling One, as this voice connected her to instinctive and body-based feeling 
reactions and needs at least some of the time. Her ability to recognise different 
states of feeling, particularly shades of anxiety and anger increased as did her 
ability to use and respond sensitively to them, rather than avoid them altogether.
Feeling One created the most discrepancies between the two raters. The latter 
finding was interpreted as a function of the way the voices had been conceptualised 
in the beginning of the analysis. Thematically, ME and Feeling One appeared to 
be related, in addition to the fact they was both as emergent voices. They were 
viewed as more central (or more intimately connected) to Megan’s bodily self, or 
qualities that were uniquely part of her experiencing and related to her body and 
individual choices or needs. Stoic One and Selfless Server also were related 
dynamically. They could be viewed as different aspects of the same internalised 
critical and punitive object (i.e. a super-ego type function, dictating selflessness in 
favour of serving powerful others or rules of behaviour) dictating what were 
appropriate ways to be, and maintain feelings of worth and approval. Another way 
to view this relationship might be that Megan’s Stoic voice provided the only way 
she could remain true to her compliant and serving voice, as a way of coping with 
her psychic -  and physical -  pain.
Megan’s therapist felt that ME received more focus within the therapeutic work. 
This voice emerged more often, and eventually created less anxiety, and the 
domains in which Megan struggled to achieve a recognition by herself and others 
of her own needs became the focus for more active intervention. Both client and 
therapist agreed that Megan was more resistant to working on accessing and 
understanding strong feelings, but Megan herself felt a ground had been established 
for later work and acknowledged the importance of not simply bottling up her 
feelings. She did assimilate Feeling One to a greater degree, and this was
e x p e r i e n c e d  b y  h e r  t h e r a p i s t  a s  s l o w  a n d  g r a d u a l  w o r k ,  t h a t  d i d  n o t  t a k e  a  l i n e a r  
c o u r s e  ( i . e .  M e g a n ’ s  p r o g r e s s  r e f l e c t e d  t h e  s a w - t o o t h e d  f u n c t i o n  s e e n  i n  F i g u r e  5 . 2  
a b o v e ) .  T h i s  w a s  n o t  s o  d i f f e r e n t  f r o m  t h e  s h a p e  o f  t h e  a s s i m i l a t i o n  c u r v e  f o r  ME, 
e v e n  t h o u g h  t h i s  v o i c e  a c h i e v e d  l e v e l  2  - 3  s t a t u s  e a r l i e r .  T h e  ‘z i g z a g ’ a p p e a r a n c e  
a s  s e e n  o n  b o t h  c u r v e s ,  i n d i c a t i v e  o f  m o v e m e n t  t o w a r d  a s s i m i l a t i o n  f o l l o w e d  b y  
r e g r e s s i v e  c o u n t e r - e x a m p l e s ,  m i g h t  b e  r e p r e s e n t a t i v e  o f  a  m o r e  g r a d u a l  
a s s i m i l a t i o n  p r o c e s s  w h e r e  r e p r e s s i o n  o r  o t h e r  s t r o n g  a v o i d a n t  d e f e n s e s  a g a i n s t  
e m e r g e n c e  h a s  b e e n  u s e d  a s  a  p r i m a r y  p r o t e c t i v e  s t r a t e g y  ( R e a d ,  1 9 9 9 ) .
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5. 5 Pain Analogue Analysis
S e v e n t y - o n e  s e g m e n t s  ( i . e .  e x c e r p t s  o f  t h e r a p y  s e s s i o n s )  i n  w h i c h  M e g a n  r e f e r r e d  
t o  a n d  c o m m e n t e d  o n  a  p a i n  e x p e r i e n c e  w e r e  f o u n d .  M o s t  o f  t h e s e  r e f e r r e d  t o  
r e c e n t  a n d  s p e c i f i c  p a i n  e v e n t s  ( i . e .  o c c u r r i n g  d u r i n g  t h e  p r e v i o u s  w e e k ,  i n  b e t w e e n  
s e s s i o n s ,  n  =  5 1 ,  o r  7 2  % )  a n d  a n o t h e r  g r o u p  r e f e r r e d  t o  h i s t o r i c  p a i n  a c c o r d i n g  t o  
t h e  m o r e  g e n e r a l i s e d  d e s c r i p t i o n s  o r  c a t e g o r i e s  o f  p a i n  t h a t  M e g a n  o f f e r e d  f r o m  h e r  
e x p e r i e n t i a l l y - b a s e d  l e x i c o n .  O n l y  f o u r  c o m m e n t s  r e f e r r e d  t o  p a i n  s e n s a t i o n s  s h e  
e x p e r i e n c e d  w i t h i n  t h e  s e s s i o n ,  a n d  i t  f e l t  t o  h e r  t h e r a p i s t  t h a t  s h e  ‘l e f t ’ h e r  p a i n  
o u t s i d e  t h e  t h e r a p y  d o o r  o n  o c c a s i o n  a n d  s p o k e  o f  i t  f r o m  a  d i s t a n c e ,  e v e n  w h e n  i t s  
s e n s a t i o n  w a s  c u r r e n t .  T h i s  w a s  c o n s o n a n t  w i t h  M e g a n ’ s  m o r e  g e n e r a l i s e d  Stoic 
d o m i n a n c e ,  a n d  w a s  i n t e r p r e t e d  a s  h e r  d e s i r e  t o  c u r b  h e r  r e c o g n i t i o n  o f  a n y  
e x p e r i e n c e  t h a t  m i g h t  d i s a b l e  h e r .
T a b l e  5 .  6  g i v e s  a  d e s c r i p t i o n  o f  t h e  i n t e n s i t y /  s e v e r i t y  a n d  q u a l i t a t i v e  d i f f e r e n c e s  
t h a t  c o r r e s p o n d e d  t o  t h e  f i v e - p o i n t  p a i n  s c a l e  g e n e r a t e d  b y  M e g a n ’ s  d e s c r i p t i o n s  
e a r l y  i n  h e r  t h e r a p y .  A t  t h e  s t a r t  o f  t h e r a p y ,  M e g a n  n e v e r  r e a l l y  f e l t  p a i n  f r e e ;  a t  
m i n i m u m ,  s h e  e x p e r i e n c e d  a  c o n t i n u o u s  a c h e ,  k n o w n  a s  h e r  1 sitting ’ p a i n  
( c o r r e s p o n d i n g  t o  l e v e l  2  o n  t h e  p a i n  s c a l e ) .  M e g a n  r e p e a t e d l y  d e c l a r e d  t h a t  i t  w a s  
a c c e p t a b l e  t o  h a v e  t h i s  m u c h  p a i n ,  a s  l o n g  a s  i t  d i d  n o t  t h r e a t e n  t o  b e c o m e  w o r s e .  
H e r  s i t t i n g  p a i n  d i d  n o t  i n t e r f e r e  w i t h  h e r  a c t i v i t y  o r  p l a n s ,  a l t h o u g h  i t  w a s  
u n c o m f o r t a b l e ,  a n d  M e g a n  f e l t  i n  c o n t r o l  o f  h e r  l i f e .  T h e  m e t a p h o r  o f  s i t t i n g  
a p p e a r e d  t o  r e f l e c t  M e g a n ’ s  r e s p o n s e  t h a t  h e r  p a i n  ‘d i d  n o t  w a n t  a n y t h i n g  f r o m  h e r '  
( i . e .  s u c h  a s  a t t e n t i o n  o r  m e d i c a t i o n ) ;  i t s  s i t t i n g  w a s  c o n t r a s t e d  t o  i t  m o v i n g  
t o w a r d s  t h e  c e n t r e  o f  h e r  m i d l i n e ,  a n d  g e t t i n g  r e a d y  t o  ‘strike' ( l e v e l  3 ) .
O c c a s i o n a l l y  h e r  sitting  p a i n  w a s  a b s e n t ,  e x c e p t  f o r  a n  o c c a s i o n a l  s h a r p e r  ‘n i g g l e ’ 
o f  p a i n  i n  h e r  u p p e r  r i g h t  a b d o m i n a l  q u a d r a n t  ( l e v e l  I o n  t h e  p a i n  s c a l e ) .  L a t e r  o n  
i n  h e r  t h e r a p y ,  l e v e l  o n e  a l s o  c o r r e s p o n d e d  t o  a n y  n e w  d i s c o m f o r t  t h a t  w a s  
n o t i c e a b l e  b u t  c o n s i d e r e d  l e s s  t h a n  h e r  u s u a l  sitting  p a i n  ( l e v e l  2 ) .  H i s t o r i c a l l y ,  
h e r  e p i g a s t r i c  p a i n  w a s  a t  i t s  w o r s t  w h e n  i t  d i d  ‘ s t r i k e ’ ( l e v e l  5 )  a n d  s h e  s u f f e r e d  
r e p e a t e d  s p a s m s  o f  s e v e r e  p a i n  ( l a s t i n g  o v e r  t w o  o r  m o r e  d a y s )  w h i c h  r e s o l v e d  i n t o  
a  s t r o n g  a n d  s t e a d y  s o r e n e s s  t h a t  w o u l d  t a k e  u p  t o  a  w e e k  l o n g e r  t o  h e a l ,  i f  s h e  d i d  
n o t  h a v e  r e p e t i t i v e  a t t a c k s .  T h e s e  e p i s o d e s  ‘w o r e  h e r  d o w n ’ u n t i l  s h e  w a s  d i s a b l e d ,  
t a k i n g  t o  h e r  b e d  a n d  r i s i n g  o n l y  t o  p a c e  t h e  f l o o r .  O c c a s i o n a l l y  s h e  w a s  
h o s p i t a l i s e d ,  f o r  c o n t i n u o u s l y  m o n i t o r e d  m e d i c a t i o n ,  w h e n  h e r  o w n  e f f o r t s  t o
m a n a g e  f a i l e d .  D u r i n g  t h e r a p y  s h e  b e g a n  e x p e r i e n c i n g  s m a l l e r  s p a s m s  ( l e v e l  4 ) .  
W h i l e  s t i l l  s e v e r e  a n d  d i s a b l i n g ,  t h e y  t e n d e d  t o  b e  b r i e f  ( i . e .  r e c o v e r y  c o u l d  b e g i n  
a s  q u i c k l y  a s  o n e  o r  t w o  s h o r t  s p a s m s  i n  t h e  s p a c e  o f  a  m i n u t e ) .  A  r a t i n g  o f  0  
m e a n t  t h a t  M e g a n  d e s c r i b e d  t h e  lack o r  absence o f pain, i n  t e r m s  o f  h a v i n g  a  p a i n -  
f r e e  p e r i o d  ( i . e .  e v e n  h e r  c o n t i n u o u s  n i g g l i n g  w a s  s i l e n t ) ;  u s u a l l y  h e r  r e m a r k s  
f o c u s e d  o n  h o w  b e i n g  p a i n - f r e e  c h a n g e d  h e r  o u t l o o k  o n  e v e n t s ,  o r  w e r e  m u s i n g s  
o v e r  w h y  p a i n  w a s  a b s e n t .
H e r  p a t t e r n  o f  p a i n  v a r i e d  o v e r  t h e  c o u r s e  o f  h e r  t h e r a p y ,  b u t  o t h e r  p a t t e r n s  d i d  
b e c o m e  d i s c e r n a b l e  o v e r  t i m e .  T h e s e  w i l l  b e  d e s c r i b e d  b e l o w .  S i x t y - o n e  ( 8 6  p e r  
c e n t )  o f  M e g a n ’ s  p a i n  c o m m e n t s  r e c e i v e d  p a i n  r a t i n g s  ( i . e .  t h e i r  c o n t e n t  c o u l d  b e  
r a t e d  a c c o r d i n g  t o  M e g a n ' s  t a i l o r e d  s c a l e ,  r e p r e s e n t i n g  s u c c e s s i v e  l e v e l s  o f  
i n t e n s i t y ,  d i s a b i l i t y  a n d  a n x i e t y  w i t h i n  h e r  o w n  e x p e r i e n c e s ) .
5. 5.1 Relationship between APES ratings and pain ratings
S i x t y - f i v e  p e r  c e n t  o f  t h o s e  s e s s i o n  s e g m e n t s  r e c e i v i n g  a  p a i n  r a t i n g  a l s o  r e c e i v e d  
a n  A P E S  r a t i n g .  O t h e r  s e g m e n t s  o f f e r e d  s o m e  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  a b o u t  h e r  p a i n  
e x p e r i e n c e ,  b u t  n e i t h e r  a  p a i n  r a t i n g  n o r  a  v o i c e  r e f e r e n c e  c o u l d  b e  a t t r i b u t e d
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Level Megan Pain Descriptors /  % Tot
0 No noticeable pain 3 4.2
1 Niggle, small discomfort or anxiety 2 2.8
2 Continuous, peripheral ‘sitting’ ache at midline; or new ache 10 14.1
3 Pain increased + moves towards centre, getting ready to ‘strike’ 
into spasm
20 28.2
4 Small spasm; more severe pain but not lasting beyond a few hours; 
or severe tooth ache; disabling and needing analgesia
7 9.9
5 Severe and lasting epigastric spasms lasting several hours -  two 
days, disabling and longer pain + illness follow
19 2 6 .8
No rating given Missing 10 14.1
Total 71 100.0
Table 5. 6 Pain levels and descriptors used to rate M egan’s pain comments and 
per cent of comments in each category
( e . g .  i n  a  g e n e r a l  d e s c r i p t i o n  o f  p a i n  q u a l i t i e s  f r o m  h e r  p a s t ,  v o i c e  a s s i g n m e n t  w a s  
n o t  a l w a y s  p o s s i b l e ) .  1 7  o u t  o f  4 6  r e c e i v i n g  b o t h  p a i n  a n d  A P E S  r a t i n g s  b e l o n g e d  
t o  t h e  ME-Server v o i c e  s e t ,  w h i l e  2 9  b e l o n g e d  t o  t h e  Feeling-Stoic One s e t .
A  s i g n i f i c a n t  n e g a t i v e  c o r r e l a t i o n  ( S p e a r m a n ’ s  r h o  =  -  0 . 5 2 7 )  s h o w e d  t h a t  a m o n g  
t h o s e  p a i n  s e g m e n t s  r e c e i v i n g  a n  A P E S  r a t i n g ,  a s  a n  e m e r g e n t  v o i c e  b e c a m e  m o r e  
a s s i m i l a t e d ,  t h e  l e s s  s e v e r e  w a s  t h e  p a i n  b e i n g  e x p e r i e n c e d  i n  t h a t  e v e n t .  T h u s ,  
p a i n  r a t i n g s  f o r  r e c e n t  a n d  s p e c i f i c  e v e n t s  w e r e  h i g h e r  w h e n  h e r  e m e r g e n t  ME  a n d  
Feeling One w e r e  r e l a t i v e l y  u n a s s i m i l a t e d ;  a s  t h e y  b e c a m e  r e c o g n i z e d  a n d  g r e w  i n  
s t r e n g t h  a n d  a c c e p t a n c e ,  h e r  p a i n  l e v e l s  d e c r e a s e d .
5. 5. 2 Functions of pain comments
M e g a n ’ s  a c t u a l  c o m m e n t s  a b o u t  h e r  p a i n  a p p e a r e d  t o  s e r v e  d i f f e r e n t  f u n c t i o n s ,  i n  
t e r m s  o f  w h a t  e a c h  c o m m u n i c a t i o n  o f f e r e d  a s  i n f o r m a t i o n .  A l l  7 1  p a i n  c o m m e n t s  
w e r e  r e v i e w e d  f o r  c o n t e n t  a n d  t h e  d e s c r i p t i v e  c o n t e n t s  w e r e  g r o u p e d  a c c o r d i n g  t o  
s i x  m a j o r  f u n c t i o n s ,  a s  d e s c r i b e d  i n  B o x  5 . 2  b e l o w .  T h e i r  r e p r e s e n t a t i o n  w a s  n o t  
e n u m e r a t e d ,  a s  o f t e n  t h e y  o v e r l a p p e d  ( a  s i n g l e  c o m m e n t  m i g h t  i n c l u d e  m o r e  t h a n  
o n e  c a t e g o r y  b e l o w )  i n  d e s c e n d i n g  o r d e r  b y  f r e q u e n c y  o f  o c c u r r e n c e .
M o s t  o f  M e g a n ’ s  e a r l y  p a i n  c o m m e n t s  f o c u s e d  o n  a  m o r e  g e n e r a l i s e d  h i s t o r y  o f  h e r  
e x p e r i e n c e s  w i t h  r e p e t i t i v e  m i d l i n e  e p i g a s t r i c  p a i n ,  a s  i f  s h e  w a s  o f f e r i n g  a  h i s t o r y  
o f  h e r  i l l n e s s  w i t h i n  a  m e d i c a l  e n c o u n t e r .  T h e r e  w a s  a  s h i f t  d u r i n g  t h e  f i r s t  f i v e  
s e s s i o n s ,  i n  w h i c h  h e r  p a i n  c o m m e n t s  f o c u s e d  m o r e  o n  i m p a c t - r e l a t e d  o r  
d e s c r i p t i v e  a s p e c t s  o f  i n d i v i d u a l  p a i n  e p i s o d e s ,  i n c l u d i n g  c u r r e n t  o n e s .  D u r i n g  t h e  
s e c o n d  h a l f  o f  t h e  s e s s i o n s ,  M e g a n ’ s  t a l k  a b o u t  a c t u a l  o r  p o t e n t i a l  p a i n  e p i s o d e s  
i n c l u d e d  e x p e r i e n c e s  o f  a n x i e t y ,  i n  p a r a l l e l  t o  o r  c o n s e q u e n t  f r o m  d e a l i n g  w i t h  
p a i n .  S o m e t i m e s  s h e  t a l k e d  a b o u t  f e e l i n g  w o r r i e d ,  p r e s s u r e d  o r  s t r e s s e d  a b o u t  a  
c o n f l i c t - r e l a t e d  e v e n t  o r  e x p e r i e n c e ,  b u t  a t  o t h e r  t i m e s  s h e  o n l y  e x h i b i t e d  n o t e d  
s y m p t o m s  o f  a n x i e t y  i n  h e r  p r o s o d y  o r  b e h a v i o u r  ( e . g .  f a s t ,  p r e s s u r e d  s p e e c h ;  
s t u t t e r i n g  o r  r a p i d  s h i f t i n g  o f  t h o u g h t s ;  f a s t  m o v e m e n t s  w i t h  h a n d s  o r  h e a d  t o  
s i g n a l  m o v i n g  a w a y  f r o m  o r  w a r d i n g  o f f  s o m e t h i n g  u n p l e a s a n t ) .  T h i s  a l s o  
c o r r e s p o n d e d  w i t h  m o v e m e n t  f r o m  A P E S  l e v e l  1 r a t i n g s  t o  l e v e l  2  f o r  m a n y  o f  
M e g a n ’ s  e m e r g e n t  v o i c e  r a t i n g s  ( e . g .  ME  o r  Feeling One).
T h e  n u m b e r  o f  o c c a s i o n s  w h e r e  M e g a n ’ s  r e m a r k s  a b o u t  h e r  p a i n  e x p e r i e n c e  w e r e  
o f f e r e d  i n  l i g h t  o f  r e f l e c t i o n s  s h e  w a s  g a i n i n g  i n  r e l a t i o n  t o  n o n - s o m a t i c  i n t e r n a l  
e v e n t s  w e r e  b y  c o n t r a s t  r e l a t i v e l y  f e w ,  a n d  c l u s t e r e d  i n  t h e  l a s t  h a l f  o f  h e r  t h e r a p y .
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2 4 9
1. Impacts of pain or threat of pain, including behaviours generated and
impacts on others.__________________________________________________________
2. Pain experience related to worries, anxiety or other simultaneous feelings or
concerns.__________________________________________________________________
3. Pain sensations described.________________________________________________
4. Causes or moderating factors related to pain experience discussed._________
5. Changes from past pain experience, or impacts; better aware of needs or
plans for other changes in response to somatic sensations._____________________
6. Insights achieved or meaningfully relate pain to non-somatic events.________
Box 5.2 Types of pain comments described by functional content
5. 5. 3 Associations accompanying pain comments, and changes over time
M e g a n ’ s  i n i t i a l  c o m m e n t s  a b o u t  h e r  p a i n  w e r e  d e s c r i p t i v e  a n d  d e f e n s i v e .  I n  h e r  
d i a l o g u e s  w i t h  h e r  t h e r a p i s t ,  s h e  t e n d e d  t o  d i s s o c i a t e  f r o m  i t ,  a s  a n  e g o - a l i e n  e v e n t  
o r  e n e m y  s h e  c o u l d  c o m f o r t a b l y  d i s t a n c e  h e r s e l f  f r o m  i t s  t h r e a t ,  a n d  c e n t r a l i t y  i n  
d e t e r m i n i n g  h e r  l i f e ,  e x c e p t  a s  a n  o v e r t h r o w n  w a r r i o r  w h e n  i t  d i d  s t r i k e  h e r  d o w n .
A s  e a r l y  a s  h e r  f i f t h  s e s s i o n  a  c o n t r a s t  a p p e a r e d  b e t w e e n  e x p e r i e n c i n g  p a i n  o r  
i r r i t a b l e  t e n s i o n  w i t h  p r o b l e m a t i c  t h o u g h t s  a n d  f e e l i n g s .  S h e  r e g r e t t e d  t h a t  s h e  h a d  
b e e n  i r r i t a b l e  a l l  w e e k ,  a n d  y e l l i n g  a t  h e r  c h i l d r e n ,  ‘and y e t ’ s h e  w a s  h a p p y  t h a t  h e r  
p a i n  w a s  l o w ,  ‘ju st lying there ( i . e .  s i t t i n g  p o s i t i o n )  and i t ’s fine.’ S h e  w a s  
b e g i n n i n g  t o  r e a l i s e  t h a t  t h e r e  w e r e  o t h e r  i r r i t a t i n g  e v e n t s  i n  a d d i t i o n  t o  h e r  
e p i s o d e s  o f  p a i n ,  a n d  s h e  n e e d e d  t o  f i n d  a n  a d d i t i o n a l  e x p l a n a t i o n s .  H e r  i m m e d i a t e  
o n e  w a s  t o  b l a m e  h e r  h o r m o n e s ,  b u t  t h e s e  s t a t e m e n t s  w e r e  t e n t a t i v e ,  a s  i f  s h e  w a s  
r e a c h i n g  f o r  a  p l a u s i b l e  a n d  e q u a l l y  p h y s i o l o g i c a l  r e a s o n  t h a t  w o u l d  s h e d  s o m e  
l i g h t .  H o w e v e r  s h e  d i d  a p p e a r  t o  r e a l i s e  t h a t  h e r  b o d y  w a s  s i g n a l l i n g  a  m o r e  
p e r v a s i v e  d i f f i c u l t y .
B y  t h e  n e x t  s e s s i o n ,  h o w e v e r ,  a  n e w  p a i n  s y m p t o m  ( j o i n t  p a i n  i n  h e r  h a n d s )  
i n s t i g a t e d  a  v i s i t  t o  h e r  l o c a l  G P ,  w h o  ( a l o n g  w i t h  h e r  t h e r a p i s t  l a t e r )  a s k e d  h e r  w h y  
s h e  t h o u g h t  h e r  b o d y  w a s  s y m p t o m a t i c  a t  t h i s  t i m e .  M e g a n  d i d  a s s o c i a t e  t o  f e e l i n g  
a  m o r e  g e n e r a l  flaring up i n  h e r  b o d y  ( t h i s  w a s  a l s o  a s s o c i a t e d  w i t h  h e r  l e v e l  3  
e p i g a s t r i c  p a i n ,  w h i c h  d i d  b e g i n  a  f e w  d a y s  l a t e r ) .  S h e  a g r e e d  t h a t  s h e  w a s  i n d e e d  
t i r e d  a n d  n e e d i n g  r e s t .  T h u s ,  a  c o n n e c t i o n  w a s  b e g i n n i n g  t o  d e v e l o p  b e t w e e n  t h e  
a n t i c i p a t i o n  o f  a  p e r i o d  o f  o v e r w o r k  ( e . g .  a  7  d a y  s h i f t  i n v o l v i n g  p r i m a r y  
r e s p o n s i b i l i t y  a n d  a n  e x h a u s t i n g  l e v e l  o f  p h y s i c a l  a n d  e m o t i o n a l  l a b o u r  f o r  2 0 0
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e l d e r l y  t e n a n t s )  a n d  a  m o v e m e n t  f r o m  p a i n  l e v e l  0  o r  1 t o  l e v e l  2  o r  3 .  H e r  
a w a r e n e s s  o f  t h i s  l i n k  w a s  n o t  d i r e c t ,  h o w e v e r ;  i t  w a s  l i m i t e d  t o  a  s p a t i a l  c o n t i g u i t y  
i n  t h e  a p p e a r a n c e  o f  t h e s e  t o p i c s ,  as if  s h e  a s s o c i a t e d  o n e  w i t h  t h e  o t h e r ,  a l t h o u g h  
s h e  s e e m e d  t o  r e l y  o n  h e r  t h e r a p i s t  t o  p o i n t  i t  o u t  t o  h e r .  I n d e e d ,  t h e y  d i d  n o t  f i t  
w i t h i n  Stoic’s w o r l d  v i e w .  M e g a n  w a s  a b l e  t o  v o i c e  h e r  r e l u c t a n c e  t o  a c c e p t  t h e s e  
l i n k s  o n l y  l a t e r  ( f r o m  t h e  p e r s p e c t i v e  o f  Feeling One c o m m e n t i n g  o n  h e r  Stoic 
v o i c e ) ,  a n d  t h a t  a  f e a r  o f  h e r  o w n  w e a k n e s s  h a d  p r e v e n t e d  h e r  f r o m  s e e i n g  t h i s  
c o n n e c t i o n  e a r l i e r .
A  s e s s i o n  l a t e r ,  s h e  e n t e r t a i n e d  t h e  i d e a  t h a t  a  r e c e n t  s e v e r e  e p i s o d e  o f  p a i n  m i g h t  
h a v e  b e e n  r e l a t e d  t o  t h e  s u d d e n  n e w s  h e r  f r i e n d  w a s  d y i n g ,  b u t  s h e  d i d  n o t  s e e  t h a t  
h o w  s h e  c o p e d  w i t h  t h i s  n e w s  ( i . e .  b y  b u s y i n g  h e r s e l f  w i t h  p r a c t i c a l  d e t a i l s  a n d  
o t h e r  p e o p l e ’ s  c a r e )  m i g h t  b e  r e l a t e d  t o  t h e  a t t a c k  a  d a y  l a t e r .  S h e  i n s i s t e d  t h i s  
t e m p o r a l  c o n n e c t i o n  d i d  n o t  c o m p l e t e l y  f i t ,  a s  s h e  w a s  w r i t i n g  a  l e t t e r  t o  h e r  g r o w n  
s o n  a b o u t  i t  t h e  n e x t  d a y  w h e n  t h e  a t t a c k  s t r u c k .  L a t e r  t w o  k i n d s  o f  a s s o c i a t i o n s  
w e r e  m a d e  t o  t h e  e v e n t ,  h o w e v e r .  H e r  a s s o c i a t i o n s  t o  h e r  s o n  i n c l u d e d  h e r  b e l i e f  
t h a t  h e  c a r r i e d  f e e l i n g s  ( a n d  v u l n e r a b i l i t y )  f o r  t h e  w h o l e  f a m i l y  a t  t i m e s .  S h e  a l s o  
r e a l i s e d  l a t e r  t h a t  w h a t  s h e  a s s o c i a t e d  t o  h i m  w a s  a  r e f l e c t i o n  o f  h e r  o w n  b u r i e d  
v u l n e r a b i l i t y ,  a s  w e l l ,  e v e n  t h o u g h  s h e  d i d  n o t  s h o w  i t .  O v e r  t h e  n e x t  t w o  o r  t h r e e  
s e s s i o n s ,  M e g a n  s u f f e r e d  a  n u m b e r  o f  p a i n f u l  s y m p t o m s ,  a l t h o u g h  s h e  d i d  n o t  h a v e  
a n o t h e r  s e v e r e  p a i n  e p i s o d e  a f t e r  t h i s  o n e  f o r  m a n y  w e e k s  t o  f o l l o w .  H e r  t a l k  
a b o u t  t h e s e  s y m p t o m s  i n d i c a t e d  t h a t  s h e  n o t i c e d  t h e i r  d i f f e r e n c e  f r o m  h e r  u s u a l  
p a i n ,  a n d  h e r  d e s c r i p t i o n s  o f  d i s c o m f o r t  r e m i n d e d  h e r  t h e r a p i s t  o f  a n  h e a r t  f i l l e d  
w i t h  s o  m u c h  a c h i n g ,  i t  k e p t  h e r  a w a k e  a t  n i g h t .  Y e t  o n c e  a g a i n  t h e s e  w e r e  a g a i n  
d e s c r i b e d  in parallel w i t h  h e r  d e s c r i p t i o n  o f  g r i e f  i n  t h e  d a y s  t h a t  f o l l o w e d  h e r  
f r i e n d ’ s  t e r m i n a l  d i a g n o s i s  a n d  d e a t h .  E x c e p t  f o r  t h e i r  s p a t i a l  p r o x i m i t y ,  h e r  
d i s c u s s i o n  o f  s y m p t o m s  a n d  g r i e f  a l t e r n a t e d  b a c k  a n d  f o r t h ,  a n d  a  l i n k  b e t w e e n  t h e  
t w o  w a s  n o t  m a d e  u n l e s s  t h e  t h e r a p i s t  o f f e r e d  i t ,  w i t h  M e g a n  a g r e e i n g  o n l y  t o  t h e  
p o s s i b i l i t y .
I n  a d d i t i o n ,  w h e n  s h e  b e c a m e  m o r e  a n x i o u s  ( i . e .  h e r  n a r r a t i v e s  i n c l u d e d  m o r e  
c h a o t i c  e l e m e n t s ,  s u c h  a s  b e i n g  p u l l e d  f r o m  t a s k  t o  t a s k ,  h a v i n g  h o r r i b l e  d r e a m s ,  
o r  d i f f i c u l t  i n t e r p e r s o n a l  r e l a t i o n s h i p s  t o  t e n d  a m o n g  a  n u m b e r  o f  o t h e r  t a s k s ) ,  h e r  
e x p e r i e n t i a l  l a n g u a g e  r e f l e c t e d  a  s e n s e  o f  b e i n g  o v e r w h e l m e d  o r  c o n f u s e d ,  a n d  h e r  
p a i n  l e v e l  t e n d e d  t o  i n c r e a s e .  T h e  a s s o c i a t e d  f e e l i n g s  a n d  f e a r s  w e r e  h o w e v e r
m o r e  i m p l i e d  t h a n  a c k n o w l e d g e d ,  a n d  s h e  a p p e a r e d  t o  c o n t i n u e  t o  a v o i d  a  d e e p e r  
u n d e r s t a n d i n g  a n d  r e f l e c t i o n  a b o u t  t h e m .
O v e r  t i m e ,  M e g a n  d e s c r i b e d  a  g r o w i n g  n e e d  t o  f i n d  a n  e x p l a n a t i o n  f o r  w h a t  
i n s t i g a t e d  h e r  p a i n  a t t a c k s ,  a n d  a  w i l l i n g n e s s  t o  c o n s i d e r  t h a t  t h e y  w e r e  n o t  r a n d o m  
a n d  u n c o n t r o l l a b l e  e v e n t s .  I n i t i a l l y ,  a l t h o u g h  M e g a n  i n  h e r  a v o i d a n t  s t o i c i s m  h e l d  
t h e  v i e w  t h a t  h e r  p a i n  w a s  m y s t e r i o u s ,  s o m e t i m e s  i t  s e e m e d  t o  h e r  t h a t  i t  w a s  e v e n  
more u n e x p e c t e d  t h a n  a t  o t h e r  t i m e s ,  i n d i c a t i n g  a  c o n t r a s t  w a s  b e i n g  m a d e .  I n  
a d d i t i o n ,  n e w  o r  i n c r e a s e d  p a i n  t h a t  h a d  n o  r e a s o n  c r e a t e d  a  d i f f e r e n t  k i n d  o f  
a n x i e t y .  W h e n  s h e  w a s  b e g a n  t o  a l l o w  h e r  f e e l i n g s  t o  c o m e  f o r t h  i n  o n e  o f  t h e s e  
s e s s i o n s ,  s h e  c o u l d  s e n s e  h e r  b a r r i e r  a g a i n s t  f e e l i n g ,  a n d  r e a l i s e d  i t  c o u l d  b e  f e l t  i n  
t h e  s a m e  l o c a t i o n  a s  h e r  p a i n  u s u a l l y  o r i g i n a t e d .
B y  s e s s i o n  1 4 ,  M e g a n  r e p o r t e d  a  c h a n g e  i n  h o w  h e a l t h  c a r e  p r o f e s s i o n a l s  a p p e a r e d  
t o  b e  t r e a t i n g  h e r ,  i n  b o t h  h e r  p r i m a r y  a n d  s e c o n d a r y  c a r e  s e t t i n g s .  T h i s  r e f l e c t e d  a  
c h a n g e  i n  h e r  o w n  a t t i t u d e s  a b o u t  h e r  d e s e r v i n g  t o  s e e k  c a r e ,  a n d  h e r  a c c e p t a n c e  o f  
d i f f e r e n t  r e l a t i o n s h i p s  w i t h  d i f f e r e n t  d o c t o r s .  S h e  c o m p a r e d  p a s t  a n d  p r e s e n t  b y  
d e s c r i b i n g  h o w  i t  f e l t  t o  c o n t a c t  h e r  d o c t o r s ,  o r  p r e p a r e  f o r  t h e  c o n s u l t a t i o n .  I n  t h e  
p a s t ,  h e r  d o c t o r s  w e r e  p o r t r a y e d  a s  b e i n g  r e l a t i v e l y  u n c o n c e r n e d  w i t h  M e g a n ’ s  
p l e a s  f o r  a s s i s t a n c e .  T h e y  w e r e  r e p o r t e d  a s  n o t  l i s t e n i n g  o r  a c c e s s i b l e .  S h e  
c o n t i n u e d  t o  e x p e r i e n c e  b o t h  p r e s e n t  a n d  b u r i e d  a n g e r ,  a n d  g u i l t  o v e r  t h e  p e r c e i v e d  
n e g l e c t .  M e g a n  b e c a m e  m o r e  a w a r e  t h a t  s o m e  o f  h e r  d o c t o r s  a p p e a r e d  t o  r e a l i s e  
t h e  d e p t h  a n d  b r e a d t h  o f  h e r  s u f f e r i n g  a n d  s h e  w a s  m o r e  a b l e  t o  a c c e p t  t h e i r  o f f e r s  
f o r  h e l p .  S h e  w a s  b e c o m i n g  a w a r e  o f  j u s t  h o w  m u c h  s h e  h a d  t a k e n  r e s p o n s i b i l i t y  
f o r  t h e  f e e l i n g  s h e  h a d  a s k e d  f o r  h e l p  i n a p p r o p r i a t e l y ,  a s  t h i s  l a y  a t  t h e  c o r e  o f  o n e  
o f  h e r  d e e p e s t  c o n f l i c t s .
I n  t h e  m i d d l e  o f  h e r  t h e r a p y  M e g a n  o f f e r e d  n u m e r o u s  e x a m p l e  o f  h e r  i n n e r  c o n f l i c t  
b e t w e e n  t e n d i n g  h e r  c l o s e  r e l a t i o n s h i p s  a n d  s a t i s f y i n g  t h e  i m p u l s e  t o  p a y  a t t e n t i o n  
t o  h e r  o w n  n e e d s .  E x p e r i e n c i n g  t h e s e  c o n f l i c t s  b e c a m e  c o n t i g u o u s  w i t h  p a i n  
e x p e r i e n c e s .  I n  a d d i t i o n  t o  h e r  e p i g a s t r i c  a t t a c k s ,  s h e  s u f f e r e d  h e a d a c h e s ,  h e a t b u m  
( a n o t h e r  c h r o n i c  c o n d i t i o n ) ,  r e s p i r a t o r y  i n f e c t i o n s  a n d  t o o t h a c h e .  T o  t h e s e  s h e  h a d  
a  s i m i l a r  c a s c a d e  o f  a n x i o u s  r e s p o n s e s .  T h i s  n e w  s e r i e s  o f  s y m p t o m s  s i g n a l l e d  a  
c h a n g e  i n  h e r  r e g u l a r  p a i n :  i n  a d d i t i o n  t o  t h e  s i t t i n g  o r  n i g g l i n g  p a i n  a n d  i t s  
m o v e m e n t  t o w a r d s  t h e  c e n t r e  o f  h e r  b o d y ,  o t h e r  s i g n a l s  i n d i c a t e d  i n t e r m e d i a t e  
s t a t e s  o f  i n c r e a s i n g  p a i n ,  w i t h o u t  f u l l - f l e d g e d  s p a s m s ,  a n d  e v e n  h e r  s p a s m s - b a s e d
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a t t a c k s ,  u s u a l l y  s e v e r e  a n d  l o n g - l a s t i n g ,  b e c a m e  l e s s  s e v e r e  a n d  s h o r t e r .  I n  
a d d i t i o n ,  h e r  s p a s m  - f r e e  p e r i o d s  b e c a m e  l o n g e r .
W i t h  h e r  n e w  s y m p t o m s ,  s h e  t o o k  t h e  i n i t i a t i v e  i n  q u e s t i o n i n g  w h e t h e r  t h e s e  
s y m p t o m s  h a d  a n y  r e l a t i o n  t o  h e r  r e s p o n s e s  t o  e v e n t s .  A l t h o u g h  s h e  w a s  s t i l l  
t e n t a t i v e ,  a n d  s t r u g g l e d  w i t h  h e r  t e n d e n c y  t o  a v o i d  r e f l e c t i o n ,  s h e  r e a l i s e d  a  
c o n n e c t i o n  b e t w e e n  h e r  h e a r t b u r n  o r  c h e s t  p a i n  w i t h  t h e  d e a t h s  o f  h e r  f r i e n d  a n d  
u n c l e  t h a t  o c c u r r e d  d u r i n g  t h i s  t i m e .  H e r  r e l u c t a n c e  t o  f o l l o w  t h r o u g h  w i t h  t h e  
q u e s t i o n s  t h a t  h a d  b e e n  s u g g e s t e d  e a r l i e r  b y  h e r  t h e r a p i s t  w a s  n o w  b e i n g  p r o m p t e d  
f r o m  w i t h i n .  H e r  r e s i s t a n c e  t o  r e a l i s i n g  t h e s e  l i n k s  w a s  s t i l l  a c t i v e  s o m e  o f  t h e  
t i m e .  S h e  w a s  n o t  a b l e  t o  a p p r e c i a t e  t h e  p a r a d o x  t h a t  h e r  a t t i t u d e s  a n d  a t t a c h m e n t  
t o  h e r  o w n  r e s p o n s e s  t o  p a i n  c r e a t e d :  o n  t h e  o n e  h a n d ,  s h e  w a n t e d  t o  s e e  h e r s e l f  a s  
c a p a b l e  a n d  s t r o n g  a n d  g o o d ,  a g a i n s t  t h e  l u r k i n g  f e a r  t h a t  s h e  w a s  d e f i c i e n t  a n d  
w e a k .  T h e  c o n f l i c t e d  a n d  o s c i l l a t i n g  p r e s e n t a t i o n  o f  a n  a s s o c i a t i o n  b e t w e e n  h e r  
a n x i e t y ,  f e e l i n g ,  a n d  p a i n  c o n t i n u e d  t o  t a k e  m a n y  f o r m s .
M e g a n  d i d  m a k e  s o m e  g a i n s ,  n o n e t h e l e s s .  A s  t h e  s y n c h r o n y  b e t w e e n  h e r  f e e l i n g  
o v e r w h e l m e d  w i t h  w o r k  o r  e m o t i o n a l  l a b o u r  a n d  h a v i n g  i n c r e a s e d  p a i n  b e c a m e  
m o r e  n o t i c e a b l e  t o  M e g a n ,  s h e  w a s  b e t t e r  a b l e  t o  a l l o w  h e r s e l f  t o  l e t  g o  o f  t h e  
d e m a n d s  s h e  h a d  b e e n  p l a c i n g  o n  h e r  c o m m i t m e n t s  a n d  t h i n k  a b o u t  d i r e c t i n g  h e r  
e f f o r t s  d i f f e r e n t l y .  S h e  a l s o  b e g a n  t o  c h a n g e  h o w  s h e  r e s p o n d e d  t o  s y m p t o m s  o f  
i l l n e s s  o r  a n  a p p r o a c h  o f  a  p a i n  e p i s o d e ,  a n d  t h i s  c o r r e s p o n d e d  t o  a n  i n c r e a s e  i n  h e r  
a b i l i t y  t o  h e a r  h e r  o w n  i n n e r  d e m a n d s  w h e n  f e e l i n g  v u l n e r a b l e  a n d  i n  d i s t r e s s .  
T h e s e  i n c l u d e d  m e d i c a t i n g  h e r s e l f  e a r l i e r  a n d  m o r e  a p p r o p r i a t e l y  ( r a t h e r  t h a n  
s t o i c a l l y  w a i t i n g  u n t i l  t h e  p a i n  h a d  w o r n  h e r  d o w n ,  a n d  won o v e r  h e r  o w n  self.
N e a r  t e r m i n a t i o n ,  s h e  h a d  a n o t h e r  s e v e r e  a t t a c k  ( s e s s i o n  2 3 )  a n d  a  s e r i e s  o f  l e v e l  4  
a t t a c k s  t h a t  c o v e r e d  t h e  l a s t  t h r e e  s e s s i o n s .  U n l i k e  p r i o r  o c c u r r e n c e s ,  h o w e v e r ,  
w h e n  h e r  s p a s m s  b e g a n ,  t h e s e  d i d  n o t  l a s t  a s  l o n g  a s  s h e  e x p e c t e d ,  a n d  h e r  r e c o v e r y  
o n c e  t h e  p a i n  s t o p p e d  w a s  r e l a t i v e l y  q u i c k .  S h e  c o m m e n t e d  o n  t h i s ,  a s  i f  i t  h a d  
b e e n  a  r e m i n d e r  o f  t h e  p a s t  a n d  i t s  c o m p a r i s o n  w i t h  t h e  p r e s e n t .  I n  a d d i t i o n ,  w i t h  
h e l p  s h e  w a s  a b l e  t o  p r o c e s s  t h e  r e l a t i o n s h i p s  b e t w e e n  t h e s e  a t t a c k s  a n d  t h e  s h i f t s  
s h e  w a s  m a k i n g  i n  h e r  l i f e .  I n  p a r t i c u l a r ,  s h e  c o u l d  s e e  b e t t e r  h o w  s h e  h a d  t r i e d  t o  
i g n o r e  t h o u g h t s  a n d  f e e l i n g s  r e l a t e d  h e r  f e a r  o f  f a c i n g  h e r  o w n  l i m i t a t i o n s  i n  
c o m p e t e n c y  ( b e c o m i n g  r e a l i s e d  i n  h e r  n e w  j o b ) ,  a n d  i m p e n d i n g  l o s s  o f  i m p o r t a n t
r e l a t i o n s h i p s  ( c r e a t e d  b y  i m p o r t a n t  l i f e  c h a n g e s  a n d  t e r m i n a t i o n  o f  t h e r a p y )  u n t i l  
f a c e d  w i t h  t h e  m o r e  d i f f u s e  b u t  e q u a l l y  s e v e r e  t h r e a t  o f  u n c o n t r o l l a b l e  p a i n .
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5. 6 Integration of case findings
I n  t h i s  s e c t i o n ,  a n  i n t e g r a t i o n  o f  f i n d i n g s  f r o m  t h e  f o u r  a n a l y s e s  ( i . e .  t h e  
p s y c h o m e t r i c  a n a l y s e s ,  t h e  p s y c h o t h e r a p e u t i c  f o r m u l a t i o n  o f  d y n a m i c s  a n d  t h e i r  
m o v e m e n t ,  t h e  a s s i m i l a t i o n  a n a l y s i s ,  a n d  t h e  p a i n  a n a l o g u e  a n a l y s i s )  w i l l  b e  
p r e s e n t e d ,  i n  o r d e r  t o  a t t e m p t  t o  p r o d u c e  a  c o n v e r g e n t  p i c t u r e  a n d  e x p l o r e  h o w  
t o g e t h e r  t h e y  m a y  h e l p  t h e  u n d e r s t a n d i n g  o f  M e g a n ’ s  d i s t r e s s  a n d  h e r  m o v e m e n t  
i n  t h e r a p y .  A  m o r e  g e n e r a l  d i s c u s s i o n  o f  t h e  c o n v e r g e n c e s  a n d  d i v e r g e n c e s  
b e t w e e n  t h e  c a s e s  w i l l  b e  o f f e r e d  l a t e r  i n  t h e  f i n a l  d i s c u s s i o n .
5. 6.1 Discovering the benefits of using dual models for highlighting processes
T h e  i n i t i a l  p s y c h o t h e r a p e u t i c  f o r m u l a t i o n  w a s  b a s e d  p r i m a r i l y  o n  a  p s y c h o d y n a m i c  
a c c o u n t  o f  M e g a n ’ s  c o n f l i c t s  a n d  h e r  d e f e n s e s  f o r  c o p i n g  w i t h  a n x i e t y ,  a n d  
p r o v i d e d  a  b a s i s  f o r  p r o p o s i n g  a p p r o p r i a t e  t a s k s  f o r  t h e r a p y .  T h e s e  i n c l u d e d  
i n c r e a s i n g  h e r  a w a r e n e s s  o f  h e r  c o n f l i c t s  a n d  b e g i n n i n g  t o  w o r k  t h r o u g h  t h e i r  
m a n i f e s t a t i o n  i n  s p e c i f i c  i n s t a n c e s .  T h e  a s s i m i l a t i o n  a n a l y s e s  w h i c h  f o l l o w e d  
p r o v i d e d  f u r t h e r  m a t e r i a l  r e l e v a n t  t o  a n  u n d e r s t a n d i n g  o f  t h e  p r o c e s s e s  i n v o l v e d  i n  
M e g a n ’ s  g r o w i n g  a w a r e n e s s  o f  h e r  c o n f l i c t s  a n d  h e r  w o r k  w i t h  t h e m .  A p p l y i n g  
t h e  p r o c e s s  m o d e l  a s s i s t e d  t h e  i d e n t i f i c a t i o n  o f  t h e  d y n a m i c s  b e t w e e n  M e g a n ’ s  
o b j e c t s  ( a n d  h e r  c h a n g i n g  r e l a t i o n s h i p  t o  t h e m )  o r ,  s t a t e d  i n  a s s i m i l a t i o n  t e r m s ,  
b e t w e e n  d i f f e r e n t  v o i c e s  w i t h i n .  W h i l e  b o t h  m o d e l s  w e r e  i n i t i a l l y  p e r c e i v e d  t o  
o v e r l a p  i n  s o m e  o f  t h e i r  c o n c e p t s ,  a n d  o f f e r  c o m p a t i b i l i t y  i n  v i e w i n g  t h e r a p e u t i c  
m o v e m e n t ,  t h e i r  a p p r o a c h  t o  a n a l y s i s  w a s  d i f f e r e n t .
I n  p a r t i c u l a r ,  t h e  d y n a m i c s  b e t w e e n  h e r  d o m i n a n t  s e / / - o b j e c t s  o r  v o i c e s  a n d  l e s s  
e m e r g e n t  ( o r  c o n s c i o u s )  o n e s  c o u l d  b e  i n i t i a l l y  i d e n t i f i e d  w i t h  a s s i s t a n c e  f r o m  t h e  
m o d e l .  A s  t h e  e m e r g e n t  o r  p r o b l e m a t i c  o n e s  b e c a m e  m o r e  a s s i m i l a t e d ,  i t  c o u l d  b e  
s e e n  t h a t  e a c h  d o m i n a n t  v o i c e ,  Stoic a n d  Selfless Server  a c t e d  a s  a  d e f e n s i v e  
s t r u c t u r e  p r o t e c t i n g  M e g a n ’ s  e s t e e m  a n d  h e r  r e l a t i o n s h i p s .  A s  t h e y  b e c a m e  l e s s  
a u t o m a t i c  i n  d o m i n a t i n g  h e r  r e s p o n s e  t o  e v e n t s ,  M e g a n  c o u l d  b e g i n  t o  a c c e s s  o t h e r  
p e r s p e c t i v e s ,  a t t i t u d e s  a n d  f e e l i n g s .  A s  b o t h  o f  t h e  e m e r g e n t  v o i c e s  i d e n t i f i e d  
w i t h i n  t h i s  a n a l y s i s  b e c a m e  a s s i m i l a t e d ,  M e g a n  b e c a m e  m o r e  a w a r e  o f  t h e m  a s  
r e s o u r c e s  w i t h i n ,  a s  parts  o f  h e r  o w n  self. E v i d e n c e  f o r  t h i s  c h a n g e  a p p e a r e d  i n  t h e  
a s s i m i l a t i o n  a n a l y s i s  a s  w e l l  a s  h e r  d i a l o g u e  w i t h  h e r  t h e r a p i s t  w h o  r e f l e c t e d  b a c k  
h e r  i n c r e a s i n g  a c c e p t a n c e  o f  n e e d s  a n d  e x p e r i e n c e s  t h a t  h a d  b e e n  p r e v i o u s l y  
r e p r e s s e d .
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T h e  p s y c h o m e t r i c  a n a l y s e s  c o n t r i b u t e d  t o  a n  i n d e p e n d e n t  e v a l u a t i o n  o f  s o m e  o f  
M e g a n ’ s  a t t i t u d e s ,  h e r  i n t e r p e r s o n a l  a n d  h e a l t h  c o n c e r n s ,  h e r  s y m p t o m  a n d  p a i n  
h i s t o r y ,  s t a t e s  o f  f u n c t i o n i n g  a n d  b e l i e f s  a b o u t  t h e  h e a l t h  n e e d s  a s s o c i a t e d  w i t h  h e r  
s y m p t o m s .  C o m p a r i s o n s  o f  s c o r e s  a t  t h e  b e g i n n i n g  o f  t h e r a p y  a n d  f o l l o w i n g  i t s  
e n d ,  g e n e r a t e d  a n  a l t e r n a t i v e  v i e w  o f  c h a n g e  a n d  p a r t i c u l a r  o u t c o m e s  t h a t  c o u l d  b e  
r e l a t e d  t o  t h e  c h a n g e  p r o c e s s .  F i n a l l y ,  t h e  p a i n  a n a l o g u e  a n a l y s e s  o f f e r e d  a n o t h e r  
v i e w  o f  t h e  r e l a t i o n s h i p  b e t w e e n  e v e n t s  i n  M e g a n ’ s  t h e r a p y  n a r r a t i v e s  a n d  p a i n  
q u a l i t i e s  a n d  s e v e r i t y  o v e r  t i m e .  E a c h  a n a l y s i s  p r o v i d e d  a  d i f f e r e n t  l e n s  t h r o u g h  
w h i c h  t h e  s a m e  o r  s i m i l a r  p h e n o m e n a  c o u l d  b e  r e v i e w e d .  T h e s e  a n a l y s e s  
p r o v i d e d  a  c a s e  f o r m u l a t i o n  a n d  m a j o r  d i m e n s i o n s  o f  c h a n g e  o c c u r r i n g  w i t h i n  t h e  
c l i e n t  a n d  e v i d e n c e d  i n  t h e  a n a l y s e s  o f  h e r  d a t a .  T h e s e  a r e  g i v e n  b e l o w ,  a l o n g  w i t h  
a  f u r t h e r  d e s c r i p t i o n .
5. 6. 2 Process by which client discovered defensive strategies used to 
protect self
U n d e r s t a n d i n g  M e g a n ’ s  d e f e n s e s  a g a i n s t  a  r e c o g n i t i o n  o f  h e r  i n n e r  c o n f l i c t s  w a s  
k e y  t o  u n d e r s t a n d i n g  h e r  s e l f - r e g u l a t i o n  p r o c e s s e s ,  a n d  h o w  m u c h  t h e y  i n v o l v e d  
h e r  e x p e c t a t i o n s  a n d  p e r c e p t i o n  o f  o t h e r s  a n d  t h e i r  a p p r o v a l .  I t  w a s  a  t a s k  f o r  
t h e r a p y  t o  i n c r e a s e  M e g a n ’ s  a w a r e n e s s  o f  t h e s e  d y n a m i c s  a n d  b e  a b l e  t o  r e c o g n i s e  
t h e  c o n f l i c t s  w i t h  w h i c h  t h e y  w e r e  a s s o c i a t e d .  R e l i a n c e  o n  s o c i a l  a p p r o v a l  a n d  
s t a n d a r d s  f o r  b e h a v i o u r  f o r  a t t a c h m e n t s  w a s  p a r t  o f  M e g a n ’ s  i n i t i a l  d e f e n s i v e  s t y l e  
a s  e v i d e n c e d  i n  h e r  t h e r a p e u t i c  d i a l o g u e  a n d  h e r  c a t e g o r i s a t i o n  a s  a  r e p r e s s o r  ( e . g .  
a s  i n d i c a t e d  b y  h e r  W e i n b e r g e r  I n d e x  s c o r e s ) .  I t  w a s  c o n s o n a n t  w i t h  t h e  
t h e r a p i s t ’ s  e a r l y  h y p o t h e s e s  t h a t  M e g a n  w a s  u s i n g  d e n i a l  a n d  a v o i d a n c e  t h r o u g h  
a c t i n g  o u t  d i s t r a c t i n g  a n d  r e - f o c u s i n g  b e h a v i o u r  ( G i l l ,  1 9 8 2 ;  R e i c h ,  1 9 4 9 ) .  M u c h  
o f  t h e  t i m e ,  M e g a n ’ s  a v o i d a n t  a n d  s t o i c  s t y l e  a p p e a r e d  t o  p e r v a d e  h e r  r e s p o n s e s  t o  
h e r  o w n  i m p u l s e s  a n d  n e e d s ,  i n c l u d i n g  h e r  f e e l i n g  r e s p o n s e s  t o  e v e n t s .  T h e  l o w  
s y m p t o m s  s c o r e s  f r o m  o t h e r  p s y c h o m e t r i c  s c a l e s  i n c l u d i n g  h e r  s y m p t o m ,  p a i n  a n d  
h e a l t h  s c a l e s  ( e . g .  C O R E ,  S U I P )  s u p p o r t e d  t h e  i d e a  t h a t  M e g a n  m a y  h a v e  
u n d e r r e p o r t e d  -  o r  d e n i e d  a n y  a w a r e n e s s  o f  -  p s y c h o l o g i c a l  c o n c e r n s  a n d  f o c u s e d  
o n  p a i n  a n d  p h y s i c a l  s y m p t o m s  a s  t h e  o b s t a c l e  t o  h e r  f u n c t i o n i n g  a n d  c a u s e  o f  h e r  
c o m p l a i n t s .  H e r  I P Q  a n d  p a i n  /  s y m p t o m  m e a s u r e s  i n d i c a t e  t h a t  M e g a n ’ s  
e x p e r i e n c e  o f  h e r  d i s t r e s s  w a s  c o m p l e t e l y  f o c u s e d  o n  p a i n ,  a n d  t h e  f a c t  t h a t  i t  w a s  
m y s t e r i o u s ,  f r i g h t e n i n g  w h e n  i t  w a s  o u t  w i t h  h e r  c o n t r o l ,  a n d  a n y  a w a r e n e s s  o f  
p a i n  w a s  a s s o c i a t e d  w i t h  a  f e a r  o f  e v e n  m o r e  i n t o l e r a b l e  p a i n ,  s u c h  a s  g r e a t e r
p e r i o d s  o f  d y s f u n c t i o n  o r  f a t a l  d i s e a s e .  T h e s e  f i n d i n g s  p a r a l l e l e d  h e r  r e a s o n s  f o r  
e n t e r i n g  t h e r a p y .
T h e  e n t r e n c h m e n t  o f  t h i s  d e f e n s i v e  s t y l e  c o u l d  b e  e x p l a i n e d  b y  M e g a n ’ s  h i s t o r y  o f  
a t t a c h m e n t  b e h a v i o u r s  ( B o w l b y ,  1 9 6 9 ) .  A l t h o u g h  h e r  a t t a c h m e n t  s t y l e  w a s  n o t  
f o r m a l l y  a s s e s s e d ,  i t  c o u l d  b e  h y p o t h e s i z e d  t h a t  h e r  d e s i r e  f o r  c l o s e n e s s  a n d  s e c u r i t y  
w i t h i n  r e l a t i o n s h i p  w e r e  o n l y  s o m e t i m e s  r e w a r d e d ,  a n d  b y  a d u l t h o o d  M e g a n  l i v e d  
w i t h  a  r a t h e r  c o n t i n u o u s  p e r c e p t i o n  o f  p o t e n t i a l  t h r e a t  f r o m  t h e  e n v i r o n m e n t  
( i n c l u d i n g  t h e  i n v a s i o n  o f  m y s t e r i o u s  d i s e a s e ) .  A t t e m p t s  t o  e x p r e s s  h e r  o w n  
p e r s o n a l i t y  w e r e  m e t  w i t h  e a r l y  r e j e c t i o n .  E a r l y  o f f e r i n g s  b y  ME  a n d  Feeling One, 
e m b e d d e d  i n  a  g r e a t e r  c o n t e x t  p r o v i d e d  b y  M e g a n ’ s  m o r e  d o m i n a n t  v o i c e s  w e r e  
c o n s o n a n t  w i t h  t h e s e  p e r c e p t i o n s ,  g i v i n g  f u r t h e r  u n d e r s t a n d i n g  t o  w h y  t h e i r  
d e v e l o p m e n t  a s  p a r t s  o f  M e g a n ’ s  p e r s o n a l i t y  m i g h t  b e  e a s i l y  s u p p r e s s e d .  A  d e e p -  
s e a t e d  b e l i e f  t h a t  o t h e r s  w o u l d  n o t  c a r e  o r  a t t e n d  t o  h e r  n e e d s  p r o p e r l y ,  a l o n g  w i t h  
p e r s e c u t o r y  e x p e r i e n c e s  e a r l y  o n  w o u l d  l e a d  t o  h e r  b e l i e f  t h a t  h e r  o w n  soldiering on 
w i t h  l i t t l e  r e l i a n c e  o n  o t h e r s  w o u l d  p r o v i d e  t h e  o n l y  m e a n s  f o r  a  s a f e  e x i s t e n c e ,  w h i l e  
m a i n t a i n i n g  a  v i g i l a n c e  f o r  t h r e a t s  i n  t h e  e n v i r o n m e n t .  H e r  d e s c r i p t i o n  o f  n u m e r o u s  
e v e n t s  i n  w h i c h  s h e  a p p r o a c h e d  o t h e r s  ( e . g .  m a n a g e r s  a t  w o r k ,  h e a l t h  c a r e  
p r o f e s s i o n a l s )  i n d i c a t e d  a n  a v o i d a n t  a n d  f e a r f u l  p a t t e r n  o f  a t t a c h m e n t .  P r o x i m i t y  t o  
t h e s e  o t h e r s  w a s  a l t e r n a t i v e l y  s o u g h t  a n d  a v o i d e d ,  a l o n g  w i t h  a  h o p e  f o r  a s s i s t a n c e  b u t  
e x p e c t a t i o n  o f  r e j e c t i o n .  H e r  e m o t i o n a l  n e g l e c t  f r o m  h e r  p a r e n t s  w h i l e  g r o w i n g  u p ,  
a n d  s e x u a l  a b u s e  b y  h e r  u n c l e  c o u l d  b e  h y p o t h e s i z e d  a s  f u r t h e r  d i s t a n c i n g  h e r  f r o m  
p o t e n t i a l  a t t a c h m e n t  f i g u r e s  a n d  d e e p e n e d  h e r  o w n  s e n s e  o f  s e l f - c r i t i c i s m  a n d  s o c i a l  
i s o l a t i o n .
W h a t  h a d  a p p e a r e d  o n  t h e  s u r f a c e  a s  a  r e s i s t a n t  k i n d  o f  ‘ s e l f - r e l i a n c e ’ w a s  i n t e r p r e t e d  
a s  a  v e r y  d e e p  b e l i e f  t h a t  s h e  w a s  r e s p o n s i b l e  f o r  h e r  o w n  s u r v i v a l  a n d  c o u l d  n o t  c o u n t  
o n  a n y o n e  e l s e .  O n  t h e  o t h e r  h a n d ,  s h e  o f t e n  a c c e p t e d  e m o t i o n a l  a n d  i n s t r u m e n t a l  
s u p p o r t  f r o m  h e r  h u s b a n d  a n d  c h i l d r e n  d u r i n g  a c t u a l  p a i n  e p i s o d e s  u n l e s s  s h e  w a s  t o o  
a n x i o u s  o r  h e r  p a i n  l e v e l  w a s  t o o  h i g h ,  i n  w h i c h  c a s e  s h e  w o u l d  r e t r e a t  a n d  s e l f - i s o l a t e  
f r o m  t h e m .  A t  t h e s e  t i m e s  s h e  r e f l e c t e d  a  d i s t r u s t  o f  o t h e r s ’ r e s p o n s i v e n e s s  o r  
c a p a c i t y  t o  c a r e  f o r  h e r ,  a n d  w h e n  s h e  b e c a m e  v e r y  a n x i o u s ,  s o u g h t  t o  s h u t  h e r s e l f  
a w a y  f r o m  c o n t a c t .  T h i s  c a r r i e d  t h r o u g h  t o  h e r  t h e r a p y ,  w h e r e  M e g a n  p e r s i s t e d  i n  
k e e p i n g  h e r  s t o r i e s ,  a n d  h e r s e l f  f r o m  e x p e r i e n c e s  t h a t  w e r e  t o o  t h r e a t e n i n g .
I t  c o u l d  b e  h y p o t h e s i z e d  t h a t  t h e  f u n c t i o n  o f  t h i s  ‘a c t i n g ’ i n  a n  i n c o n g r u e n t  w a y  w a s  t o  
k e e p  f r i g h t e n i n g ,  m o r e  p r i m i t i v e  ( i . e .  u n f o r m u l a t e d )  a n d  d e p e n d e n t  p a r t s  o f  t h e  self
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f r o m  c o n s c i o u s n e s s .  I n  t h e  a s s i m i l a t i o n  a n a l y s e s ,  r e p e a t e d  o b s e r v a t i o n s  w e r e  m a d e  
o f  t h e  a t t e m p t s  t o  a v o i d  a n d  e v a d e  h e r  t h e r a p i s t ’ s  -  a n d  s o m e t i m e s  e v e n  h e r  o w n  -  
r e f l e c t i o n s .  T h i s  f i t  w i t h  t h e  t h e r a p i s t ’ s  e x p e r i e n c e s  o f  M e g a n .  F u r t h e r ,  t h e s e  
a t t e m p t s  o c c u r r e d  e v e n  w h e n  M e g a n  a p p e a r e d  a v a i l a b l e  a n d  i n t e r e s t e d  i n  c o n n e c t i n g  
t o  t h e  t h e r a p i s t  a n d  h e r  i n t e r v e n t i o n s .  O t h e r s  h a v e  d e s c r i b e d  t h e  c l i e n t  w h o  a p p e a r s  t o  
b e  c o - o p e r a t i v e  a n d  a t  l e a s t  p o t e n t i a l l y  r e s p o n s i v e ,  b u t  w h o  a c t u a l l y  k e e p s  a n  
i m p o r t a n t  p a r t  o f  t h e i r  c o n s c i o u s  f u n c t i o n i n g  s p l i t  o f f  ( J o s e p h ,  1 9 8 8 ) .  H o w e v e r ,  h e r  
t h e r a p i s t  b e l i e v e d  t h a t  e v e n t u a l l y ,  M e g a n ’ s  a b i l i t y  t o  d e v e l o p  s o m e  t r u s t  i n  t h e i r  
r e l a t i o n s h i p ,  a f t e r  y e a r s  o f  r e l a t i n g  t o  a n d  d e v e l o p i n g  t r u s t  e a r l i e r  w i t h  h e r  h u s b a n d  
a n d  f r i e n d s ,  e n a b l e d  h e r  t o  e x p l o r e  h e r  o w n  p e r s o n a l i t y  ( a n d  r e p r e s s e d  v o i c e s )  a n d  
e n g a g e  i n  t h e r a p y .
G i v e n  h e r  p r e v i o u s  r e f u s a l  t o  e n g a g e  i n  t h e r a p y ,  a n d  h e r  i n i t i a l  r e s i s t a n c e  i n  s e s s i o n  t o  
t h i n k  i n  p s y c h o l o g i c a l  t e r m s ,  t h e  t h e r a p i s t  f e l t  i t  i m p o r t a n t  t o  t a k e  t i m e  t o  p o s s i b l y  
b u i l d  a n  a l l i a n c e  r a t h e r  t h a n  s u b t l y  p r e s s u r e  h e r  t o w a r d s  p s y c h o l o g i c a l l y  b a s e d  
i n s i g h t s  a b o u t  h e r  p a i n ,  a n d  d e c i d e d  t o  m o v e  a h e a d  s l o w l y ,  e v e n  t h o u g h  t h e  t h e r a p y  
c o n t r a c t  w a s  t i m e - l i m i t e d .  F o r  t h e  t h e r a p i s t ,  t h i s  w a s  a l s o  f r u s t r a t i n g  a s  t h e  t h e r a p y  
w a s  i n t i m a t e l y  c o n c e r n e d  w i t h  a n  i m m e r s i o n  i n  b o t h  p s y c h o l o g i c a l  a n d  s o m a t i c  
e x p e r i e n c e s  a n d  t h e  r e l a t i o n s h i p  b e t w e e n  t h e  t w o .  H o w e v e r ,  i t  b e c a m e  i m p o r t a n t  t o  
a s s u m e  a n  a t t i t u d e  o f  e x p l o r a t i o n  w i t h  r e a l  a l b e i t  p a r a d o x i c a l  a c c e p t a n c e  o f  M e g a n ’ s  
d e f e n s e s ,  w i t h  t h e  u n d e r s t a n d i n g  t h a t  s h e  m i g h t  n o t  c h o o s e  t o  l e t  g o  o f  h e r  r e s i s t a n c e .  
A s  t h e r a p y  p r o c e e d e d ,  t h i s  a p p r o a c h  b e g a n  t o  f e e l  m o r e  a p p r o p r i a t e ,  i n  t h a t  h e r  i n n e r  
a c c e s s  t o  p a r t s  o f  h e r  o w n  e x p e r i e n c e s  ( i . e .  h e r  o w n  c h o i c e s  a n d  p e r c e i v e d  n e e d s )  
a p p e a r e d  t o  b e  i n a d e q u a t e l y  d e v e l o p e d  ( i . e .  M e g a n  l a c k e d  o n g o i n g  a w a r e n e s s  o f  self  
i n  a n  i n t i m a t e  a n d  p e r s o n a l  w a y ,  a p a r t  f r o m  a  d o m i n a t i n g  c r i t i c a l  self-o b j e c t ) .  M e g a n  
h a d  h e r s e l f  w a r n e d  t h e  t h e r a p i s t  t h a t  p r e v i o u s  a t t e m p t s  t o  ‘i n t e r p r e t ’ h e r  d i s t r e s s  b y  a  
p s y c h o l o g i s t  a n d  m e d i c a l  d o c t o r s  h a d  f e l t  l i k e  a n  a t t e m p t  t o  d i c t a t e  a  p a r t i c u l a r  w a y  o f  
t h i n k i n g  w h i c h  s h e  i m m e d i a t e l y  r e s i s t e d .  T h i s  m a d e  s e n s e ,  a s  a  n e g a t i v e  t r a n s f e r e n c e  
i n v o l v i n g  a u t h o r i t y  w a s  l i k e l y  t o  b e  o p e r a t i v e  i n  t h e  t h e r a p y  c o n t e x t .
T h e  a s s i m i l a t i o n  a n a l y s i s  o f f e r e d  a  f r a m e  f o r  e n c a p s u l a t i n g  l o n g - h i d d e n  v o i c e s .  
A l t h o u g h  i t  w a s  n o t  u s e d  a s  a  c o n c u r r e n t  w a y  t o  f r a m e  d y n a m i c s  b e t w e e n  c l i e n t  a n d  
t h e r a p i s t ,  i n  r e t r o s p e c t  i t  a i d e d  a n  u n d e r s t a n d i n g  o f  w h y  a t  t i m e s ,  M e g a n  a p p e a r e d  t o  
s t u b b o r n l y  r e f u s e  t o  c o n s i d e r  e v e n  t e n t a t i v e  s t a t e m e n t s  b y  t h e  t h e r a p i s t ,  a n d  w h y  t h e  
t h e r a p i s t ’ s  c a u t i o u s  a n d  r e l a t i v e l y  r a r e  u s e  o f  i n t e r p r e t a t i o n  m a y  h a v e  u l t i m a t e l y  b e e n  
h e l p f u l .  T h e  t h e r a p y  m a y  h a v e  h e l p e d  g i v e  M e g a n  e n o u g h  f r e e d o m  t o  b e g i n  t o  r e ­
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c o n s i d e r  h e r  o w n  b e l i e f s  w i t h o u t  h a v i n g  t o  d e f e n d  h e r s e l f  a g a i n s t  o t h e r s ’ -  o r  h e r  o w n  
-  p r e s s u r e  t o  e i t h e r  f a l l  v i c t i m  t o ,  o r  f e e l  g u i l t y  a b o u t  h e r  i l l n e s s .  O v e r  t i m e  h o w e v e r ,  
s h e  w a s  a b l e  t o  a c c e s s  a d d i t i o n a l  f e e l i n g - b a s e d  e x p e r i e n c e s  o u t  w i t h  t h e  s a f e t y  o f  h e r  
d o m i n a n t  Stoic  a n d  Caretaker v o i c e s  a n d  t h e i r  a s s o c i a t e d  a t t i t u d e s  o f  h o w  s h e  s h o u l d  
f u n c t i o n .  T h e  d i a l o g u e  s h e  p e r m i t t e d  w i t h  h e r  t h e r a p i s t  w a s  p e r c e i v e d  t o  a i d  h e r  
i n n e r  d i a l o g u e  w i t h  o t h e r  l e s s  w e l l  k n o w n  f e e l i n g - b a s e d  e x p e r i e n c e s  a n d  i d e a s  w i t h i n .
S i m i l a r l y ,  M e g a n ’ s  i n s i s t e n c e  o n  a d o p t i n g  a n  e x t e r n a l i s e d ,  e g o - a l i e n a t e d  r e l a t i o n s h i p  
w i t h  h e r  p a i n ,  w h i l e  p r o b l e m a t i c  i n  h e l p i n g  h e r  a d o p t  a  m o r e  n u r t u r i n g  a t t i t u d e  
t o w a r d s  h e r  o w n  r e c o v e r y ,  p a r a d o x i c a l l y  p e r m i t t e d  h e r  t o  a p p r o a c h  a  r e l a t i o n s h i p  t o  i t  
i n  a  s l o w ,  a n d  e x p e r i m e n t a l  w a y .  B y  e x t e r n a l i s i n g  a n d  d i a l o g u i n g  w i t h  i t ,  s h e  c o u l d  
b e g i n  t o  k n o w  i t  t h r o u g h  h e r  o w n  c o n s t r u c t i o n  o f  a l l i a n c e .  T h i s  c o u l d  a l s o  b e  m a p p e d  
w i t h i n  t h e  p a i n  a n a l o g u e  a n a l y s i s  a n d  a n  e x a m i n a t i o n  o f  t h e  f u n c t i o n  o f  M e g a n ’ s  p a i n -  
t a l k .  H e r  r e c u r r i n g  e p i s o d e s  p r o v i d e d  a  b a s i s  f o r  c o m p a r i s o n  ( i . e .  f i n d i n g  s m a l l  w a y s  
i n  w h i c h  t h e y  d i f f e r e d  o r  w e r e  s i m i l a r ) ,  a n d  h e l p e d  M e g a n  d e v e l o p  m o r e  o f  a  
d i a l o g i c a l  s t a n c e  w i t h  h e r  o w n  b o d y ,  i n  c o n s i d e r i n g  w h a t  i t  n e e d e d  a n d  w h a t  f a c t o r s  
m i g h t  c o n t r i b u t e  t o  a n  i n c r e a s e  o r  d e c r e a s e  i n  p a i n  s e n s a t i o n .
F e a t u r e s  o f  h e r  p r e s e n t a t i o n  a s  v i e w e d  t h r o u g h  M e g a n ’ s  t h e r a p y  d i a l o g u e ,  h e r  p a i n  
a n a l o g u e  a n a l y s i s  a n d  a s s i m i l a t i o n  o f  e m e r g e n t  self  v o i c e s  d i d  c o r r e s p o n d  t o  R e i c h ’ s  
( 1 9 4 9 )  d e s c r i p t i o n  o f  a  c o m p u l s i v e  c h a r a c t e r  a r m o u r ,  i n  w h i c h  m a i n t a i n i n g  a  s e n s e  o f  
e q u i l i b r i u m  a n d  k e e p i n g  w i t h i n  f a i r l y  r i g i d  s e t  o f  b e h a v i o u r s  i n  o r d e r  t o  m a i n t a i n  
s t a b i l i t y  f e a t u r e  a s  p r i m a r y  p s y c h o s o c i a l  t r a i t s .  G u i l t ,  d i s t r u s t  t o w a r d s  p o w e r f u l  
o t h e r s  a n d  s y m p a t h y  f o r  n e g l e c t e d  o r  n e e d y  i n d i v i d u a l s  a p p e a r e d  a s  p r i m a r y  
r e s p o n s e s .  T h e  s t r o n g  d o m i n a n c e  o f  h e r  Stoic  a n d  Server  v o i c e s  w e r e  a  t e s t i m o n y  t o  
t h i s  h y p o t h e s i s .  R e i c h  p o s t u l a t e d  t h e  o r i g i n  o f  s u c h  a n  armouring  a s  t h e  n e e d  t o  
r e s t r a i n  a n d  c o n t r o l  e m o t i o n s  a n d  o t h e r  i m p u l s e s  i n  o r d e r  t o  f i t  i n  s o c i a l l y ,  w i t h  
e x a m p l e s  o f  s e l f - c o n t r o l  a l t e r n a t i n g  w i t h  s t o r i e s  o f  p u n i s h m e n t  ( o f f e r e d  b y  p o w e r f u l  
o t h e r s ,  o r  c r i t i c a l  a g e n t s  w i t h i n  t h e  s e l f ) .  T h e  a s s i m i l a t i o n  a n a l y s e s  c o r r o b o r a t e d  t h e  
e x i s t e n c e  o f  c o n f l i c t  t h a t  l a y  w i t h i n  t h e  d o m i n a n t  p a t t e r n s  o f  t h e s e  v o i c e s  a s  a g e n t s  o f  
s e l f - c o n t r o l .  I t  i s  i n t e r e s t i n g  t h a t  f r o m  h i s  c l i n i c a l  o b s e r v a t i o n s ,  R e i c h  a l s o  d e s c r i b e d  
a  h y p e r t o n i a  o f  p e l v i c  a n d  f a c i a l  m u s c l e s  a s  m a n i f e s t a t i o n s  o f  c o m p u l s i v e  
p e r s o n a l i t i e s ,  o f t e n  g i v i n g  r i s e  t o  s y m p t o m s  o r  d y s f u n c t i o n s  ( e . g .  p a i n )  i n  e i t h e r  
r e g i o n .  T h e s e  w e r e  a l l  f e a t u r e s  o f  M e g a n ’ s  d e f e n s i v e  s t y l e ,  e a r l y  h i s t o r y  a n d  
b e h a v i o u r .
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5. 6. 3 Reduction of anxiety and access to a broader definition of self
I t  w a s  a l s o  a p p a r e n t  t h a t  t h e  s t r e n g t h  o f  M e g a n ’ s  d e f e n s e s  a g a i n s t  r e a l i s i n g  h e r  o w n  
i m p u l s e s  a n d  f e e l i n g s  a s s o c i a t e d  w i t h  n e g l e c t  a n d  a b u s i v e  t r e a t m e n t  b y  o t h e r s  a n d  h e r  
f e a r  o f  g r i e f  c a m e  u p  r o u t i n e l y ,  i n d i c a t i n g  t h e  s t r e n g t h  o f  t h e  i m p u l s e s  a n d  f e e l i n g s  
k e p t  a t  b a y .  T h i s  i d e a  o r i g i n a l l y  d e r i v e d  f r o m  a  d y n a m i c  p e r s p e c t i v e ,  b u t  e x a m i n a t i o n  
o f  M e g a n ’ s  Feeling One s e g m e n t s ,  p a r t i c u l a r l y  d u r i n g  t h e  m i d d l e  p a r t  o f  h e r  t h e r a p y  
i n  w h i c h  m o r e  e x p e r i e n t i a l  w o r k  w a s  a t t e m p t e d ,  r e v e a l e d  h e r  s t r o n g  f e a r  o f  h e r  o w n  
r a g e  a n d  g r i e f .  A n n a  F r e u d  ( 1 9 3 7 )  w a r n e d  t h a t  i n  c a s e s  w h e r e  e g o  d e f e n s e s  w a r d  o f f  
a f f e c t  a s s o c i a t e d  w i t h  v e r y  d e e p  p a i n ,  m o r e  t h a n  a  p s y c h o d y n a m i c  a n a l y s i s  a n d  
i n t e r p r e t a t i o n  w o u l d  b e  n e e d e d  t o  u n d o ,  a n d  p r o c e s s  t h e s e  s t a t e s  m o r e  c o m p l e t e l y .
T h e  c a p a c i t y  f o r  r e a l i t y  t e s t i n g  a n d  m a t u r i t y  o f  t h e  p e r s o n a l i t y  n e e d  t o  b e  d e v e l o p e d  
e n o u g h  t o  p e r m i t  a  s a f e  m o v e  a w a y  f r o m  t h e  o l d  d e f e n s i v e  p a t t e r n .  I t  w a s  t h e  
t h e r a p i s t ’ s  o p i n i o n  t h a t  a  l o n g - t e r m  w o r k  w o u l d  b e  m o s t  o p t i m a l  f o r  h e l p i n g  M e g a n  
a c c e p t  h e r  i n n e r  e x p e r i e n c e s  o v e r  t i m e ,  a n d  o n l y  p a r t  o f  t h e  w o r k  c o u l d  b e  
a c c o m p l i s h e d  a t  p r e s e n t .  I n  h e r  f i n a l  s e s s i o n s  a n d  f o l l o w - u p  i n t e r v i e w ,  M e g a n  h e r s e l f  
i n d i c a t e d  s h e  h a d  m o r e  t o  t h i n k  a b o u t ,  a n d  c h a n g e ,  b u t  s h e  w a n t e d  t o  h o l d  o n t o  h e r  
n e w l y  a c h i e v e d  s t a t u s  q u o  a f t e r  e n g a g i n g  i n  t h e  c h a n g e s  a s s o c i a t e d  w i t h  t h e  l a s t  h a l f  
o f  h e r  c u r r e n t  t h e r a p y .
H o w e v e r ,  s h e  w a s  a b l e  t o  l e t  g o  o f  h e r  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  armouring e n o u g h  t o  r e c o g n i s e  
d e e p e r  f e a r s  a n d  s e l f - c r i t i c i s m s ,  a n d  b e g i n  t o  w o r k  w i t h  t h e m .  T h e  i m p a c t  o f  t h i s  
w o r k  w a s  a p p a r e n t  i n  t h e  g r o w i n g  e a s e  s h e  h a d  c o n s i d e r i n g  h e r  o w n  o b j e c t s  o r  v o i c e s  
w h e n  t h e y  d i d  c o n f l i c t  w i t h  e a c h  o t h e r ,  o r  w h e n  s h e  e n c o u n t e r e d  h e r  o w n  v u l n e r a b i l i t y  
i n  c u r r e n t  e x p e r i e n c e .  S h e  w a s  m o r e  a b l e  t o  r e s p o n d  i n  a  n u r t u r i n g  w a y  i n  r e s p o n s e  t o  
p a i n  o r  f e a r ,  a n d  b e  l e s s  d o m i n a t e d  b y  a  n e e d  t o  a v o i d  h u m i l i a t i o n  o r  f l e e  f r o m  t h r e a t s  
o f  s e l f - a n n i h i l a t i o n ,  a l t h o u g h  s h e  a c k n o w l e d g e d  s h e  h a d  m o r e  w o r k  a h e a d  o f  h e r .  I n  
o t h e r  w o r d s ,  h e r  f e a r s  h a d  b e e n  s o m e w h a t  d e - p o t e n t i a t e d  a n d  M e g a n  h a d  m o r e  
c o n f i d e n c e  t h a t  s h e  w a s  c o m p e t e n t  e n o u g h  -  a n d  r e l a t e d  t o  s u p p o r t i v e  o t h e r s  w e l l  
e n o u g h  -  t o  t o l e r a t e  a t  l e a s t  s o m e  s o u r c e s  o f  d i s t r e s s .  T h i s  w a s  a l s o  r e f l e c t e d  i n  t h e  
s i g n i f i c a n t  r e d u c t i o n  i n  a c u t e  a n x i e t y - r e l a t e d  s y m p t o m s  ( i . e .  B A I  s c o r e s )  a n d  
r e d u c t i o n  i n  p a i n  ( e . g .  C h r o n i c  P a i n  G r a d e ,  p a i n  a n a l o g u e  a n a l y s i s )  a n d  s t r e n g t h  o f  
c o n c e r n s  r e l a t e d  t o  h e r  s y m p t o m s  ( e . g .  r e d u c t i o n  o f  C S F B D  s c o r e s )  d u r i n g  t h e  l a t t e r  
p a r t  o f  h e r  t h e r a p y ,  a s  w e l l  a s  h e r  a b i l i t y  t o  b e  a w a r e  o f  s p e c i f i c  i n t e r p e r s o n a l  
d i l e m m a s  ( e . g .  i n c r e a s e  i n  b o t h  S U I P  s c o r e s )  r e l e v a n t  t o  e x p e r i e n c e s  o f  d i s t r e s s .
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F o r  b o t h  v o i c e s ,  o n e  p a t t e r n  o f  c h a n g e  i n v o l v e d  M e g a n ’ s  p r o j e c t i o n  o f  h e r  e m e r g e n t  
v o i c e  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  o n t o  o t h e r s ,  b e f o r e  s h e  w a s  a b l e  t o  l e t  h e r s e l f  e x p e r i e n c e  t h e m  a s  
h e r  o w n ,  a t  f i r s t  t r a n s i e n t l y  a n d  t h e n  i n  a  m o r e  s u s t a i n e d  w a y .  H o w e v e r ,  e v e n  h e r  
projected emergent voices  d e m o n s t r a t e d  a  d e v e l o p m e n t a l  c o u r s e ,  i n c l u d i n g  c h a n g e s  i n  
a t t e n t i o n  a n d  e m o t i o n a l  r e s p o n s e  b y  h e r  d o m i n a n t  v o i c e  s t a n c e ,  i n  r e s p o n s e  t o  t h e s e  
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  i n  o t h e r s .  A t t e n t i o n  c o u l d  b e  s u s t a i n e d  l o n g e r ,  a n d  h e r  d o m i n a n t  v o i c e  
r e s p o n s e  c h a n g e d  f r o m  h a r s h  c r i t i c i s m  t o  c u r i o s i t y  a n d  h u m o u r  a n d  f i n a l l y  s u p p o r t  
a n d  a c c e p t a n c e  f o r  w h y  accepting feelings, o r  needing to attend to one’s own needs 
fo r  esteem or pleasure  m i g h t  b e  u n d e r s t a n d a b l e ,  a n d  e v e n  d e s i r a b l e .
5. 6. 4 Emergence and understanding of inner conflicts
T h e  p s y c h o d y n a m i c  f r a m e w o r k  o f f e r e d  a  s t r u c t u r e  f o r  f o r m u l a t i n g  t h i s  c l i e n t ’ s  
d y n a m i c s  a n d  c o n f l i c t s ,  t h e  d e v e l o p m e n t a l  t a s k s  t h a t  l a y  a h e a d  f o r  h e r  a n d  a  p o s s i b l e  
r o l e  t h a t  t h e r a p y  ( a n d  t h e  t h e r a p e u t i c  a l l i a n c e )  m i g h t  p l a y  i n  c r e a t i n g  m o v e m e n t .  
H o w e v e r ,  i t  w a s  t h e  a s s i m i l a t i o n  a n a l y s i s  t h a t  c o u l d  t r a c k  c h a n g e  i n  a  m o r e  p r e c i s e  
w a y ,  b y  s e p a r a t i n g  a n d  f o c u s i n g  o n  b e h a v i o u r  r e v e a l i n g  i n n e r  v o i c e s  i n  c o n f l i c t .  
M e g a n ’ s  v o i c e s  c o u l d  b e  s e e n  a s  m a n i f e s t a t i o n s  o f  i n n e r  o b j e c t s  t h a t  w e r e  e n e r g i s e d  
a n d  c a r r i e d  b o t h  d e f e n s i v e  a n d  n e e d - o r i e n t a t e d  f u n c t i o n s .  E x a m p l e s  o f  w a r d i n g  o f f  
c o u l d  b e  e x a m i n e d ,  f o l l o w e d  b y  o t h e r  e x a m p l e s  i n  w h i c h  a  p r o b l e m a t i c  v o i c e  c o u l d  
e m e r g e  f o r  a  s l i g h t l y  l o n g e r  t i m e .  H y p o t h e s e s  c o u l d  b e  d e v e l o p e d  a b o u t  w h a t  e l s e  o n  
t h e  l a t t e r  o c c a s i o n  m i g h t  h a v e  a s s i s t e d  M e g a n ’ s  m o v e m e n t .  F o r  e x a m p l e ,  h e r  Stoic 
One c o u l d  p r e s e n t  i t s  a r g u m e n t s  -  a n d  f e a r s  -  a b o u t  w h a t  m i g h t  h a p p e n  i f  M e g a n  d i d  
e n g a g e  w i t h  h e r  f e e l i n g s  ( i . e .  o t h e r s  w o u l d  b e  n e g l e c t e d  a n d  s u f f e r ,  a n d  u l t i m a t e l y  b e  
d i s a p p o i n t e d  i n  h e r ) .  S h e  b e g a n  t o  s e e  f u r t h e r  w h a t  l a y  b e h i n d  h e r  a n x i e t y  w h e n  o n  
o c c a s i o n ,  t h e  c o n s e q u e n c e s  w h e n  s h e  d i d  e n g a g e  i n  u n m e d i a t e d  i m p u l s e s  o f  a n g e r  ( i . e .  
s h e  r e a l i s e d  h e r  f e a r  t h a t  h e r  a l i e n a t i n g  w o r d s  h a r m e d  o t h e r s ,  a n d  c o u l d  n e v e r  b e  t a k e n  
b a c k ) .
H e r  o t h e r  p r i m a r y  c o n f l i c t  i n v o l v i n g  t h e  f i x e d  r o l e  s h e  g a v e  h e r s e l f  i n  r e l a t i n g  t o  
o t h e r s  t h r e a t e n e d  h e r  s e n s e  o f  i n n e r  s t a b i l i t y  w h e n  i t  c a m e  c l o s e  t o  c o n s c i o u s  
a w a r e n e s s .  A s  a  Selfless Server , s h e  c o u l d  c o n t i n u e  t o  m e e t  o t h e r ’ s  n e e d s  a n d  
t h e r e f o r e  h e r  o w n  i n n e r  e x p e c t a t i o n s  o f  h e r  r o l e  i n  t a k i n g  c a r e  o f  o t h e r s  a n d  a l s o  
d e s e r v i n g  t h e i r  a f f e c t i o n .  T h i s  e n a c t m e n t  o f  c a r i n g  a p p e a r e d  t o  b e  a  w a y  t h a t  s h e  
c o u l d  a c c e s s  a  n u r t u r i n g  r e s o u r c e  w i t h i n  h e r ,  b u t  o n l y  i f  i t  w a s  o f f e r e d  out t o  o t h e r s .  
Server w a s  i n  c o n f l i c t  w i t h  ME, a  v o i c e  t h a t  c o n t a i n e d  h e r  o w n  v u l n e r a b i l i t y  a n d
n e e d s  f o r  c a r e ,  a t t e n t i o n ,  a n d  e x p r e s s i o n .  A g a i n ,  t h e  a s s i m i l a t i o n  a n a l y s e s  w e r e  
h e l p f u l  i n  u n d e r l i n i n g  s m a l l e r  c h a n g e s  t h a t  o c c u r r e d  a s  Server  b e c a m e  l e s s  d o m i n a n t  
a n d  ME  e m e r g e d  a s  a n  a c c e p t e d  p a r t  o f  M e g a n ’ s  p e r s o n a l i t y .  I n  o r d e r  t o  c h a n g e  t h i s  
p r e v i o u s l y  i n f l e x i b l e  p a t t e r n s  o f  l i v i n g  a n d  r e s p o n d i n g ,  M e g a n  n e e d e d  t o  b e g i n  t o  
i n c r e a s e  h e r  a w a r e n e s s  o f  h e r  v i e w s  a b o u t  h e r s e l f  a n d  h e r  r e s p o n s e s  t o  o t h e r s ;  t o  
c o n s i d e r  h e r  l o n g s t a n d i n g  r o l e  a s  n u r t u r i n g  c a r e t a k e r ,  a n d  m o v e  t o w a r d s  a b i l i t y  t o  
a c c e p t  h e r  o w n  n e e d s  f o r  a t t a c h m e n t  a n d  c a r e .  I n  p a r t ,  t h i s  i n v o l v e d  a n  u n d e r s t a n d i n g  
o f  w h y  Server  h a d  b e c o m e  s o  d o m i n a n t  ( i . e .  i t s  s h a p i n g  a n d  r e i n f o r c e m e n t  w i t h i n  h e r  
f a m i l y  o f  o r i g i n  a s  a  c o n d i t i o n  o f  w o r t h )  a n d  h o w  i t  c o n t i n u e d  t o  p r o t e c t  h e r  a g a i n s t  a  
f e a r  o f  a t t a c h m e n t  l o s s .  T h i s  r e a l i s a t i o n  b e c a m e  a n  o c c a s i o n  f o r  s a d n e s s  a n d  s o m e  
f e e l i n g s  o f  m o u r n i n g .  A l t h o u g h  Server r e m a i n e d  a s  a n  i n n e r  v o i c e  o r  o b j e c t ,  i t s  m o v e  
f r o m  a  d o m i n a n t  s t a n c e  f e l t  l i k e  a  p a s s i n g  o f  a  d e v e l o p m e n t a l  i m a g e  w i t h i n  M e g a n ,  
a n d  w a s  e x p e r i e n c e d  b o t h  b y  h e r  a n d  h e r  t h e r a p i s t  t h i s  w a y .  I n  t h e  c a s e  o f  Stoic One, 
t h i s  a l s o  m e a n t  a c c e s s i n g  a n g e r  a n d  r a g e  t o w a r d s  t h e  l i m i t a t i o n s  o f  o t h e r s  t o  o f f e r  h e r  
n u r t u r a n c e  o r  h o p e .
T h e  a s s i m i l a t i o n  a n a l y s e s  s h o w e d  h o w  M e g a n ’ s  e x t e m a l i s a t i o n  o f  a  c r i t i c a l  p u n i t i v e  
o b j e c t  c o u l d  b e  s e p a r a t e d  i n t o  l e s s  c o m p l e x  a s p e c t s  ( i . e .  e x p r e s s i n g  u n q u a l i f i e d  
o b e d i e n c e  t o  i t s  r u l e s ,  a s  e x e m p l i f i e d  a s  t h e  d o m i n a n t  S e r v e r  v o i c e ,  a n d  i n h i b i t i n g  
a c k n o w l e d g m e n t  o r  e x p r e s s i o n  o f  f e e l i n g ,  a s  Stoic One). T h e  a n a l y s e s  s h o w e d  h o w  
s h e  o n l y  a l l o w e d  g r a d u a l  e n c o u n t e r s  w i t h  a c k n o w l e d g i n g  t h e s e  a s  a s p e c t s  o f  h e r s e l f .  
I n t e r e s t i n g l y ,  t h e y  o f f e r e d  q u a l i t a t i v e l y  d i f f e r e n t  s t e p s  i n  t h i s  p r o c e s s .  U p o n  
a n a l y s i n g  t h e  c h a n g e s  i n  Server  o v e r  t i m e ,  h e r  p r o c e s s  a n a l y s t s  r e m a r k e d  t o  e a c h  o t h e r  
o n  t h e  s m a l l n e s s  o f  M e g a n ’ s  s t e p s  a s  h e r  Server  b e c a m e  l e s s  d o m i n a n t .  Y e t  o v e r a l l  
t h e r e  a p p e a r e d  t o  b e  a  r e f l e c t i v e  p r o c e s s  o p e r a t i n g ,  a s  i f  s h e  w a s  f i n d i n g  a  w a y  t o  
f o r m u l a t e  h e r  o w n  e x p e r i e n c i n g  a n d  u n d e r s t a n d  t h e  n a t u r e  o f  h e r  d y n a m i c s  o v e r  t i m e .  
T h i s  s l o w ,  b a c k - a n d - f o r t h  p r o c e s s  p e r m i t t e d  h e r  t o  e m b o d y ,  t h e n  o b j e c t i f y  a n d  
d i s t a n c e  f r o m  t h i s  i n n e r  o b j e c t ,  a n d  t h u s  i n t e r a c t  w i t h  i t s  d e f e n s i v e  e n e r g y .
5. 6. 6 Discovering the impact of conflict-based work on interpersonal 
perception and behaviour
O v e r  t i m e  M e g a n  b e c a m e  l e s s  m o t i v a t e d  b y  t h e s e  n e g a t i v e  a f f e c t s  a n d  h e r  o w n  
i m p o v e r i s h e d  s e l f - v i e w s .  I n  o t h e r  w a y s ,  s h e  w a s  b e t t e r  a b l e  t o  a c c e p t  t h e  h e l p  o f  
o t h e r s ,  i n c l u d i n g  w o r k m a t e s ,  w i t h o u t  f e e l i n g  g u i l t y  a n d  k e e p  c o n t a c t  w i t h  h e r  o w n  
v a l u e s  a n d  p l a n s .  H e r  c o m m u n i c a t i o n s  w i t h  h e r  f e l l o w  m a n a g e r s  i n  h e r  n e w  p o s t
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as revealed in her therapy segments provided good examples. She was also able to 
learn more about her expectations of others, especially in regard to her health. 
Caretakers led her to expect, and even contribute to poor care. There was a point 
in therapy when she was able to stay with her ambivalent feelings while discussing 
one of her primary care physicians (i.e. she was seen by one of a whole team of 
doctors at her local surgery); she could perceive and understand this woman’s 
fatigue and frustration, yet not excuse her abrupt treatment during a visit when she 
needed help. It provided a good domain for Megan to work with her own stored 
up anger and frustration, accept the reality of these feelings, without letting herself 
become overwhelmed or dominated by them. Megan also needed to separate from 
Server dominance to see how much it offered her a formula for achieving and 
maintaining attachments with others, and keeping a reasonable level of esteem. By 
the time therapy ended, she was approaching insight over her feelings and 
expectations. Future work would involve using her new understanding in actual 
interpersonal encounters with powerful others in specific scenarios.
5. 6. 7 Understanding the relationship between somatic pain and other forms 
of distress and anxiety
Finally, all the analyses helped to pinpoint a more precise relationship between 
Megan’s somatic symptoms, her behaviour, and inner psychological processes. 
Being able to articulate -  and experience -  different responses within lent her more 
ability to choose between them, and this flexibility enabled significant change. As 
Megan became aware of her own avoidance (APES Level 1), and the anxiety 
driving both Stoic and Server, she was able to lessen her tendency to engage in 
compulsive, high- speed, and unhealthy activity and engage safely with once 
threatening feeling to a better degree, although she kept her ‘barrier’ or dominant 
voice against feeling intact and chose to use it on occasion (late Level 2 - 3). For 
example, Megan spontaneously engaged in more appropriate self-care when over­
tired or beginning to experience physical distress, and she believed that this was 
instrumental in decreasing the frequency and changing the quality of her pain 
episodes. She was also able to move a little towards an understanding that these 
emotions were not life threatening, ‘invading’ experiences similar to disease, but 
potentially useful messages regarding her own needs and responses to things. 
Instrumental here was her own work with her inner conflicts, as described in the 
voice analyses. These impacts were reflected in the lower ratings given to her
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illness related concerns (i.e. CSFBD) and well as the reduction of pain as she began 
to work more actively and consciously with her inner conflicts in different 
domains.
Megan’s response to her own body and occurrences of pain changed in different 
ways. As she began to voice more of her conflicts, and to begin to adopt a sense of 
herself as a separate and independent person who did not always need to obey her 
internal compulsion to serve others, her severe pain episodes did stop for weeks at 
a time, and became shorter and more manageable when they did occur. Interesting 
was the fact that her experience with her own conflicts intensified at this time, and 
created milder, less threatening symptoms of bodily tension. She still identified 
these conflicts as illness but allowed herself to consider them as products of her 
struggle to make decisions important to her. However, she did not suffer any 
severe attacks of pain, and remarked that this was the longest period she had been 
pain-free. Her experience of her own anxiety was high, but acknowledged (i.e. she 
understood its source as a strong conflict in currently-held values). This was 
verified by the pain analogue analysis and the negative correlation between her 
assimilation of emergent voices and pain level.
Her pain experience appeared to correlate best with the existence of a particular 
dynamic -  the repression of one or both emergent voices. As they moved into mid- 
Level 2 awareness and Megan could actively image or articulate her conflict, even 
though Server and Stoic One still dominated, her severe epigastric pain no longer 
occurred. Later re-occurrences were correlated with a lack of awareness that her 
conflict was again motivating avoidant behaviours; often these involved new 
situations or interpersonal scenarios. Her ability for self -care when fatigued or 
beginning to feel pain increased spontaneously, without prompting or advice. In 
addition, her pain changed location and ‘shape.’ Slowly it changed from a coiled 
serpent-like and uncontrollable alien form to something more human and a feeling 
part of her, signalling inner distress.
At the conclusion of her therapy, Megan did feel she had gained some control over 
her pain, and her anxiety over its potential permanence or intrusion within her life 
had decreased somewhat. Her experience of pain had also lessened in frequency, 
severity and anxiety-producing qualities. This paralleled a similar decrease in
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anxiety-related somatic symptoms as measured by the BAI. She believed her 
quality of life to increase significantly over this time (EuroQuol). When thinking 
specifically about the way her symptoms impacted on her ability to work and 
socialise (CSFBDQ), she also indicated an increase in functioning by the end of 
therapy. While other anxieties remained active and were still avoided at times, her 
psychometric measures were not sufficiently sensitive to distinguish between these 
areas of movement and stasis. However it was noteworthy that her own 
recognition of anxiety-related symptoms (as reported on the BAI) increased at the 
end of therapy, and she was able to identify more specific concerns in relation to 
her pain episodes on her CSFBDQ.
Near the end of therapy, Megan acknowledged her awareness that she sill preferred to 
avoid her feelings beyond a certain point -  or at least, control when she entertained 
them. She offered the belief that this was probably a poor and unhealthy strategy for 
processing and understanding them. Yet she still offered a fierce loyalty to being this 
way, as a way of experiencing herself and real and not vulnerable to others, and she 
wanted to continue to use her barrier in the future, but perhaps not as much. This 
was interpreted as her continuing to remain guarded against feeling too vulnerable and 
exposed, and so she needed her historic and ultimate limit in her experiencing. Megan 
still feared falling apart, ultimate experiences of humiliation even if they had become 
slightly more tolerable experiences that might leave her feeling fragmented. She did 
acknowledge however, that working further with her sensory and feeling awareness 
might be an aspect of her future personal development, and that she was getting ready 
to consider sexual counselling with her husband.
